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I Function and definition

in the previous chapter we saw that agreement or at least the outward
appeaflCC of agreement. was an essential ingredient of a contract. But it is

likel y that few legal systems treat all agreemefl as enforceable conacL. In

early systems the distinction between unenforceable and enforceable

agreements, 1S often one of form and signs of that can be found in English law
in the sur\'ai of the rule that a promise by deed is legall' binding

In developed English law. that is since the sixteenth centu 	 the crucial

factor is the presence or the absence of 'consideration' It is natural to assume
that the adoption of this test is related to some underl ying theory aboutwh'

agreements are enforced. it has therefore been forcefull' argued that
consideration is a word long rooted in the language of English law and

denotes its fundamental attitude to contract and that when. in the middle of

the sixteenth century . the lawyers evolved, through the action of assumpSlt.

a general contractual remed y . they decided at the same time that II would not

avail to redress the breach of an y and eve promise. whatever iLs nature. in

particular. it ha-sbeen said thatit was decided that assumpslt was not to be used
to enforce a gratuitous promise so thai the plaintiff must sho that the
defendant's promise, upon which he was suing. was part ol a bargain to which

The IneraiUre on whN conlrirL' arcegall v enforced is	 Lensor Ser- e Hughe' Parr'
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he himself had contributed.- 5o it been persuasi.civ aigued that toe
doctrine of considerations represents We adc ' rion av La'zlish law of thenotion that onl y barga:is should be enforced.-

This view has not gone unc iallenged. The histo rvot consideration is still
not con.ipletelv clear but it see;ris inherently unlikely that sixteenth century
E nglish judges wouid ever have asked themselves a hignlv abstract question
such as Should we enforce bargains or promises?' Thepragmat:c habirsof the
English and the absence of institutional writing make it p robable that in thesixteenth	

id seventeenth centuries there was no sin g le doctrine of
consideration but a number of considerations which were recognised as
adequate to support an action for breach of a p romise.' So consideradonprobably meant at [his stage the reason for the promise being binding,
fulfilling something like the role of causa or ca zs irs continental systems.

Lord .Iaisyie1ci 'S attack on consideration.
The clocuine of c',usiderauon Was accepted throughoutr1i seventeenth and in
the first half of the eighteenth cencLirvasan integral part of the newlawotcono-act
But when Lord Mansfield became Chief lustice of the King s Bench in 

1756 its
pr-ide of place was challenged. At first Lord Mansfield refused to recognise it as
the vital criterion of a contract and treated it merelvaa evidence of the parties
intenuon to he hound. If such anintention Could bc bvothe'-means,
such as the presence of Wriutig. consideration was unnecessary Tl direct
assault was repelled with case. In Rant., v Hohes in 1778 it was proclaimed that:

all contracts are, by the laws of England, distinguished into agTeemerrs by
specisln-, and agreernenrs bvpacol: nor is there anvsuch rhirdc:lasa. - ascon ti-ac ts
in writing. If they he merely wntten and not speclahies, 

they are parol. an I aconsideration M us t he proved.

Lord Mansfield's second approach was more insinuating. Accep ting ther.concej of consideration as essential to English contract, he defined 
it interms cd moral obligation.

Where a man is under a moral obli gation, which no Court of law or equity can
enforce, and promises, the honesty and rectitude of the thing is a considei-ation

The tit's of conscience upon an up1 ight mind are a sufficient consideration.'

According to this view, whenever a rn-an is t. den a moral dut y to pay money and
subsequently promises to pay, the pr -existing moral duty furnishes

2 Fifoot Hu go" and Sources of the Common Law pp 395 ft.
S See eg Ham 'son 54 LQR 233: Shatwelt I S ydney [. Rev 289.4 See Simpson !-!iitort chs IV-VlI.
5 Simpson 91 LQR 247 it 267. On the relationshi p between considci-atior5 and cause seeWindeerJ in SumOh uJenkins (1969) 44 At.JR 78 at 33. Von Mehrcn 72 Ffai-vam-d L Rev1009; Markesmn i s 1 19731 CLJ 53. Auvah has argued that this is still ihe function ofconsideration Essays on Contract essay S Cf Treitel 50 A-Lj 439 The equation ofconsideration and bargain is also criticised by Pound 33 Tulane U Rev 455. See also

ChIorus 17 ICLQ 137. On the other hand in the history of ideas what is believed is oftenmore importan t than whai is true. Whaiever its histomical s'alidi t v the equationbetween consideration and bargain has had a powerful influence on lwennieth .centurvwriting.
6 Pmllans u Van Mon-op (1765) 3 Burr 1664. For the varied fortunes of the doctrine ofConsideration between 1765 and 1840, see Fifoot thsta7 and Sourc oliSe Common Lawpp 4011-411.
7 (1778) 7 Term Rep 350, n.

Hawkes v .Saunder ?1782) 1 Cowp 289 at 290
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consideration for the promise. The eq aunt: of consideration and mitral
obligation was accepted. though with increasing distrust for nearl sixt y years,

and was fitiall' repudiated onl y in I Slu. In Eaieioud z' Kenson:'

On the death ofJohn Sutcliffe. his infant daughter, Sarah. was left as his
sole heiress. The plaintiff, as the girl's guardian, spent mone y on her

education and for the benefit of the estate, and the girl, when she came of
age, promised to reimburse him. Site then married the defendant, who

also promised to pa y . The plaintiff sued the defendant on this Drotnise.

Lord Deninan dismissed the action and condemned the whole principle of
moral obligation upon which itwasfounded. Such a pnnciple was an innovation
of Lord Mansfield, and to exurpate it would be to restore the pure and original
doctrine of the common law. Moreover ,ashe oointecl out. the logical inference

from the acceptance of moral duty as the sole test ofan act toitable ptonuse was

the virtual annt h ilation of consideration. The law" equired some factor
additional to the defendant's promise. whereb y ihe promise became legally

binding: hut, if no more was neetleci titan the pressure of conscience, this
would operate as soon as the dcfendantvoluntarilv assumed an undertaking.
To give a promise was to accept a moral obligation to perform it.'

A tfrmpcs to deJ'ine conaz4 era twit

As a result of Eastwood v Kewon ii. was clear that consideration was neither a

tnere rule of evidence nora synon ym for moral obligation. How then was it to

bcdc1ined In the course of the nineteenth century itwa.s ft nuentiv said that

a plaintiff could establish the presence of consiaerauon in one of two ways.
He might prove either that he had conferred a benefit upon the defendant
in return forwhich the defendants promise was given or that he himself had
incurred a detriment for which the promise was to compensate.

(1840 11 Ad & El 488 Lxtra-judicia l cnticisin had been ofirred hi the reporters

Bosanquet and Puller ii: 1802 iset the note iii Wennli i. Adri (1802' 8 Bra & P 2471.

and Lord Tenierucr had expressed some doubts in 1881 ILttttthrL r Sher 1831) 2 B

& Ad 811 1 But no decisive relecuon Occur red until 1840
0 Sinir,sori Histo, 32%. arctics that far from being an aberration of Lord Mansfield, the

'mitral obligation consideration lies at the heart of the cant nictorv of toe docrnne.

Some exr.epuonai cases survived £a.riwooC z' srrrsot.. Sec eg Firgrn t' Reed (1863 1 H k

C 703. where the plainrif% advanced moites mc ' the defenitani against promissort notes
void under the usurt statutes. Alter the re peal of the statutes and without ant further
advances the defendant executed nrv promissory notes whir: were neld binding. the
onis consideration beinc the moral obligation to repat toe void loans Tins case was
not foliowed it S6ari	 192 \R 137 See atsc' tnt cases of past consideration

discusseC beIo
'A corisideranor if ciii or Iricortventi'rfl C sususinec pi one part' ai the request ci:
another is as good a curisiderauon in law for a prorarse hi such other as a consideration
of profit or convenience to imseIf Lord Eiienbtscoign in Burst i' rui (1803' 4 East
19(. 'Cc . nsiderauor. means something whicr, is of vautin in toe eve of the lasi moving
trom the plaintiff it mat tic scinte det.nment to the plaintiff or some benefit to tilt

defendant': Patieson ! in Thi'nr,a,t t Thomar (1842' 2 QE 851 'A valuable ccirisideration
in tnt sense of ti-ic lay ma' ucirtits: either ir, sotor ttgh. rnrere 5 '.. p rc,fl: Ci: ocnei7:
accruing to one pant, or some lurc nearance. aetrimen: los' or resDonsibllits Ct\ei
suficred or undertaKen In, the citrier ,Suz.sc 187% Lk It' en 15%. 'The
genera) ruic is that an executor, agreemen'.. n i which the plaintiff agree' it oc
something or the term' that Ott detendan: acne-es ii.. 00 sometittt'tc else. ia' en
enforced if what tiit' plaintiff has agreec to am . is either Jo- tnt cienefit c: tnu
aciennan: or Ic' thetroubk a' preiudice of liii' p iainuff: pc: Lord 8:acinu:':. in (I!iui,

• tjjade,	 )r7% L  ° Q  5)
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The antithesis of benefit and d rriment. though reiterated it: "he courts
is riot altogether happy. The use of the word detriment'. in particuiar,_
Obscures the vital transformation ofaasumpsit from a s pecies ofactior, on the
case to a general rentedv in co r tract. So long as it remained toruous in
character, it was necessary to pro that the plaintiff had suffered damage in
reliance upon the defendant's undertaking. When it became contractual, the
courts concernr;tted, not on the consequences of the defendant's defaul t, but
on the facts present at the time of the agreement arid in return for which the
defendant's promise was given. Detriment is clearly a more appropriate
description of the former than of the latter situation. Nor is this cridcisrn of
merelvanriqu -.nan interest. The rvpical modern contract is the bargain struck
by the exchange of promises. IfA orders goods on credit from B both A arid

are bound from the moment of agreement and, if the one subsequently
refuses to execute his part ofi r, the other may sue at once. The consideration
for each party's promise is the other partv t s promise. It is difficult to see that
at this stage either parr.v has suffered benefit or detriment on less each partY
s said to have received the benefit of the other's promise and suffered the

detriment of making his own. But such heneFltanddetrimentast1niestharthe
promises are binding, which is pr 'iselvwh, it is sought to prove n A h.irther
disadvantage to the useof the wor 'detriment' is that it has to he understood
in a highly technical sons e.So apr -nise to give up smoking is cav tble ofbeiriga tletnme ' t in the law of consideration even though smoking bad for the
promisor. fhis s technical] ,; sound hut likt!v to roiifi

A different approach to the problem of cons i deration may be made
through the language of ;iurchase and sale. The plaintiff mti.st show hat liC
has bought tiledefcti.iaijt promise either by doing some act in rcwiii for it
or by C)fFerinQr a counter-promise Sir Frederick Pollock sumtnarisecl the
position in words adopted by 

t
ile House of Lords in 1915:

An act or forbearance of one part y , or the promise thereof, is the price for which
:he promise ot the other is bought, and the promise thus given for value is
enforceable, :5

This definition of consideration as the price paid b y the plaintiff for thed r''endant's promise is preferable to the nineteenth-c 'enttit' terminology of' neflt ,jnd (leU j ulerit It is easici to osirlerstanri ii corresponds itiure happily
to tli n rmal exchange of promises and it omphasises the commercial
character of the English contract.

2 Consideration—executory, executed and past

I fere and in the next two sections will he examined the technical rules which
the ;udges have e olved for the application oftiteir doctnne ofconsidt'ration,

The accepted classification of consideration is into the two categories,
executory and exernied. The classificaUot i reflects the two different wars iii which

12 harriSon t' Cage t 1698) 5 Mod Rep 411 -
13 Pollork on Contracts I 15th ednj p 133: Drsno u Selfridge I 19151 AC 347 at 353. See alsoLaw Revision Committee, Sixth Interim Re p ort, Para 17 The conception riconsideration is the price of the promise is similarly stressed b y the .-1,'irrrcan Rrct'rt,meintof Contracts 2nd Para 71. See Farn.cworth an Conirarts 2.2. See also 'i.ilrn'rnict ,roiifar,' of fônrr,wt p 1 01, and Penning 15 Sf LR I
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the plainuff may buy the defendants promise. Considerauon is called execuwrv
when the defendants promise is made in return for a counter-promise from
the plaintiff, executed when it is matie in return for the performance of an act.
An agreement between seller and buyer for the sale of goods for further
delivery on credit is an example of the former. At the time when the agreement
is made, nothing has vet been done to fulfil the mutual promises of which [he
bargain is composed. The whole transaction remains infuluro. Of the latter the
best example is the offer of a reward for an act. IfA offers £5 to an

yone who shall
return his lost dog, the return of the dog b y B is at once the acceptance of the
offer and the performance of the act constituting the required consideration.
B has earned the-reward b y his services, and only the offerors promise remains
outstanding. But whether the plaintiff relies upon an executory or on an
executed consideration, he must he able to prove that his promise or act,
together with the defendant's promise, constitute one s

i
ngle transaction and

are causally related the one to the other.'
If the defendant makes a turtherpromise, subsequent to and independent

of the transaction, it must be regarded as a mere expression of gratitude for
past favours or as a designated gift, and no contract will arise- It is irrelevant
that he may have been induced to give the new promise because of the
previous bargain. In such a case the promise is declared, in traditional
language, to he made upon pastcorisideratiou; or, more accurately, to he made
without consideration at all. Two illustrations may be offered, one from a
classical and one from a modern case. In Roscorla v Thoraos

The declaration stated that, in consideration that the plaintiff at. the request of
the defendant had bought of the defendant a certain horse, at and For a certain
price, the defendant promised the plaintiff that the said horse was sound and free
from vice'. The plaintiff sued for breach of this promise.

The court held (1) that the fact of the sale did not itself impl y a warranty that
the horse was sound arid free from vice, arid (2) that, the express promise was
made alter the sale was over and was unsupported by fresh consideration. The
plaintiff could show nothing but a past' consideration and must fail. In Re

MCA rdte'

A number of children, by their father's will, were entitled to a house after
their mother's death. During the mother's life, one of the children and his
wife lived with her in the house. The wife made various improvements to
the house, and at a later date all the children signed aclocumerit addressed
to her, stating that 'in consideration of your carrving out certain alterations
and ittiprovement.s to the propert y, we hereby agree that the executors
shall repay to you from the estate, when distributed, the sum of £488 ill
settlement of the amount spent on such improvements.

The Court of Appeal held that, as all the work on the house had in fact been
completed before the document was signed, this was a case of past consideration
and that the document could not be supported as a binding contract.

The distinction between executed and past consideration, while
comparatively easy to state in the abstract. is often difficult to appl y in practice,
and a long and subtle line of cases has marked its interpretation its the courts.

4 it'gnn t' Engish 'and S.oztLsh I.aw Life Insurance .issocin!&on 119091 1 Ch .9t.
15 1 1842	 QB 234.
16 19511 Ch 669. 119511 1 All ER 905.
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Both the distinction and the difficultvwere appreciated by the judges before
the dose of the sixteenth centur y . They were required to consider the
position where the plaintiffhad performed services for the defendant without
any agreement for remuneration and the defendant had subsequent),,
promised to pay for them. The decided that assumpslt would lie if. but oni',
if. the services were originall y performed at the defendant's request.' The
law was .settled in this senses iii 1615 in the case of Lampligh irBral.hwaiL'

Thomas Br.ithwaithad killed Patrick Mahume and had then askedAntbon\
Lampleigh to do all he could to get a pardon for him from the King.
Lampleigh exerted himself to this end. riding andourn e ying to and from
London and Newmarket' at his own expense and Brathwaii afterwards
promised him £100 for his trouble. He failed to pa's' it and Lampleigh sued
in assutupsi t.

It was argued, inter alia. that the consideration was past. but the court gave
judgment for the plaintiff on the ground that his services had been procured
by the previous request of the defendant.

it was agreed that a mere voluntary courtesy will not have a consideration to
uphold an assumpsit. But if that courtesy were moved by a suit or request of the
party that gives the assumpsit, it will bind: for the promise. though it follows, vet
it is not naked, but couples itself with the suit before.

The previous request and subsequent promise were thus to be treated as part
of the sa ln e transaction.

This extended definition -was applied at the end of the seventeenth
century to cases where the defendant promised to pa y a debt which was not
enfi-ccable at the time of his promise owing to some technical rule of la'..
Thus in Bali v Hesketh 'he defendant, when an infant, had borrowed mone
from the plaintiff and, after soming of age, had promised to repay it. in
accordance with the general immunity conferred bvthe law upon infants, he
could not have been made liable on the original loan. But itwas held that his

bsequent promise entitled the plaintiff to sue him in assnmpsit. So.-too. in
iileingv Ra.ctings it was held that a debt, the recovery of which was barred by

the Statute of Limitations. was revived by a subsequent promise of payment.
At the same time, the influence of commercial practice. felt with increasing
urgency, familiarised the courts with the idea that a plaintiff, who sued on a
negotiable instrument, need on)vshowthat value had once been given for it

some previous holder and was himself absolved from the necessit y of
proving fresh consideration. All these development-,is threatened to obliterate
the distinction between executed and past consideration. his not surprising.
therefore, that thevshould have been used b' Lord Mansfield to support his
doctrine of moral obligation.

But when, in the nineteenth century . this doctrine was rejected it became
necessary to delimit afresh the boundaries of past and executed consideration
This was achieved by accepting the test of Lampieigh i' Brathwazl that the
plaintiffs services must have been rendered at the defendant's request. but

1 7, See Hunt , ' Bate (1568' 3 D yer 272a. and Sidentwm and 14orningion s Ca.s#' 0584 2 Leon
224 See also Simpson Hz.cwn p p 452-45

18 (1615) Hob 105.
19 (1697) Comb 381.
20 ( 1 699 I Ld Ravn
1 See pp 80-Si. abovr,
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emphasising the further fact that both parties must have assumed throughout
their negotiatio ns that the services were ultimatel y to be paid [or. The" Must

have been performed in the wa
y ofbusthesS, not asa.n office of frieudsap. This

revised version was adopted b y the court 10 Re Casey 's Parents, Stewartv Castrv.

A and B. thejoint owners ofcerrain patent rights, wrote to C as follows: in

consideration of your services as the practical manager in working our
patents. we hereby agree to give you one-third share of the patents.'

In an action which turned upon the effect of this agreement it was argued for
A and B that their promise was made only in return for Cs past servces as
manager and that there was therefore no consideration to support it. Bowen
Ll refused to accept this argUlTieflL.

The rule was succinctly stated b y Lord Scarman:'

An act done before the giving of a promise to make a payment Otto confer some
other benefit Call 

sometimes be consideration for the promise. The act must have
been done at the promisor's request. the parties must have understood that the
act was to be remunerated further b y apatieiit or the conferment of some other
benefit, and paymeut, on the conferment of a benefit must have been legally
enforceable had it. been promued in advance.

The other exceptional cases discussed abuve have been removed or confirmed
bvstatute. By section2of the Infants Relief Act 1874, no action is allowed upon

any promise made after full age to pa y a debt contracted during infancy .' By

the Limitation Act 1980. if the debtor, after the debt has been barred,
acknowledges the creditor's claim, the plaintiff may s ite on this

acknowledgment. No promise express or implied, is necessary, and no
consideration need he sought.' The third class of case, where the defendant
is sued upon a negotiable instrument, survives as a genuine exception to the
ban upon past consideration- It is to be explaincd as a coticessloEl to long-
standing commercial custoui, and it hasbeen confirmed b y section 27 of the

Bills of Exchange Act 1882. By this section, 'valuable consideration for a bill

may he constituted by (a) an y consideration sufficient to support a simple
contract, (h) an antecedent debtor liabilitv'.

3 Consideration must move from the promisee

As long as co'istderauon, under Lord Mansfield's influence, could be
identified with moral dufl', it was possible to support an action by person for
whose benefit a promise had been given even if the consideration had been
supplied by someone else.' But once this identification was repudiated, the
judges insisted that only he could sue on a promise who had paid the price

This further fact, though it was not expressed by the court in Lampl'zgh V BrathwOu(.

seems on the whole to he implicit in the language of the judgment.

[189] 1 Ch 104. See ako Ken 'i,rv	 Brtnzn 13t i CBS 1)77

No On	 Laui 'iu L,n	 1980! AC 614 at 6 ,2 11 , J97 , 4] 	 \l'	 1

See pp 185-489. below.
See op 71I-713. betow.
It has been ruled that the 'antecedent debt or lahLlLtv rrt.Pt ! ) c h.it oi Inc maker or,

:iegotia(Or of the instrument and not of .i ranger. Oiiv	 Davzc 14O	 7T.o 
19491 2 All ER 353.

see (Milan PooI,e i1677 2 Lev 210 See Simpson f(tsuuri pp 475-485
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()fit- How otherwise could the plaintiff prove his share in the bargain upon
which his action was based Thus in Price ii Eacton the defendant promised
X that ifX (lid certainworkforhjrn he would pavasurn of rrlonev to the plaintiff
X did the work, but the defendant (lid not pat' the mone y The court of
Queen's Bench held that the piaintiff could not sue the defendan t andexplained their decision in two different wa ys. Lord l)enrnal) said that the
plaintiff could not 'show anycunsideratjon for the prc .uise moviiigfroin him
to the defendant'. Litt]edale J said that 'no privitv is showit between the
plaintiff and the defendant'. In '/IL'eddlevAthjflsf,fl in 18610 thejudges. whileendorsing the decision in Pr?ce i'io.c(ofl preferred the first of these reasons.'It is now established', said Wightrnanj 'that no stranger to the consideration
Can take ad' .uitage of a contract, although made for his benefit.'

Relation. of consideration to the doci ne ofpr 'ity
It has long been a L OntInVeIsjal question whether the rule that consideration
i ust move fron) the promisee and the doctrine of pi-ivitv of contract e
fu ndamentally distinct or whether they are merel y variations on a common
theme. Two different factual situations may indeed arise. The plaintiff ma y bea J)artv to an agreement without furnishing any consideration.

A, B and C may all be signatories to an agreement whereby C promises A
and B to payA £100 if  will carry out woik desired by C.

On the oi[-r hand, the person anxious to enforce 
the promise may not be aparty to the agreement at all..

- Band C may make an agreement whereby B promises t6 waite a book for C
and C 1' r0rnises to pay £100 to A.

Historically A could notsue Gin either case. But must lie be said to fail in the
lust siLtlati(Jn because consideration has not moved from him, and in the
second because he isnot privy to the contract? The nineteexlth.-centurvjudges
distinguished the two situations in law as well as in fact. So, toe, in 191'
\scout Haldane neclared two principles to be ' fundamental in the law ofEngland'. The first cas that 'onl y a person who is a party to a contract can sue
on it, and the second that 'onl y a person who has given consideration ma y
enforce a contract not undersea] The distinction was endorsed by the
Revision Committee in 1937 . 2 	-

This view, however, has been questioned, n It has been persuasively
argued that there is no basic distinction between the two principles stated hr
Lord Haldane: they are but different ways of saving the same thing. The
underlying assumption of English law is that a contract is a bargain. If  person
furnishes no consideration, he takes no part in a bargain: if he takes no part
in a bargain, he takes no part in a contract. In the second of the hypothetical
cases stated above it is obvious that A is a sl'anger to the contract. But he is
eq ua1l' a stranger in de first: he is a parts' to an agreement, but he is not a parts

9 (1833) 4 B A Ad 433.
10 (I56]) 1 B & S 393.
1 Duil.op Selfndg [1915] AC 847 t 853: see p 500. belou.12 Sixth Interim Report., p 22

13 See Smith and Thomas 
A asthoo n Conrra )IIth edn pp 279.3• Sairnond andWilliams 7'h lflTl ( Con/ra(, ' pp 99-100 Furmsioi-, 23 MLR 373
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to a contract. It is true that. if the doctrine of consideration were abolished.
the problem of privttv would remain, as it still remains in other legal systems.

The question was discussed by the 1-ugh Court of Australia in 1967 in Co'r1Lc

V Ba got's Executor and Trustee Co Ltd.1

C agreed to grant to the O'Neil Construction Co Ltd the exclusive right
to quarry on his land in return for a minimum ro yalty of £12 a week for a
period of ten years. C also 'authorised the company' to pay all money
arising from this agreement to himself and his wifejoin tly. The agreement
was in writing (not, under seal) and was signed by C, by his wife and by
O'Neil. Eighteen months later. C died. The O'Neil company in fact paid
the royalty to Cs wife; and the High Court was now asked, in an action
between the wife and C's executors, to decide whether the company was
bound or entitled to make such payment to her.

The High Court was divided upon the construction of the agreement. But
four of thejudges ',;ere of opinion that if, on its true interpretation, the wife

In

was a party to the agrec.neit. she was entitled to receive the royalties payable
after her husband's death even though she person-ill y had given no
consideration for the compan y 's promise.

The I ugh Court did not d. line with precision the relat 'onship of privity
of contract to the rule that consideration must move from the promisee.
Bar-wick cj seems to have treated he two rules as separate requir nefltS

It must be accepted that, according Lu our law, a person not a party to a CoiiUact
may not himself sue upon it so as directl y to enforce iLS obligations. For illy pa I
I find no difficulty or embarrassment in this conclusion. Indeed. I would find it
odd that a person to whom no promise was made could himself enforce a promise
made by another.

sy T i fl(leverJ on Pie other hand, asked if there were any 'useful distinction
between denvinu i -; -ht of action to a person because no promise was made
to him, and deriving a right of action to a person towhorn a promise was made
because no cons deration for it moved from him'.'

In the present case, the wife was a part y to the agreement; but had
consideration moved frori her? At first sight it would seem that her husband
was the otil person who hat! given consideration for the compan y' s promise.
Nevertheless Rarwick CJ and Wimiclever ,j found a wa y round the difficulty.
Husband and wife were joint prorrilsees.

Winderer J said:

The promise is rii,sde to them collectively. It must, of course, be suppot ted by
consideration, but that does not mean by consideration furnished by them
separately . It means a consideration given on hchalf'd'theni both, and therefore
moving from both of them. In such a case the promise of the promisor is not
gratuitous: arid, as between him and thejnin r prornisees, it matters not how they
were able to provide the price of his promise to them.

14 [1967] ALR 35.
15 Threejudges held that :hc Iausr arithoriimmg he cumiipanv , to pay C's wife was merely

a revocable mandate which hmI been revoked by C's death
16 [1967] ALR at 394-395.
17 [bid at 405. See also the discussion in Tnd'nZ C,'nerai ,oururze i ,, 1,! '! a M.Vmece Bros

Pt Ltd (19S) 62 ALJR 508 at 311 per M.00n (ij and \'Ols)n j.
18 Ibid.
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The solution is neat and would simply require the rule to be restated so as to
insist that consideration must move eiiher from a single proinisee orirom one
of a number ofjoinr promisees.

The point was raised in !vlcEvo', v Belfast Banking Co Ltd:t9

A father, uho had £10,000 on deposit with the Belfast Bank. transferred it
to a deposit account in the names of himself and of his infant son. Soon
afterwards he died. The executors were allowed hr the hank to withdraw
the mone y and put it into an account in their own names. The mone y was
in fact lost in attempts to keep the famil y business alive; and the son sued
the hank.

The Bank argued, inter alia, that no rights accrued to the SOn over the deposit
account because he had furnished no consideration. The argument was
rejected by Lord Atkin:

The contract on the face of it purports to be made with A and B. and I think with1-hellijoi litI V and severall y . A purports to make the contract oil of  as well
as himself, and the consideration supports such a conIract.2

The doctrine of consideration has not been abolished but the doctrine of
privit y has been subjected to major change b y the Contract (Rights of Third
Parties) Act 1999. This Act is discussed in chapter 14. The Act does not
specifically refer to the rule that consideration must move from the promisee
but it is clear that whenever a third part acquires rights under the Act, it willnot he open to the defendant to argue that consideration has notmoved from
the third party.

4 Sufficiency of consideration

Co nsideration has been defined as the actor promise offered by the one party
and accepted by the other as the price of that other's promise. The question
now arises whether ;4.nx , act and any promise, regardless of their content, will
satisfy this definition. Ames, indeed, argued that, with obvious reservations in
the interests of morality and public po]icv, the question must be answered in
the affirmative' A suivev of decided cases, however, will show* that hisargumen L, whatever its logical merits, does not represent the actual position.
Certain acts and promises, it will be seen, are deemed incapable in law of
supporting an action for breach of contract by the person who has supplied
them. But, while mostjurists have been forced by the results of litigation to
accept this conclusion, there has been great divergence of opinion as to the
test of such capacit y . Two main lines of divergence may be observed.

There is doubt, in the first place, as to whether the criterion, whatever it
may be, is equally applicable to acts and to promises. That such is the case was

19 1935] AC 24.
20 Ibid at 43. Lord Thanerictn (at 52) said that he would have agreed with thk statemeni

if he had thought that the father had designed to make the son a contr-acting partsSee (.ulltrv 85 LQR 530. especially at 531 . 534 and New Zealand Shipping Go Lid v .4 Al
Co Lid 119751 AC 154 at 180. [1974) 1 A)] ER 1015 a t 1030. per LordSimon of Glaisdale On the other hand, there are formidab,e arguments the ether wasas is shown bs Come [1975) CLI 30).

1	 Set. Ames L,riures or Lent' Hrjiors pp 321 ft
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asserted b y Chief justice Hoit three centuries ago and reasserted by Leake

in his book on Contracts in the middle ot the nineteenth century:

It may be observed that whatever matter. if executed. is sufficient to forma good
executed consideration. if promised. :s sufficient to form a good executors
consideratiOn.

The adoption of a single test would clearly simplify the problem: once
determine its character in the case of in act and it could be applied
automatically in the case ofa promise. Sir Frederick Pollock, however, denied
the possibility of a sin gle test and declared that, in certain cases. a promise
nay, while an actual performance may riot, afford a consideration to support

a counter'prOmiSe.
In the second place. whether the test be single or double. little success has

attended the efforts of jurists to express it in language at once definite and
comprehensive. Williston, who has devoted particular care to the problem.
can onlv state it in terms of the formula of benefit and detriment current in
the nineteenth century which has already been shown to be un satisfactory.
Executed consideration, according to his view, consists of 'a detriment
ncurred by the promisee or a benefit received by the prornisor at the request
of the promisor': executonr consideration consists of 'rnutuaf promises in
each of which the promisor undertakes sorrie act or forbearance that will.be,

oraparently may he. detrimental to the promisor orbeneticial to the promisee'.'
This language, it is suggested, restates the problem rather than solves it, and.
as will be seen, is to be applied to actual cases onl y,  with difficulty and with a

certain sense of strain. 	 -
It is indeed, not without significance that these controversies are, forthe

most part, carried on outside the courts. Thejudges have been content todeny
the name of consideration to certain acts or promises without attempting to
generalise the grounds oitheirprohibitiOt antht rnavwelhe tharthe process
ofjudicial thought is purely empirical and does riot lend itself to e'eportfacto
rationalisation. It will be well, at least, to discuss in turn the individual rules
applied by the courts and then to ask ifanvcomprehensive test can be adopted.

These rules may , for the sake of exposition be grouped into two classes:

(a) those rules which forbid the courts to upset a bargain merel y because the

act or promise supplied by the plaintiff is an inadequate recompense for

the defendant's promise;
(h) those rules which expressly declare that certain acts or promises do not

constitute consideration.
Here, as in other aspects of contract, the choice of appropriate terminology to
describe a particular legal position is a matter of difficulty. The word 'adequacy'
has long been associated with the reluctance of the courts lightl y to interfere

with an agreement which the parties themselves have deemed fair and

'Where the doing a thing will be a good eonsiderauofl, a promise to do that thing will

he so too': Thorpe v 1Iiore 1 1701) 12 Mod Rep 455.

L-ake on Contracts tlst edn) p 314.
Pollock on Contracts (13th fdn) pp 147-150: and see pp 117-120, below. Williston seems

to take a middle view: Willistoii on Contracts Ord edni para 103.

Willrston on Contracts 
(3rd edni paras 102 and 103. The italics are ours. Williston uses

the terms 'unilateral' and 'bilateral' to express the antithesis 'executed' and	
'' executOr

in consonance with English w.age.But the latter words have been adopted here as more 
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reasonable, and some otherword must he chosen to indicate the cases in which.
perhaps as an exceptional measure, the courts reserve the right of interference.
For this latter purpose the epithet ' suffi cient' has been sanctioned . if nothallowed, by more than three centuries ofjudicial usage. It was adopted by theElizabethan judges when they established the doctrine oIconsiderau and
repeated by their Successors in the seventeenth centur. It was assumed to be
appropriate both b Lord Mansfield and by h is opponents, and it was acceptedb Lord Denman in Eastwood v Kenyon., In the present chapter. therefbre,
though there is a conscious artificiali tv in contrasting such words as 'adequacy
and 'suflicier-i cy' which in popularuseare regardedassynonytits 

consideration
will be described as 'surTicient' or 'insufficient' according as the judges al]ow

iJor disallow the validity of pareular acts or promises.

A ADEQUACY OF CONSIDERATION

It has been settled for well over three hundred years that the courts 'Ail] notinquire into the 'adequaof consideration' Rv this is meant that they will not
seek to measure the comparative value of the defendants promise and of theact or p romise,given by the plaintiff in exchange for it, nor will the y denounce

because atseems to be unfair. The promise Yn tLSt, indeed,
have been procired by the offerofsome return capable of expression in 

termsof value. A parent, who makes a promise 'm consideration of natural love and
affection' or to induce his son to refrain from boring him with complaints,
cannot be sued upon it, since the essential .clementsofa bargain are lacking.Rut ifthese eJemerj,s be present the 

courts wilj not balance the one side againstth e other. The parties are prestmed 
10 he capable of appreciating their owninterests and of reach ill g their.own equilibrium, In 1587it was said that. 'whena thing is tobe done by the plaintiff, be it neverso small, t

his is a-sufficientConsideration to .grou1)dancj00'; arid this rejection of a quarithativc test has
been constantly reiterated, -in .-Thonra,s v Thoinar"

The pIain 1iffsusbaI)d had expressed the wish that the plaintiff, if she
survived him, shujd have the use of his house. After his death the'defencjan L his executor, agreed to allow her to occupy the house (a)
becauseoflhe husband's wishe (b) on (fie pavm entby herof1 avear.

The court declined to be influenced bvthe husband'swjshes: motive was 'notthe same thing with consideranon' But they accepted the plaintiffs promiseto pay the 4: 1 a year as affording consideration for the defendants promise.and defendi ' S counsel admitted that he-could not rest any argument uponits manifest inadequacy, '5

6 From eampies too numerous for cituon in a footnote the following case.; ma bSelected. R2charo' and Bartki s Case (1584 1 Leon 19;	 usizw0yi,', (159(o Crc,Keogh: z' RLiii 469. Bret v/S (1600i Cro Liii 756; Grzs(	 Loeae3: Ra(1671) 2 Le	 (16131 Hob 10; balm v Rr,'nrr'	 nn v Ruges (1778) 7 Term Re p SSOn: Hawk s' Sal4naers (1782: 1Cowp 289: E,ttwoo 1' 
Kenwm (l84ij 11 Ad & El 438 it mavatso be observed that 

ill(-Phrase 'sufficient COflSIdCrat,n' is used in this sense by WiLüszo on Con gro,' (3rd ednPara 101: and see Amencar 	 of tir Lao' Of Corer,i,-o pal-ac 76 fi7 See lire; v5 (]600)-Cro Liii 756; and Wis€r v lihtzeit (1$SSt 23 U L 36nE Sti	 t' Albany (15871 Cro Liii 6
9 (18421 2 QB 851
)0 A modem Iliusti-aflon is afforded b' the case of Atexan4,. 

T. JYoycor 19361	 KB 16'
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The principle ma y he studied in iL application to cases where aseeks to stav the procecu t ion of  legal claim with w	

person
hich he is threatened. Suchagreemeti may take a variety offorjis The person against whom the claim ismade may admit the claim but ask the claiman t to give him more time to paSuch an agreement is often described as a forbearance. A1teatis'eJ' he ma

dispute the claim (or while accepting that there is a claim, dispute the
amount hut offer to settle the dispute for less than the amount claimed
Such an agreement is usually described as a conipronhtse it would appear
however that all these situations are subject to thc same principles. They will
here he discussed as examples of a single categors

was originally held that a promise not to pursue a claim which in tth
%N-aS 

without legal basis could not be good consideration If it had been
submitted to tFi arhin-anient of thecourus the prontisor must have failed, and
it could not be a 'detritneiit' to be saved from a losing hazard. But in the
inneteetith cctitui- tins position was abandoneci, and the compromise of a
doul)thll claim Wa s upheld by the courts. The change wasjustifled on roundsOf ConvenIence In the words of Bowen U:	 g

The me.of the' claim which is given up innst he nicasured not by the state of thelaw as it is ultunatelv discovered to he. hut b y the state of the knowledge of the
person who at the time has tO judge and make the concession Otherwise von would
have to t' the whole cause to know if the man had a right to compromise 

iLt5

In the modern lawthe consideration it) such cases is said iobe the 
sunender,not ofalcgal right, which ma\'orma'jot exist and whose exis tenceatth	 eC rimof tile compromise remains untested, but of the CItJilfl to such a right.This attitude is sensible, It's true that ifthe claim is baseless, the claimantma y

 appear to have got something for nothing or that. contrariwise if a
claimant settles a good claim for less than its true 'aloe he ma" appear to have
given up something for nothing but this is to ignore the cost, both monerrs-and psychic, oflittgation. It isin the public interest to encouge reasonablesettlements tc indeed the lcal "stem could not operate at all if the vast
majori' of ciril disputes were not settled out of court. The le has hover
to be surrounded by certain safeguards. A plaintiff who relies upon the
surrender ofa claim to support a contract must rros'e'
(a) that the claim isreasonable in itself, and not ' vexauous or frivolous,(b) that he himself has an honest belief in the chance 

Of its success, and(c) that hehas concealed from the otherpar t v nofact;h)ch tohis knowiedge.might affect its validity.

11 if A claims £100 from B and B -aavs tha t only £5cOnstdcta	 is owed and pass £50 there' t notio theii A accepts i,hc £50. The position would be dfffcj'en if B admittedthat £50 was owed and offered £3 1 Fergioor, 7bavu" 11997 I kI! ER 31512 Stain. s' W.ahipo! (1588) Cro EJi 126 /one '	 Ashburn/,n ( 1804 4 East 455 See theuseful historic-al discussion -bs Beatson f1974j CLI 97 at 100-10313 Mij,. v Nev, Zea'and A lfurd E,sta g r C- (1886) 32 ChD 266 at 291. See' alsodcoBisffth?fcn (1870) LR 5 QB 440.	 Cathshp,
(4 1 v A'SPCC 11978] AC 171 at 232. [1077 1 MI ER 589 at 606. per Lord Simon ofG1ais15 Such would acetic to be the conclusions to be drawn front the language o	

dale.
f the	 enin ajjzs/ter i' Bucicoffs/cns and Mue v Nev Zealane"	 iudg'm

.4lfrn-d Lsiat, Ce' (above t See aiwOulne;5 o[Porzoftn€, Tan Sfr.ani,y V &ron 1Jfm 	 (1934) 3 Corn Cm 330. in MO rZcthid Alford Lstai, Co (above')
l itigant b	 at 291. Roin 1,1 said 'It seems tome that if an Intenthnone ha, forbears a right to liugate 2 ouection of las ce- fact which it is notsexatcous or frivolous to tiugair. he does 91N ` ut something 0c value - in an interestingartick in which these words areted Ke'l(s points out that the' suri-erine- of a eselencema, fui-rijsn consjdc,-attor no ICS5 than ilie surrender of a claim- 27 ]a1'LR 540
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In Horton t' Hrrrton (.% -o 2:

The parties were husband and wife. ii March 1954. by aseparaunri agreement
under seal, the husband agreed to pay the wife £30 a month. On the true -
.:onstructOn of the deed the husband should have deducted income tax
before payment, but for nine mouths he paid the mone y without deduction.
In Jartuai 1955 he signed a document, not under seal, agreeing that.
instead of the monthl y sum of £30, he would pa y such a monthly sum as
after the deduction of income tax should amount to the clear sum of £30'.

For over three years he paid this clear sum, but then stopped payment. Fo
an action by his wife he pleaded that the later agreement was unsupported
by consideration and that the wife could sue only on the earlier deed.

The Court of Appeal held that there was consideration to support the later
agreement. It was clear that theoriginal deed did notimplement the intention
of the parties. The wife, therefore, might have stied to rectify the deed, and
the later agreement represented a compromise of this possible action. Whether
such an action would have succeeded was irrelevant:' it sufficed that it had
some prospect of success and that the wife believed in it.	 -

Upon this principle and subject to these safeguards a compromise of a
claim and a forbearance to sue will each be upheld, and, as how been
suggested above, there is no intri nsic difference of principle between them.
In the latter case, however, it is irrelevant whether the time of forbearance be
long orshort or even whether it is for any specified time at all. Nor need there

I e anyactuak promise to forbear, if such an understanding can be inferred
from the circumstances and is followed by a forbearance in fact-8

It is possible that there remain some cases where although the parties
believe ia good faith that they are compromising a doubtful claim, the court
will hold that the claim was manifestl y bad and the compromise therefore
ineffectual. This can hardly happen where the facts are doubtful, since the
court-would scarcely investigate the facts in order to strike down ii. compromise
but, it. might happen where there was ignorance or misapprehension of the
law- Even with questions of law, however, it would usually be possible to
discover sufficient doubt to support the agreement. 9 In Magee v Pennine

Insurance Co Lid" the majority of the Ciurt of Appeal held that a compromise
though valid at common law could he set aside in equity because it was based
on a common mistake, since it was clear that the defendants had a complete
answer to the plaintiffs claim.

The boundaries of these principles were tested in the important and
difficult case of the Bank of Credit & Commerce International S/s u

In 1990 the respondent was made redundant b y the appellant bank. The
redundancy notice stated that he would receive his statutory redtirdancy
pavrneru and an cx gratia payment. In addition the respondant was offered and
accepted a payment of a further month's gross salary if he would sign a
document stating that this payment:

16 [19611 1 QB 215. 119601 3 All ER 649.
17 Cf Whiles g de '., Ij:,szd€ [1950] Ch 65. [1949] 2 MI ER 913.
18 .Sllthnce Bank Lid u Broom (1364) 2 Drew & Sm 289.
19 See Haigh v Brooks (1839) 10 Ad & El 309, discussed more fully in the 8th edn of this

work, pp 72-73.
20 [1969) 2 Q& 507. [1969) 2 All ER 891, discussed at p 266, below.

1	 [2001] UKHL 8. (2001] 1 All ER 961.
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• was in full and final settlement of all or any claim whether tinder statute.
common law or in equity of whatsoever nature that exists or ma y exist....

At this time the respondent did not know though the higher management. of
the bank knew that the bank was in fact a fraudulent and iiisoient shell.
Neither the respondent nor the bank could have known in199() that in 1997
the House of Lords would hold in Malik v Bank of Crtdit and Commerce
Jnt7iatlona1,SA that other RCCI employees could have a claitri for damages
on the basis that there had been a breach of an implied term of mutual
confidence between the bank and its employees and that in principle
em]ovecs could recover damages for the damage that having been Cmploved
by the bank had done to their careers (so called stigma damage.-,').

The respondent brought an action claiming stigma damages. The bank-
argued that the claim was barred by the agreement made in 1990.

The document signed in 1990 has all the appearance of having licitig
drafted by a lawyer and it looks as if the di;iftsnien intended to exclude any
claims which might turn up. Indeed Ligh unani and Lord Hoffmann dissenting
in the House ofLords held that this was indeed ILS effect. However the majoriu
Of the I louse of Lords held that although:

A party may at any rate in .a compromise agreement supported b y valuable
considerauon, agree to release claims or rights of which he was unaware and of
winch he could not he aware ........ the court will be very slow to inf,r that a party
intended to surrender rights ad claims of which he was unaware and could not
have been aware.4

A modern illustranon ofthe premise that his for the parties to in their own
bargain is afforded by the Current practice of manufacturers to recommend
the sale of their goods by ofiering. as an inducement to buy, something more
than the goods themselves. In Chappell & Co Ltd vATestU, Co Lid-.'

The plaintiffs owned the copyright in dance tune called 'Rockin Shoes'.
The Hardy Co made records of the tune which the y sold to the Nestlé Co
for 4d each, and the Nestlé Co oflered then) to the public for is 6d each.
but required, in addition to the money, three wrappers of their sixpennv
bars of chocolate. When they received the wrappers, the y threw them away.
Their main object was to adveruse their chocolate, but they also made 'a
profit on the sale of the records.

The plaintiffssued the defendants for infringement of copright, and the
defendants were admittedl y liable unless they could rely on section 8 of the
Copyright Act 1956. Under this section a person may make a record of a
musical work pro'ided that this is designed for retail sale and provided that
he pays to the copyright owner a rova]rv of 6 1A per cent 'of the ordinars- retafl
selling price'. The defendants offered the starutorv ro yalty based on the price
of is 6d per record. The plaintiffs refused .the offer, contending that the
money price was only pan of the considerauon for the record and that -the
balance was represented by the three wrappers The House of Lords by a
ma)onrv gave judgment for the plaintiffs. It was unrealistic to hold that the

2 [199S AC 20. 11997 ' AP ER
Fo furtne discussion Sf	 r 67f

4	 [(R)l : • i ER 96. 96f, ne- Lord Bmhan.
rto .5( S	 9?'0 2 A!: F.R 701
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wrappers were not part of the consideration. The offer was to supply a record
in return, not simply for money, but for the wrappers as well.

Lord Somervet! said:

The question' is whether the three wrappers were part of the consideration
I think that the y are part 01 the consideration. They are sodescribed in the offer.
They , the wraopers. will help von to gets mash hit recordings.. ... it is said that.

when received, the wrappers are of no value to the respondents, the Nestic Co
Ltd. This I would have thought to be irrelevant. A contracting party can stipulate
for what consideration lie chooses A peppercorn does not cease to be good
consideration if it is established that the promisee does not like pepper and will
throw away the corn.

Consideration in relation to bazlment.s
The necessity, sometimes assumed, of discovering a consideration to support
a bailment presents another aspect of the search for a barg' in. A bailment is
a dcliverv of goods on condition that the recipient shall ultimately restore
them to the bailor-: they may thus be hired or lent or pledged or deposited for
safe custody . So natural a transaction must be recognised at an earl y date by
even system of law. In English law it was protected by the writ ofdetinue long
before the evolution of a general contractual remedy, and it was only the
pressure of procedural convenience which led to the supersession of this writ
by jrzdebit at us ass unistt. Bat, once the rights of the bailor were secured by a form
of action normally identified with contract, there was an inevitable temptation
to discuss the problems of bailment in terms of contract and to dcmancl the
presence of consideration. Thus in Bainbridge v Finnst one in 1838:

The plairitifT, at the defendants request, had consented to allow the
defendant to remove utcl weigh two boilers, and the defendant had, at the
same time, promised to return them in their original sound condition. The
plaintiff sued for breach of this promise, and the defendant pleaded lack
of consideration.

The Court of Queen's Bench rejected the plea. l'attesonJ thought that,
whether there was a benefit to the defendant or not, there was 'at any rate a
detriment to the plaintil]from his parting with the possession t'oreven so short
a tinic ' lord Denman avoided the language of benefit and detriment.

1 he cicfcnclotit had some reason for wishing to weigh the boilers; and he could
do so only by obtoininig permission froiii the plaintiff, .hich he did obtain by
promising in return them in good condition.

By one or other of these lines of argument it is. of course, possible to find a
consideration, though the description of the transaction as a bargain struck
b y the exchange of  promise on the one side and a prmission on the Other-
Wears a somewhat artificial appearance. But it is not difficult to suggest cases
where such language is wboilv inappropriate. If B gratuitously accepts goods
which A deposits with him for safe custod y, B may uiiclitbtedlvbe liable if he
uijuresorfails to return them. But there is no benefit to B, and, as the delivery

6 lhid at $7 owl 701. respectively. Analogous problems arise where a tradesman gives
trading staniips. See Buljntt Saw Ltd S Rellman 1962) LR 3 RP 62. Another example
is to be found in E.sso Petroleum Ltd t Customs and Exrrse Cornrs [1976] 1 .\il ER 117.
19761 I WI.R 1. discussed more fully at p 130. below.

	

7	 1535) 3Ac & El 713 See also Hart zz, .\hlei 1 1556) 4 (15S 371.
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was to secure As advantage, no deiritnetit to A: nor is there an y price paid forB's promise, express Or im plied. to take care of the goods.
The leading case of Coq-s v Bernard. decided in 1703: illustrates at 011CC

the unique concution (if bailineni and the misleading inferences drawn
from its fortuitous assocjattott with thc writ of assunipsit

The plaintiff declared that the defendant had undertaken to remove
several hogsheads of brand y from one cellar to another, and that ILC had
done the work so carelessly that one 01 the casks was staved and a c]tLantitv
ofhrancjr was spilt. The defendant argLIecl that the declaration ;.'as had :-t$thSClOSing no Consideration for the undertaking.

Chicfjustice H0IL rejecting die argument, was, indeed, at pains to find a
consideration, 'The owner's trusting Ititti with the good\ ;.c suificient
ccinsL(leralioji to ohiige him to acateful rn,It tgcttLcn1, '- Btt dust this trjittt'
to the doctrine was mere lip-sc]'icc is sit own by the etisuilIg l I assacs in hisu d gin en t:

lithe agreement had been executo, to cart' these brandies front the one - lac eto the other such a I- 
been

 the defendant had not been bound to cart-v thi'trj. Butthisi 'a different cascforassumpsit does not onl y signif a luture agreerncj-n, but
in such a case as this, ttstgnifies art actual enri upon the thing and taking the trust
upon himself. And if  man will do that, and ;niscarncs in thy perfcr fl:incc '[ liitrust, an action will lie ;gainst him for that, tliou'1i nr,iiod could havc ioi: c licehim to do the thing.

The defendant was liable, not iecausc he had agreed 0 c rt',thv ;is hit'only because he had actually started to move them. The case as not one of
contract at all, but turned upon the peculiat status of the bailce

At the present da y, no doubt, in most instances where goods are lent or
hired or deposited for safe Custod y or as security for a debt, the delivery will
be the result of  contract. But this ingi'cdient, though usual, is not esse ntial.
An infant may bc]jabie as a bailee, whereas, had the transaction to be based
oil cont-ract, the Infants Relief Act 1874 would have Protected him:" a railway
company owes a duty , independendv of contract, to an owner whose goods it
has accepted for carriage. Confusion will be avoided onl y if it is rememberedthat bailm en cis arelatior1shIp,cujgefl,and that, unless t: is sought to increase
or diminish the burdens imposed upon the bailee by the yen' fact of thebailment,itjs notnecessar'y to incorporate it into the law of contract and toprove a consideration.

This was cleat-Is' stated by Lord Denni ng MR in 
Building and CtvilEngneerngHoli	 in'Mdays Scb anagp,neiti Lid v lost' Office)

S	 1703, 2 Ld Ravin 909
' Such 'trusung is cear j s no: ic truth a good tunsdej'atjon It is not the price of anspromise: it is not a benefit 10 the defendanL and. as ii was designed in efierluate thplainufFs sok purposes it was no deinmen ' to himIt' Set p 489. below.

Se R v Mthooaje' (1885 15 QBD 323. and Mr05 G,ea: La,tim: Ri'	 115952 QB
I 2 :96' : QB 24 0 at 26G-26 1 , l]965	 AU ER 163 ai 16 Sec also or- Dipinet 1.1 trit Mann e Sons 19W 1 QB 7J6 ai 3. [196.. 2 Al) ER 2 s 734 andFaire- !1967	 QE 407 t966' 2 Al) ER 1(17 Paimt'	 iim,-,	 2'nu ranp 2t'..3:.
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U common Law, bailment is often a.,sociateu with a contract. but mis n notaiways

the case ... An action againta bailee can often be put. not as an act on in contract.
nro iii tort, but as an action on its own. generis. arising out of the possession
had by the bailee of the goods.

Liabthtvfort mriroper pe7jorma rice o/ gratultO u service
A somewhat S imilar position may arise where loss has been caused in the
performance of a gratuitous service. The legal consequences of such a
situation were discussed ill 	 case of De La Bere v Pearson.-'

The defendants advertised in their paper that their city editor would
answer inquiries from readers desiring financial advice. The plaintiff
wrote, asking for the name of a good stockbroker. The editor recommended
an outside broker', who was in fact an undischarged bankrupt. This
circumstance was not known to the editor, but could have been discovered
by him without difficulty . Rely ing on the recommendation, the plaintiff
sent sums of money to the broker For investment and the broker
misappropriated them. The Court of Appeal held the defendants liable
in contract.

It is not at first sight eas y to see how the facts of this case can be made tosatisfv
the doctrine of consideration. The plaintiff doubtless paid mone y for a copy
of the paper, but did he pay for the recommendation ! The mere act of
inquiring the name of a stockbroker call be described with any sense
Of` reality as the price of the editors reply . It may indeed be urged that the
plaintiff paid notonly for the physical fact of the paper but for all its contents—
news. articles. advertisements and financial advice; and that the payment
might thus be regarded as consideration for the whole service offered by the
defendants. Colour is lent to this interpretation b y the fact that the plaintiff
hail Long been  reader of the paper and knew that one of its features was the
provision of financial advice. The case was not, however, argued on this basis
norwas the point taken b y the Court ofAppeal, whose members were content

substantially to assume the existence of a contract. While, therefore, it is
p ossible to support the decision on the ground of contract. it is not surprising
that Sir Frederick Pollock should have suggested that the cause of action
might be better regarded as arising from default in the performance of a
voluntary undertaking independent of contract' . The question in other
words, should be approached as a problem in tort, and, viewed from this angle.
it would turn upon the scope of the dut y of care. To (Ii5CUSS this duty in any
detail is outside the ambit of the present hook: hut, in view of thcjudgments
of the House of Lords in Hedlq Byrne & Co Ltd t' Heller & Partners 1.td,° it is at

least possible that, if the facts of De la Beret, Pearson were to recur, the plaintiff
might succeed iii an action of negligence.

Dztznct1on between -it and sale not aiwas ohv1ous
The refusal of the courts to discuss the adequacy of consideration may
make it difficult, on occasion, to distiti g uish a gift and a sale. I f A promises

13 [1i0S1 I KB 280. See also	 (iraward t 1793) 5 Term Rep I 43, and 5kethju u London

.Vorih Wesi'rri Rly Co (L867) L.R 2 CP 631.
14 See Pollock on Con:racza I 13th cdni p 140.
15 119641 AC 463, (196312 All F.I( 575. See especiall y per Lord Devlin at 527-528 and 610.

respectivel y . See pp 303-5()7, below.
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B n give hin' li. new Rolls-Royce car b y nothing. there is obvious]' no

conside I .xt c.:.itd tin contrac If A promises B to gVr h his new Rolls-

Ro y ce car. if B will fetch it from th garage. there is still no consideration
and no contract. The requirement that B is to fetch the carts not the price

of the promise, but the condition precedent to the iperanon of A's
generosity. The transaction is not a sale. but a conditional gift.' But. if 'A

promises B to give him his new Rolls-Royce ear if B will give him one
shilling, there is consideration and there is a contract. Such conclusion
has inspired the comment that the doctrine ofeonsidesatiun corresponds
as little with reaiiiv and is as much a formality as the rule that a gratuitous

proiisc becomes binding b the ' net e affixing of ii seal: But this vieW is

surel y an over-bold generalisation upon extreme cases. The fact that the
courts will enforce such a transaction as that envisaged in the third
h ypothesis stated above or ill the actual case of 7'11omos t' I7iomos, though

it may appear a legal quibble r is a logical inference from two assumptions.
neither of which is unrcasonal:de: that in every parol contract the plaintiff
must show that he has bought the defendants p romi se. and that the courts
will not negative as disproportionate the price which the parties thcmsel'cs
have fixed, if a mere token pa yment is named, a transaction virtual]'

gratui totas ma y well be invested with the insignia of contract. but. in the
absence of dishonest', there is no reason wh' persons should not take
advantage of existing legal rule.s and adapt them to their own requirement-s.
Such adaptations are the commonplace of legal history."

B INSUFFICIENC\ OF CONSIDERATiON

It is now necessary to discuss cases where, though a bargain has been struck.
the consideration ma y vet be deemed, in the technical sense alread y indicated.

'insufficient'. Thejudges,when the y exercise this power of interference. are

applying an extrinsic test which frustrates the expectations of the parties. It
does not follow, however, that such a test is necessarily  harsh. still less that It
is illogical, in some of the cases the law is settled, others are shrouded in
controversy; bu iii all of them the grounds of interference seem to be the
same. The plaintiff has procured the defendant's promise b y discharging or

by promising to discharge a dun' alread y imposed upon him for other reasons.
Now consideration need not be adequate and ma y . on occasion, be extremel'

tenuous. but it must comprise some element which call regarded as the
price of the defendants promise; and merel y to i'epeaman existing obligation

may well seem to offer nothing at all. The cases in which this argument has
been urged ma y be grouped into four classes. In each of them the essential
question is whether the courts can discover the promise or performance of
something more than the plaintiff is alread y bound to do.

' For a case where the j udges experienced great dmthculn in deciding whether the' had
to deal with a coniraci or a coridinonal girt. see War; .krcgiingrr f 1933] 1 Kb 793. A
more recent example is Dvkinso?i s' Abel [1969] 1 Mi ER 4e4. [1969 ) WLR 295

See Holmes Tiv Gomma,' Lou , p 27' Markbv Efrmnt' o r L,ai, Cr. XV. Buckianc. and

McNair Romae Lou and C,o,nmo,: Law (2nd edn p 27€
Pm' 91 above

I ' Ii 1 , worth onm'rvinc thai the K,inan a ' untrammelled ov a do- trine o: cor,s,rierailofl

	lound a siminc dilticuli' 11 r.,stincuisflhllg Cuts and sales 'tee 	I)ut'rc.'	 I
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WHERE A PUBLIC DUTY IS IMPOSED UPON THE PLAINTIFF BY LAW

It may he appreciated that a person, who b y his official status or through the
operation of the jaw is under a public duty to act in a certain way, is not
regarded as furnishing consideration merel y by promising to discharge that
duty No one, for example. would expect a policeman to bargain with a
citizen for the price of his protection. The position was stated in 1831 in
Collins u Codefro° The plaintiff had attended on subprna to give evidence
on the defendant's behalf in a case in which the defendant was a litigant, and
he alleged that the defendant had promised to pay him six guineas for his
trouble. Lord Tenterden held that there was no consideration for this
promise.ise.

If it be a duty imposed b y law upon .i nartv regularl y uuornaed. to attend from
time to Lime to give his evidence, then a promise to give him any remuneration
for loss Of Little incurred in such attendance is a promise without consideration.

In spite or, perhaps, because of the obvious character of the argument, the
cases in which it has been raised are few; and some of them at least disclose
a tendency to uphold the agreement b y assuming that something more was
undertaken than the bare discharge of the duty. Thus in Engand vDavid.son,
the defendant offered a reward to an yone who should give information
leading to the conviction ofafeloii. The plaintiff, a police constable, gave such
evidence. The defendant pleaded. not onl y that the plaintiff had nierelvdone
his duty , but that the contract was against public policy . Lord Dennian.'s
judgment, rejecting these pleas. consists of two sentences.

I think there may he services which the constable is not bound to render, and
which he may therefore make the ground of a contract. We should not hold a
contract to be .gaiiist the policy of the law, unless the grounds for so deriding
were very clear.

Similar arguments were considered and again rejected in the more modern
case of Glasb-rook Bros t' Glamorgan County Council.' The question had arisen
as to how best to protect a coal mine clueing a strike. The police authorities
thought it enough to provide a mobile force, the collier y manager wanted
a stationa rv guard. It was ultimately :greed to provide the latter at a rate of
payment which involved the sum of.2,200. The compan y refused to pay
and, when sued. pleaded the absence of consideration. The House of
Lords gavejudgmeiits for the plaintiffs. The police were bound to afford
protection. but the y had a discretion as to the form it should take, and an
undertaking to provide more protection than in their discretion they
deemed necessary was consideration for the promise of reward. Viscount
Cave LC said:

Ifin ihe judgment of the police authorities, formed reasonably and in good faith,
the garrison was necessary for the protection of life and property , then they were
not entitled To make a charge for it.

20 (1831) 1 B & Ad 950. See also Moms v Burde(t IOd) Camp 213, where it was held
thaL in so far as a high bailiff or a sheriff L5 required by law to rio certain acts and incur
cerisili expense in the course of a parliamentary election, there is no Lonhideranon
for a promise by the successful candidate to r .: imburse him.

1	 (1840) 11 Ad & El 836.
2 [19251 AC 270.
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In Harris v Sheffield United Football Club Ltd' the defendants argued that this
meant that t.hevwere notobliged to pa y for thelarge numberof policemen who
attended their ground at home matches because, in present conditions of
crowd behaviour, a major police presence at. the ground was necessary to
preserve law and order. The Court 

of 
Appeal thought that there was a

fundamental difference on the facts. In the Clas brook case the threat to law and
order was external to the parties since neither could call off the strike, in the
present case, the defendants had voluntaril y chosen to put on their matches
at times, typically Saturday afternoons, when large attendances and therefore
large possibilities of disorder were likely and when a substantial police
presence could only be achieved b y calling policemen off their rest da ys and
paving large sums of overtime. The police authority were therefore entitled
to be paid.

The readiness oithejudges thus to find a consideration if this be humanly
possible is illustrated by the case of Ward. t' B'hasn,.4

A man and a woman, though not married, lived together from 1949 to
1954. In 1950a child was horn to them. In 1954 the man, the defendant
in the case, turned the woman out of his house but kept and. looked after
the child. Some months later the woman, the plaintiff in the case, asked
for the child. The defendant wrote offering to let her have the child and
to pay £1 a week for its main tenanice provided (a) the plaintiff could
'prove that she will be well looked after and happy', and (b.'tha . . she LS
allowed to decide for herself whether or notahe wishes co live with you'.
The plaintiff then took the child. For seven months the' defendant paid
the weekly sum as agreed, huithe plaintiff then married another man arid
the defendant stopped payment..

The plaintiff sued for hrech of contract and the defendant pleaded the
absence of consideration. B y section 12 of the National Assistance Act 1948,
the mother of an ille gitimate child was bound to maintain it; irid it was
therefore argued that the mother had done no more than promise to fulfil her
statutory dut. But the Court of Appeal gavejudginent for the plaintiff. The
majority of die court (Morris and Parker LJJ) held thatshe had exceeded the
duty cas' upon her by the Act by promising, in accordance with the terms of
the defendant's letter, both to 'look after the child well' and satisfy the
defendant that it was 'happ y ', and to allow the child to decide which home it
preferred. There was thus 'sufficient' consideration for the defendant',-
promise to pa y . Denning U was prepared to go further and hold that the
father's promise was binding even if the mother had done no more than she
was alread y bound to do since 'a promise to perform an existing duty, or the
performance of it, should he regarded as good consideration, because it is a
benefit to Lhe person to whom it is given' .

:19881 Q8 77, [105 ER s. The action was in for-in a claim under the ['olice
Act 1964 for payment for ipcial police services but rie rest applied by the court "as
exactl y the same as that applied under the general law of contract.
[1956] 2 All FIR 318. 19561 1 WL. 496. Cf Hrrks t, Forr.'zy [1976] 1 All ER 737, [1976]
I WLR 230.
Ibid at 1119. -i, respecr.iriv. see also WilJ,,.- ' Williams [1957] 1 Ali ER 305. [19371
I WLR 148, where flennir.g LJ repeated this statement but added the qualification.
o long as there is nothim. in the tr?osacuon hich s contr. ,	to the public iriEereit -
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2 WHERE THE PLAINTIFF IS BOUND BYAN EXISTING
CONTRACTUAL DUTY TO THE DEFENDANT

The sonicw))at obvious rule. that there is no consderatioii if all that the
plaintiff dor is to perform. or to promise tlit performance of an obligation
already imp 'sed upon him by a previous contract between him and the
defendant, is illustrated hva group ofcascs in the first half ofthe nineteenth
ce.ntui-v. In Stz1kvM\ ick a seaman sued for wages alleged to have been earned
on a voyage from I ondon to tte Baltic and back. In the course of the voyage
two sailors had deserted, and, as the captain could not find any substitutes. he
promised the rest of the crew extra wages if they would work the ship home
sh rt-}ianded. In the earlier case of Harris v Watson' Lord Kenyon had rejected
a similar claim because it savoured of blackmail: but Lord Ellenborough in
S/ilk i Myrick, though he agreed that the action would not lie. preferred to base

'his decision on the absence of consideration. The crew were alread y bound
hvtheircontract tomeetthe normal einergcncim's<mfthevovage and Were doing
110 more than their r.!utv in working the ship home. Had the y exceeded their
duty, orifthe ecul; se of events, by making the ship unseawortiiy, had relieved
them from its performance. the case would have been different. Thus in
Partlej vPonsonb the shoi 'age of labour was so great as to make the further
pi osecution of the 'ovage exceptionall y hazardous, and, by discharging the
surviving members of the crew from their original obligation, left them free
to enter into a new contract. 'Both the general rule and the qualification to it
were regarded as still good law by Mocattaj in North Ocean Shipping Co Ltd v
Hnn.dai Construction Co Lid2° SiTh v Myrick was reconsidered by the Court of
Appeal in Williams v Roffey Bros & Nicholls (Contractors) Ltd.' In this case the
defcndantswere a finn of building contractors who entered mba contract for
the refurbishment of a block of 27 fiats. They sub-contracted the carpentry
work to the plaintiff for £20,000. Although there was no formal arrangement
to this effect, The plaintiffwas paid money on account. After the contract had
been running for some months and the plaintiff had finished the carpe:itr\
at nine of the flats and done some preliminary WO) : in all the rest, for which•
he had received scone £16,200 on account, lie found that he was in financial
difficulties. These difficulties aros. partl y bee; use the plaintiff had
underestimated the cost of doing thework in the first place and parth' because
offaultvsuervisiun of his workmen. The plaintiff and the defendants had a
meeting at which the defendants agreed to pay the plaintiff  further £1 0.300
at a rate of575 per flat to be paid as each flat was completed. The plaintiff
carried on work and finished some eight further fiats but only one further
payment of £1,500 was made.

The plaintiff stopped work and brought an action 'for damages. The
defendants argued that they were not liable as the y had simply promised to
pay the plaintiff extra for doing what he was in an y case obliged to do, that is
to finish the contract. The Court of Appeal might perhaps have found

6 Reynolds and Treitet 7 Malaya 1. Rev
7 (1809) 2 Camp 317.
8 (179L Peake 102.
9 (1857) 7 £ & B 872.
JO [1979] QB 705, f1978 S All ER 1170. This case is discussed more full y at p 342. lwIo

See also The hoodo., CT 19811 3 All ER 189
11 9990 I All ER 512. Haison 106 LQR 183; Phang 107 LQR2I: Adams & Brownsword

55 MLR 536.
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cc) risiderattovi in what Russell Lj ciescribed as the ic acement tat a hahazarcl
method of payment by a more t'orrnalised scheme involving th e pa yment of the
specified sum on the completion or cacti flat 'since t was clear that under the
original contract there was no express agreement for stage pa yments. However,
all three members of the Court of Appeal appear to have concurred in the
leading judgnient which was delivered b y Glidewell Lj who said:

The present state of the i. on this subject can he expressed in the following
proposition:
(i) if A has eritcred into a contract with B to do work [or. or to suppl y goods or

services to. B in renirn for payment b y B, and
(ii) at some stage before A_ has completel y performed his obligations under the

contract B has reason to doubt whether -' Will, or Will be able to, complete
his side of the bargain, and

(iii)B thereupon promises A an additional pa yment iii return for A's promise to
perform his contractual obligations on time, and 	 -

(iv)as a result of giving his promise B obtains in practice a benefit, or obviates
a disbenefit, and

(v) B's promise is not given as a result of economic duress or fraud on the part
of A, then

(vi)the benefit of B is capihle of being consideration for B's promise, so that the
promise will be !--gal' binding."'

It is clear that where one party to a contract refuses to go or unless he is p
more, this will often he imsroperand in tisoderq cases has been characterised
as economic duress. This topic is discussed in a later chap er. 1 In the present
case, however, there was no suggestion that the plaintiff had ever made any
improper ihrea. Glicic'weu Lj thought that in the circumstances the critical
question was whether the defendants had received a benefit. It is clear that
in cases of this kind there are often good commercial reasons wl: 5'a promisor
would cht)cse to prornisr: more to ensure the performance. If the promisee
were to go out of hmisincs.; or become insolvent it wouh' almost inevitably cost
a good deal mor, to engage somebody to complete the work. Goodand
reliable trading partners arc hard to find and it may be sensible to help them
keep afloat rather than look for a new partner.

This decision has been forcefullvcriticised b y (2oote as 'remote trorn received
learning'." Alternatively, it ma y he regarded as no more than the realistic
acceptance that time true rationale of .ti'k c .\hnckis that time promise to pay extra
was procured by threats. I lotvever, the siTuation cannot he quite so sitsiple.
I'rcstmnmahlv it the pm cmnsmsor, withomi i a11N Stl citation (It discussion with the
prorriisee, simdvwrites to the prorm mist'e to sa y that hr has spot taneotisiv decided
to pa' a bonus at the end of the contract, that is a gratuitous promise and not
enforceable since he receives no benefit for it. On the other haii1, if the promisee
goes so far as to suggest that he will riot perform unless he is paid extra then the
matter goes nIT to be considered as one otecononuc duress. This leaves a rather
narrow track in which he brings his difficulties to the attention of the prol1sisot
and enables the promitor to realise that he may not complete performance unless
he is paid more but without corning ;snvwhere treat- threatening not to Perform.
It is not clear that this would prove an eas y distinction to apply in practice.

12 This proposition sjs considered and rcs.omdcd b y Smn:,,ss ,J -n .'.J 's.s UuocI ' Wmnaaell i'm
Lid 1991) 34 XSWLR 723 at 747.

13 See p 311-345. below.
14 3 ,1(1 2,1 at 24 See also .triangi .4T/s v ZH1 C lid	 2) L90 1 2 t.iovd Rep 526 at 545.
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A very similar problem which has given rise to ver y extensive litigation is
this:

If A owes B a debt and pa\'s or promises to pa y part of it iii return for B's
promise to forgo the balance, can A hold B to this promise?

The problem differs slightl y froni that propounded in Sulk v Iv! vrick. There a
person sought fresh remuneration for the performance of an existing
contractual duty: here he seeks to avoid the duty) 5 The problem was familiar
to the common lawyers before the developnientofassumpsi t as a contractual
remedy and therefore before the doctrine of consideration had been envisaged.
Its implications were examined within the sphere of debt in 1455 and again
in 1495." In the latter year ChiefJustice Brian stated a rule which, if set in an
archaic environment, has still a modern connotation.

J he action is brought for £20. and the concord is that he shall pavonivilO, which
appears to be no satisfaction for the £20: for pa yment of £10 cannot he payment
of £2i). But if it was of a horse which was to be paid according to the concord.
this would he good satisfaction, for it does not appear that the horse be worth
more or less than the sum in demand.

The writ of debt rested on the idea not of promise but of duty , and a partial
performance could not be received as a discharge of that duty. Even to allow
a substituted performance might seem to offend against the principle upon
which thewritwas based, and was, at anvrate. the utmost relaxation which-the
law could permit.

The rule enunciated by ChiefJustice Brian was adopted in 1602 in Pinnel 's
Case.

Pinnel sued Cole in debt for S:8 1 O due on a bond on 11 November 1600.
Cole's defence was that, at Pinriel's request, he had paid him £5 2s 6d on
1 October, and that Pinriel had accepted this pa ynien tin full satisfaction
of the original debt.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff on a point ofpleading. but the court made
it clear that, had it not been fora technical flaw. thevwould havefornid for the
defendant, on the ground that the part payment had been made on an earlier
da y than that appointed in the bond. The debt could be discharged, not by a
merely partial performance of the original obligation, but only through the
introduction, at the creditor's request, of some new element—the tender of
a different chattel or part pa yment at a fresh place or on an earlier date.

Payment of a lesser sum on the day in satisfaction of a greater cannot be ans
..satisfacuon for the whole, .because it appears to The judges that by no possibilin
a lesser sum can be a satisfaction to the plaintiff for a greater sum. But the gift
of a horse, hawk or robe. etc. in satisfaction is good. For is shall be intended that
a horse, hawk or robe, etc. might be more beneficial to the plaintiff than the
money in respect ofsome circumstance, or otherwise the plaintiff would not have
accepted it in satisfaction ... The payment and acceptance of parcel before the
aav in satisfaction of the whole would be a good satisfaction in regard of

15 The agreement to discharge a previous debt is often discussed under the title of "core
and satisfaction The accord is the agreement to discharge the existing obligaüon. the
sazs.510c1w7 is the consideration reoutred to support it. See p 627. below

16 Anon (14	 YB 5, Hr f ic 0. pl 2: Anrn, (1495t YB 10 H'i' 7 o 4 p14
7	 602 f' Co Re-, ]ia. Simpson Huwr, pp )05-107
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Circumstance 01 ume: tar peradventure parcel out betore the day would he more
beneficial to 'tim than the whijie at the day, and the value of the satisfaction is
riot material. So if I am hound in £20 to pay von £10 at Wesjnster, and you
request me to pavvou £5 at the davatYork. and you will accept it in full satisfaction
of the whole £10. it is a good sausfacuou or the whole: for the expenses to nay
it at York is sufficient sausfacuon.

It will be observed that the p laintiff sued in Pirznel'c Case not in assumpsil but
in debt, so that no question of consideration arose. But the problem had
already been discussed in the new contractual environment in Richards
Banl€t in 1584. A buyer, sued in assumpsit for the price of goods, pleaded
a promise by the seller to accept 3s 1d in the pound. The plea was held had
on the ground that there was no consideration for this promise. For no profit
but damage conies to the plaintiff by this new agreement, and the defendant
is not put to any labour or charge by it.' The decision was followed in
subsequent cases, and a rule, originating in the peculiar requirements of
debt, was thus acclimatised in the alien soil of assumpsit This transference
of thought has been severe lvcriticised.° A plaintiff who sued in assurnpsit was
required to prove consideration for the defendant's undertaking, but there
was no logical need to lava similar burden upon a parw who sought to use a
promise only byway ofdefence. The presence of consideration was vital to the
formation of a contract, but irrelevant to its discharge. Th': decision in Richards
v &zrtlet, however, while b y no means inevitable and certainly unfortunate in
its results, was not unintelligible. Assumpsit rested on promise as
conspicuousl y as debt on duty, and the judges not unnaturall y reacted by
treating the promise, on which the defendant relied, as binding only on the
same conditions as the original promise on which the plaintiffsued. Butif this
argument were once accepted, the defendant must prove a consideration for
the plaintiff's promise to discharge the contract, and lie could hardl y satisfy
thisrequirementbvperforrningorpromisingto perform no more than a part
of what he was alread y bound to do.

Whatever the merits of these rival arguments, the rule laid down in Richards
u Bartletor, as it is generall y if less appropriately called, the rule in Pinnel's Case,
was accepted and applied b y the courts. Not, indeed, until 1884 was it
challenged in the House of Lords in the case of Foakes

Mrs Beer had obtained ajudgment against DrFcakesfor2.090. Dr Foakes
asked for time to pay. The parties lyreed in writing that, if Dr Foakes paid
£500 at once and the balance bvinstalments Mrs Beerwould not 'take any
proceedings whatever on th judgment'. Ajtidgment debt bears interest
as from the date of the j udgrnent. The agreement made no reference to the
question of interest. Dr Foakes ultimatel y paid the whole amount of the
judgment debt i(slf, and Mrs Beer then clmed the interest. Dr F'oakes
refused to pay it and Mrs Beer applied 'to he allowed to issue execution
or otherwise proceed on the judgment in respect of the interest ' . Dr
Foakes pleaded the agreement arid Mrs Beer replied that it was
unsupported by consideration.

5 1584) 1 Leon 19. Simpson Ho: 	 pp 547-448. 470-173.
19 See Potlock Principles of Contract 113th dnj n I 31h: .-\rnes LeOures on Lg'a1 Kisi',r'j

pp :129 ii; Corbin 27 VaLe U 333. Conxra. tVutzs:o,z an Contracts 1 3rd edni para 120.
20 i 1S84) 9 App Caa 005.
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The lloiis.' ofLords gavejudgnicnt in favour of Mrs Beer for the amount of the
interest. The quction. nakedl y raised by the appeal', was whether the sc

called nile in Pn net s Case should be rejected.
Lord Selburne said:

The doctrine itself .. ma y hake been criticised, as questionable in !jrtn c ip lc. h\
some persons whose opinions are entitled to respect, but it has never been
judicially over-ruied: on the contrar" I think it has always, since the sixteenth
cetlwrv, been accepted as law. If so. I cannot think that your Lordships would
co right if you were now to reverse, as errone.•is. a j udgment of the Court of

A ppeal, proceeding upon a doctrine which has been accepted as part Of the law

of England for 280 years.
he decision by the House of Lords may be criticised. Lord Blackburn,

indeed, had prepared a dissenting tidgmerit and it was with reluctance that
he ultimatel y acquiesced in the views of his colleagues. 'All men of business'.
he pointed out. 'everyday recognise and nit oil ground that pr impt
payment of a part of their demand may he more beneficial to them than it
would be to insist c n their rights and enforce payment of the whole.' t There

is however something to be said on the other si'lc. it is tempting to think of
i creditor as like a villain in a Victorian melodrama, twiddling his wax
moustache at the thought of foreclosing the mortgage on the heroine's
ancestral home. Thisvision tends to obscure the fact thiatin real life. itis often
the debtor who behaves badly. fobbing off the creditorwith excuses and using
even' device to avoid repayment so that in the end the creditor is driven to
a':cept less than is due. The real criticism of Foake.s v Bee,' is perhaps that it
provides no means by which such cases can be treated diffcjentiv from
genuine l)argans.

Ill 	 the taxpayer company owed the Revenue substantial
amounts ofin come tax arid national insurance contributions and the company's
managing director at a rneeti;)g in July 1991 with the collector of taxes
suggesied that the compan y should pay the tax and national insurance
contributions as they fell due and repay the arrears at the rate of £1,000 per
month from I February 1992. The collector said that the proposal went further
than he would have liked and that he would seek the approval ofhis superiors
and reert to the compan y ifit was unacceptable. The company heard nothing
further until 9 October 1991 when the Revenue demanded payment of the
arrears in mull. In due course, the Revenue served a statutory demand and
p resented a winding-up petition. The company sought to resist this on the
grounds that the debt was disputed b y the company in good faith and on
substantial grounds.

It is clear that bvOctober 1991 the compan y had failed to keep up with the
payments which it had itself proposed. Even if the meeting in July had
therefore given rise to a binding agreement. it would have been verv.  doubtful

whether the compan y could hold the Revenue to the bargain since the y had

not kept their own side of it.
The Court of Appeal, however, considered whether t.heJulv arrangement

did give rise to a binding agreement in the first place. This obviously
presented a number of problems such as, for instance, whether the collector

!iji	 at 622.
199' 2 All ER 5 1 . Peel lit LQR 3
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had done enough to indicate a concluded agreement' and wh.ther he had
actual or apparent authoritv to hind the Revenue to such an agreement. The
central quesuonwhichwas discussed, however, was whether or not, assuming
all these difticulties could be overcome, an arrangement of this kind would
be binding orwhether itwould fail for lack of consideration. Counsel For the
taxpayer argued that the deckion of the Court of Appeal in Williams ii Ro/frv

Bros , provided authority for the proposition that a promise to perform an
existing obligation can amount to good consideration provided there ate
practical benefits to the promisee, The Court of Appeal rejected this
argument. Peter Gibson Lj said:

I see the force of the argument. but ite :itf::ltv that I feel with it is that if the
pt-ill ::pie of Williams' case is to be Lxtctl'icd & an obligation to make pavnient,
it would in effect leave the principle in Foul-a's v Beerwirhoutany application. When
a creditor and a debtor who are at. arm's length reach agreement on th payment
of the debt by instalinenn to accommodate the debtor, the creclit1 will no cic,tht
always see a practical benefit to himself in o doing. in the absence of autanrit
there would be much to be said for the enforceability of such a contract. But that
was a matter expressly considered in Foak€s u Raervet held not to Constitute good
consideration in law. Foakes u 1eer was not even referred to in Wtllianri'case, and
it is in rny judgment impossible, consistentl y with the doctrine of precedent, for
this court to extend the principle of 'illtartrs'case toanv circumstanccs governed
by the priiicip!c of Foakes 5,' Beer.

Exceptions to the rule
The decision iii Foake..sv Beerhas been criticised but uotvetabrogated.' here
ade however important qualifications to iL. Ihc first is as old as the rule itselL
The rule does not apply where the debtor does something different, for
example, where, with the creditor's consent, he delivers a horse in full
se t tiementol the debt.Justas where Aellsahorse to B for £100, the court will
not inquire whether th horse is worth more or less than £100, so if  delivers
a horse to B in discharge of a debt of £100, the court will again not inquire as
to its value. So an agreed payment of a peppercorn will do and, afortiori, £50
plus a peppercorn will do. So too eadv pa yment of  smaller sum or payment
at a differet t ulace will do.

If any new element its the debtor's promise should be regarded as
constituting coisssleratiois for the discharge of the original debt, it was
teTnptitig to urge that the te d 	 v n	 aner of pro was a sufficient novelty
for the purpose. By accepting the peculiar obligation inherent in a negotiable
security , the debtor would he doing something which he was not already
bound to do. The point was taken in 1846 in Sthreev Th's.

l'he defendant owed the plaintiff £1000 and was sued for this sum. The
action was settled on the terms that the defendant ssould give the plaintiff

Set: p lOt), ahose.
19901 1 All ER 512.

The Law Revision Coititiottee proposed such .ihrog.irioi' in L9'7. but the pr&poal has

not so far been implemented.
Earl y pavnment is always of some ';aloe to the creditor. Pay ne-itt -It .inc,thei place else'
I 	 mplv for the convenience of the debtor. ii 'htch case, it c,çtild Out .tL,,Oltitt to
consideration: l'oni?erZeo z, St &irnutid's I poises Ltd f19331 2 Kit

l,4ft) 15 \ & W 23. having teen previousl y rejected in Camber t , Wane 1721 1 1 &r.i

426.
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promissory notes for 000 infull satisfaction. One of the notes was not met,
and the plaintiff then sued (inter alia) for the original £1,000.

The Court of Exchequer gavejiidgrnent for the defendant.. Baron Alderson
re-examined the whole position.

It is undoubtedl y true, that pa yment of  portion of a liquidated demand, in the
same manner as the whole liquidated demand ought to be paid. is payment, only
in part: because it is not one bargain. but two: naniclv, pa yment of part and an
agreement. without consideration, to give up the residue. The Courts might yen
well have held the contrary and have left the matter to the agreement of the
parties: but undouhtedl' the law is so settled. But if you substitute a piece of paper
or a suck of scaling-wax, it is differeni. and the bargain ma y be carried out in its
full integrity. A man may give, in satisfaction of  debt off 100. a horse of the value
of i5. but not £5. Again, if the time or place of payment be different, the one sum

• may be a satisfaction of the other. Let us, then, :ply these principles t'- the
present case. If for money you give a negotiabh. security, you pay it in a different
wa\. The security may he worth :ore or less: it is of uncertain value. That is a case
falling within the rule of law I have referred to.

The decision iii Sthree r Tnpp was applied b y the divisional court in Goddard v
O'Bnen in 1882 to a payment by cheque, and its rationale was accepted in an
obiter dictum by Lord Selborne in Foa.esvBeer. To give negotiable paper was
to furnish fresh consideratjoi

A layman would no doubt be surprised to find that a promissory n -)te for £00
would discharge a debt of1 .000 whereas pa yment of 1300 in cash would not
do. Granted the premises however the rule was logical enough, since negotiable
instruments tin have some advantages over cash (eg greater ease of portability
and transferbili tv) for which a creditor might be willing top'. The extension
to pavm em rw cheque was anotherriattersjnce creditors do not usuall y accept
pa ,;,ment by cheque in order to obtain 'the advantages of a negotiable instrument.
Norma]) pament by cheque, even of the full sum, affects oniva conditional
discharge of the dehtssothat the debt is extir-uished onlvwhen the cheque is
honoured and it-would-be tnconsjM.em with orma] business practice to have
different rules forpavrnenttqueand by cash. in 1965 in I) & CBuilders Ltd
v Re& the Court'df'Appeal refused to recognise -the -distinction.

The.plain tiffs were a small firm. They did work for the defendant, for which
the defendant-owed them £482. For months they pressed-for payment. At
length .the .defendants wife, acting for her husband and knowing that'the
plaintiffs were in financial difficulties, offered them £300 in settlement.
I.f.thev refused this offer, she said, the y would get nothing. The plaintiffs
reluctantly agreed. They were-given a -cheque for £300, which was duly
honoured. Then the y sued for the balance of the original debt.

The Court of Appeal gave judgment for the plaintiffs. The position was stated
in the forceful terms by Lord Denning.'

It is a dails occurrence that a merchant or tradesman, who is owed a sum of
money, is asked to take less. The debtor says he is in difficulties. He offers a lesser
sum in sewement., cash down. He saws he cannot pa y more. The creditor is

1' (18821 9 QBD 37
f (lR84 9 App Cas 605
10 11966)2 QB 617 lI65)	 AU ER 837
11 Ibid at 623 and 839-$40. resprruvr
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considerate. lic accepts the proffered sum and forgives hini the rest of the debt
The question arises: is the settlement binding on Ute creditor? The answer is that.

in point of law, the creditor is not bound b y the settlement, lie can the next day

sue the debtor for the balance. and getjudgnient ... Now suppose that the debtor.

insteac of paving the lesser sum in cash, pays it by cheque. lie makes out a chequ
for the amount. The creditor accepts the cheque and cashes IL Is the position

any different? I think riot. No sensible distinction can he taken between payment
of a lesser sum by cash and payment of it b y cheque. The cheque. when given, is

conditional payment. W'hcn honoured, it is actual pa yment. It is then lust the tame
as cash. If a creditor is not hound when he receives a pa yment by cash. he shoiild

not be bound when he receives payment b y cheque.

The Court of Appeal thus overruled the decision of the divisional court in
Goddard v O'Brien. Sih'ee t' Tripp. as it had been decided by a tribunal of equal
standing with themselves, could not be rejected but was distinguished. In
Sihreev Trip/i the l : issorv notes wet taken not as conditional pa yment ho
in absolute discharge ofthc original debt. Clearl y if the notes had been given
onl y as conditional payment. the plaintiff's claim would have succeeded in any
event, since one of the notes had not been honoured.

A second exception was suggested by Dennirigj as he then was, in Ceimtra!

London Property Trust Ltd v High Trees liou.se Ltd.

In September 1939, the plaintiffs leased a block of flats to the defendants
at a ground rent of2,500 perarinum. lnjanuarv 1940, the plaint.iffsagreed
in writing to reduce the rent to £1,250, plainly because of war conditions.
which had caused manvvacanciesin the flats. No express time hn'imtwasaet
for the operation of this reduction. From 1940 to 1945 the defendants paid
The reduced rent. In 1945 the flats were again full, and the receiver of the
plaintiff compan y then claimed the full rent both retrospectivel y and for
the future. He tested his claim by suing for rent at the original rate for the
last two quarters of 1945.

DenningJ was of opinion that-the agreement ofjanuarv 1940 was intended as
a temporary expedient only and had ceased to operate earlvin 1945. The rent
originally fixed by the contract was therefore pavable..and the plaintiff  were
entitled to judgment. But hewas also of opinion that, had the plaintiffs sued
for arrears for the period 1940 to 1945, the agreement made in 1940 would
have operated to defeat their claim.

The-reasoning of the learn ed juc ge is interesting. 'He.agreed that there
no consideration for the piaintiffspromise to reduce the rent 11, therefore, the
defendants had themselves sued upon that promise. they must have failed.
Their claim would have depended upon a contract of which one of the essential
elements was missing. But where the promise was used merelvas a defence. why
should the presence or absence of consideration be relevant? The defendants
were not seeking to enforce a contract and need notprove one. Was there, then.
any technical rule of English lawwherebv the plain ti could be prevented fror.
ignoring their premise and insisting upon the full measure of their original
rights? At first sight, the doctrine of estoppel would seem to supply the answer
By this doctrine, if one person makes to another a clear and unambiguous
representation of fact intending that other to act on ti, if the representation

Ste Chorici 29 MLR SIT and his Ci1J,art L€rzuo'i ai bankznr (]96'
15	 194T] ).j, 13(1
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tunis out to be untrue, and if that other does act upon it to his preudice, the
repre.scritor is prevented cit 'esopped' from deriving its truth. He cannot, .s it
were, give himself the he and leave the other party to take the consequences.
The doctrine would meet admirably the sitLiation in the High l'rees case but for
one difficulty . In 1854 tnJorden vMone'v, a majoficy of the house of Lords held
that estoppel could operate only on a misrepresentation ofexisiing fact. Upon
this basis itwas imp roper to a-)plvirrwhere, as in the High Treescase. apartysought
to rely on a promise of future conduct."

To avoid this difficulty, DeisriingJ sought to tap a slender stream of
authority which had flowed in equity since the judgment of Lord Cairns in
1877 in Hughes v MesropoiiiauRtv Co.'!

In October 1874, a landlord gave his tenant six months notice to repair
the premises. If the tenant failed to comply with it, the lease could be
forf':ited. In November the landlord started rtgotiations with the tenant
for the sale of the reversion, but these were broken off on 31 December.
Meanwhile the tenant had clone nothing torepair the premises On the
expirv of six months from the date of the origrial notice the landlord
claimed to treat the lease as forfeited and broti ghtan action ofejctment.

The House of Lords held that tile opening of negotiations amounted to a
pronhis' by the landlord that, as longas the y continued, he would not enforce
the notice, and it was in reliance upon this pronise that the tenant had
remained quiescent. The six nionths allowed for repairs were to run, ther..:Fore.
onlyfrom the failure ofihe new- liatioris anti the coiisequentwithdrawal of the
promise, antI the tenant was entitled in equity to be relieved against the
forfeiture. Lord Cairns said:"

It is the first principle upon which all Courts otEquityprocec'd, that if parties who
have entered into definite and distinct terms involving certain legal results—
certain penalties or legal forfeintue--afterwards by their own act or with their
own consent enter upon a course of negotiations which has the effect of leading
one of the parties to suppose that the strict rights arising under the contract will
not he ertic ' rccd or will he kept in suspense. or 'rieki in abeyance, the person who
Otherwise might have enfot ced i lioe rights will not be allowed to enforce them
i here it would be inequitable having regard to the dealings which have nuns taken
place between the parties.

fakeri at their full width and witlunit regard to the facts of the cast', these
observations might appear in cotillictwith the decision inJorde'n v'4onrs but

14 t1854) 5 ILL Cas 183.
15 Professor At,vah subjected Jordrn v .\fonev to a searching analysis in Easa'ji on Contracts

pp 231-9. He suggests that- had thejtidgnnerrrs in that case been properly interpreted
and applied, there would have hero no riced for the later development of a distinct
doctrine of 'promissory estoppel'. He reluctantly concedes, however, that the doctrine
'has now itself grown so strong and vigorous that it niav be too trite or the courts 10
recognise what the y have actuall y done'. Certainl y jori&n ii Money has been treated in
many later cases as authorit y for the proposition in the text. Sc' eg Ciiitens Bank of
Louisiana v First .Vac:onai Bank of Oleans 1873) LR 6 Fit, 352r ,iladdi,on v Alderson
()883) 3 App Cas 167: Spencer bower and Turner Estoppel us R,tresr7ntai4on f 3rd edn,
1977) pp 31-35.	 -

16 1877) 2 App Cas 439. This case was followed and applied in Rir'ninharn sod Distnc!
1.and Co r Londcrn and North We.rt,'rn M Y Co 1883) 10 Ch  261$: Sarsba,s t Cilmore I 1912]
2 KB 38. (19421 1 All ER 457.

17 (1877) 2 App Cis 439 at 118.
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that case was not cited and no mention of estoppel was made in the

judgments. It seems unlikel y that the I louse of Lords had forgotten bidet

iVi fi
nrywhich had been followed with approval onit four tears beioi . It

is much more probable that the decision was recognised as en tirel' consislefl

with Jorden vMonr,Two additional factors. at l east, were present.The first was
that the landlord sought to enforce a right. that o forfeit the lease. which

onl y arose because the tenant. rel ying on the landlord. had not repaired. If
the decision had gone the other was the landlord's right to have the
premises repaired would have been transmuted into a much more valuable
right to forfeit the lease. It is eas y to see that this would he gi-ossl' unfait . The

secc)nd distin c tion was that the decision of the House of Lords simpl\
suspended and did not extinguish the landlords right to have the premiSes
repaired. The tenant was given extra time to repair but not relieved of his
obligation tt. do so.

If we apply the principle of Hvghes v Metropolilan MY Co to the facts of the

High Trees case it can readil y be :.een that the landlords, having accepted 1).it t
of the rent in full settlement one quarter da-y. could not next cla y purport to

distrain for the balance and that ii the y decided to claim the balance the' jOust

at least give extra time for pavmenL But Dennin g  stated th at he would have
been prepared to hold the landlord's right to the bancc of the rent
extinguished and was clearly therefore seeking to take the principle a stage

fl" t.h er.
Since 1947 the precise status of the doctr=ine has been a subject of much

speculation' and Lord Hailsha,rn LC has stated"'that.

The time may soon come when the whole sequence of cases based on pronh1ssoI
estoppel since the war, beginning with Cntro, Lo,dn Prupert7 Trust Ltd v High '[ree$

1-louso, Lid. n' need in be reviewed and reduced to a coherent bodN of doctrine

by the coun.- - do no; mean to say that any are to be regarded with suspicion.
But as is cornr: ., with an expanding doctrine the y do raise problems of coherent
exposition wi h have never been svstemaucallV explored.

A maior difficu in stating the law in this area is that man" of the leading cases
can be explained as involving'ither the present doctrine or it conserisual

vari1tiofl supported by consideration or as examples of waiver. 2 In most cases
this does no more than cause inconvenience to writers of textbooks but
exceptional situations do occur where doctrinal purit produces practical
results. In principle one ought first to censider whether the transaction is
ontractuallv binding for even if all 	 may give rise to a contractual

18 Ciusen.i' Bank of LrUz3iuus u Fm,Jcatsowal Bank of Mu' O,1kc ('i87'3i LR 6 HL 352

19 Spencer Bower and Turner Lsio7'*el in Ri4 srniatwi (3rd e-dnt cn XT\: Denning 15

MLR 1. 5SPTL 77: Sheridan 15 MLR 325: &enmon 36 MLR 441: Wilson 67 LQR 330.

i1965] CL[ 95: Gordon 119681 CL-1 222: Jackson 81 LQR 84, 223: Clarke 0974 CL

260: Seddon 24 ICLQ 438: Stoliar 3 JCL 1. Lord Denning s own extra-tudicial accoun

of the doctrine is contained in Tru' Dz.c4n, of taut' Pr 5

21 Woodiwu.se .4. C Jcra.'! Coc-ot. Ltd S.4 r NtErrsar Pro.iuc' Mm*'nn: Ce I,zc 1972 AC 74

at 758. [1972] 2 All ER 271 at 282
See p 6111. below: Sin)iar 35 Can Bar Rev 485: Dugdafe and Yates 39 MLR 680. Au2amt

-	 36 Con' 245: Reiter 27 C Toronto L[ 4311.

2 See p 624. below. Lord Denning MR has sugeesied in a number of iudgtnetits and Ic.

his book that estoppel and waiver art the same docinne but tot' seem' vet' douhilU.

bn'kois Jnpe.c1mni' Lid v Can I 10711 QP. 467. 19711 2 All ER 752 Sec also Mote' Or.

Hdllai iCons ti,. Refrnrn." •r. . S..:tti'ii'ic (.orpr	 inaic '[St IanrtinittTii'r. I

Lloyds Rep 191.



ohhgauori. it does not follow, and it would he as tran ge IOCInOC, chat  contract
gives rise to an estoppel'.

We will consider first those aspects of the doctrine which appear well
settled and then discuss the areas of uncertain iv.

1 There is now substanualj Lidicial support for describing the doctrine,
whatever its precise content, as one of" prornissorv estoppel'.' In some earlier
discussions the utle equitable estoppel' was employed but as Megarryj has
pointed our3 equitable estoppe] includes both proprietary estoppel' and
promissory estoppel.-,

2) The doctrine operates only b y way of defence and not as a cause of
action.

This was made clear by thejudgments of he Court of Appeal in Comhe z'
com&

A wife starter) proceedings for divorce and obtained a decree nisi against
her husband. The husband then promised to allow her £100-per annum
&e,---of tax as permanent maintenance. The wife did not in fact apply to the
Divorce Court for maintenance, but this forbearance w;ts not at the husband's
request. The decree was made absolute. The annual payments -ere never
made and ultimately the wife stied Lhi , husband on his promise to make
them.	 -

Byrne J gave judgment for Lite wife. He held, indeed, that there was no
consideration. for the husband's promise. It had not been induced by any
undertaking on the wife's part to forgornaintenance; and, in any case, since
it was settled 'aw that maintenance was exclusively a matter for the court's
discretion, no such undertaking would have been valid or binding.' But he
thought that the principle enunciated in the High Trees case enabled the wife
to succeed, since the husband had made an unequivocal promise to pay the
annuity, intending the wife to act upon it, and she had in fact so acted.

3 Secretary of Skuefor Embio7mi.nt T., Globe Elastic Thread Co Lid [1979 2 All ER 107741 1032,
[1979) 1CR 706 at 711.

4 see eg Lord H.adsham LC, above. n 14; per Buckley J in Beesly v Hallwod Estates Ltd
[19601 2 All ER 314 at 324. [19601 1 W1.R 549 at 560: per Lord Hodson in Emmanuel

RT Briscoe ('Jig e-na) Ltd [1964] 3 All ER 556 at 559. [1964] 1 WLR 1326 at 1330;per MegarryJ in Slough Estatec Ltd v Slough Borough Couril (1967) 19 p & CR 326 at
362

5 Re Vandervells Ths qs, K'hite v Vondert'eU 1rwttees Lid (M 2) [1974] Ch 269 at 300-301, [1974)
I All ER 47 at 74675: revciscd on other grounds [1974] Ch 269, [1974] 3 All ER 205.6 That is the line of cases running front Dzllwn v Liewelyn (1862) 4 Dc GF & J 517 to E
R Ives Investments Ltd vHigh [1967] 2 QB 379. [1967] 1 All ER 504. See Spencer Bowerand Turner FstOpbel by Reresentation 1,3rd edn) ch XII.

7 A different objection is that the name equitable estoppel may obscure the fact that
the rule in Jorden v Money was in itself an equitable one, the case going on appeal to
the House of Lords from the Court of Chancery. Yet a third objection is that it is no
longer appropriate to try to distinguish between the rules of common law and equity
iii this area: per Lord Simon of Glaisdale in Untied Scientific Holdings Ltd v Rurnl.-y
Borough Council [1978] AC 904 at 945. [1977] 2 All ER 62 at 84. In Crabb v Arun I)stnct
Council [1976] Ch 179 at 193, [1975] 3 All ER 865 at 375. Scarrnan I-J dir not titid the
distinction between propnctarv and promissory estoppel valuable.
[1951] 2 KB 215. [1951) 1 All ER 767. See also The Proodo C (1981] 3 All ER l9.9 See Hyman ii Hsman [1929] AC 601. The common law position is now modified by st-suiteso that a wife, des p ite her promise not to sue for maintenance in return for hei
husband's promise of an allowance. ma y sue for that allowance, though the husbandmay not enforce her promise. see Cretne,- Principles of Fmil-, Law i 5th edn) pp -148-456. This does fbI overturn the principle in ilyman ' Himan. See p 447. below.
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This decision was c]earlv an illegitimate extension ofa pnnciplc which, if
it is to he reconciled with orthodox doctrine, must be used onl y as a defence
arici not as a cause of action. To allow a plaintiff to site upon such a promise
is simply to ignore the necessii' of consideration. The Court of Appeal
therefore reversed the decision: and Denning ] -, I took the opportunity to
restate the position.

The pi-incipie stated in the Jltgi 7TPe.s case .. does not create new causes of action
where none existed before. It onl y prevents a party from insisting upon his strict
legal rights, when it would be unjust to allow him to enforce them, having re2ard
to the dealings which hat- taken place between the parties.

The other two judges in the Court ofAppeal. Brkett and Asquuh L}J, were
clear that the principle must be used as a shield and not as a sword'.'° This
sit iking me t aphor should not be sloppil y mistranslated into a notion that
univ defendants can rely on the principle. There is no reason wh y a
plaintiff should not rel y on it, provided that he has an independent cause
of action. So. if upon the facts of Hughec v !'ictro2olitasi Rlv Co the landlord
had gone into possession. putting the tenant into the position of plaintiff,
the result would surel y be the same. On such facts the tenant's cause of
action would be the lease and the doctrine would operate to negative a
possible defence by the landlord that he was entitled to forfeit. As Spencel
Bower says Estoppel ma y be used either a.sa minesweeper or a minela'er,
but never as a capital ship'

(3) Finall y it is settled that there must be a promise. either h' words or by
conduct and that its effect roust be clear and unambiguous) An interesting
example ofthis principle in operation is the decision of the Supreme Court
of Canada in john Burrows Ltd v Subsurface Surue'.c Ltd.°

A contract of loan provided for month lv repa yments and gave the creditor
a right to demand repavmeniof the whole sum if an y instalment were paid
more than tens days late. Of the first eighteen pavmenr.s, eleven were more
than ten days late without objection. Itwas held that this did not disentitle
the creditor from exercising his right of acceleration when the nineteenth
instalment was late.

We now turn to consider those aspects of the doctrine which remain unsettled.

Cf Jackson 81 LQR 84. 221: Rt Wvvr. DeveomtLs Lid {1974 2 All ER 535. 119741,
1 WLR 1097: Auvah 3$ s[LR 65 at 67. Cf Ar 7wdsni. b etsi,ient Co Ld v Lapid
Develomems Lid [1977 3 Ali' ER 785. 11977, I WLR 444 Promissor estoppel can be
a cause of action in the United States: f(.,stateme'ni of (,ltract.s -an 90. Henderson 78
Yale U 343 In the important case of Wolto,is Storc (JntersMw Ltd 7, Mo/icr (1988) 776
ALR 513. the High Court of Australia has allowed promissors estoppel to be used as a
cause of action. Bagom 62 AL] 926. See also Austotel Lid s'ronALz;e' SefservePr. Lid (1989
16 NSWLR 582: Parkinson 3 

,
JCL 50. Mescher 64 AU 536. Duthie 104 LQR 362

11 See per LucJ.hoo IA it: lomaico Tclethonc Go Lidz' Robinson (19701 16 Will 174 at 171.
it seems that propneLar as opposed to promistor csioppel may in some cases supoort
a cause 01 action. See Crabs's z .4nzv District Council 1 1976 1 Ch 179. [1973] 3 All ER 865
The reasoning of the Court 01 Appeal in this Case is criticised bs Atival's 92 LQR 174
on the basis that the iacu would have supported a finding of contract but this i'
convincingls refuted by Millen 92 LQR 342.

12 Woodlioiocr A C Israel Cocoa Ltd SA Nigersois Produce Marketinç Cr Lid [1972) AC 741.
1972 2 All ER 27:

(196$ 68 DLR (2d 354 See also Legion' r Hatei,. (1985 : 152 CUR 406: Sutton 1 JCL
205
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I We have already seen that in Hughes v leti-opolisan Rl Co the House of
Lords held that the landlord's right to have the prealises repaired was
suspended and not extinguished. It has been widely t hough, that the
distinction between suspension and extinction is an essential aspect of the.
doctrine. It is certainly factually present iii man" of the leading cases it luding
the decision of the House of Lords in Tool fetal Manuj 'wtunngCo Ltd v Tungsten
Electric Co Ltd2

The appellants were the registered proprietors of Brituh letters patent. In
April 198. they made a con tract with the respondents whereby they gave
the latter a licence to manufacture 'hard metal allo ys' in accordance with
the inventions which were the subject of the patents. B y the contract the
respondents agreed to pay compensation' to the appellants if in an y one
month they sold more than a stated quan dty of the alloys.

Compensation was duly paid by the respondents until the ou break of
war in 1939, but thereafter none was paid. The appellants a ,- ,, 'ced to
suspend the enforcement of compensarion payments pending th making
of a new contract In 1944 negotiations for such new contract were begun
but broke down. In 1945 the respondents sued the appellants in:eralia for
breach of contract and the appellants counter-claimed for payment of
compensation as from Ijune 1945. The respondents action was substantially
dismissed, and all the arguments then centred on the counter-claim. The
Court of Appeal held in the first action 11 that tie agreement operated in
equiLy to prevent the appellants demanding compensation until they had
given reasonable notice to the respondents of their inteon to resume
their strict legal ghts and that such notice had not bee . give L.

In Sep ietnber 1950, the appellants themselves started asecond action
against he respondents claiming compensation as front 1 janu' fl,

 1947.
The only questicu in this sect-ion action was whether the appellants'
counter-damn in the first action amounted to retsoitable notice of their
intention to resume their strict legal rig'ts.

At first instance, PearsoniJ held that the counter-claim in the first action in
1945 amounted to such notice. The Court of Appeal reversed this decision
but the House of Lurds disagreed with the Court of Appeal and restored the
judgment of PearsonJ.'5

It seems to have been regarded as an esscntial ingredien t by the Privy
Council it) /.Tn icon nd ;hvodeji Ajayi v R 7'	 (\rjg.jfl) Ltd.

The defendanr had contra ted with the plaintiffs for the hire purchase tit
eleven lorries. The plaititifts sued to recover instalments due tinder the
contract and obtainedjudgtnent. The defendant appealed to the Federal
Supreme Court of Nigeria and for the lust time pleaded a , :' liiisson

15 L1955] 2 All ER 637. 19551 1 WLR 761
16 (1950) 69 RPC 108.
17 ObviousLy everything decided by tht' Court of Appeal in the first action was rrs judirata

in the second action.
18 In his judg'itietii, Lord Simonds expressed the view that the principle to be IFOUnd in

Co,r.he v Comoe 'may well be tar too widlv stated': i 1953j 2 .\lI ER at 660, [1935J 1 WLR
at 764.

19 1964j 3 All ER 556, [1964] 1 WLR 1326. See also BnckwQods Lid v Butter 'md lt'atirt
1969) 21 p & CR 236: OJfredt Developments Ltd v St'inbock 1 1971) 221 Estates Gazette

963,
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estoppel. He alleged that the plaintiffs had volurttari]v promised to
suspend the pa yment of the instalments ttnhii certain conditions had been
fulfilled a ci that this promise had tn it been kept.

The Privvcouncil dmsmisscd the appeal on the ground that the appeihiri t, had
not proved failure to fulfil the conditions. But Lord Hodson. in giving the
advice of the ] udicial Committee stated that the doctrine of proinmssoi-v
estoppel was subject to the following qsia1ificattons.

(a) that tue othet part\ has altered his position. (h) that the proini,or can resile
from his promise on giving reasonable notice, which mired not be a forniai n ttcr.
giving the prom i see a reasonable opportunity of resuming his posit i on, c) the
promise om-ilv becomes final and irrevocable if the promisee cannot resume his
posrv)n.

The view that promissors estoppel is onh siispcmisorv in opetanoil (except in
cases where it is no longer possible to restore the pm otniSec to his original
position) is attractive because it provides a ready means of reconciling the
decisions t rtJorden vP,'iori.es, Hughes i. Metrofo11an Rlv Co and Foakes t Beer. On tlte
other hand Denning] in the High Trees case thought the doctrine operated to
extinguish the landlord's right to the balance of the rent and he repeated
the view that promissory estoppel can operate to extinguish a debt after part
payment in D & C Builders Ltd v Rees.' On the face of it, this view can only be
reconciled with Foakes v Bee? by arguing that that cse was decided on UFCiV

common law grounds and that the House had ovetionked its own decision in
Hughes vMetropolztanRk Co. decider' onlvses'en 'ears earlier. 5 The notion of
suspension has to be applied with particular care if we are dealing with a
situation of continuing obligations, such as that to pay rent tinder a lease. At
an'panicular moment we may have to consider the posit roir with regard topasi
rent, presently due rent ar I rent which is due in the future. If we consider
the facts of the High 'Trees case, the following alternatives appear logically
possible:

(1) that as each und, -pivment was made, the right to the balance was lost for
ever; or

(2) that undcrpamentwith consent did not give --ise to the le.:l consequences
normally attached to non-payment of rent but that the appropriate steps
could he taken to revive the right to receive pa yment by reasonable notice.

The second ahernative is clearlvsuspcnsot-v but the first appears not to be. It
is perfectly co'isistent howeverwith a further rule that the right to future rent
can be revived by reasonable notice. Suppose that on the first quarter da y of
1942, the landlords had intimated that the y would require the full rent to be
paid from the second quarter da y of 1942, would the y have been entitled to
do so- The tenor of DenningJ's ud ment suggests not, but on the whole the
reasoning of the authorities suggests the contrary.

!( ihn at 559 and 133t. respecuve)s
It-. the case the landlords right to the rent after the war was revived but in Denning
Js analysts this was because the promise was onli to last while the flats were not full'

-. occupted He does no: discuss the Question o whether The landlord might have
rhaned his mind it, sas 1945. and claimed ue tuE rent thenceforth.

L	 196h	 QP 61. t	 S All ER 83
not rica: t.nat esen such ar, oversiittut wouic, reride the decisuor, in ic,a5ei V

v, inrunon. See Canal:	 C	 Loans, 11972AC 102 7 l	 All ER 50
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2) It is still not clear what conduct by the p romisee must follow the
promise before it becomes binding. In the doctrine of estoppel by
representation of fact, the representoris onl y estopped if the representee has
acted on the representation to his detnment. It is not surprising that by
analogy it has been argued that a similar requirement applies to promissor-v
estoppe l-

Such detrimental reliance was factually present in Hughes v Metropolitan RAy
Co, indeed the tenant had not onl y acted to his detriment but acted to his
detriment vis-ã-vis the promisor (the landlord) by omitting to repair. Such
action vis-à-vis the promisor is present in man y of the other cases where the
doctrine has been applied.' It is perhaps no coincidence that these are also
cases where the doctrine has operated suspensively, since it will usuall y be
much easier to restore the promisee to his original position where he has
altered it vis-ã-vis the promisor than where he has altered it vis-â-vis a third
party.

Action by the promisee to his detriment was regarded as essential by
McVeighJ in Mcrrow v Gczrty.5 In EmrnanueL-tvodejiAjayi v R TBriscoe (Nigeria) Lid,7
the Pri. v Council stated that the prnrnisee must have altered his position and
it has been commonly assumed that thi:; means altered for the wane. On the
other hand this has been consistently denied b y Lord Denting MR, who
restated his views in WJAIan & Co Ltd v El 4VasrExp art and Import Co" where lie
said:"

I know that it has been suggested in some quarters that there must be tht,ximcnt.
But (can find no support for it in the authorities cited b y thejudge. The nearest
approach to it is the statement of Viscount Simonds in the Tool Metal case, that
the other must have been led to alter his position, which was adopted by lord
Hodson iii Emmanuel ikyodep Ajac u R TBriscoe (Nigeria) Ltd. But that only nicans
that he must have been led to act differently from what he otherwise would have
done.

However in that case the other two members of the Court ufAppeal left time
question open. Stephenson Lj because he held the promisee had acted to his
detriment ' and Megaw Lj because he held that there had been a consensual
variation of the contract for consideration.' lord Denning MR repeated his
views in Bnkomlnvestrnscnts Ltd , Carr but again the other members of the court
decided the case on other gr0u11ds.'1

Another approach s.ts adopted in the New Zealand case of PeP:

I Sncnccr Bower and Turner Esosppel Ss Re-presvntazion (3rd edn) pp 101.111.
5 Eg Birmingham and District Land Co r. London and .Vorth Western Rly Co 11888) 10 ChO

268; Salith,srj v Gilmare [1942] 2 1(13 3(. 1 19421 I All ER 157; Toot Meta1
Co Ltd v Tungsten Electric C, Ltd [1t55] 2 All ER 657, [1955] 1 WLR 7€.

6	 [1957] NI 174.
P 112. above. See also Jamaica Telephone Co Ltd i Robinson (1970) 16 WIlt 174.
[1972] 2 it3 189. [1972] 2 All ER 127.

I	 1hd at l3 and 140. respectively.
10 [bid at 221 and 147. respectively.
11 ibid at '217-218 and 113, respectivel y . Stephenson Lf agreed that there was a

consensual variation. Clarke [1974] CUj 260 at 278.280, doubts whether there was
consideration for such a variation but for present purposes Lhc i mportant point is that
two members of the court thceuic,t it necessary to find it.

12 [1979] QP 167 at 482, (19791 2 All ER 753 at 758. 759.
13 Se discussion at P 627, below.
14 [1957] NZI.R 854: Sheridan I MI.R 185. For other New Zealand cases. see the 8th

New Zealand edition of this work. pp 127-129.
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A husband and wife had separated. and b y the deed of separation the
husband ag-reed to pay a monthly sum to the wife. Later the parties were
divorced and the courtordered the husband to pa y to the wife one shilling
a year as maintenance. The wife was insane; and her administrator, the
Public Trustee, told the husband (a) that the court order cancelled the
P wisions of the seoaration deed. (b) that ifhe paid the arrears due under
th deed he would be inder no further liability. The husband accordingly
paid the arrears but paid no more instalments. ?{ore than four years lacer
the Public Trustee Found that he had wrorigiy interpreted the effect of the
court order and sued for the monthly instalments. The husband pleaded
the principle set out in the High Trees case and in Combe v Cornhe.

McGregorJ gave judgment for the defendant. The latter had been induced
by the staternentofthe Public Trustee floe to proceed. as he might have done,
to take steps under are Act of 1928 to set aside the separation deed. The Public
Trustee, therefore, should not be allowed to enlorce his legal claim.

McGregor J thought that the governing test was 'whether it would be
ineqw ble to allow the partyseeking so to do to enforce the strict rights which
he hac iduced the other party to behevewtll notbeenforced'. Clearly on the
(acts of this case the husband had acted to his detriment and it. seems likely
that the tests of inequicy an d detrunental reliance would in p [acuce substantially
overlap.

This approach was Fe' 'owed by Robert Golf J in The Po.ci Chaser' who said:

The fundamental princi p r is that stated b y Lord' Cairns LC, viz that The

represer.torwill not be allowed zo enforce his rtgnts where it would be inequitable
having regard to the dealings which have thus taken place between the parties.
To (ttablish such trIeqaitv.c is not necessary to show decnment inciee& tlle
cepcesentee may have. benefited from the representation, and yet it may be
inequitable. at least without reasonable notice, for the representor to enforce
his legal rights Butitdoes not follow that in every case in which the represcritee
had acted, or failed to act, in reliance on the representation, it will be inequitable
for the represeTifor to enforce his rights for the na re of the action or inaction
may he insufficient to give rise to the equity.

3) A final doubt is whe.ier the promisee must have acted equitably if he is
to rely on the doctrine. ich a requirement was stated by Lord Denning MR
in 1) & C & iders Ltd i Ries the facts of which have already been liscussc
This is a Ca c - iicii illustrated perfectly our earlier suggestion that the rule
in Foaket 11 Brie -'as oct devoid ofvirtue since the merits were clearly on the side
of the plaindff creditors.-' Winn LJ simply applied the principle of Foakes v

Beer and did 'ot consider the application of promissory estoppel but Lord
Denning .'vtR had in earlier cases stated the principle in a form sufficiently
wide to cov& : the defendants. He did not resile from the width of his earlier

15 :1962] i All ER 19 at 27. See also the observation of the same judge in Amalgamated

fnvsim,iits and roeriv Co Lid u Texas Commerce mnfrr7laCwnat Bank Lt . [19821 QB 64.

:;9811 I Alt ER 923 approved on different grounds by Court of AppeiL (19821 QB 84.

[19811 3 All ER 577. For further discussion of the Texas case and estoppel by

convention see Kenneth Allison Lid v A E Limehoszse .? Ca [19911 4 All ER 500 at 514

per Lord Goff. See too Tovlor Fasheo'ns Lid v LweOuoi Victoria Trustees Co Ltd [1982]

QB 153n, [1981) 1 All ER 597.
16 (19663 2 QB 617. [1965] 3 All ER 857.
17 P 106. above.
18 P 104. above,
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statements but qualified them by a rider that a promise can onl y be relied on
when it has been given with full consent and not if it has been extracted b
threats. If the courts do eventually hold that the doctrine of promissors
estoppel has outflanked Foakes v Reir, it would appear necessary to have some
such saving clause. This will clearl y involve the gradual working out of what
conduct by the promisee should be regarded as inequitable in this contextY
In Adams v R Hanna & Son Ltd' it was suggested that a debtor who seeks to
persuade a creditor to accept less than is owed, only acts equitably when he
makes full and frank disclosure of his financial position.

3 COMPOSITIONS WITH CREDITORS

It has longbecn a common practice for the creditors ofan impecunious debtor
to make an arrangement with him whereby each agrees to accept a stated
percentage of his debt in fullfull satisfaction. The search for a sufficient
consideration to support so reasonable an agreement has caused the courts
much embarrassment. It would appear at first sight to fall tinder the lan in
Pin nels Casc and such was theviewadopted in 1804 hr Lord Ellen horough. 'It
is impossible to contend that acceptance of fl 7 lOs is an extinguishment of
a debt of50.' 1 But the inconvcn' nee of such a conclusion was so manifest
that it could not be accc.ted.

Two alternative suggt•sdons h. ,'L been proffered. The first was the second
thought cf Lord }.11enhorough himself. There was consideration for the
composition, he suggested in 1812, in the fact that each individual creditor
agreed toforgo part of his dcbton Li c hypothesis that all the other creditors would
do the same. 2 A moment's reflecii 'viii expose the weakness of this argument
Such a consider-a, 'n wo tid. no r bt, suffice to support the agreement as
between the creditors themselves. if the debtor sought to rely uton it, he
would be rnetbv the immediate ob,jeo rn that hehims, -ifhad furnished noreturn
for the c' ditors' proaises to}ijm. ;o d, as already observed, it is a cardinal rule

bat the considerado .. tist move from the promisee.' A second
• 110 creditor	 be allowed to go behind the composition

n . to tr.e 1 .rejudice eithei - [he other creditors or of the debtor himself,
bcc .c thr wc Id he a fraud upor: the parties concerned. The solution was
sugg .ted by L 'd Tenterden in I Sand supported by WillesJ in 1863, and it
has smce won general approbation f' i it is frankl y an argument thinamveninti
and evades rather than meets the d culty.

Similar difficulties arise with ' ond situation.

Suppose that  owes B 1100a: - ihat C promise.s B5O on condition that
B will discharge A. If the £50 is I :dd and B still suesAforthe balance, how
is A to resist the action-,

19 Wander 82 LQR 165: Cornish -99 Mi
20 (1967) 11 WIR 24!,
I	 Fch t' Suttr, (1804 ' East 23.
2 Boothbe', ii £owde7z ()SJ:I S Camp 17.,

the coura an Good v CIeesmgn (183),
S See p 86, above.
4 See Wood t' Rohrn'r. (18)8 . 1 Stark 41

See also Goula rn a Barirun7 (1881
substained invective agains: the rui-
Imports' a consideratior' to supe

Punoyau'hrj v Tem1e [19	 2 KIt

428.

The a'g'ument was adopted, thourh obiter. b\
B & /. d 326.

and Cook s Lister (1863 35 CBNS 54i at 59f.
9 ChD 394. where Sir George jessei, amid

an P,nnel.' Case. can sal no more than the ta
- i the rompoiuor agrermen:: and Haro,-honc
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No promise of discharge was given to him, nor, if it had been, would he have
supp[iea any consideration ford.. The quesuonarose in 1825 in We&y vDsake.

The defendant had drawn a bill for £18, which had been returned
unaccepted and which had come into the hands of the plaintiff. The
defendant's father then made an agreement with the plaintiff, whereby he
promised to pay him £9 in return for the plaintiffs promise to receive it
in full satisfaction of his claim. The money was duly paid, but the plaintiff
still sued the defendant.

Lord Tenterden directed judgrnerit for the defend:,-ac.

If the Father did pay the smaller sum iii satisfaction of this debt, it is a bar to the
plaintiff's now recovering açain.sc the son: because, b y suing the son, he commits
a fraud on the Father, whom he induced to advance his money on the faith of such
advance' being a discharge of his son- frofn further liability.

T it plei of fraud was approved bvWillesJ in Cook v Lister, and applied by the
Court of Appeal in Hrrtchand Pinamchand u TemØl€', t and reliance was placed
u pon the analogy ofcomr.osi don-agreemenLs. Bothclasses of cases, therefore,
may he iajd to rest u pon this basis, and should be treated as exceptions to the
general requirement of consideration.

'ViER[.	 F'1iFt' I$TOUND 1W -N EXJCTINC.
CONTPCTUAL	 . [E-itRl) ?PJ: -

The nex: tyne of case is where the nlaintdf performs, or p'otxti3es to perform,
a n '0 i iu-ition ati er	 i upc' hir Lv a cntracr p.r-iuy'	 :t

betinen nun an	 defend it. bu. between hirnieLaoi a Usirti patty. The
q.xestion whether such a prorn or performance affords sufficient
consiceration has provoked a irolus inous titerature----rnore generous, indeed,
than the practical implications would seem to warrant.

The problems involved may thus be stated. If A and B have made a contract
underwhicli an obligation remains to be performed byAaoidAnow'makes this
obligation Elie basis of a new agreement with C, there are two possibilities. C's
promise may have been induced either by A's promise to perform his
outstanding obligation under the coritcact with B, or byA's actual performance
ofit. In other words, A may seek to support the validity of his agreement with
C b y reliance either on executory or on executed consideration. There is, as
has already been remarked, divergence ofjuristic opinion as to the identity
of the test applicable to determine the sufficiency of the one type of
consideration and of the other)

How fax is this distinction between executory and executed consideration
to be regarded as relevant? Sir Frederick Pollock thought that, in principle

(1325) 1 C & P 557.
(1863) 13 CBNS 543 at 595.
[19111 2 KB 330. See also Re L G CZarke, ex p Debtor Ah(on ' Sort [1967] Ch 1121.
[19661 3 All ER 622. The courts have usuall y shown greater reluctance to allow A to
use a contract between B and C as a defence to an action b y B. See pp 182-189. below
See also Gold 19 Can Bar Rev 165. In Well,, v Drake the creditor sued for the full amount
of the original debt: ;n 1-firachand Punainchana u Temie onl y for the balance.
Davis [1937] CL] 203: Ballanune 11 Mich L Rev 423; PollocK Pnncipks of Contract (13th
edn) Pp 147- 150; Hotdsworth HEL vol VITI. pp 40-41; lVillistort On Contracts (3rd edn)
paras 131. lSlA.
See p 88. above.
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at least, it should be decisive." In his opinion the promise might he good
consideration, for it involved the promisor in two possible actions for breach
of con tract instead of one, and thus was a detriment within the meaning of the
law." The performance should not be accepted as good consideration, since.
as it discharged the previous contract, it was not a detrimentat all. This theory,
however, is not altogether convincing. The validity of the promise may be
accepted: the insufficiency ofthe performance is open to criticism. In the first
place. it assumes that the only test of consideration is a detriment to the
promisee. The assumption may be histoncallv sound: the idea of detriment
at. least recalls the early association of assumpsit and case. But the
complementary idea of benefitwas soon introduced into the language of the
courts, and has been constantly emphasised by thejudges. While, therefore,
the performance may not be a detriment to the pronisce, it is certainly a
benefit to the promisor. 12 In the second place, the distinction involves a
practical absurdity. If the mere promise of an act is sufficient consideration
to induce a counter-promise, surely the complete performance of that act
should be accepted. To hold the contrary, it has been well said, seems to assert
'that a bird in the hand is worth less than the same bird in the bush') Once
more, the conflict between principle and technicality comes to the surface,
and once more the difficulties inherent in the use of the terms 'detriment
and 'benefit' would be avoided if the element of bargain were stressed and
the language of sale adopted. Promise and performance may equally be
regarded as the price of a counter-promise.

.Although the question has often been said to bean open one, the cases
have with one exception uniformly upheld either promise or performance as
sufficient consideration. This seems .to be the effect of some seventeenth.
century cases, Though no doubt the coun did not there see the problem in
modern terms."

The one discordant case is Jones v WaiLe)'

In this case the defendant agreed to pa y money to the plaintiff in returr
for the plaintiffs promise (a) to execute-2i separation deed and (b) to pay
his (the plaintiffs) debts to a third part y. The promise to execute the
separation deed raised questions of public polic y' 5 but was held good
consjdex-atjon.The Court of Exchequer Chamber held however that the
pIainti's promise to pay his own debts was no consideration.

Lord Abinger CB said-'-,

A man is under a moral and legal obligation to pay his just debts. it cannot
therefore be stated as an abstract proposition, that he suffers an y detriment from

10 Principles of Contract (1th edn) pp 147-150. Holdsworin appears to agree: HEL vol VIII,
pp 40-41.

11 To this argument it has cmetimes been objected that it assumes what it seems to prove
The promisor exposes hunseif to two suits only if he can be sued by the new parry . But
the new party can sue only if the promisor has given consideration. It seems, howe-ve1.
that Pollock meets the objection fairl y b%.  out that this assumption must
necessarijN be made in the case of 11 mutual promises.

12 See Williston on Contract, (3rd edn) paras 151 and I31A.
13 See Ballantine 11 Mich 1. Rev 423 at 42.
14 Eg Bagge s Slad.- (1616' 3 Bulsi 162: Simpson Hrseori pp 451-452
15 0839) S Bing NC 341
11 See p 4-4. bclo.
1	 Ibid at 35€
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the discharge of that duty; and the declaration does not show in what wa y the

defendant could have derived any advantage from the plaintiff paving his own
debts. The plea therefore shows the insufficiencY of that part of the consideration.

This is no doubt a strong authority but it should be noted that the plaintiffs
failure on this pomtwas due, at least in part, to his failure to allege any benefit
to the defendant. This leaves open the possibility of upholding the contract
where a benefit to the promisor can be' shown- In- fact the case was not as
influential as might have been expected since it was lost sight of.for over a
hundred years, no doubt because when the case was takelT to the House of

Lords only the separation agreement point was taken.'
Jones v Wait€was not therefore cited or discussed in a trilogy of cases in the

1860s, of which the f i rs t is Shadweil v Shzdwe1L'

The plaintiff, who was engaged to marry Ellen Nicholl, received the
following, letter from his uncle:

'lithAugust, 1838, Gray's Inn.
My-dear Lancev - I am glad to hear of your intended marriage with Ellen Nicholl;
and, as I promisedto assist voU-atstartrngvl am happy to tell vou that twill pay
toyou one hundred and fift pounds yearly dunnginy life, and until your annual
income derived from your profession of a chancery barrister shaltamount to six
hundred guineas, of which your own admission shall be the only evidence that
I shall receive or require.

Your ever affectionate uncle.
Charles Shadwell.

The plaintiff married Ellen Nicholl. and never, earned as much as six
hundred guineas a year as a barrister. The instalments promised by the
uncle were not all paid during his life, and after his death, the plaintiff
broughtan action to recover the arrears from the personal' representatives.

The defendants pleaded that, as the plaintiff was already bound to , niarry Ellen
Nicholl before the-uncle wrote his letter, there was no consideration for his
promise.

On these facts it might well have been held that there was no more than
a conditional promise of a gift by the uncle and indeed thatwas the dissenting
view of Bylesj. l The majority of the court held that the letter was intended
contractually and that there was consideration for it.

Erie CJ, giving the opinion of KeatingJ, and himself, thought that there was
both a detriment to the plaintiff and a benefit to the uncle: a detriment
because 'the plaintiff may have made the most material changes in his position
and have incurred pecuniary liabilities resulting in embarrassment, whic;
would be in every sense a loss if the income which had been promised should
be withheld', and a benefit, because the marriage was an object of interest
with a near relative.

18 .1842) 9 Cl & Fin :01.
19 18601 9 CBNS 159. 30 LJCP 145.
20 Cf Jone.s Padava(to [19691 2 All ER 616. [1969) 1 

WLR 328, discussed pp 124-125.

below. Though logically it should make no difference, the court is perhaps more likely

to strain to discover a contract where the action Lies against the executors than against

the promisor.
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The facts and the decision in Chicheslerv Cobb were for practical purposes
identical and we need only note that BlackhurnJ experienced no difficulty
in discovering consideration on such facts.

The third case is Scotson v Pegg.'

The plaintiffs had contracted with a third party , X, to deliver a cargo of coal
to X or -to the order ofX. X sold this cargo to the defendant and directed the
plaintiffs, in pursuance of their con tract, to deliver it to the defendant. The
defendant then made an agreement with the plaintiffs in which. in
consideration that the plaintiffs, at the request of the defendant, would
deliver to the defendant' the cargo of coal, the defendant promised to
unload it at a stated rate.

For breach of this promise the plaintiffs sued, and the defendant once more
pleaded lack of consideration. If, it was argued, the plaintiffs were already
3ound by the contractwith X todefiverthe coal tothe defendant in accordance
-irh X's order, what were they now giving in return for the defendant's
promise to unload at a certain rate? However, the twojudges present at the
hearing, Martin and Wilde BB both gave judgment for the plaintiffs. Martin
B was content tosavthat the delivery of the coal was a benefit to the defendant.
Wilde B thought there was also a detriment to the plaintiffs. It might have
uireá them, as against X, to break their contract and pa' damages, and the

delivery to the defendant had prevented this possible course of conduct.'
Although these three cases are not entirel y satisfactory . they at least all

point in the same way and one further along which principle directs us. All
doubts on the matter may now be regarded as resolved by the decision of the
Privy Council in New Zealand Shipping Co v A M Satterthwaite & Co, The
Eurymedon.' The facts and issues of this case are complex and are discussed
more fully later. 5 For present purposes we may say that the essential facts were
that theplaintiff made an offer to the defendant that if the defendant would
unload the plaintiffs goods from a ship (which the defendant was already
bound to do by a contract with athrd party), the plaintiff would treat the
defendant as exempt from any liability for damage to the goods. The majorirv
of the judicial committee of the 'Privy Council had no doubt' that the
defendant's act of unloading the ship was good consideration.'

(1866) 14 LT 433.
(1861) 6 H & N 295. 3 LT 753.
This argument is onl y found in S LT.
[1975] AC 154, (1974 1 I Al) ER 1015. Re ynolds 90 LQR 301. Followed on this point
Pao On v Lau 1w Lang [1979] 3 All ER 65. {)979J 3 WLR 435-
See pp 182-189, beios
The minority expressed no concluded view for they did not think the transacuon could
be cOnsu-urri as an offer of this kind.
Ibid at 166 and 1021. respecuve}\



Chapter 5
Intention to create legal relations

SUMMARY
A Domestic agreements 122
B Commercial agreements 126

The question now to he discussed is whether a contract necessaril y results
once the court has ruied that the parties must be taken to have made an
agreement and that it is supported by conside-ation. 1 This conclusion is
commonly denied. The law, it is said, does not proclaim, the existence of a
contract mer&vbecause of the presence of mutual promises. Agreements are
made every day in domestic and in social life, where the parties do not intend
to invoke the assistance of the courts should the engagement not be honoured.
To offer a friend a meal is not to invite litigation. Co ii tracts, in the words of Lord
Stowell,

must not be the sports of an idle hour,, mere matters of pLasantry and
bainage, never intended by the parties to have any serious effect whatever."

It is therefore contended that, in addition to the phenomena of agreement
and the presenceof consideration, a third contractual eiment is required—
the intention of the parties to create legal relations.

This view, commonly held in England,' has not passed unchallenged; and
the criticism of it made b y Professor Williston demands attention, not onl y as
emanating front a distinguished .A.niencari jurist, but as illuminating the
whole subject now under discussion. In his opinion, the separate element of
intention is foreign to the common law, imported from the Continent by
academic influences in the nineteenth centur y and useful onl y in systems
which lack the Lest ofconsjdei-atjon to enable them to determine the boundaries
of contract:

The common law does not require any positive intention to create a legal
obligation as an element of contract ... A deliberate promise seriously made is
enforced irrespective of the promisors views regarding his legal liability.'

His own views may be reduced to three propositions:

It is assumed here that the contract cannot be challenged on the ground chat it violates
?uhtic policy or s avoided by Statute. Such flaws are discussed in ch 11, below.
Dal"mple c' Do&mpe 1 1811) 2 Hag Con 54 at 105.
Eg Pllock on Contract 1 13rh edni p 3: Law Revision Committee, Sixth Interim Report.
P 15.
Historicall y this would .iopea.r correct. Simpson 91 LQR 263-265.
lVillisran on Coittrats 3rd edni s 2L Williston has not lacked support: see Tuck 21 Can
Bar Rev 123: Hamson 54 LQR 233: Shatwell 1 S ydney L Rev 289: Unger 19 MLR 96;
Hepple [19701 CLJ 122; Hedlev 3 Oxford US 391. Cf Chloros 33 Tulane L Rev 607.
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(I If reasonable people would assume that there was no intention in the
parties to be bound, there is no contract.

(2) If the parties expressl y declare or clearly indicate their rejection of
contractual obligations, the law accepts and implements their intention.

(3) Mere social engagements. if accompanied by the requisite tccl)nicalities.
such as consideration, ma y be enforced as contracts.

English lawyers max' well be prepared to accept the first two of these
propositions: decided cases refute the third' But their acceptance does not
necessarilvjustify the complete rejection ofintention to create legal relations
as an independent element in the formation of contract. It is certainl y true.
and of great significance, that the vcm-' presence of consideration normally
implies the existence of such an intention. To make a bargain is to assume
liability and to invite the sanction of the courts. Professor Williston performed
a valuable service by insisting that the emphasis laid by foreign svsietTtS on this
element of intention is out of place in the cutisnion law, -where it follows
naturally from the ei-v nature of contract. Consideration, bargain. legal
consequences—these are interrelated concepts. But it is possible for this
presumption to be rebutted. if A and B agree to lunch togcthei and A
promises to pay for the food if B will pay for the drink, it is difficult to den" the
presence of consideration and yet equally dear that no legal ues are
contemplated or created." It seems necessary, therefore, to regard the ill Len
to create legal relations as a separate element in the English law of contract,
though. by the preoccupation of that law with the idea of bargain, one which
does not normall y obtrude upon the courts.

The cases in which a contract is denied on the ground that there is no
intention to involve legalliahilirvmavbe divided into two classes. On the one
hand there are social, famil y or other domestic agreements, where the
presence or absence of an intention to create legal relations depends upon
the inference to be drawn by the court from the language used b y the parties
and the circumstances in which they use it. On the other hand there are
commercial agreements where , this intention is presumed and must be
rebutted by the party seeking to dens' it. In either case, of course, intention
is to be objectively ascertained.

A DOMESTIC AGREFMENTS

Ap'reernents between husband and wife
In the course of family life mans' agreements are made, which could never be
supposed to be the subject of litigation. If a husband arranges to make a

Eg Balfour v Balfour [ 1919] 2 KB 571: p 123, belos.. See also Lem t' Denonshtr, atth
(1934) Times, 4 December, discussed by Scruuon U in Rose and Frank Co of R Crompton

& Bros Lid [3928] 2 KB 261.
It nay be obetd that there i.s onl y consideration if the promises are given in
exchange for each other but some lest of intention is needed in discover whether this
IS SO.

It is not irrelevant to notice that hr s 10 of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions)
Aci 1976 'an agreement between two persons to marry one another shall not under
the las. of England and \Vales hive effect as a contract giving rise to legal ngho and
no action shall lie in England or Wales fr breach of such an agreement., whatever the
Ia" apphcable to the agreenier,t
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monthly allowance to his wife for her personal enjoyment. neither would
normall y be taken to contemplate legal relations. On the other hand, the
reianoii of husband and wife b' no means precludes the formation of a
contract, and the context ma y indicate a clear intention on either side to he
bound. Whether an y given agreement between husband and wife falls on the
one side of the borderline or the other is not alwa y s easy to determine. Two
contrasting cases ma" illustrate the position

In Me7ritt z' Merritt

The husband ]eft the man ononial home. which was iii tlicjo i nt ii ames of

husband and wife and subject to a building society mortgage, to live with
anoLher woman. The husband and wife met ati1 had a discussion in the
husband ' s car during which the husbanc agreed to pay the wife £40 a
month out of which she must pa the outstandmg mortgage payments on
the house. The wife refused to leave the car until the husband recorded
the agreement in writing and tile husband wrote and signed a piece of
paperwhich stated 'in consideration of the fact that von will pa y all c]iai ges
in connection with the house . , , until such time as the mortgage rcpavn]ents
has been completed I will agree to transfer the properrv in to 'our sole
ownership'. After the wife had paid off the mortgage the husband refused
to transfer the house to her.

It was held by the Court ofAppeal that the parties had intended to affect their
legal relations and that an action for breach of contract could be sustained.

In Ba!fowrv Balfour."

The defendant was a civil servant stationed in Ceylon. His wife alleged that.
while they were both in England on leave and when it had become clear
that she could not again accompan y him abroad because of her health. he
had promised to pa-.- a month as maintenance during the time that

they were thus forced to live apart. She sued for breach of this agreement.

The Court of Appeal held that ne legal relations had been contemplated and
that the wife's action must fail)'

Atkin Lj had no doubt that. while consideration was present, the evidence
showed that the parties had not designed a binding contract)

It is necessan' to remember that there are agreements between par Lies which do

not result sri contracts within the -meanin g of that term in our lass. The ordinar'
eamp1e is where two parties agree to rake a walk together or where there is an
offer and an acceptance of hospitalits. Nobod y would suggest in ordinar'
circumstances that those agreemnenLc result in what we know as a contract, and
one of the most usual forms of agreement which doe s not constitute a contract
appears to me tohe the arrangements which are made between husband and wife

To m y mind those agreements. or man' of them, do not result in contracts at

9	 1970; 2 All ER 760. [1970,. 1 WLR 121:. See also MG'egor z McGregc'ir (3888) 2 QBD

424: Pearce v Merritnan [1904] 1 KB St. & Wind1 [197] 3A]'i 'ER 98.; 197f I

1 62
iC 1919; 2 KB 571

Tuck 21 Can bar Res- 9. rests the decision in this case on the absence of corisideratior
Duke L certainly took this view but the wo1e tenor hotr of counsel arguments and

ot the j udgments of Warnngion and AIDr, LJJ shows that the dec,siori turned ' r tht

iac o: intention to contrac:
12 ibid
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all ... even though there ma y be what as between other parties would constitute
consideration ... They are not contracts because the parties did not intend that
Ihey should be attended by legal consequences. 	 -

In P9tt'll u Pettat, several members of the House of Lords, though accepting
the principle enunciated in Balfouruflalfour, thought the decision on the facts
very close to the line--' It was also observed that though man y agreements
between husband and wife are not intended to be legally binding, performance
of such agreements may well give rise to legal consequences.

So Lord Diplock said:'5

Man y of the ordinary domestic arrangements between man and wife do not
possess the legal characteristics of a contract. So long as the y are executory they
do not give rise to arty chose in action. for neither party intended that non-
performance of their mutual promises should he the subject of sanctions in any
court (see Balfour v Balfour). But this is relevant to non-performance only. If
spouses do perform their mutual promises the fact that they could not have been
compelled to do so wistie the promises were executory cannot depnve the acts
done by them of all legal consequences upon proprietary rights; for these are
within the Field ofthe law of property rather than ofthe law of contract. It would,
in my view, be erroneous to extend the presumption accepted in Balfo-uru Balfour
that mutual promises between man and wife in zelauon to their domestic
arrangements are prima facie not intended b y either to be legally enforceable
to a presumption ola common Intention ofhoth spouses that no legal consequences
should flow from acts done by them in performance of mutual promises with
respect to the acquisition, improvement or addition to real or personal propert y—
for this would he to intend what is impossible in law.

reernents between parent and child
Agreements between parent and child ma y present problems similar to those
of husband and wife. An illustration is afforded by the case ofJones vPadava:tc,n:

MrsJones lived in Trinidad. Her daughter had a post in the Indian Em bassv
in Washington. She had been married and had a young son, but was now
divorced. MrsJones wished her to go to England and become a barrister,
and offered to make her a monthly allowance while she read for the Bar.
The daughter reluctantly accepted the offer and went to England in 1962.
In 1964 Mrs Jones bou ght. a house ri London. The daughter lived with her
child in part of it, and the rest was let to tenants, whose rent covered
expenses and the daughter's maintenance. In 1967, Mrs Jones and her
dal ighterquarrelled. and Mrs Jones issued a SLIM mons claiming pcsessjon
of the house. At the time of the hearing, the daughter had passet onl y a
portion of Part I of the Bar examinations.

Two agreements fell to he considered. By the first the daughter agreed to
leave Washington and read for the Bar in London. and her mother agreed

13 [19701 AC 777. (19691 2 All ER 385.
14 Per lord Hodson. ibid at 806 and 100 respectivel y: per lord Upjohn. ibid at 816 and408, respectively.
13 Ibid at 822 and 413-414, respectively. See also per Lord Reid, ibid at 796 and 391,respectively: see Lesser 23 U of Toronto Lj 148 at 162-164. That it is easy to lose sight

of the distinction between contract and property is shown b y the decision in Spellman
Spa!man [1961] 2 All ER 498, [l'361] I WLR 921. discussed by Diamond 24 MLR 789.

16 [19691 2 All ER 616. [1969] 1 WLR 328.
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to pa y her a fixed monthl y sum. By the second the mother allowed the
daughter to hve in the house which the mother had bought. and the ren'
received from the tenants provided for the daughters mainrenancc. in eaci
agreement therewasan exchange of promises. butin neitherwere the terms
put into writing, nor was the duration of the agreement prt'ciselv defined.
The question was whether in either case the parties had intended to create
legal relations.

At the hearing in the count court, the judge dismissed the mothers
claim for possession of the house, but his decision was reversed b y the Court
of Appeal. Danckwerts and Fenton Atkinson LJJ thought that neither
agreement was intended to create legal relations. The present case is one
of these family arrangements which depend on the good faith of the
promises which are made and are not intended to be rigid, binding
arrangements.' Salmon LJ agreed that the appeal should be allowed, but
on different grounds. In his opinion the first agreement was a contract
designed to last fora period reasonabl y sufficient to enable the daughter to
pass the Bar examinations. For this purpose the five years which had elapsed
since the date of the agreement was a reasonable time, and the contract had
therefore come to an end. The second agreement. involving the possession
of the house, was so imprecise and left so many details unsettled that it was
impossible to construe Itasa contract. Nothing in the agreement nor in the
available evidence suggested that the mother had intended to renounce her
right to dispose ofkmer house as and when she pleased. The daughter was a
mere iicensee.

Other dirnesti c arrangements
Afurther group of cases involve domestic agreements which are made neither
between husband and wife nor between parent and child, in Smmkin.s vPa'vs

The defendant owned a house in which she lived with X. her granddaughter.
and the plaintiff, a paving boarder. The three took part together each week
in a competition organised by a Sunda y newspaper. The entr'ieswere made
in the'defendant's nan-ic, but there was no regular rule as to the payment
of Postage and other expenses. One week-the ennvwas successful and the
defendant obtained a prize of E750. The plaintiff claimed a third of this
sum, but the defendant refused to pa y on the ground that there was no
intention to create legal relations but only a friendly adventure.

Sellers] gave judtzmentfor the plaintiff. He agreed that 'there are rnanvfamiiv
associations where some sort of rough and ready statement is made which
would not establish a contract'. But on the present facts he-thought that there
was a 'mutuaiirv in the arrangement between the parties', it was a joint
enterprise to which each contributed in the expectation of sharing an's' prize
that was won.

7 Ibid at 620 and 332. Both Darickwems and Fenton Atkinson UT cited and appbed
Ba11ou m BaIfou,.

18 Ibid at 623 and 335. respecuveh. Cf Raww m' o#mn.moi'm [1978) 2 All ER 935. [I978
WLR 683.

19 11955 1 3 All ER IC, [1955 I WLR 975 For a nmpe case wtierc mere was no mnientior,
10 c,calr legal relauons. see Burkmt: v (Mw 196S' All ER 1145. See also Par 	 1' Cwr
fI9O' 1 All ER 93. [1960'. 1 WLR 286. Cf Gsonc.	 Cara.on. (1984 15 DL} (4tf'J
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B COMMERCIAL AGREEMENTS

In commercial agreements itwill be presumed that the parties intended to create
legal relations and made a contract. But the presumption may be rebutted.

(1) It is common enough to advertise goods by tlambo yanc re ports of their
efficacy and to support these by promises of a more or less vague character if
they should fail of their purpose. If a plaintiff, induced to buy on the faith of
such reports and promises, finds that they are not borne out by the facts and
sues for breach of contract. the defendant may attempt to plead that there was
no intention to create legal relations and that only the mostgu.11ible customer
would think otherwise.

The point arose in the case of Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball Co,' where the
defendants advertised their preparation by offering to pay fl0() to any purchaser
who used it and vet caught influenza within a given period, and bvdeclaring
that they' had deposited £1,000 with their bankers 'to show their sicerity'.
The plaintiff bought the preparation, used icand caught influenza. Among
the many ingenious-defences raised to her action was the plea thatno legal
relations were ever contemplated-The advertisement, it-was said, was 'a mere
puff, 'a mere statement by the defendants of the con.fidence they reposed in
their remedy ', 'a promise in honour'. The Court of Appeal rejected this plea.
The fact- of the deposit was cogent evidence that the defendants had
contemplated legal liability- when they issued their advertisement. What
would have been the view of the court in the absence of any such deposit is a
matter of speculation, and it is not to be concluded that alladvertiseinents are
to be treated as serious offers.'

In CarlilLv Carbolic Smoke Ball Co the plaintiff did not buy the smoke ball from
the defendant but from a retailer. The question before the courtwas therefore
whetherthere was a contractwith the defendant. A more modern example is
Bowerman v Association of British Travel Agents Ltd.'

The claimant booked a holiday with a tour operator who was member of the
Defendant Association (A -BTA) .The tour operator displayed on its wall an
.A.BTA notice which stated that in the event of the financial failure of an
ABTA member before a holiday:

.-\.BTA arranges for you to be reimbursed the money you have paid in respect of
your holiday arrangement.

The tour operator became insolvent shortly before the claimant's holiday.
The claimant made a claim against ABTA who argued that the notice was
not intended to give rise to a contract with the claimant. The majority of the
Court of Appeal rejected this contention.

Hobho use LJ said:

This document is intended to be read and would reasonably be read by a member
of the public as containing an offer of a promise which the customer is entitled
to accept by choosing to do business with an ABTA member.

!O There can of course be commercial agreemenis between members of a family , eg

Sneiling uJohn G Snelling L ed [1973] QB 87, [1972) 1 All ER 79.

1 [1893] 1 QB 256.
2 Cf p 34. n 18. above.

119961 CLC 451. [1995] N1.JR 1815. McMeel 113 LQR 47,
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A more common factual situation arises where there is undoubtedl y a contract
but there is dispute as to whether a statement made b' one of the parties before
the contract forms part of the contract. This question is discussed more fully
later' and it will suffice for the moment to say that here too, the governing test
is the parties' inteniion.

(2) The parties may make an agreement on a matter of business or of some
other transaction nornialir the subject of con tract. but may expressly declare
thatitisno' to be binding in law. lf such a declaration is made, it will, like other
unambiguous expressions of intention. be  accepted by the courts.'

Perhaps the most remarkable instance of a clause expressl y outlawing an
agreemnt is to be found in the case of Jiiise and Frank v Cron;p1on.' The plainuffs
were a New York firm which dealt jr tissues for carbonising papers. The
defendants manufactured such tissues in England. lnJulv 1913. the parties
made a written agrecmeniwhereby the defendants gave the plaintiffs certain
rights of selling their tissues in the United States and in Canada for a period
of three years with an option to extend the time. The agreement contained
the following clause, described as 'the Honourable Pledge Clause:

This arrangement is not entered into nor is this memorandum wntten, as a formal
or legal agreement. and shall not he subject to legal jurisdiction in the law courts
-eit.heroFthe United States -or England, but it is oniva definite expression and
record 'ofthe purpose and inlennon 01 the parties concerned, to which they each
.honourably pledge themselves.

The agreement was subsequer.tlyextended sos TO last unti 1 March 1920: but
in 1919 the defendants terminated it without giving the appropriate notice
specified in die agreement, and they further refused to execute orders which
had been received and accepted by them before the termination The plaintif
sued for damages for breach of the agreement and for non-deliveryof the

goods comprised in these orders. To appreciate the decision reached by the
courts, it is necessary to separate these two claims.

The first was for breach of the agreement contained in the written document
ofjuiv 1913, whereby the defendants granted selling rights to the plaintiffs.
Here the plaintiffs failed. The document doubtless contemplated that orders
for goods were from time to time to be given by the plaintiffs and fulfilled by
the defendants. But, as the parties had specificall y declared that the document
was not to impose legal consequences, there was no obligation to give orders
or to accept them or to stand by any clause in the agreement.. Scrutton U said
in the Court of Appeal:'

it is quite possible for parues to come to an agreement by accepting a proposal
with the result that the agreement does not give rise to legal relations. The reason
of this is that the parties do not intend that their agreement shall give rise to legal
relations. This intention may be implied from the subect-maner of the agreement.
but it may also be expressed by the-parties. in social and family relations such an
intention is readily implied, while in business matters the opposite result would
ordinarilvfollow, but 1 can see no reason why , even in business matters, the parties

4 See p )3-I45. bdo'.
5 See eg J-eiLbui ,Smoiti & C z Bucklnoti [1913j AC ?.U. j Evans	 Son (Portsmouth) Ltd

An4ro M7,arw 11976] 2 All ER 951 [1976: 1 WLR 107S. inaependen: hroo.c.ast&ng
Auzhorit', v E.M] Eiectranscs Ltd and BICC Construawn Lid ( 1980i 14 BLR 1

€ jones r Vernon's PooLs 1.44 119381 2 All ER 62b, A,pLeson 1 ! LtzUewood Ltd [1939) 1 Al!
ER 464
119231 2 KB 261: revid 119253 AC. 44
[1923) 2 KB at 286
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should not ii nd to rely on ear: I other's good faith and honour, and to exclude
all idea of sell ing diapute5 b y aiw outside intervention, with the accompanying
necessity of exoressing themselves so precisely that outside.-.s may have no
difficulty in uncierstancting what tflev mean.

The econd claim, on e other hand, was based, not on the promises
c o m'ised in the orietnal document, but on the s pecific orders actually
accepted b y the detea ' 'trite before they terminated the agreement. Here the
plaintiffs succeeded. i-'S each individual orct was given and accepted, this
constituted a new and separate contract. ir erred b y the courts from the
conduct of the parties and enforceable without reference to the original
memorandum. In the words of Lord Phillimore:i

According to the course of business between the parties which is narrated in the
unenforceable agreemnç goods were ordered from time to time, hpped,
received and paid for. onder an estahlicned ivstem: hut, the agreement bein
unenforceable, there was no obligation on the American company to, order
goods or upon the English compai.ies to accept an eider. An y actual transaction
between the partie:. however, ga' rise to the ordinary legal rights; for the fact
that it was not of obltatio to do the :ns-actrri did not divest the transaction
where done of its oroinarv legal significance.

Words inserted b y one party in an agreement and devised, or subsequ -ridv
used, to exclude legal relations may he ambiguous. In such a case the rius
of proving this u:tricio'. Li heavily upon thc cart who asserts it. Ahcpful
example-is LU bc	 it ddwarcs o.3kywa'c Ltd.

The plaintiff was n.oyed by the defend tsu:an aL-craft pilot.rtJanc'.ary
1962, :he	 !	 Ley—:'1

three montlu' rtcucc, o om:sate hL efoyment. Sy Inc cnc'acc h V0-:S
a member of the defsndants' cottnbuorv pension fun 	 w-asand i thereby
entitled, on lea-,jr, their se-vice. to choose one cF two options: (a) to
withdraw his own totJ contributions to the fund, (b) to take the right to a
paid-tip pension payable at the age of fifty. He was a member of the British
Air Line PilotsAssociat,ion. Theirofficials had a meedngwith the defendants.
and it was agreed that, if the plaintiff chose option (a), the defendants would
make him an 'ex gratia' payment equivalent or approximating to the
defendants con tnihudoris to the pension fund. The plaintiff, relying on this
agreement, chose option (a). The defendants paid him the amount of his
own contributions but refused to make the ex gratia' payment.

The plaintiff sued the defendants for breach of contract. It was admitted that
theAssociationt had acted as the plain tiff 'sagerits and that there was considration
for the defendants promise. But the defendants argued that the use of the
words 'ex gracia' showed that there was no intention to create legal relations.
Megaw I gave iudgmenttor the p laintiff. As this was a business and not a domestic
agreer. nt. the burden of rebutting the presumption of legal relations Lay upon
the defendants: it was a heavy burden and they had not discharged it.°

9 [1925) AC at 455.
tO [1964) 1 Al! ER 494, [1964] 1 WLR :i49.
11 Ibid at 500 and 357. resoecuvelv. Cf the use of the word 'understanding' in] H Milner

& Son o Perry Ri1trn Ltd [19661 2 All ER 894. [1966) 1 WLR 1582: and of the phase'without prr -'dice' in Tomlin v Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd [1969) 3 All ER 201,
[1969] 1 W 1378. The Court oi Appeal appear to have gone very far its discoveringa contract in Gore v Van Der Lann [1967] 2 QB 31, [1967] I All ER 360, discussed p 184,
i'wlow, and cogently cnucised by Odgers 86 LQR 69 and Harris 30 MLR 584
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There is an overlap here between arguments that the agreement is or is not
intended to create legal relations and argurncnt.s that the agreement is or is
not sufficientl y certain to he enforced. This is i]]ustratecl b y the decision in
Kleinwort Benson Ltd v Maia'sza Mining Corjm Bhd*

The plaintiffs hank had agreed to make a loan facilit y ofup to £10,000,000
available to the defendants whollvowtied subsidiary . MMC Metals Ltd. which
was trading in tin on the London Metal F'xchattge. The bank was not willing
to lend the mone y simply on the basis of the subsidt; :itvs creditworthiness.
The dcfendan LS. however, were not willing to ii ter into a full guarantee of -
the subsdiarv's engagements. Alter lengthy negotiations the defendants
agreed to issue a 'Letter ofComfort' which stated amongst other things that
it is our polic y to ensure that the business of [MMC] is at all times in a

position to meet its liahih es to von (under the loan facility agreement]
During the negotiations the plaintiffs indicated that the y were willing to
accept this Letter of Comfort rather than a giiarantc'e but that they would
charge a somewhatiighcr rate of interest as a result. In due course the
subsidiary became insolvent owing to the collapse of the World Tin Market
and the plaintiffs claimed that the defendants should reirobum so them for
the subsidiary 's outstanding indebtedness.

At first instance, HirstJ treated the question as one of intention to create legal
relations and held that since the transaction was clearl y highly commercial
there u.s nothing to rebut the presumption that it was intended to be legally
binding." The Court of Appeal disagreed. The y th tight that the question
turned on the )eg-al meaning to be attached to the precise form of words used.
There were other clauses in the Letter of C( ifort which probabl y did impose
a promissory obligation but the relevant words were careful]-, drafted so as
sirnr)lyto be astatement of the defendant's existing intejidon. If it had L-en an
unuue statement of the defendants intention at the time it was niade itwuitld.
in principle, have given rise to liabilire in misrepresentation" but it did not
amount to a promise that the defer1daras would not change their policy . On this
view, the legal effect of a Letter ofComfort depends on the precise wording use(.
and not on some preconceived notion of the legal effects of I etters of Comfort.

The decision of the Court ofAppeal was vigorousl y critic . -d as conirnerciali
unrealistic by Rogers CJ sitting in the Commercial Division oz the Supreme Court
of New South Wales in &nquBrasseL Li.zmhert vAustralrnn NolzonalJnth4.si rie.s Ltd."'

Spedlev Securities wished to obtain a loan facility of US $5,000,000 from
the plaintiff. Spedlev Securities was a wholly owned subsidiary of Spedlev
Holdings Ltd, 45% of the shares of which were held by the defendant.
There were elaborate negotiations as to what form of assurance the
defendants would give to the bank in return for the bank advancing credit
to Spedlev Securities. Eventually a letter was issued by the defendants in
which they undertook, amongst other things. to give the plaintiffs 90 days
notice of an' decision to dispose of or reduce their shareholding and
giving the bank a right to give 30 da ys' notice for re-payment ofloansif the'
received such a notice.

12 [1989] 1 All ER 785. 1,1989 1 WLR 379.
15 119883 1 All ER 7714. 11988; 1 \VLR 799
14 See pp 294-295. below.
15 sec also Crrmu Lanng Spa Redrjluszon 1987] 1 FTLR 201
1 F I 19' 2	 SWLR 502 Tveec 2 101. 271-
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The practical thrust of this undertaking was that, to pracuce, would be
extremely difficult for the defendants to dispose of their shareholding tf it was
known to a potential buyer that the loans of the subsidian' compan y were beirrg
called up by its bankers. In fact some years later the defendants did dispose
of their sharehol.ing without giving notice to the bank and Rogers CJ held
that this amountd to a breach of contract. These decisions appear clearly
reconcilable on the facts since the undertaking to give notice of the pote rinal
disposal of the shares was much more naturally characterised as promissory
than the state ment about policy in the Kleinwort Benson case, It is clear, however,
that Rogers CJ was not content simply to distinguish the two cases. He said:

There should be no room in the proper flow of commerce for some purgatory
where statements made by a businessman, after hard bargaining and made to
induce another business person to enter into a business transaction would,
without any express statement to that effect, reside in a twilight zone of merely
honourable engagement. The whole thrust of the law today is to, auempt to give
proper effect to commercial uartsactioiis. It is For this reason that uncertainty,
a cots' pt so much loved by lawyers, has failers. to disfavour as a tool for striking
dows ommercial bargains.

Of cow it is often the case ftat. parties entering into agreements do not
expect to encounter legal difficulties and if they thought about the matter
would often think that itwould be too expensive to resolve anyleg. difficulties
that did arise in the courts. Ithy no means follows that they lack u intention
to create le'i relations. The point was neatly tested in Esso Petroleum Ltd v
Customs and fsxcise Comrs.°

The appellants devised a sales promotion scheme linked to the 1970
World Cu p , which involved time production 0r many miiions o coins'
bearing the likenesses f various members of the EngI:, ct squad. The
intention was that the ins would be distributed to Esso retailers and that
an elaborate marketing scheme would he mounted to encourage members
of the public to buy Esso petrol in order to collect sets of the coins. The
scheme was advertised in the press and on television and posters were
displayed at Esso filling stations s dog 'one coin given with cv ry four
gallons of petrol'. The technical qicstiou before the House of Lords was
whether the coins were chargeable to purchase tax as having been
produced in quantity for general sale' and this turned on the cot reel

analysis of the transaction that took place at the petrol pump. Esso argued
that the advertisement of the coins was not intended to create legal
relations. It was no doubt true that the coins were of little intrinsic value
and that it was unlikely that an y motorist who bought four gallons of petrol
and was then refused a coin would resort to litigation but the 'majority of
the House of Lords (Viscount Dilhorne and I. rd Russell of Nillowen'
dissentin g ) had no doubt that this was irrelevant.

Agreements between industrial corporations and trade unions have raised
the question of intention to create legal relations. Thus in Ford Motor Co Ltd
ii Araalgamated Union ofEngineering and Foundry Workers;'

17 (19761 1 All ER 117, [19761 1 WLR 1: .Ati yah 39 MLR 335.

18 Esso succeeded on a second argument since of the three Lords of Appeal who thought
that the coins were supplied under a contract univ one Lord Fraser of Tullybelton)
thought that they were supplied under a contract of sale. Lord Wilber-for :e and Lord
Simon of Glaisdale thought that there were two contracts; a contract to sd petrol and
a collateral contract to transfe one coin for every four gallons of petrol.

19 [19691 2 All ER 481. [19691 1 WLR 339.
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An agreement was made in 1955 between the Ford Motor Co on the one
side and nineteen trade unions on the other side. The agreement was in
wri Ling and was drafted with careful precision. Itcontained a term providing
, hat at each stage of the procedure set out in this ag-reement evervattempt
will be made to resolve issues raised, and until such procedure has been
carried through there shall be no stoppage of work orother unconstitutional
action. In 1969, despite this provision, some unionswhich were parties to
the agreement issued notices declaring a strike, The Ford Motor Co
applied for interlocutory injunctions to restrain the calling ofsuch astnke.

Offer, acce p tance and consideration were present. Was there also an intention
to create legal relations? Geoffre y LaneJ thought that there was not. He relied
mainly on the climate of opinion voiced and evidenced b y the extra-judicial
authorities'.

Agreements such as these, composed largel y of optimistic aspirations, presenting
grave practical problems of enforcement and reached against a background of
opinion adverse to enforceability, are in rnv j udgment not contracts in the legal
sense and are not enforceable at law. Without clear and express provisions
making them amenable to legal action, the y remain in the realm of undertakings
binding in honour.°

This decision was obviouslvofgreatimportance in labour law, where, however.
it has been overtaken by statute. The Industrial Relations Act 1971, section
34(1) (introduced by the Conservative government) p. ovidcd that collective
agreements in writing should be presumed to have been intended to he
legally enforceable. It is believed that this provision had little practical effect,
since the vast majority of collective agreements were ex :'iressly stated not to be
intended to be legally enforceable, and it was in its mm reversed by the Trade
Union and Labour Relations Act 1974. section 18, which enacted a contrary
presumption.

The decision remains of interest to contract lawyers since at first sight
collective agreements fall into the categor y of commercial agreements' and
one might expect them to be legally binding. Further it is agreed that
provisions of collective agreements may be incorporated into individual
contracts of emplo yment where they will be legally binding. Geoffrey Lanej
relied substantiall y on evidence that experts in industrial relations regarded
c(ilective agreements as not intended to create legal relations. This view has
beeti criticised  but on balance it appears corrct 5 and suhstanuallv validated
by practical experience between 1971 and 1974.

20 Ibid at 496 and 336, respectively.
1	 Isadore Katz described a collective agreement as 'at once a business compact, a code

of rel3000s and a treaty of peace', quoted by Wedderburn The Worker and the Law 2nd
edn. 1971) p 177.

2 Eg National Coal Board v CaU 119381 1 All ER 91. (1958] 1 WLR 16; Wedderburn The

Worker and the Lao, 3rd edn) pp 329-343.

3 See especiall y Kahn-Freund in The Ssscem of Indjtrsai Relations ifl Great Britain ed
Flanders and Clegg, 19541 and Report of the Royal Commission on Trade Unions (the
Donovan Re port) , 1968. Crnnd 3623). ch Vi!. es peciall y paras 463-474. Cf McCartney
in Labour Relations and the Law lad Kahn-Freund, 1965).

4 Selwyn 32 MLR 377; Hepple :19701 CLJ 122.
5 . See \%redderburn The Worker and the La-,,, 3rd edn) ch 4: Clark 33 dLR 117

6 See Weekes. Mellish, Dickson and Llo yd Industrial Relations and the limits of Law,

especially Ch 6.
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Chapter 6
The contents of the contract
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Scope of lhfs chapter
Although it may be clear that a valid contract has been made, it will still he
necessary to determine the extentof the obligations that it creates. Its map must
be drawn, its features delineated and its boundaries ascertained. It must first
be discovered what terms the parties have express1' included in their contract.

The contents of the contract are not necessarily confined to those that appear
on its face. The parties may have negotiated against a background ofcommercial
or local usage whose implications they have tacitly assumed, and to concentrate
solely upon their express language niav be to minimise or to distort the extent
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of their liabilities. Evidence of custom may thus have to be admitted. Additional
coriseq uences, moreover, may have been annexed by statute to particular con tracts.
which will operate despite the parties' ignorance or even contrary to their
intention. Finally, the courts may read into a contract some further term which
alone makes it effective and which the parties must be taken to have omitted by
pure inadvertence. All these implications, customary, statutory or iudicial, may be
as important as the terms expressly adopted by the parties.

Even when the terms have been established, it does not follow that thevare
all of equal importance. One undertaking ma y be regarded as of major
importance, the breach of it entitling the injured party to end the contract;
the breach of another, though demanding compensation, max' leave the
contract intact. Rules ofvaluarjon have therefore to be elaborated.

Finally it will be necessary to consider the important and difficult problems
which arise when the contract contains provisions which purport to exclude
or limit the liability of one of the parties in certain events.

1 Express terms

A WI1AT DID THE PARTIES SAY OR WRITE?

If the extent of the agreement is in dispute, the court must first decide what
statements were in fact made by the parties either orally or in writing. In
exceptionalcjrcutancec English law demands a degree of formality either

t:ubstantive or as a procedural requircrnen t of con tract. Asa general rule,
however, no formality is needed.'A contract may be made wholl y byword of
mouth, ot wholly in writing, or partly b y word of mouth and partl y in writing.If the contract is wholly by word of mouth, its contents are a matter ofevidence normally submitted to ajudge sitting as ajurv. It must he found as
a fact exactiywhat it was that the pardes said, as, for example, in Smith vRugh
where the question was whether the subject matter of a contract of sale was
described by the vendor as 'good oats' or as good old oats'.

lithe contract iswholly in writing, the discovery ofwhaiwaswrj rien normally
p resen ts no difficulty, and its interpretation is a matter exclusively within the
j urisdiction of Lhejudge. 1 But on this hypothesis the courts have long insisted
that the parties are to be confined within the four corners of the document in
which they have chosen no enshrine their agreement- Neither of them may
adduce evidence to show that his intention has been misstated in the documenL

It is firmly established as a rule of law that parol evidence cannot be
admitted to add to, vary or contradict a deed or otherwntten instrument.
Accordingly, it has beer, held that ... parol evidence will not be admitted
to prove that some particular term, which had been verbally agreed upon,
had been omitted (b y design or otherwise) from a written instrument
constituting a'valid and operative contract between the parties.'

CL 7. below.
2 (1871) LR 6 QB 597
S See Bowen U in Benuer, V Taylor, Sons & Co (No 2j 1)893) 2 QB 274. So the court isnot bound by Concessions made by a party	 thas to e meaning of the Contract: bahamo.sJnw'n-ustwiwj Tr,i.st Co Ltd-, Threadgol.d [1974) 3 Al : ER 883. [1974) 1 WLR 3514.4 Jacobs t Ba14vw and General Plan(aon Tr,.est F1924 ] Ch 287, per P 0 Lawrence J a295 Se Cross & Tapber on Ez 'zdac (8th edo, 1995) pp 765-774
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So in Hau7rzs/z o Bank of fv1onreaL't

A solicitor, acting for a company, signed a form proffered by the company's
bank, by which he personally gave continuing guarantee' 'p Co 36.000
of all present and future debts of the compan y . He wished to give

evidence that the guarantee was intended to he onl y of a then current
overdraft of $6,000.

The Supreme Court of Canada held that such evidence was inadmissible.
This rule, which is often called the 'parol evidence' rule (though the

evidence excluded b y it is not merely oral), is a general rule applicable to all
written instrumenis and not merely to contracts, but it can, within its proper
limitations, be regarded as an expression of the objective theory of contract,
that is, that the court is usually concerned not with the parties' actual
intentions but with their manifested intention. La a complex commercial
situation, it will often happen that the documents to which the parties
eventuall y put their hands will not fully realise the hopes and aspirations of
either partyhut that should not make the contract any less binding. So
evidence of the parties' negotiations before the contract is excluded' and
sunularly evidence ofiheparties' post-contractual behaviour is not admissible
to show their intention. though it might be to show a variation of the contract
or to found an estoppel.

Of course there ma y be no effective dispute as to what was said but still a
fundamental disagreement as to what it meant. In principle the meaning of
what was said has to he solved by appl ying the objective te5t3 Both this rule and
the difficulties of applying it are well illustrated by ThaAe v 1aunc& In this
case Mr and Mrs Thake had five chiidrer and did not wish to have any more.
The defendant carried out a vasectow' on Mr Thake. In due course Mrs Thake
became pregnant but because she did not suspect that she might be pregnant
no question of her having an abortion arose until it was too late to have one
safely. It was agreed that it was an implied term of the contract between the
plaintiff and defendant that the sterilisation would be carried but with
reasonable professional care andskill and that indeed reasonable professional
care and skill had been exercised. The rhakes argued that the defendant had
undertaken not merely to use reasonable care and skill but to guarantee that
the operalioru would he successful in permanently sterilising Mr Thake.°
This argument was based oil had been said by the defendant in the
consultations with Mr and Mrs 'l'hake. It was accepted thit the defendant had
emphasised the irreversible nature of the operation, that is that the Thakes

5 (1969) 2 DLR (3d) 600.
6 Prrnn vSimnionds[1971)3A11ER237, [1971] IWLR13SI.CILCCuHnry Boot &Sons

[1959] 3 All ER 636. [1991 1 WLR 1069, In some circumstances it may be permissible
to show that the parties have struck out part of a standard form of contract. See eg Loins
L>reyfus el Cie v Parnaso Cia .Vaviera 5.-I [1960] 2 QB 49, [19601 1 All FR 759; Monram
Consultants Ltd v Bev-iard SunLr & Sons Ltd [1975] 2 Lloyd's Rep 197. Pnncab .Vaiioiiai
Bank r Dc Boinvi'll, D9921 3 All ER 104.

7 Schuler AG	 Vic'ksv,n Machine Tool Sales (1974) AC 235, [1973] 2 All ER 39.
S See Lord Sieyn in Deuishe Gcnos.censchaflsban* it Bornhope [1996) I Lloyd's Rep 13

at 122 and Staughton [,J in Charier Reinsurance Co Ltd tc Fagan (1996) 1 Lloyd's Rep
261 at 265. [,ewlson. The lnfrrretaOon of Contracts f 2nd edn 1997't.

9	 [1986 QR 644, [1986) 1 All ER 497: see also Lyre z' .leasday 119861 1 All ER 158.
10 In fact plaintiff succeeded on the alternative theory that the defendant was

negligent in having failed to warn the Thakes of the possibility of spontaneous
recs rs al isa tu on.
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would not he able to change their minds after the operation had been carried
Out with an',- significant chance of success. The Thakes understood this
conversation as stating that there was no chance of the operation fallin g2 in
make MrThake sterile if it was carried out with reasonable care and skill. In
fact the defendant well knew that there was a not insignificant possibilit y of
spontaneous recanalisation which, as happened in the case, would make Mr
Thake fertile once more without his knowing it. The [naijudgeandone of the
members of the Court of Appeal thought the effect of this conversation,
objectively construed,was that the defendant had warranted that the operation
would make Mr Thake sterile: the majority ofthe Court ofAppeal thought that
objectively construed, the conversation did not have this effect since in
medical science all things. or nearl y all things, are uncertain [since] that
knowledge is part of the general experience of mankind'.

In practice much of the time of the courts is taken up with the process of
ieciding whatthe words used b y the parties mean. Although she question of

a contract in writing means is lindoubtedlv technically a legal question.
it is today clear that the process is no different from that bvwhicli the nit-aning
of words is discovered in other contexts.

The leading modern explanation s that b- Lord Hoffmann in Investors
Compen,sation Scheme Lt4 v West Bromwich Building Society where he said:

My Lords, I will say at once that Iprefer the approach -of the learned judge. ButI should preface mv CX anauon ofm) reasons with conic geoeral remarks about
the. principles by which coriti ,..tlMl dOCUIIICrILS are nosad.avs construed I do not
think that the fundamental change'which las over-taken this braich of the law,
particularly as a result of the speches'ofLorrj Wilbe fore in Preen r'Siniraon4a
[I9711 SAI]ER237at24 '42 [1	 11 Rl1 at 1S4-]3a
Line Ltd v Ilansen. 7agen, Ran,sea 1a9e1r v San.ko Steaeichipf.o f 1 976]  3 Al) ER 570,
[1976] -1 WLR 989. is always sufficiently appreciated. The resuli has been, subject
to one important exception, to assimilate the way in which such documents areintcrpreted by judges to the common sense priucipJes"bv which any serious
utterance would he interprettd.in ordiij.jrvlife. Almost all the intellectual
baggage oflcga]' Interpretation has been discarded .'The principles maybesummarised asfollows:
L lnterpretation t ishc ascertainment of the me-all ing which the document

-would co'nt'e to a reasonable périoni-saving all the baékground knowledge
which would reasonabl y have been aviilable to the Parui es in the situation inwhich the ' were at the time of the contract, 	 - .

2. The background was famously refer, edby Lord Witbtrforce 7s the 'matrix
of fact', but this phrase is. ifanvthing,an unde'statrd description ofwhat the
background may include. Subjec t to the requirement that it should have
been reasonably available to the parliesand to the exception to be mentioned
next, it includes absolutel y anything which would have affected the way in'which the language of the docüment would have been understood be areasonable man. -

3. The law excludetsfrom the admissible background the previousnegotiations
of the parties and their declarations of subjective intent-7 hev are admissible
only in an action for rectification. The hawmakes this distinction for reasons
of practical policy and. in this respect only, legal interpretation defers froze
the Wa'.' we would interpret utterances in ordinar '. life. The boundaries of this
exception are in some respects unclear. But this is not the occasion on winch
to explore them.

11 119981 1 All ER 98 at 11't-] ].'. Szauiuton (1999) CL'3(
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4. The meaning which a document tor an y other utterance) would convey to
a reasonable man is not the Sante thing as the meaning of its words. The
:neanlug of the words is a matter of dictionar i es and grammars: the meaning
of the document is what the parties using those words against the relevant
background would reasonabl y have been understood to mean. The
background may not mccclv enable the reasonable man to choose between
the possible meanings ofwordswhich are ambiguous but even ( asoccasionallv
happens in oiditsarv life) to conclude that the parties must, for whatever
reason. have used the wrong words or svnta' (see Mannai investment Co LM

u Eagle Star Life -tsurance Ca Led 119971 2 WLR 945.
5. The rule that words should be given their natural and ordinary meaning

reflects the consmotssense proposition that we do riot easil y accept that
people have made inguistic mtstak's. particularl y in the formal documents.
On the other hand, if one would nevertheless conclude from the hackgrounci
that something must have gone wrong with the language, the law does not
require judges to attribute to the parties an intention which the y plainly
could not have had.

The exdusion of oral evidenceto 'add to, vary or co n tradic C awritten document
has often been pronounced in peremptor y language but in practice itsoperation
is subject to a number of exceptions. In the tirat place, the evidence ma y be
admitted to prove a custom or trade usage and thus to add' terms which do not
appear on the face of the document and which alone give It the meaning which
the parties wished it to possess. In the second place, there is no reason why
oral evidence should not be offered toshow that, while on its face the document
purports to record a valid and immediately enforceable contract, it had been
previouslvag-reecl to suspend its operation until the occurrence of some event,
such as the approval of a third party, and that this event had not yet taken place.
The effect of such evidence is not to add to, vary or contradict the terms of a
written contract, but to makeit clear that no contract has yet become effective. °
Thirdly, there is a limited equitable jurisdiction to rectify a-written document
where it can be shown that it was executed by both parties under a common
mistake. This will be discussed more full y later. 4 	-

Finally, the exclusion of oral evidence is clearly inappropriate where the
document is designed to contain only part of the terms—where, in other
words, the parties have made their contract partly in writing and partly by word
of mouth. This situation is so comparatively frequent as in effect to deprive the
ban on oral evidence of the strict character of a rule of law' which has been
attributed to it. It will be presumed, thatadocumenrwhich looks like a contract
is to be treated as the who/€contract'. But this presumption, though strong,

12 P 145, below.
13 Pym s Campbell (18515) 6 E & B 370.
14 Pp 267-270, below.
15 Wedderburn [1959] CLI 58. esp at 59-64, citing Lord Russell of Killowen CJ in Gillespie

ATOS u Chen'y, Eggar c' Co [1896j 2 QB 59 at 62.. Written contracts quite often contain
clauses stating that the written contract is the whole of the agreement between the
parties. It seems that at least between two parties who have had legal advice such a
clause will be ir.'ated as meaning what it sa ys. Deeak Fertilisers and PetrohemicaLs L. Davy
McKee (Londo,i 

I
Ltd (1998) 62 Con Lt 86 !nntrepesw.&r Pub Ce Lid u East Crown Ltd (2000)

Lloyd's Rep till. McGrath v Shalt (1987( 57 P & CR 452: Ley land Motor Cot-pa of Lwstalia
v iVauer [19811 104 LSJS 460 (South Australia); Thomas Witter Ltd t , TBP Industries Ltd
[19961 2 All ER 573 at 595-597. However where one part" to the contract is aconsunser.
the Director-General of Fan' Trading in exercising his powers under the Unfair Terms
in Consumer Contracts Regulauons see below p 216) has objected vigorously to such
Clauses.
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is not irrebuttable. In each case the court must decide whether the parties
have or have not reduced their agreement to the precise t rms of an all-
embracing written formula. If they have, oral evidence will not be admitted to
var or to contradict it; if i,bev have not, the writing is but part of the contract
and must be set side by side with the complementary oral terms. The question
is at bottom one of intention and, like all such questions, elusive and
conjectural. It would seem, however, that the more recent tendenc y is 10 infer,
if the inference is at all possible, that the parties did not intend the writing
to be exclusive but wished it to be read in conjunction with their oral
statements.,'

Thus in Walker Property Investments (Brighton) Ltd it Wal,ker

The defendant in 1938. then in treaty for the lease of a flat in a house
belonging to the plaintiffs, sti pulated that, if he took the flat, he was to have
the use of two basement rooms for the storage of his surplus furniture and
also the use of the garden. Subsequently, a written agreement was drawn
up for the lease of the flat, which made no reference either to the storage
rooms or to the garden.

The Court of Appeal held that the oral agreements should be read with the
writtenijnstrumen t so as to form one comprehensive contract.

So, too, in CouchmanvMilt.

The defendant's heiferisput up forauction. Thesaie catalogue described
it as 'unserved', but added that the sale was 'subject to the auctioneers'
usual conditions and that the auctioneers would not be responsible for -
any en-or in the catalogue. The 'usual conditions' were exhibited at the
auction and contained a clause that 'the lots were sold-with all faults,
imperfections and errors of description'. The plaintiff, before he bid,
asked both theuctioneer and the defend.aritjfthey could confirm that the
heiferwas 'unserved',and they both said 'Yes'. On' -this understandiughe
bid for and secured the heifer. It was later found that the heifer was in calf,
and it died as a result'ofcarrving its calf at too young an age.

)n these facts the Court of Appeal held that the plaintiff was entitled to
recover damages for breach of contract. The documents in the case, in their
opinion, formed not the whole but pan onl y of the contract, and the oral
assurance could be laid side by side with them so as to constitute a single and
binding transaction.

Yet another illustration is offered b y the case of the SS Ardennes (Cargo
(flnners) vArdennes (Chtmers).

The plaintiffs-were growers of oranges in Spain and the defendants were
shipowners. The plaintiffs wished to export their oranges to England and
shipped them on the defendants' vessel on the faith of an oral promise by
the defendants' agent that thevessel would sail Praightio London. in fact
she went first to Antwerp, so that the oranges arrived late in London and
the plaintiffs lost afavourable markeL When the plaintiffs claimed damages

16 But see Hiaio,t v Wattitg [1948) Ch 39. [1948) 1 All ER 803
17 (1947 )77 LT 204. Cl Henderson u Arthur [1907 I KB itt.
11' [1947 KB 554. [1947: 1 All ER 10!.
i''	 1951 1 KB 55. [19501 2 All ER 517
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for breach of contract, the defendants relied on the bill of lading which
expressly allowed them to proceed 'b any route and whether dire-ctiv or
indirectl y to London.

Judgment was given for the plaintiffs. The bill of lading, while it was evidence
of the contract between shipper and shipowner." was not in the present case
exclusive evidence. The oral promise made on behalf of the defendants was
equally part of the contract and was binding upon them.

The practical effect of decisions such as this is to emasculate the parol
evidence rule, since a party can awavs get such evidence before the court h
pleading that the Contract is not wholl y itt writing and modern courts ar
reluctan't to limit the contract to a written document where to do so woulc
cause in 1 us t icc . There remain onl y the restrictions on the kinds of evidence
which can be led to explain the ineanzngofcontr-act. These are very important
but arc perhaps better regarded as a distinct doctrine since the apply equally
to an oral contract.'

B ARE THE STATEMENTS OF THE PARTIES TERMS OF
THE CONTRACT;-

What the parties said or wrote ma y be dearl y established; but it noes not
necessarilvfoliow that all their words haw become part ofthe contracL Their
statements may be classified either as terms of the contract or as 'mere
representation'. The distinction was long of great practical importance, but
new developments have reduced its effect without lessening its conceptual
significance.

If a statement is a term of the contract, it creates a legal obligation forwhose
breach an appropriate act ion lies at common law. Ifitis a mere representation'.
the position is more complicated.' it is clear that, if a part-v has been induced
to make a contract by a fraudulent misrepresentation, he may sue in tort for
deceit and ma y also treat the contract as voidable. But it was long believed to
be a principle of the common law that there should be no ±'mages for
innocent misrepresentation', and that, in this context, innocen C meant an
misrepresentation which was not fraudulent' in the nineteenth cenrur\,
equity indeed allowed the tight of rescission to a party who had been induced
to make a contract bvsuch an 'innocent' misrepresentation, but this remedy
was limited in a number of wa ys.' In 1963 in RedL Bvr'np & Co Ltd v 1-feller &
Partw'rs Ltd, the House of Lords held that in some circumstances damages
could be obtained for negligent misstatement. The precise efleci of this
decision on the law ofcontractisnoicie; s but, by the Misrepresentation Ac

20 It should be noted that situauons such as this can be anal ysed either 2L, one rontrac:
partJs ora parth in writing, or as two contracts, one in wrihniz. the second ail ora
collateral contract., both anal yses arc ic be found in thr cases. Set, pp 144-l45. bcios
The Las Commission considered whether the parot evidence rule should be amendec
or abolished and decided that no change was necessar y (Law Corn No 154. 19R6t Carter
I JCL 35
The effect of misrepresentation is discussed fulls in ch 9 beloss.
See per Lord Moujion in HeaLeu: .Svwn & Cc v hucktezo, [I91 ' AC " a: 45

4	 Pp 315-319. belo
5	 11964: AC 465, 11963:' 2 All ER 5T5
6 Pp 303-30. beloy
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1967, reoresentees acquired a remed y which in most cases will be preferable
to an action of negligence. Section 2 (I) of this Act in effect gives a nght to
damages to an yone :nduced to enter .t contract by a negligerH
misrepresentation. and casts upon the representor the burden of disproving
negligence. But, '.here a statement is made neither fraudulently nor
iieghgendv, the injured part y can still obtain damages only b y showing that it
forms part of his contract. Contractual cartography thus remains important.

To draw the map of the contract, at least where it is not wholl y committed
to wnting, has proved as difficult as it is important. In the copious litigation
which the problem has provoked, three subsidiary tests have been suggested
as possible aids to its solution.

-aJ At what stage of the transaction was the crucial statement made? It must, in the
opinion of the court, have been designed as a term of the contract and not
merel y he an incident in the preliminary negotiations. Two cases may he
contrasted.

In Bannerman v

A prospective bu yer, in the course of negotiating for the purchase of hops,
asked the seller if an y sulphur had been used in their treamient. adding
that, if it had, he would not even trouble to ask the price. The seller
answered that no sulphur had been used. The negotiations thereupon
proceeded and resulted in a contract of sale. It was later discovered that
sulphur had been used in the cultivation of a portion of the hops-5 acres
out of 300—amid the bu yer, when sued for the price-, claimed that he was
justified in refusing to observe the contract.

The buyer's claim could not he upheld unless the statement as to the absence
of sulphur was intended to be part of the contract, for thejurvfound that there
was no fraud on the part of the seller. The buyer contended that the whole
interview was one transaction, that he had declared the importance he attached
to his inqwrv, and that the seller must have known that if sulphur had been used
there could he no further question of a purchase of the hops. The seller, on the
other hand, contended that the conversation was merely preliminary to, and in
no sense a part of, the contract. Thejury found that the seller's statement was
understood and intended b y both parties to be part of the contract, and their
finding was unanimously confirmed b y the Court of Common Pleas.

In Romttledge v McKay:e

The plaintiff and defendant were discussing the possible purchase and
sale of the defendant's motorcycle. Both parties were private persons. The
defendant, taking the information from the registration book, said on 23
October that the cycle was a 1942 model. On 30 Octoberawntten contract
of sale was made, which did not refer to the date of the model. The acrual
date was later found to be 1930. The buyer's claim for damages failed in
the Court of Appeal.

In this case, the interval between the negotiations and the contract was well-
marked. But the facts are not always so accommodating; and the courts, in their

Pp 307-310. below.
(1861) 10 CRNS 344.
[1954] 1 111 ER 855. [19541 1 WLR 615.
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;inxtetv to reach a result which may reasonabl y reflect the presumed intention
of the parties, have more than once treated the making of the contract as a
protracted process. An instance is offered by Schawel z r Reach', an li'is]i case
which came on appeal to the House of Lords in 1913,r

The plaintiff, who wanted a stallion for stud purposes, started to examine
a horse advertised for sale by the defendant. The defendant interrupted
bust, saying 'You need hot look for an ything: the horse is perfectl y sound'.
The plaintiff therefore stopped his examination. A few d:ivs later the price
was agreed, and three weeks later still the sale was concluded. The hr:>rsr
in fact was unfit for stud purposes.

The trial judge asked thcjurv two iluestions: (1) 'Did the defendant, at th.c . time
Of the sale, represent to the plaintiff that it was fit for stud put poses (2) 'Did
the plsintiIf act on that representation in the purchase of the horse? The vital
factor was whether the representation had been made 'at thc time of the sa!e'.
The jury found that it had, and the House of Lords held that the defendant's
statement was a term of the contract.

(b) 1'c the oral.statemenfollowec' by a reduction of (he terms to Tc'ntzlg? If it was
so followed, the court must decide whether it was the intention of the
parties that the contract should e comprised wholl y in their doctitnent or
whetherthe cot.,tract was to be partly wri tten and partloral.' The cxclttsion
of an oral statement from the document, ma y suggest that it was not
intended to he a contractual term. The facts of Rota/edge v A'! cXay tend to
support such a construction) 5 But ir other cases the courts have not
shrunkfrom Tearing togetheran earlier oral statement and a later document
soas to Uflitr them in a single comprehensive contract. In Birch vPararnount
Estates Ltd:

The defendan ts, whdwcrc developing an estate, offered a house they were
then - building to the plaintiff. saying 'it would be as good as the show
house'. The plaintiff later agreed to buy the house, and the written
contract of sale contained no reference to this particular representation.
The house was not as good as the show house.

The Court of Appeal treated the defendants' statement as part of the
concluded contract and allowed the plaintiffs claim for damages.

(c) Had the person who made the slatenLen (special know/edge or skill as compared
with the of her party? lfthis is the case, the court may he more willing to infer
an intention to make the statement a term of the contract. Such was the
position in Birch v Paramount Estates Ltd and in Schawel v Rthd.& 1 and such
was at feast a contributory factor in the decision of the Court of Appeal in
Harling v Eddy)	 -

10 [1913 2 JR Si. Cf Bopkzr.s i' Thnquera) (1854) 15 CR 13(
It P 137, above.
12 P 140, above

"•'13 (1 955) 167 Estates Gazette i95, cited in Oscar Chess Ltd i Withcsns (15) I All ER
325 at 329. Cl JMttrui Snm & Cc, v BtrkI,,zon [1913 AC 30. criticall y anal ysed by Grog
in 87 LQR 179 at 185.19€

11 N 10. above.
It' 1951) 2 KB 739, 11951 2 Afl ER 212. See also Coffes y DICkSOn 11961'' NZLR ) 13t'
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The defendant offered his heifer for sale bvaucuon. The auction catalogue
contained a clause that no animal is. sold with a warranty unless specially
mentioned at the time of offering, and no warrantvso given shall have aiw
iegal force or effect unless the terms thereof appear on the purchaser's
account. The heifer had an unpromising appearance and bu yers held
aloof until the defendantsaid that there was 'nothingwrongwith her' arid
that he would'absolutely guarantee her in every respect. The plaintiff
then bid for her and bought her. She was in fact tubercular and she died.

The defendants guarantee was, in the language of the catalogue, specially
men uoned at the time of offering', but it did not appear on the purchasers
account'. But the defendant had exclusive means of knowing the heifer's
condition, and the Court of Appeal allowed the plaintiff to recover damages.

The third test may perhaps offer a less dubious guide to the intention of
the parties than either of the two previous tests. But none of them is to he
regarded as decisive. In the words of Lord Moulton:

they) may he criteria of value in guiding a j uly in coming to a decision whether
or not a warranty was intended: but they cannot be said to furnish d'tcisive tests,
because A cannot be said as a matter of law that the presence or absence of those
features is conclusive of the Intention of the parties. [This) can only be deduced
from the totality of the evidence, and no secondaryp rinciples of such a kind can
be universally true. L6

These three criteria must therefore be received only as possible aids to the
interpretation outhe facis. Their impact upon the members ofacourt is vividly
illustrated by the case of Oscar Chess Lid v Willjams)

The plaintiffs were car dealers, and the defendant wished to obtain from
them on hire purchase a new Hillman Minx and to offer a secondhand
Moms car in part exchange. The sum available for the Morris depended
on its age. According to the registration hook its date was 1948; the
defendant in good faith confirmed this, and the plaintiffs believed him.
On this assumption the sum to he allowed for it was £290. The parties then
orally agreed that the plandffs would arrange for the hire purchase of the
new Ililiman, would take the Morris and allow E290 for it. This agreement
was carried out. Eight months later the plaintiffs found that the date of the
Morris was not 1948 but 1939, the tradein price for which year was only
£175. The registration hook had presumably been altered b y a previous
holder before reaching the defendant's hands. The plaintiffs now sued
the defendant for the difference between the two allowances ie £115.

The counts' courtjuclge held that the statement as to the age of thecar was a
term in the contract and gavejudgment for the plaintiffs. ..his decision was
reversed by a majority in the Court of Appeal (Denning and Hodson LJJ).
Morris Lj dissented. It is instructive to apply each of the suggested tests to the
facts. There was no apparent or substantial interval between the statement as
to the age of the car and the agreement of hire purchase. The first and
chronological test should therefore have helped the plaintiffs. As Morris U
said. 'there was a statement made at the time of the transaction'. The second
test was also in the plaintiffs favour. Nothing had been reduced to writin g and
no point could therefore have been made of the superior claims of a document

16 ileilbui S'mo,ts & Co v Buc.kkgoa 119131 AC 30 at 50-51.
17 (1957] 1 All ER 325. (19571 1 WLR 370.
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over mere word of mouth. Hodson Lj was driven losav that 'the distinction is
a fine one, and one which I shall be reluctant to draw unless compelled to do
so'; and Denning Lj emphasised the undoubted truth that there is no basic
difference between a written and an oral contract. The third test, on the other
hand. so far as it was applicable to the facts, told in the defendant's favour. It
was not he, the maker of the statement, but the plaintiffs, as car dealers, who
possessed special knowledge and skill and who, if 'an yone, could have
discovered in time the true age of the car.

In this case it max' seem unfortunate that a serious statement of manifest
importance to toe parrtes was not held to be a term of the contract. Some such
impression is left b y many of the decisions: and the anxiet y of thejudges to
escape from a perennial dilemma may be illustrated b y the subsequent caseof Dick Bent le't' Productions Ltd z' Harold Smith (Motors) Ltd. °

The plaintiffs told the defendants that the y were looking for a 'well-vetted'
Bentley car, The defendants said that they had such a car. One morning
Mr Bentlevwent to see it. and the defendants told him that ithad done only
20,000 miles since fitted with a replacemen t engine and gearbox. In the
afternoon Mr Bentle took the car for a short run and bought it The
plaintiffs later found that the carwas unsatisfactory and that the staTement
as to mileage was untrue. The y sued-for damages.

The Court of Appeal held that tlie-defezdants',statemen t .was a term of the
contract and that the plaintiffs were entitled to damages. This decision may
readil y be accepted; '-but it was necessary 'io distinguish Oscar Chess Ltd 1.
Williams, Lord Denrnng. who was a member of't}ie court is both cases, found
the distinction in the presence or absence of negligence. In Oscar Chess Ltdv Vv'zllzam,s the defendant had not been negligent. in Dick Bentley Productions Ltd

IlaroldSmzth (Motors) Ltd negligence was preseri u the defendants 'ought to
have known better'.

It is difficult to understand why a st.atementshould be a term of the contract
if it is negligent and a 'mere representation' if it is no it might have been
safer to have based the decision upon the existence of  'collateral' con tract.
This approach seems to have been envisaged bN Salmon U.

In effect-, Mr Smith said: 'if you will enter into a contract to 'bu y this molor carfrom me for £1,850. I undertake that you will be getting a motor car which has
done no more than twenty thousand miles since it was fitted with a new eigineand a new earbox.'

18 [1965] 2 All ER 65, (1965) 1 WLR 623. Scal y ] l965 CLI 17h See also Beat.- To,tc
[1967] 3 All ER 253, [1967) 1 WLR 1193, where the vintage of the car was held to bepart of its description within s 13 of Sale of Goods Act 1893 Or the other hand in- Rarlingdon and Lein.cter Enicrense.s Lid z Chrsstopher Hull Fine Art Ltd 11991) QB 564.
(]901 I All ER 737 a statement as to the attribution of a painting was treated as notpart of the description because the seller knew less about toe alleged painter than the
buyer even though the seller charged a prier' appropriate it a genuine arucie It is anodd feature of the overiap berween Leneraj contract law and the lass of stie of goo(j'that it is possibi- to argue Wat such statemen t are either express terms or impliedterms or representations

,, 19 The presence of negligence mas. of course, be significant both in opening thepossibilirs of an action in tort and in proceedings under the Misre p resenranon Ac'F, 139. above and pp 303-307. below.
21' 11965) 2 MI ER 65 at 66. 196r" 1 WLR at 629. See also £$5c PetroLr,yn Ce Lie p Macdo,.[1976: QB 801. [1( 1 76 -1 2 AT ER S
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There is ample authority for the use of a collateral' ontract to avoid the
dilemma of'term' or 'representation. A significant case is that of City and
VVestminsttr Properties (1934) Lid v Mwld.

The defendant had been for ,,ix years the tenant of the plaintiffs' shop, to
which a small room was annexed and in which, as they knew, he was
accustomed to sleep. In 1947 he was negotiating for a new lease, and the
plaintiffli inserted a clause restricting the use of the premises to showrooms,
workrooms and offices onl y '. The plaintiffs' agent orally assured the
defendant that, i(he accepted the lease with this clause intact, he would
still be allowed to sleep on the premises. On this understanding he signed
the tease. The plaintiffs now brought an action against him for forfeiture
Of the lease on the ground that he had broken the covenant restricting the
use of the premises.

Hai-rnanJ held that the defendant had indeed broken this covenant but that,
in answer to the breach, he could plead the collateral contract made before
the lease was signed. This, he said, is:

a case of a promise made to him before the execution of the lease that, if he
would execute it in the form put before him, the landlord would not seek to
enforce against bins persor ill y the covenant about using the propertY as a shop
only. The defendant sa ys that it was in reliance on this promise the he executed
the lease and entered on the onerous obligations contained in it. He says,
moreover, that but for the promise made he would not have executed the lease,
but would have moved to other premises available to him at the time. If these be
the lacts, there was a clear contract acted on by the tenant to his detriment and
from which the iandlords cannot be allowed to resile.5

The contract protecting the defendantwas clearl y separate from the tenancy
agreement and may thus be stated: 'if you will promise me not to enforce this
particular clause in the lease I will promise to execute it'.

Itwill be seen thatwhere parties enter into awritten contractafter one parts'
has made oral assurances there are at least three possibilitis:

1) the contract is contained wholly in the written document;'
(2) the contract is partly written and partly oral;' or
(3) there are two contracts, there being an oral collateral contract as well as

the written contract.'

In the first case, it is possible that the assurances will give rise to liabilit y under
the law relating torn isrepresen cation, where the y amount to a statement offact.o

In many cases, the second and third alternatives appear to be,treared as
interchangeable. So in Evans (j) Sons (Portsmouth) Ltd vAndrea %terario Ltd:

The plaintiffs were in the habit of importing machines from Ital y and for
this purpose they used the services of the defendants forwarding agents,
business being conducted on the standard conditions of the forwarding

[1959] Ch 129. [1958] 2 All ER 733. For c'llateral contracts, see p 69. above.
Ibid at 145-146 and 742-743. respectively.
Eg Rauaedge v McKa y ( 1954] 1 ALL ER 855. [19541 I WLR 'IS.
Eg Couchrrian u Hill [1947] KR 554, [1947] 1 All ER 103.
Eg City and Westminster Properties (1934) ltd u Mudd [1959] Ch 129. 19381 1 Alt ER
733.
See pp 294-298, below.
(1976] 2 All ER 930 [1976] 1 WLR 1078.
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trade. Prior to 1967 it had alwa ys been arranged that the goods would he
carried below deck because ofthe risk of corrosion. In 1967 the defendants
decided to change over to transportation in containers and there were
discussions with the plaintiffs, who were orally assured that the goods
would he carried below deck.' On this basis the plaintiffs continued to
employ the defendants under printed standard conditions which permitted
the defendants to arrange for the goods to be carried on deck. On ont
voyage goods belonging to the plaintiffs were carried on deck and lost
when the y slid into the sea. The Court of Appeal held that the defendants
could not rel y on the printed conditions. Lord Denning MR anal ysed the
oral assurance as amounting to a collateral contract. Roskill and Geoffrey
Lane LJJ held that there was a single contract, partl y written and partly oral.

The differences in anal ysis often, as here, produce no difference in result but
there are cases where the difference appears significant. One is where the
contract is req tiired to be in writing as in a lease. Another is where the rights
under the written contract are ke]v to be transferred as in leases or bills of
lading. If there are two contracts. it is possible to argue that the rights tinder
the written contract have been transferred and that those under the oral
collateral contract have-not.

2 Implied terms

The normal contract is not an isolated act, but an incident in the conduct of
business or in the framework of some more general relation such as that of
landlord and terianL. it will frequently be set against a background of usage
familiar to all who engage in similar negotiations and which ma" he supposec
to govern the language-of a particular agreement. In addition, therefore, to
the terms which the parties have eapresslv ado p ted, there may be others
imported into the contract from its context. These implications maN he
derived from custom or'thev may rest upon tanite or th ev may he inferred by
the ,judges to reinforce the language of the parties and realise their manifest
intention.

A TERMS IMPLIED BY CUSTOM

It is a well-established rule that a contract ma y be subject to terms that are
sanctioned by custom, whether commercial or otherwise, although they have
not been expressly mentioned b y the parties. In I-iuuon v lrirv in 1836"' it
was proved that, by a local custom, a tenant was bound to farm according to a
certain course of husbandry and that, at quitting his tenancs, he was entitled
to a fair allowance for seed and labour on the arable land. The Court of
Exchequer held that the lease made hs' the parties must be construed in the
light of this custom. The judgment ofBaron Parke is illuminating both on the
possibilinofimporung terms into a contract and on the underl ying rationale.

Far more cargo is carried above deck in container ships than in ships designed fo
conventions! carrvin
Phanr 119931 IL 24,

10 (1836 1 M & \V 46
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It has long been settled, that, in commercial transactions. extrinsic evidence of
custom and usage is admissible to annex incidents to written contracts, in matters
with respect to which they are silent, he same rule has also been applied to
contracts in other transactions of life, in which known usages have 'een
established and prevailed: and this has been done upon the principle of
presumption that, in such transactions, the parties (lid not mean to express in
writing the whole of the contract by which they intended to be bound, but a
contract with reference to those known usages. Whether such a relaxation of the
strictness of the common law was wisel y applied, where formal instruments have
been entered into, and particularly leases under seal, may well be doubted: but
the corna-ai-v has been established by such authority, and the relation between
landlord and tenant have been so long regulated upon the supposition that all
customary obligations, not altered by the contract, are to remain in torce, that
it is coo iate to pursue a contrary course; and it would he productive of much
inconvenience, if this practice were now to be disturbed.

The common law, indeed, does so little to prescribe the relative duties of
landlord and tenant, since it leaves the latter at liberty to pursue an y course of
management he pleases, provided he is not guilt y of waste, that it is by no means
surprisirg that the Courts should have been favourably inclined to the introduction
of those regulations in the mode of cultivation which custom and usage have
established in each district to be the most beneficia l to all parties.

A later illustration of the place of custom in contracts is offered by Produce
Brokers Co Ltd v Olympia Oil and Cake Co Ltd in 1916.

A writ ten agreement for the sate of goods provided that 'all disputes arising
out oj this co'ntractshall be referred to arbitration' A disputu was submitted
to arbitrators who in their award insisted on taking into consideration a
particular custom of the trade.

The House of Lords held that they were right to do so. Lord Sumner said."

The real question ... is the definition of the limits as expressed in the submission [to
arbitration]. If 'this contract' in the arbitration clause means the teal bargain
between the parties, expressed in the written and printed terms, though, where trade
customs exis and appl y, not entirely so expressed, then the jurisdiction [of the
arbitrators] is complete. The custom, if any, was part of the bargain ... If the bargain
ca partl y expressed in ink ,snd partly implied by the tacit incorporation of trade
customs, the first function siihnsiiied to the arbitrators is to find out what it is: to read
the language, to ascertain the custom, to interpret item both, and to give effect to
the whole ... The dispute, which arose in fact and which raised a question otcuscom,
did not arise out of the contract and something eke: it arose out of the rorit Tact itself
and involved the contract by raising the custom, and so was within the submission.

The importation of usage, as it rests on the assumption that it represents the
wishes of the parties, must be excluded if the express language of the contract
discloses a contrary intention. The parties must then be supposed, while
appreciating the general practice, to have chosen to depart from it. Exprescum
facit cessare taciturn. The position, which, indeed, might be considered self-
evident. was vigorc uslv stated by Lord Birkenhead in Le.s Affrteurs Réuni.s Sociité
.'knon y mev Waljord.4

II 1836) 1 M	 W 166 at 475-476.
12 [1916] 1 AC 314. ice also Cu?ibffe-Owen a Teather and Greenwood [1957] 3 All ER 561.

[19671 1 WLR 1421.
13 Ibid at 330-331.
14 119191 AC 801: affirming [1918) 2 KB 498. See p 504. dow, .0 to nit' iight nt 1.11C

broker to sue upon a contract to which he was not a parry.
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Watford, as broker, had negotiated a charter-party between the c .rners of
the SST' Dre' and the Lubricating and Fuel Oils Co Ltd. B y a clause in the
charterp i-tv the owners promised the charterers to pay Watford, on iigmng
the charter, a commission of 3 per cent on. the estimated gross amount cf
hire. The owners, defending an action brought by Watford for this
commission, pleaded, into aba, a custom ofthe trade that commission was
payable  only when hire had actually' been-earned. The' 'tiore' had been
requisitioned bTthe French Governmentbefoce the chartei-party could be
operated and no hire had in fact been earned.

Despite the incompatibility of any such custom with the clause in the contract
requiring payment as soon as the parties signed, BailhiacheJ accepted the pisa
and gave judgment for the defendants. Lord Birkenhead, reversing the
decision, castigated an unhappy ezror.	 -

The learnedjudge ... has. its effect declared that a custom-may be given effect to
ID, commercial matters whidt it entirely inconsistent with-the p1ainwords- of an
agreementinto which commerc-.l men. ccrtainly-acquainted.with so well -knnwn
a custom, have ncveiheesthnugltt proper to enter.

Cuntoto wu comes not to dc tre p but to fW1 the law. It must not contractict
the czpress tcrws of a contract Luc must serve rather to reinforce them a-id
r.si.attheir general ioUiqf. Tnrdjenkin.s has emphasised both tue

eega&*c an-ti the I Jitive test t-:- L appcd before it is to b<adinittcd.

aL.2'1 Qist.Our can !s in t: )ra(stt i. :c- a C 1  D2tF7 inthrrn it
or uccrnariiy iqth it.:La c ii. cc':cca.ct tim prevent

iudierwn vil, futthnr thasacustomwi% rTbe 	 itttcact
iS. cui tro a: in o.rr'u& s	 soati-iit itk	 seer : tie . 5	 :&saaa .rch: •.'

[F, htwcver, 2. custom	 tu.; t-mt itt operanor ma	 :rezsf a.
Tlthsha,certrinky been the ase is thepast. Itiauot too muctoac2
greater part of modetrx coanxzercral law; and, as Caron las±caate2 in Hea.sn

no small of the law governing landlord and tenant, have h-sc n
constructed upon its basis. The dcvclopment of the law exhibits a fairly
constant process. A particular practice ii shown to exist and the parties to a
contract are proved to have relied upon it. In course of time it is assumed by
the courts to be so prevalenein a trade or locality as to form the foundation of
ail contracts made within, that ts-ude or locality, unless expressly excluded.
F:ially, it is often adopted by the legisla ure as the standard rule for the
conduct of the business in question. The law in such cases is not so much
imposed rib extra by judges or Parliament as developed by the pressure of
commercial convenience or local idiosyncrasy.

This process of development can be traced in many branches of the
commercial law. As soon asthecommon law courts busied themselves with the
problems of marine insurance, they accepted the necessity of construing the
words of a policy in the light of the surrounding circumstances. In Pelly v&1
Exciange Assurance' in 1757:

The plaintiff had insured his ship and tackle during the whole voyage frz- .n
London to China and back again to London. On aiTivalin the River Cantri,

15 (1919) AC at 809.
16 London Export Corn Ltd vJubiiee Coffee Roa.ithig' Co [1258] 2 All ER 411 a 20. [lCA]

1 WLR 661 at 675. See also Kurt v Wa.'i Tat Bank LM [1971) 1 Lloyds Rep 439.
17 1 Burr 341; and see Salvador v Hopkins U765 3 Burr 1707.
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the tackle, according to the usage of the ship-masters, was removed and put
into a warehouse wher it was accidentally burnL

To claim on the policy it was objected that, as the loss had occurred on shore
at the end of the outwardjourney, itwas not within the compass of the voyage
and fell outside the insured risks. Lord Mansfield refused the contention.

What is usually done by such a ship, with such a cargo and in such a voyage, is
understood to be referred to by every policy: and to make a part of it, as mtch
as it was expressed.

Various terms came to be implied as a matter of course in all policies, some
vital and some subsidiary; though, with the inveterate tendency, both of
businessmen and of lawyers, to confuse the issues by careless phraseology, the
word 'warranty' was obstinately established in the law of marine insurance
where, at least in modern speech. 'condition'was more appropriate. Thus, to
give only one exa, nple, it was reg:rded as vital that an insured ship should be
I eaworthy, and the courts therefore implied a 'warranty' to this effect in every
policy. In the words of Baron Parke:

In the case of an insurance fora certain vo yage, it is clearlyest.ablished that there
is an implied warranty that the vessel shall be sea-worthy, bywbich it is meant that
she hall be in a fit state as to repairs, e. juipment and crew, and in all other
respects, to encounter the ordinary perils of the voyage insured at the time of
sailing upon it.	 .	 -.

his and other terms are now implied in policies by sections 33 to 41 of the
Marine Insurance Act 1906, which incidentall y perpetuates the terminological

- onfusion byprovidrng that 'a warranty is a condition which must be exactly
complied with whether it be material to the rk or not', and that its breach
discharges the insurer as from the moment oh L', occurrence. ' The contractual
basis of theliabi1ity is sustained by the proviso that the 'warranty' shall be
-excluded 'by'an express term, if the two are inconsistent.

B TERMS IMPLIED BY-STATUTE . ....

The provisions ofthe Marine Insurance Act offer an obvious example of terms
irrn)hed'bytatute as the culmination of a long process of development. But
tic translation of usage into agreement and of agreement into statutory
language is most evident in the history of contracts forthe sale ofgoods. Buyers
and sellers frequentl y fail to express themselves with regard to matters that
may later provoke a dispute. Two illustrations may be given.

Suppose .that the seller is in fact not the owner of the goods which he has
purported to 6e11. Must he be taken to have tacitly guaranteed the fact of
his -ownership?

Suppose that the goods are useless for the purpose for which the buyer
requires them. is it a tacit term of the contract that they shall be suitable
for that purpose?

18 1  Ehxo, v Sadler (1889) 5 M & W 405 at 414.
19 Manne insurance Act 1906, s 33 (3).
20 1b). s 35(3)
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At first the common lawjuclges refused to recognise any term which had not
been expressly inserted in the contract. Thus, ia the second hypothesis
propounded above, the foundation of the common law, as of Roman law, -as
the maxim caveat emptor. In the absence of fraud, and provided that the goods
were open to inspection, the buyer could not complain of defects in the article
bought. He should have used his ownjudgernerit and not have expected the
seller to' depreciate his own wares, for he was always free to protect himself bf

cx :1mg an express warranty. 	 -.
The original nil :, however, was gradually modified by the usage of the

market, -' ' en tcognised that there were several cases in whic a contract of
sale was subject to a tacit undertaking by the seller; and, durirs the. first half
of the nineteenth century; these modifications were recognised by the courts
and adopted as normal implications in such contracts. Thus, in a sale by sample

it was an implied term of the contract that the bulk should correspond with
the sample and that the buyer- shoul& by ex- mination, be able to- atisiy
himself of such correspondence. ! In a sale by description, the goods must not
only answ-r the description but must be of 'merchantable quality'.' If, moreover,
a buyer explained that he required goo Is for a particular purpose and ft ' t
he relied on the seller's skill' andjudgement to provide such goods, then t
seller, unless he expressiy guarded himself, was taken to have a. epted U. -.s
additional! responsibility.' There was- morehesitation in deciding whether,
upon the sale of goods, the seller impliedly undertook to transfer a good title.
The impLic tion was denied by Baton Parke as late as l849, but in 1864 Eric
CJ asserted its existence, and his view prevailed.'	 -	 -

,1868,when Penjamin p ,(shnctth €ieitediti ' noEhis Treatise" the .'ale

of Personal Property, iiC was able to-assume maL tie coutti had completed ticir
absorption ofcornmerciai practice. 'y that date the (13t of tacit undertakuigs
to be read into a conLracl tor th sa of goods was viituallydcued. The i i.,ne
wx ripe for codification, and the various ii ?licat ions wh ch thejudge sad
g idually accepted were ultimately adopted as normal terms of the car tn'

• by the Sale of GoodsAct 1893, wherever the parties had not evinced a co r

intention.	 -	 II

The Sale of Goods Act 1893, was substa ially a codification of the common
law of sale as the draftsman, Sir Mackenzie Chalmers, perceived it.' It consist
for a large part, of rules which are to be applied unless the parties provide
otherwise. As far as the seller's obligations as to title and as to the quality Of
the goods are concerned, the relevant sections are sections 1215 , 8 which
operate by implying terms into the contract. These terms could however be

1 Mackintosh Roman Law of Sale, note D.
2 Parker t, Palmer (1821) 4 B & Aid 387; Lor,mer v Smith (1822) 1 B & C I.

3 Gardiner v Gray ( 1815) 4 Camp' 144.
4 Jones u Bright (1829) 5 Bing 533.

Morley v .4ttenborolzgh (1849) 3 Exch 500.
45 Eichhnlz t, Bannister (1864) 17 CBNS 708.
7 Late writers have sometimes doubted whether his perception of the common law was

con 7L See eg the difficulties over s 6. discussed below. The Act is b y no means

ider, ical with Chalmers draft bill: see 
the first (1890) and the second (1894) editions

of Chalmers Sale of Goods.
8 Earlier editions, of this work contained a much fuller account of this topic but altho'. h

of great interest and importance. it is more appropriatelY discussed in works on sale.
See Benjamin's Sale of Goods (4th edn, 1992) ch 11; Ativah The So- of Goods (9th eda,

1995) ch 8-12: Furinston, Sate and Supply of Good (3rd F.dn. 2000).
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excluded bv contrary intention' and it became not unusual for sellers to seek
to exclude the undertakings which would otherwise be implied. "' The
example provided by the Sale of Goods Act 1893 was developed by legislation
dealing with the related contract of hire purchase.

It is over a hundred years since manufacturers and traders first sought to
reach potential customers who could not afford at once to pay the price of their
goods." They began to make contracts whereby the price was p:ivable in
instaInents and the possession of the goods passed at once to the customer,
but l}ie supplier retained the ownership until the last instalment had been
paid By this means the' loped to protect themselves even if the customer,
before completing payt'.cnt, improperly sold the goods to an honest buyer.
But by section 9 of the Factors Act 1889, substantialk reproduced in section
25(2) of the Sale ofGoodsAct 1979, a person who has agreed to bus goodsand
who has obtained poession of them with the seller's consent i'nav, by
delivering them to a bonaJzd purchaser or pledgee, pass a good title. In Lee

Butler.

The plaintiff letfut-nitu: eon a 'hire and purchase agreement' to X. Xwas
to pay £1 at once and the balance of -196 in monthl y instalments from May
to August. The furniture was to become X's property only when the last
instal1men was paid. Before this condition was satisfied X sold and delivered
the furniture to the drendanL	 ..	 . -

The Court ofApp.eal held that, on the proper construction of the agreement,
X was under an absolute obligation to pa y all thc instalments and that he had
therefore 'agreed to buy' the fur-niture. He had accordingl y passed a good title
to the defendant, who could not be sued by the plaintiff. -	 -

To avoid this result r new device .vas adopted and was tested in Helby v
Matthews (01-'etti).

The plaintiff, a dealer,: greed to hire a piano to X ata monthly rent. If the
rent was duly paid for 3u months the ownership would pass to X; butX was
entitled to trminate the hiring whenever he pleased. After paying four
instalments X improperly pledged the piano to the defendant.

ne House of Lords held that, as X could dc terrnirie the hiring at an y time,
was not under an y ohli. non to buy the l..iano but had onl y an option of

put chase. He had therefore not '-sgreed to bu y it', neither section9 of the
Factors Act nor section 25(2) of Tile Sale-of Goods Act applied, and no title
passed to the defendant. Henceforth manufacturers and dealers preferred
to adopt not the first but the second form ofcontract—a bailment coupled with
an option to purchase. 'Hire purchase' was not yet a term of art, but it was a
potent commercial instrument

9 There was a dispute as to whether the seller 'could exclude his implied undertakings
as to title under s 12. but this is now, of puich historical interest.

10 Such attempts were perhaps less frequent than sometimes suggested. A seller wouldbe most likclv to seek to exclude his implied obligations in a consumer transaction. Butmost consumer sales are made without a written contract, the usual vehicle for
exclusion clauses. For this reason exclusion clauses were much more common in hire-
purchase transactions, where there is alwa ys a written contract.

11 See Thornelv (19621 CU 39. The major works are Goode Hsr, Purdsa.s, Law and Pracuct
(2nd ecin. 1970) and Guest The Law of 1-lire Purchase (1966). A valuable introduction
is Diamond Commercial and ons1zmer Grr4zi (3rd edo, 1851.

12 (I892 2 QB 318.
13189	 AC 471.
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The- present century haj seen an enormous extension of this t ype of
busine3s, coveting art ever-widening range of goods. The diversity oi
transactions has demanded a corresponding diversit y of legal machinery; and.
with the growth not only- of the total volume of hire purchase but o l the cost
of the individual articles involved, themonetary resources of dealers have had
to- be reinforced by the formation, of finance companies, lnaciditioa to the
earlier and sun pIer 'hire-purchase contract' between supplierand customer
there has been evolved a complex arrangement between supplier, customer
and finance company. Th uss.if a customer wishes toobtaina car frorra dealer
on hire-purchase terms, the dealer will not-: .a rule make the hire•purcnae
con tract directly with the customer.. He will sell the car o'a finance company,
and the finance company will let it on hire purchase to-the customer.. Three-
conbcts mayth .s be nvokved a' coUatei-al on' prelimin& coutract between
the- dealer and tae customer, a contracc of salty betweem the d1er aná tkiz
finance company, and a contract of- hire purchase between the finance
company and the customer. The extent to-which econrnnsc reality hathu&
bees divorced frorniegat rec axücaE-'.&more thai on€ebeett e po db ±
cot.r Ixi Y5oaam Crthzt	 - - -. -

Ths di1 cnity and th tifkaiity a 1;0ut hr-ncchiie ceaarise from the i:t
Lb at the member of the ptb Lie involved imagines hinzadf to be buying the a-cd-::e
b y iutalmentz fx-ot'r the-dealer, iitc. at he-is tr law th, liherof the-ardf-ct

- 2. f'n'.ac' Crtrtpany witjj-wkjtr j	 -a	 ri .rouwfy-aillinrs co1,tct,
wous hr hno nothing radvh-ct; t.tpi-cba oevr-c se-vw tfrs gc[wk.:

-
1± f-itzi C	 be1'TJsc-C&.LeJ,' TJô r	 e-r-ttie-	 txi	 tii	 .'

-	 - -	 -	 -------	 -

119u were abi to s'xip off the lcg I t ao11ng ts wb tct It.t e prcsen o-ansactn tJ
- habeeo dxessecl and see it in iz native 5implicity you would discover that L-

apsUantj agreed tG buy a car from a dealer for £405, but could only find LiCi
towards it. So he borrowed, the other £390 from a finance house and kot the
to pay it to the dealer, and he-gave the finance house a charge on the car
security for repayment. But if you ti-ird to express the transaction in those-simple
terms, you would soon fall into troubles of all sorts under the Bills of Sale Acts,
the Sale of Goods Act and the Moneylenders Acts. In order to avoid these legal
obstacles, the finan e house has to discard the role of a lender of mone y on
security and it has to become an owner of goods who er. them out on hire .. So
it buys the goods from the dealer and lets them out on hire to [the appellant ].
[The appellant) has to discard the role of a man who has agreed to buy goods
and he has to become a man who takes them on hire with only an option of
purchase . - . And when these new rOles have been assumed, the finance house is
not a moneylender but a hire-purchase company free of the trammels of the
Moneylenders Acts.

The dom aam party in this transaction is the finance company; and the
comparative weakness of the customer, combined with the insidious temptation
to improvidence, has forced Parliament to come to the customer's aid. The
first Hire Purchase Act was passed in 1938.

It was followed by further Acts in 1954, 1964. and 1965. None of these Acts
applied to all contracts of hire purchase but only to those where the 'hire-

-

14 (19621 2 QB 508 at 522. (1961] 2 All ER 281 at 291.
15 (1962] AC 600 at 627. [19621 1 All ER 385 at 398.
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purchase price' was below a certain figure. There were therefore two sets of
rules applicable to contracts of hire purchase: a statutory set for those within
the financial ambit of the relevant statute and a common law set for those
falling outside. The relative importance of common law and statute varied as
inflation eroded the real value of the current limit. In particular many hire-
purchase transactions concerning cars fell outside the statute during the
1950s and early 1960s when the limit was still the £300 settled in 1938.

Whether a hire-purchase contract fell under statute or common law, terms
would normally be implied in it. The courts in impl ying terms into common
law hire-purchase transactions relied on the helpful analogies provided b'
the Sale of Goods Act 1893 while the draftsman of the various Hire Purchase
Acts also built upon the models provided b y the earlierAct. The terms implied
at common law or under the statute were therefore similar but not identical.
So for instance both followed section 12 of the Sale of Goods Act in holding
that the owner (seller) had implied obligations as to title but while under the
Hire Purchase Act 1965",  term implied was that the owner shall have a
right to sell the goods at the time when prc*ert' is to pass' . at common law the courts
implied a term that the owner should have a right to sell the goods both at the
tune when the hiring commences and at the time when the property is to
pass.'5

There was however a most important difference between the posit On at
common law and under the Hire Purchase Acts. At common law the implied
tenns. like those in the Sale of GoodsAct 1893, could inprinciple be excluded
by contrary agreement 19 but under the Hire Purchase Acts the owner was
either.p ohibited from contracting outofhis implied obligations' or allowed
to do so only in certain strictl y defined conditions.'

The position in regard to both sale and hire purchase was carried a stage
further bc' the Supply of Goods (Implied Terms) Act 1973 .2 This Act made a
number of very important changes. First, it amended the implied terms
cout.ained in sections 12, 13. 14 of the Sale of Goods Act 1893. The new
roplied terms are very much in historical prolongation of the old, but the

o porumity was taken to fill gaps and remedy deficiencies which eighty years
of experience .had revealed.

Secondly , the new implied terms (and also section 15 of the Sale of Goods
Act 1893, dealing with sales bysample which was not amended b y the 1973 Act)
have been -extended to all con tracts ofhirepurchaSe.1TTespecti'e of the ambit
of the Hire Purchase Act.

6 Jr the total sum payable bN the hirer under a hire-purchase agreement in order to
complete the purchase of goods to which the agreement relates, exciusivc of anv sum
payable as a penalty or as compensation or damages for a breach of the agreement.
Hire Purchase Act 1965. s 58(1.

17 S 17(1).
18 Larfiex Ltd v Pook 1(433) 2 KB 251.
19 Subject to	 variousvaous common Law rules as to such exclusions. Discussed PP

belos.
20 Eg Hire Purchase Act 1965. 17(1), 18(3). 19(2) and 29(3) (implied terms as to title

and description)
I	 E.g Hire Purchase Act 1965. Si 17(2;. (3). (4). 18(1). (2). ( 	 (implied terms as to

mercharitabikiry and fitness fo purchase)
This gives effeci. subiec; to some modifications to the first report of the Las'
Commission on exempuor clauses in contracts (Law Corn No 24 1969. See Carr 30
MI g	urptr. '147 ,10 CLI 205
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Finally, the Act contained comprehensive provisions, prohibiting or
limlung the power of the seller (owner) to exclude these implied obligations.
These will he discussed more full y later!

The Sale ofoods Act 1893 together with its later amendments has now
been consolidated in the Sale of Goods Act 1979. The statutorvreg-ime for sale
of goods coexisted with a common law regime for similar contracts for the
supply of goods.

Thus in Samuels v

The plaintiff was a dentist who agreed with the defendant to make a set of
false teeth for the defendants wife. The teeth were made and delivered,
but the defendant refused to pay for them on the ground that they were so
unsatisfactory that his wife could not use them

There was controversy as to whether the contract was for the sale of goods
or for work and materials, but the Court of Appeal held that, in the
circumstances of the case, the question was irrelevant. [fit were the former,
the provisions of the Sale of Goods Act applied: if the latter, they would
import into the contract, on the analogy of the Act, a term that the teeth
should be reasonably fit for their purpose. The implied terms for such
contracts as work aridmaterials, exchange and hire are now laid down by
the Supply of Goods and Services Act 198 in terms which follow very
closel" those of the Sale of Goods Act 1979. Further amendments have
been- made b y the Sale and Supply of Goods Act 1994 to the formulation
of the implied terms both in coutricts for the sale of goods and other
contracts for the supply of goods.

C TERMS IMPLIED BY THE COURTS'

Other terms have benjudiciallv implied in a number of transactions. For
well over a hundred years there has thus been imported into a con tract for
the lease of a furnished house a term that it shall be reasonably fit for
habitation at the date fixed for the beginning of the tenancy. So if the
house is infested with hugs or if the drainage is defective or if a recent
occupant suffered from tuberculosis, the tenant will be entitled to repudiate
the contract and to recover damages.' ." similar term is implied if a person
contracts to sell land and to build, or to complete the building of, a house -
u nion the land.' But the term may be excluded, in accordance with the
general principle of the common law, either b y clear and unambiguous

Pp 196-215, below.
[1943) KB 526. [19-01 2 All ER 3. [hr [louse u Lords disctissrd thr rxtrrit tint
nature of the terms which may,  be implied in contractscontracts for work and rwitcr,a[s in
Young & Marten Ltd v .tfc.'tlanus Childs Ltd [1969) 1 AC 454, [1968] 2 All ER 1169;
and Gloucester-shire COTLnI's' Council v Richardson t19691 1 AC 480, 1968] 2 MI ER
(181.
Burrows 31 MLR 390.
Smith it Morrabi.e (1843) 11 M & W 5: Wilson it Finch Flation 1877) 2 Ex t) 336; Collins

Hopkins [1931 2 KB 617.
Pprry it Sharon Development Co Ltd [1937] 4 All ER 390: see also Hancock r.' B TV Brazier
.-tnerley) Ltd [1966] 2 MI ER 901. (1966) 1 WLR 1317 There is no such implication
sri the We ot a completed house: iiskinc p lVodha,n 19381 'I All ER 692. But sec now
[)ciccuvC Pretnisrs Ad	 U'3, :locussed Spi-i:er 1 1 11 7t	 tj	 I 19Th) CL) a.
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language or if its implication wourd be inconsistent with an express term
of the contract. Thus in Lynch v Thorne'

The defendant contracted to sell the plaintiff a plot of land on which was
a partially erected house and to complete its construction. The contract
provided that the walls were to be of nine-inch brick. The defendant built
the house in accordance with -this specification, but it was in fact unfit for
human habitation because the walls would not keep out the rain.

The Court of Appeal gavejudgmé'nt fOr the defendant. They could not imply
a term which would 'create an inconsistency with the express language of the
bargain'.

A fruitful source of controversy is to be found in the relationship of master
and servant, where express contractual terrris.are often absent or prescribe
inadequately the reciprocal rights and duties of the parties. The position here
was examined by the House of Lords in Litter v Romford Ice and Cold Storage Co
Ltd.'

The appellant Listerwas emplo yed by the respondents asalorry driver. His
father was his mate. While backing his lorry, he drove negligently and
injured his father. The father sued the respondents, who were held
vicariously liable for the son's negligence. The respondents now sued the
sort, inter alia, for breach of contract. 	 •	 -

They urged the implication in his contract of service ofa term that he would
-use reasonable -care and skill in driving the lorry. Thesovreplied with a battery
of implications: that the respondents, as employers,-shouJdinot-recuire him
to do anything unlawful, that they should insure him against any personal
liability he might incur in the course of his employment, that they should
indemnify him 'against all claims or proceethngsbroughtagainstthmIoi-any
act done in the course of employment'.

The House of Lords, by a majority, gave judgment for the respondents.
There was authority for implying ii the inastersfavour that tb eservant would
'serve him with good faith and fidelity"' and that he would use reasonable
care and skill in the performance of his duties)

This latter undertaking the son in the present case had dearly broken.
There were certainly reciprocal terms to be implied in the servant's favour.
The master for his part must use due care in respect of the ,premises where
the work was to be done, the wa y in which it should be done and the .plant
involved: and he must not require the servant to do an unlawful act.".But the

1	 [1956] 1 All 744, [1956) 1 WLR 303. Later cases suggest that in appropriate cases a
builder may be under a dun to warn his customer that the design of the house is
defective. Brunswick Gonsirisaw,i Lid v Nowlan (1974) 21 ELk 27. £qiatabk Deniurr

ovpn Lid v William Moss (1984) 2 Con LR 1.
9 [1957) AC 555, [1957) 1 All ER 125
10 Robb z G,wi [1895 2 QB 315; Hipac Lid v Par* Ro'aJ S enfzc Jnsiru,,ienii Lid [194

Ch 169. t1946 I All ER 350.
11 Harmer v Go,neliws (1858) 5 CBNS 236
12 See Mauhe,,as v Kuwait BecAiei Corsi [1959) 2 QB 5. [1959) 2 All ER-345 —and Grstvn

t' Fovd (1951] 1 All ER 121. In the latter case it was held that the master had committed
an unlawful act in requiring the ers'ant to drive an uninsured vehicle conuart to s 35C1
of the Road Traffic Act 1930. In Lister v Rornlord ]a and Cold Storage Co Lid, the appellam
argued that the respondents had again broken this aecuon. but the House of Lorw heic
that there had been no such hrean
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respondents had not broken any of these terms, and the further obligauonk
suggested by the appellant were not warranted.

In all these cases the court is really deciding what should be the content
of a paradigm contract of hire, of employment. etc. The process of decision
is quite independent of the intention of the parties except that the y are
normally free, by using express words, to exclude the term which would
otherwise be implied. So the court is in effect imposing on the parties a term
which is reasonable in the circumstances." This process received a most
instructive application in Liverpool City Council v Inv:n)

The çlefendants were the tenants of a maisonette on the ninth floor of a
fifteen floor tower block owned by the plaintiffs. There was no formal
tenancy agreemen L There was a list of tenants' obligations prepared tv the
landlord and signed by the tenant but there were no express undertakings
of any kind by the landlord. Owing to vandalism the amenities of the block
were seriously impaired so that the lifts were regularly out of action, the
stairs were unlit and the rubbish shutes did not work. The defendants
'withheld payment of rent, alleging that the council were in breach of
implied terms of the contract of tenanc y . The council argued that there
were no implied terms" but the House of Lords rejected this argument.
.It was necessary to consider what obligations 'the nature of the contract

• •	 implicitly requires' and since it was not possible to Live in such a
- .uiJdingwthoutaccess to the stairs and the provision of a Jiftservice it was

necessaryto implysome term as to these matters. On the otiier.hand it was
not proper to imply an absolute obligation on the landlords to maintain
these services. It was sufficient to impl y an obligation on the landlord to
,take reasonable care to maintain the common parts in a state of reasonable
repair. lt.was notshown that the landlords were in breach of that implied
term.]-

Anotherimporta.nt example is Scal1 v.Southern Health and SocialSeivices Board.'

The plaintiffs were medical practitioners employed in Northern Ireland
b the defendants. The terms of emplo yment incluued a contributor'
pensionscbeme and an employee had, in principle, to complete 40 years
of service to qualifyfor full pension. in 1974 a change in regulations gave

.emplovees the right to buy extra years on very favourable terms but this
right had to be exercised within 12 months from 10 February 1975 by

13 Per Lord Denning MR. in Grecwe. & Co (Colstraao73) Ltd v Ba's'nham Meiki, & Partw
[1975) 3 All ER 99 at 103

14 [19771 AC 239. [1976) 2 All ER 39. Peden 117 LQR 459. Avres and Genner (1989
94 Yale 41 97.

15 This argument was accepted bN the majorit y of the Court of Appeal [1976) QB 311-
[1975) 3 Al] .ER 658 where the case was fought rather on the Moorcoc.'t	 sr,n
discussed p 157. beio. Compare the interesting Judgment of Lord Denntng MR
express]s disapproved of in the House of Lords

16 Per Lord Wilerforce [1977 AC 239 at 254. (19761 2 Al] ER 39 at 44. See also Lord
Cross [1977) AC 239 az 257. (1976) 2 All ER 39 a 46. Cf Mears u Sa(ar ,Serusm Ltc
(1983 QB 54. [1982) 2 All ER 865.

17 See further Shell (UK) La v LostocA Garage Ltd [ 1977) 1 All ER 481. breme'r Vulkar

Sc.hsjThav and Majchwvta)'nk p SouO. Ind io Shspnnt Corise [1987 AC 909. [1981) 1 Al
ER 289. Ss,r 1 Rbriwr4a ir. MetToOoiuor, Borough Cosines, [1987) Co 210. )19F.6: 3 kl i FR

387
15 :1991!	 A]: EF. 365
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persons already employed and within 12 months from first taking up of
employment by those employed thereafter. There was a discretion to
extend this 12-month time limit and to vary the terms of purchase where
the time was so extended. The p laintiffs did not exercise their rights
because they did not know of them. Theyclaimed that their emplo yer was
urideradutyto inform them of this change in the termsof their emplovment
and that a term should be implied into the contract of employment.

Lord Bridge, in delivering the only reasoned speech in the 1-louse, said:

The problem is a novel one which could not arise in the classical contractual
situation in which all the contractual terms, having been ag-reed between the
parties, must, ex hvpothesi, have been known to both parties. But in the modern
world it is increasingly common for; ndividuals to enter into contracts, particularly
contracts of employment, on complex terms which have been settled in the
course of negotiations between representative bodies or organisations and many
details of which the individual employee cannot be expected to know unless they
are drawn to his attention,

Lord Bridge had no hesitation i-i holding that it was necessar y to imply such
a term where the following circumstances obtain'.°

(1) The terms of the contract of employment have not been negotiated with the
individual employee but result from negotiation with a representative body or
are otherwise incorporated by reference; (2) A particular term of the contract
makes available to the emplo yee a valuable right contingent upon action being
taken by him to avail himself of its benefit; (3) The employee cannot, in all the
circumstances, reasonably be expected to be aware of the term unless it is drawnto his attention)

Another interesting development of implied terms in contracts ofemployment
occurred in Malik t' Bank of Credit and commerce International.' The bank
appeared on the surface to be an ordinary high Street hank. Unknown to
customers and to most of its staff, including the claimants, it was a complete
fraud dedicated to cheating customers and third parties. The bank eventually
became insolvent and the claimants were made redundant. They argued that
the ban kwas in breach of an implied term of the contract ofemplovment that
neither party should 'engage in conduct likely to undermine the trust and
confidence required if the employment relationship is to continue'. The
hank accepted that the authorities supported the implication of  term of this
kind but argued that it should nit apply:

(a) where the dishonest behaviour of the bank was aimed at customers and not
employees; or	 •

(1) where the employee only l'eame aware of the dishonest condut after he
had ceased to be employed; or

c) unless the conduct was such as to destroy or seriously damage the
relationship between emplhvee and employer.

9 Ibid at 569.
20 Ibid at 571. Se also Srm n v Guardian Assu rance plc 1994) 3 All ER 129; Wilson u Best

Travel Ltd [1993] 1 All ER 353; Wong Mee Wan ii Kwan Kin Travel Services Ltd 1199514 All ER 745.
Ibid at 571-572.
1997) 3 All FR I. The case also raised important questions about what damages couldbe recosered. for breach Of such an implied term. Sce below P 675.

-I
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The House of Lords rejected all thfee of these suggested limitations-2
In addition to terms tiLts imported into particular types of contract, the

court may , in any class of contract, imply a term in order to repair an intrinsic
failure of expression. The document which the parties have prepared ma'
leave no doubt as the general ambit of their obligations; but thet may have
omitted, through inadvertence or clums y draftsmanship. to cover an incidental

contingency , and this omission, unless remedied, ma negative their design.
I a further term. which willIn such a case the judge may himself suppl 

implement their .presumed in ten ti.dnnd, in ahallowed phrase give 'business
efficacy' to the contract. lndoing this he purports at least to do merel\ vnat
the parties would have done thehiselves had they thOght of the matter. The
existence of this judi,cial power was asserted and justifid in the case of The

Moorcock..

The defendants were whtfini:erS who had agreed. in - consderatiOfl of
charges for landing and stowing the cargo, to allow the plaintiff, a shipowner.
to discharge his vessel at theirjetty. The jetty extended into the Thames.
and, as both parties realised, the vessel must ground at low water. While she
was iinloadig the tide ebbed and she settled on a ridge of hard ground
beneath the mud. The plaintiff sued for the resultant damage.

The defendants had not guaranteed the safety of the anchorage, nor was the

bed of the river adjoining the jetty vested in them but in the Thames
Conservators. But the Court of Appeal implied an undertaking b y the
defendants that the river bottom was, so far as reasonable care could provide,
in such a condition as not to endanger the vessel. Bowen Li explained the
nature of the implication.

I believe if one were to iale all the cases, and there are [nan). ofimplicdwarraflt1ec
or covenants in law, it will be found that in all of them t he law is raising an
implication from tht presumed intention of the parties, with the object of giving
to the transaction such efficacy as both parties must have intended that at all
events it should have. In business transactions such as this, what the law desires
to effect bv the implication is to give such business efficac y to the transaction as
must have been intended at all events by both parties who are businessmen... The
question is what inference is to be drawn where the parties are -dealing with each
other on the ay.umpuon that the negotiations arc' to have some fI-UIL and where

they say nothing about the burden of this unseen peril. leaving the law to raise
such inferences as are reasonable frc.t., the very nature of the transaction.

Since this case was decided in 1889, its authority has often been invoked; and
the principle upon which it rests has been amplified. Scrutton 1,1 said in 1918:

A term can only be implied if it is necessary in the business sense to give efficac'
to the contract, ic if it is such a term that it can confidentl y be said that if a the
time the contract was being negotiated someone had said to the parties. 'What
will happen in such a case' the y would both have replied: '01 course so and so
will happen: we did not trouble 10 say that; it is too clear."

S For further proceedings see 11999] 4 Al! ER SS. (2000] 5 All ER 51. For the same

im p lied term in a different context see fin:versiti of NotTingh.avi i Eec: [9g9 2

ER 457.
4 (1889 14 PD 64

]bid at 65. 7(i.
RrEpa ir v Unto. Manufacturing Cr (Ram.ssoitcm 11918] 1 KB 592 at 60
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MacKinnon Lj said in 1939:

Prima fade that which in an contract is left to be implied and need not b
expressed is something so obvious that it goes without saying; so that, if while the
parties were making their bargain an officious bvstanderwere to suFgest some
express provision for it in their agreement, theywouid testiiy'suppresshim with
a common, 'Oh, of course-"

Lord Pearson said in 19I3-

An unexpressed termcanbeimplieci if and only if the cous-tfjrscj.' that the partlea
MUSE have intended, that term to tot-rn part of their contract it is not enough for
the court to. End, that suclt a term would have becra adopted by the parties-a5
reasonable men if it had been 5imgvcstcd to them: it must have been a term that
went without saying, a term necessa'ey to give bu3ines3 efficacy to the contract,, a
term which, although tacit, formed part of the con tract which the parties made
for. themselves."

Thus explained-, t eMoorvockis;stijlfujI of'1ife In Gardner v Court- & Co.,

X, in 1948,. sold freehold property to Y.. Byawsitter t coetct with Yniade
on. the day foUowixgthe sale., X agreed thztYaud her succes3orz. should
have the option- obuymg.the adjoining popere, vthich Xretained,.jfX
at any time durinhiltfe wished to sell it. In l93 the plaintiff was the

successor in title-to Y.' Ire 1965 X conveyed the adjoining- property to his
sister by-way o gftwithout--ing the-piaixt tht.-o'jttoit e:fpurci-re. It
1965' X died and- t:t plaixzttff now- s'te& hi., eiecutorz fr bcacj cfcontract.

Thewejuen contract b:we'aXa1dYcOnjned 	 -ctt rrovicitzoy
for the event of X gi'viaj, oposett to siJing. th 1 cD! Cy to a hiu- '.
Crossj implied : in thecottti-acra'term . that X's prorniie shc'ulccoer a çftas
well as a sale.

If I apply the test laid down bit ScruttoatJ and MacKinnon U. I am confidrnt that
at the time, whate'vervjews [Xl may have formed laizr, if somebody had said to
him, 'You hay not expressly catered for the possibility of your wanting to give
away the property', he would have said, as undoubtedly 'M would have said, 'Oh,
of course that is implied. What goes for a Contemplated sate must go for acontemplated gift't°

This power of judicial implication is a convenient means of repairing an
obvious oversight. But it may easily be overworked, and it has more than once
received the doubtful compliment of citation by counsel as a last desperate
expedient in a tenuous case. In a passage immediately preceding 4ie words
of LordJusuce MacKinnon. quoted above, the learnedjudge g- ye a warning
against the abuse of the power, and especially against the temptation to invoke
indiscriminately the relevant sentences of Bowen U in The Moorcoc/c.

7 S/strtaw u Southern Foundries (1926) Ltd [1939) 2 KB 206 at 227. [19391 2 All ER 113
at 124.

8 Trollope and Coils Ltd v North West Metropolitan Regional Hospital Board [1973] 2 All ER
260 at 268, [1973) 1 WLR 601 at 609.

9 (1967) 3 All ER 1064, (1968) 1 WLR 173. See also Finchboiirne Ltd v Rodrigues [1976]3 All ER 581: Essotdo v Ledbroke Group (1976] CLY 337.
10 Ibid at 1069 and 179. respectivel y. For an application of The Moorcr,ck see British Schoolof Motoring Ltd o Simms (1971] 1 All ER 317. where TalbotJ, was ready to imply a termthat an y car provided by the school for driving lessons would be covered by Insurance.See also per Megat-ry J in Coco v A N Clark (Engineers) Ltd [1968) FSR 415 at 424.
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They are sentences from an exfrrnporejudgment as sound and sensible as all the
utterances of that great judge: but I fanc y that he would have been rather
surprised ifhe .'oiild have foreseen that these general remarks ofhis would come
to be a favourite citation of a supposed principle of law, and I even think that he
might sympathize with the occasional iinpauence of his successors when The
Moot-cock is so often flushed for thni in that guise.

That th is warn in g was n eedc d isshown hytwo cases decided since it was given.
In Spring v ZvatunalArna1garnated Stevedores and Dockers Society:"

The defendants and the Transport arid General Workers Union agreed at the
Tradc Union Congress atBridlington in 1'-)39 certain rules for the transfer of
members from one union to another. This was called the 'Bridlington
Agreement'. In 1955 the defendants, in breach of this a reenient, admitted
the plaintiff to their Society. He knew nothing of the agreement nor was it
expresslyincluded in the defendants' ni]cs.'he breach oftl1 . agreenient wis
submitted to the Disputes Committee of the Trade Union Congress which
ordered the defendants to expel the plaintiff from their Sock iv. When the
defendants sought to do so, the plaintiff sued them for breach of contract,
claimed a declaration that the expulsion was ultra uircs mnd asked for an
injunction to prevent it.

The defendants suggested that a term should be implied ;it contract
with the plaintiff that they should comply with the 'Bridlin i.i n Agreement'
and take any appropriate steps to fulfil it. But the Vice-Ch.ncellor of the
County Palatine Court of Lancaster rejected the suggestion and granted to
declaration and injunction for which the plaintiff had asked. He referred to
the test suggested h MacKinnon LJ and said:

If that test wet e to he applied to the fans of this case and the bystander had asked
the plaintiff, at the time v hen the p.oinmiff paid hi: 5s and sizried the acceptance
form, 'Won't you put Into it some reference to toe Bridlington Agr merk?' 1
think (indeed I have no doubt) that the plaintiff would have answereL. 'What's

In Sethia (1944)Ltd v1'artabmullRameshwar,1

The plaintiffs carried on I isiness in London and the defendants were
Calcutta merchants. In 1947 the plaintiffs bought front defendants
certain quantities ofjute which the defendants were to ship to Genoa. As
both parties knew, nojute could be exported from India save by licence of
the Government of India, and in 1947 the Government adopted a 'quota
system' whereby a shipper must choose as his 'basic year' anv one year from
1937 to 1946 and was allotted a quota in regard to the countries to which
he had made shipments in that year. The defendants chose 1946 as their
basic year, but, as in that year the y had shipped nothing to Ital y , thev were

1] Shmrlau' v Southmm Foundnei (1926) Ltd [1939] 2 KB 206 at 227, [1939] 2 All ER 113
at 124.

12 [1956) 2 All ER 221. [1956] 1 WLR 585 See -also Galtagher r Post Office 11970] 3 All
ER 712.

13 [1956 2 Al] ER 221 at 231.
U. i I 950i 1 All ER 51. See also tteStery hank Ltd v Schindler [19771 Ch 1. [1976] 2 All

ER 395: Federal Commerrf and .\ccigio1 Co Ltd m Tradax Ex par! tA. The Maratha
Lnvo', [1975 AC 1. 119771 2 All ER S49, Fobiihr (.Second Jnvestn. .7fl Lid v Kiloor1r.
Trust Co Lid [1980) 1 All ER 48t .lShrna7e r Caruso of Liod c (.\c. . . 1992 2 Llovd
Rep 62€.
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not entitled to any licence for Genoa. Subsequently, however, the y were
allowed to ship rather less than a third or it contractquantltvot jute. The
plaintiffs sued for breach of contract. Th. defendants admitted that the
contract did not expressly provide that shipments should be ubject to
quota', but argued that such a term must be impiie'l to give it 'business
efficacy'.

The Court ofAppeal refused to imply the term. In the first ptace, itwas proved
that in the jute trade contracts were sometimes made expressly 'subject to
quota' and sometimes with no such phrase. The defendants, therefore, 'iy
omitting the phrase, "sthe supposed to have acceptedan absolute obligatin
to deliver the-lute. In the second place, to imply the term would.be to commit
the buyers to consequences dependent upon facts exclusively, within the
seller' knowledge. The buyers certainly kr'w of the quota system; but the
sell rs chose the basic year and they alone new to what countries they had
previously exported in that year. 	 -

The 'business efficacy' and 'officious bystander' tests are usually. treated
as if they are alternative ways of stating a single test. However, it is. clear that
th re might be an implied term. which was necessary to give business efficacy
to the contract but which, !ecause of their conflicting iutrests,. the parties
would not have agreed, if. questioned by the offlcic is bystander, as to its
obviousness. In Code1f Constructhin Pty Lid  State Ra wayAuthorüy of iVew South
Wales" Mason CJ treated the tests as cumulative but it is. not clear whether this
is the law n England."

A dramatic example of the potential scooe of such 'implied in l'.ct' terms
was provided by the decision of the House of Lords ir. Equitable LeAssurance
Society v Hyman." In this case the appeUant had issu large nur"ibers of with
pro: ts pension policies. Under the' coutcacts, tl-. policyhol era. invested
morAy with the appellant which would" produce a capital um on the
policyholder's retirement. The amount of the capital sum would depend
partly on the amount invested ind partly on the success of the investment
policies followed by the appell -Thedic ctors of the society were given a
wide discretion by article 65 oi the Rules which provided that they should
'apportion the amount of [the] declared surplus byway of bonus among the
holders ofthe participating policies on such principles, andbysuch mctho
as they may from time to time determine'.

In practice the directors would he unlikel y to pay out all of the profit in a
given year as a bonus because they would wan to keep money in hand for less
successful years. Bonuses would be declared during the running of the policy
(and once declared could not be revoked) and a 'terminal' bonus (usuall:
larger) would be paid at the end of the policy.

Because of the Inland Revenue rules which make pensions attractive to
taxpayers, the policyholder could not take the whole of the capital sun- in cash
and had to convert a substantial part into an annuity. Pension provi do not
necessarily offer the best raics for conversion to annuities and po i cyriolders
are normally free to get the best annuity which is available on the market.

Some of the policies offered by the appellant had an unusual feature in
that they contained a provision to convert the capital sum into an annuity at

15 [19821 149 CLR 337.
16 Steyn J in .'ifosvotds Reden A/S u Food Corpn of India [1986) 2 Uoyds Rep 68.
17 [20001 3 AU ER 961.
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a guaranteed annual rate (CAR). The dispute concerned these policies.
When the policies were sold the GAR was well below the market rate but
during the 1980s and 1990s annuit y rates fell steadily so that the GAR was
significantly above the market rate. The reaction of the directors was to
Propose to pay a lower terminal bonus to policyholders who held CAR
contracts. The House of Lords held thata term should be implied to prevent
this.

Lord Steyn said

The directors of the society resolved upon a differential policy which was
designed to deprive the relevant guarantees of any substantial value, in my
judgment an implication precluding the use of the directors' discretion in this
wavis strictivnecessary. The implication is essential to give effect to the reasonable
expectations of the parties.

In general, the parties are entitled to provide for the exclusion of terms which
would otherwise be implied. In some important cases, Parliament has provided
that the implied terms cannot be excluded and such implied terms, therefore,
become mandatorv In such cases, Parliament is in effect la ying down a rule
of law but it is doing so by using the technique of impl ying a term into the
contracL The effect of this is to give the party thus protected the basic contractual
remedies. Where exclusion of the normal implied terms is permitted there will
he questions ofinterpret2 tion. No problem arises if the contract sa ys expressly
thi:t no terms are to b ihied, or words to that effect. Difficult questions can
arise, however, where . is argued that the express terms implied.ly exclude
normal implied terms. 'Thi re must be cases where the express term covers the
ground so closelythat there is no room for an implied term but there will also
be cases in which it is possible that the express and normal implied term
'coexist. Johnstone vBkont.s&uruJ-JeaLthAuthority' Is aieryinstructive case in U

contexi. Theplaintiff was employed by the defendant health authority as
junior hospital doctor under a contract 	 h required him to work 40 houi
per week and to 'be available' for overtime of a further 48 hours per week o
average. The plaintiff alleged thathe had bt en required to worksomany hours
a week, with so little sleep, that he was physicall y sick, that his health was
damaged and that the safcty of patients was put at risk. He argued that the
authoritvwas therefore in breach of its duties as his employeri.o rake reasonable
care for his safety and well-being. He sought declarations that be could not
lawfully be required to work so many hours as would foresecably injure his
health.'5 The authority argued on a preliminary point that the terms of the
plaintiffs employment excluded an y duty in relation to safe system of work so
far as concerned the hours of work.' Leggau U accepted the argument of the
authority. The majoi-itvdisagreed and thought-the case should go to trial but
the reasons given were not identical. Both Stuart-Smith LJ and Browne-Wilkinson
thought that (subject perhaps to thc provisions of the Unfair Contract Terms
Act 1977) it was open to the authority by clear words to exclude the normal
implied duty to provide a reasonabl y safe system of work but they did not think

18 See p 200, beio
19 [1991] 2 All ER 293.

' .. 20 He also argued that the contract was conlrarv to a 2(11 of the Unfair Contract Terms
Act 1977 and void on the ground of public poIic.

I If successful. this argument would have avotoed the need fo an' factual Invesuganoii
Of the effect of the lone hours worked either on die plaintiff peraonalh or on unio
doctors in general
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that the provision as to hours of work had produced this effect. Both thought
that the provisions as to the hours of work had to be read together with the
normal implied term. Taken literally, the provision as to hours of work would
have permitted the authority to require the plaintiff to work 168 hours in one
week if, over a period (not specified in the contract terms), his average had been
brought down to 88 hours a week. Few, if any, people can work with adequ :e
respect for their health or the safety of others for such a long period. It was
reasonable, therefore, to treat the implied term as to a reasonably safe system
of work as cutting back, to some extent, the more extreme forms of overurne
working which the authority might apparently, looking only at the express
terms, have required. Stuart-Smith U would have required the uthority when
doing this to have regard to the personal stamina and physical strength of the
individual doctor. Browne-Wilkinson VC would not havegozieso faraudwould
not have permitted the authot-ityto impose hours ofworkwhich would impair
the health of a reasonably robustyoung doctor. So, if the evidence at triaL showed
that a reasonably robust young doctor could work 100 hour aweek, provided
he had at least five hours' sleep each night, the express and implied term COuht.
Live together

3 The relative importance of contract ii ternxa	 -

Common sense St lV?-- 3 tS 3 ndthcl2, has to a F, recogtdic&' LLu.t the
cr-ated by a cont-act are not all of equal s-portiAc. £st is p(iutodyfo 1.
p rues to set their owxt vaiwi on the t(trms that thnoiseupc
3u6  is rare for th.sr.	 q)	 L/1

in their minds; asic the-resultant tasir ofinIenin hi prethig- the±
intention is, asaiwayr, a matter of greatdifiicuhy. In thernentcontenaithazi
been further complicated by the phraseology adopted 1 y thej lgrs hour to
limit the operation of a contract and to value its compoucsit pails. Twowoith
in particular, conditions and warranties, have been employed with such
persistence and with so little discrimination that son-se preliminary attempt
must be made to fix their meaning.

To lawyers familiar with the Rornanjurisprudence and trained in modern
Continental systems the use of the word condition in thi. context must appear
a solecism. By them a condition is sharply distinguished from the actual terms
of a contract, and is taken to mean, not part of the obligation itself, but an
external fact upon which the existence of the obligation depends The
operation of a contract may thus be postponed until some event takes place,
or the occurrence of this event may cancel a contract which has aireadystarted
to function. A purchaser may agree to buya caronly if it satisfies a certain test,
or he may conclude the sale, reserving the right in certain circumstances to
re-open the whole transaction.

2 Of course, if the evidence showed that no reasonably robust doctor could work more
than 88 hours a week, there would be a conflict between the express and implied terms.

3 See Buckland and McNair Roman Let,, and Common Law (2nd edn) pp 247-256. For
French law, see the Code Civil, art 1168. Scots law has substantially adopted the
Continental position, though some complaints have been made of confusion arising
from a flirtation with the English terminology: see Cow The Mercantile and fndwtnal
Law of Scotland pp 201.214.
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The orthodox application of the word is b y no means unknown to English
lawyers. 4 Agreements are often made which are expressed to be subject to'
some future event, performance or the like. Such agreements ma y produce

a variety of different effects.
First, there ma y be no contract at all. This may he either, as in agreements

'subject to contract because the parties have agreed not to be bound until
some future event (eg the execution of a formal contract) which cannot take
place without the concurrence of both prties or because the condition is
uncertain. So in Lee-Parkeru lz.zet (No 2,) it was held that an agreement 'subject
to the purchaser obtaininga satisfactory mortgage' was void for uncertainty.'

Secondly , the whole existence of the contract ma y be suspended until the
happening of a stated event, or as it is said in the common law, be subject to
a condition precedent. In P'm u Campbell-.'

The defendants agreed in writing to buy from the plaintiff a share in an
invention. When the plaintiff sued for a breach of this agreement, the
defendants were allowed to give oral evidence that it was not to operate
until a third party had approved the invention and that this approval had
never been expressed.

'The evidence showed', said ErIeJ, 'that in fact there was never an y agreement
at all.' A more recent example is offered by the case of A.berfoyie Plantations Ltd

v Ch-ng, 4 which came before thejudicial Committee of the Privy Council from
Malaya.

In 195 the parties agceed to sell and to buy a plantation part of which
consisted of 182 acres comprised in seven leases that had expired in 190.
In the intervening years the vendor had tried but failed ti i obtain a renewal
of the leases. Clause 4 of the agreement therefore provided that the
purchase is conditional on the vendor obtaining a renewal' of the leases.
If he proved 'unable to fulfil this condition this agreement shall become
null and void'. 	 -

The vendor failed to obtain the renewal, and thejudicial Committee held that
the purchaser could recover the deposit that he had paid. LordJenkms said:

At the very outset of the agre'ment the vendor's ob1ation to sell, and the
purchaser's c,hIiation to buy, were b y clause 1 expressed to be subject to the
condition coirtaincdiri clagise 4. Ii. wa- thus macic plain beyond argument that

the c.ondiuori wss a co:idion prccrdent on the fullilment of which the
hirturarirn ii a hinding contract of	 le betwecn the parties was macic to
dpi

i:	 .	 l;r	 .ev	 ;	 (jl 15 \lt,R -25, 1' 	 SILk 174
1Y72 2 -'dl E	 )U. 19721 1 \\ Lk 775.

Similar conditions had been held suticictruly certain in a number of New Zeahind cases
and Australian cases, eg Barber u Cncsi'tC ( 1953) NZLR 1057; Marlin Macarthur [1963]
NZLR 103; Scoti v j6znia ['1966] NZLR 327 Sie,'han Jones (19821 36 Al_JR 813; Coote
40 Cony 37; Swanton 58 AU 633, 090; Ftrunstoru 3 Oxiord JLS 438. See also Janmohamed

v Hassarn [1976] CLV 2851. Much of the lea tOng oil conditions is to be

found 411 cases on conditional gifts. No doubt imtlar principles may apply to contracts
but probably the thre',hold of uncertainty Should be higher J1 a commercial setung.

1 E & R 570.
[19601 AC 115. [19591 3 All ER 91€).
[bid at 128 and 916. respectively.
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Third)y, a condition ma' operate, not to n . Lativ ' the very ertstel.'': of
contract. buttosusper.d, u it til itissatified,ome right or dutvoronsequence
which would otherwise spring from the contract. Thus in Mar 'i v l'haie

The plaintiff agreed with X to bu y a plot of land from him subject to the
approval by the plaintiffs solicitor 'of title and restrictions'. At the same
time the plain tiffagrecd to sell his mowrcar to X—this second agreement
to he in cciusidcration of the first agreement and to be completed
sisitultaneoudywitltit. he plaintiifaflc .:eciX to take possession ofihe car.
and X sold it at once to the defrudat' who took it without not i ce of thi
plaintiffs ri'hts. The plaintiffs sol i . or then riud to approve the
restrictions iii ding the 1ud. The plantiffsu&d the deferidalL to ICCOYcI

the car and for damages.
The Court of Appeal held that he nnsr f:dl. The solicitor's approval was a
condition precedent, not to the creattu othe contraci forsahe of the car, but
ol v - to the passing of pi iperty ttnd'r it. It was—though nt a sa!e — : 1

agreement to sed, and the defendant obtained a tide under sccon 25(2) of
thi- Sale of Goo Is Act.

It wi no a cars be easy to decide whether the failure of c adition
precedent prevents the formation ofa con tract Oroill)' suspends the obligations
created 'by it. Particular fficulties s,-ern to be raised by the care of &nlwcrrth

Finance Ltd v Lti1.7

The plaintiffs, under a hire-purcase agreement, lei a second hand car to
the defendant, who was to pay 24 monthl y ins:Iments. The car was
delivered tO tit defendant but without a log-book. The defendant neither
licensed nor used it and refused to pay !ie instalments. The plaintiffs
retook possession of the car and sued for the in alments.

r he. Court of.' ppeal held that the :in tiffs could not sue the deferdaut. The
delivers ofthc log-book was a condition p;ecedcnt upon which the hiahility to
ray the instalments depended. The dccison itselfniay readilyhe sin ,.orted.
But it is hard to acc pt the court's view that, until the log-book was upplied,
there was no contract at a1l)

Where there is a contract but the obligations of one or both parties are
subject to conditions number of subsidiary problems arise. So there maybe
a question ofwhether one ofthe parties has undertaken to bring the condition
about.. In &nt hFinarcc Ltd vLithert it could have bee. plausibly argued that
the plaintiiThad promised to deliver the log-hook. There isa clear disti .ction
between a prornisr, for breach ofwhich an action lies and a condition, UOOfl

which an obligation is dependent. But the same eveni may be both promised
and conditional, when it ma y be called a promissory condition)' A common

10 119171 2 KB 480.
11 11968) 1 QB 680, [19671 2 All ER $10. See Catneg'ie 31 MLR 7S
12 Similarly it would appear wrong to hold as Gouldtngj did in M'9 tor La

(1974] 1 All ER 326. [1974] 1 WLR 331 that payment of a deposit by a purclescr wa'
a condition precedent to the coming i nto existence of a contract of sale. Payment of
the deposit is rather pan of the buvr obligations and a condit i on precedent to tile
seller's obligation to convey: MiUichaip Tfetles 110831 1 All ER 267 [1982) 1 WLR 1422,

Damon Cie Nmr. SA v Hopag-L1otd 1nima1io7?a' £1 [1985) 1 All ER 475 [19851 1 WLR
435. CA.

IS See Basin,' v Corny of Lands []9603 AC 44. [1960' 1 All ER ]17. Montrose 23 MLR 350.
See also per Sachs I) in Proem and B1od.s:aA Lid v Ense,ion [1968] Ch 94 at 120-121.
]1967] 3 All ER 321 at 350331.
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form of contract is onewhere land issold'subject to planning permission In
such acontract one could hardiv impl y a promise-to obtain planning permission,
since this would he outwith the control of the parties but the courts have
frequently implied a promise b y the purchaser to use his best endeavours to
obtain planning permission. Another question is whether the condition
may be waived. It would appear that where the condition is solel y for the
benefit of one party , he can waive the condition and make the contract
unconditiona1.

There is yet a fourth possibility, that one party may be able unilaterally to
bnnga contract into existence. The most common example is an option to buy
land. The holder of the option is under no obligation to exercise it but if he
does, a bilateral contract of sale between him and the owner will come into
existence. In a unilateral contract, the obligation of the promisor may he
conditional. So in Carlillv Carbolic Smoke BallCo.& there was a binding contract
once the plaintiff had bought the smoke ball and used it as prescribed, but
the defendants obligation to pa y was conditional on the plaintiff catching
influenza. It appears that where one party has the power unUaeally to bring
a contract into existence or. certain conditions, strict compliance with those
conditions will be required."

Ifa contract has come into existence but is to terminate upon the occurrence
of some event, it is said to be subject to a condition subsequent. An example often
cited is the case of Head v TattersalL'5

The plaintiff bought from the defendant a horse, guar an teed to have been
hunted with the Eicester hounds, with the understanding that he could
return it up to the following Wednesday , if it did rot answer the description.
While in the plaintiff's possession, but wi diout fault on his part, the horse
was injured, and was then found never in fact to have been hunted with the
Bicester hounds. The plaintiff returned it within the time limit and sued
for the price he had paid.

It was held thata contract ofsale had come into existence, but that the option
to return the horse operated as a condition subsequent of which the plaintiff
could take advantage. He was entitled to cancel the contract, return the horse
despite the injuries it had suffered, and recover the price.

But, while familiar with its orthodox meaning, English lawyers have more
often used condition with less propriety to denote, not an external event by
which the obligation is suspended or cancelled, but a term in the contract
which may be enforced against one or other of the parties. The distinction

14 Se Re Longlond.s Farm, Long Common. '&sctey. Hoists, Alford v Superior Developments [1968)
3 All ER 552: Hargreaves Transport Ltd v Lynch (1969) 1 All ER 455. 119691 1 WLR 215.
See also Smaaman u Smallman [1972) Fain 95 , [1971] 3 All ER 717 (subject to the
approval of the court imposes an obligation to apply co the court for approval).
Wilkinson 38 Cony 77

15 See Wood Preservation , Prior (1969) 1 All ER 364. [1969) 1 WLR 1077. The judgment
.Jt GoffJ 19681 2 AJI ER 549 also repays careful stud y . Cf ileron Garage Properties Ltd

'doss 19741 I All ER 421. 1974 I WLR 148. discussed Smith [1974] CLJ 211. See
also !RC v Ufitec Group Ltd (1977] 3 All ER 924.

16 :18921 2 QB 484. discussed, p 34. above.
17 See eg Hare s .Vicotl [1966] 2 QB ISO. [1966] 1 All ER 285. See also the difficult but

important case of United Dominions Trust (Commercial) Ltd v Eagle Aircraft Services Ltd
[1968] 1 All ER 104. [1968] 1 WLR 74: criticised Ativah 31 MLR 332.

18 1871) t.R 7 Exch 7. Cf Stoijar 39 LQR 485 at 506 .511: Sealv [972B]CLJ 225. Another
exam p le is Thompson u -tsda-itF! Gr,)u ,b ,lc 119881 Ch 241 (19881 2 All ER 722.
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insisted upon by the civilians is thus obliterated. Confusion is worse confounded
by the fact that warranty is also used to indicate a term in the contract and by
the failure over manyvears to define citherworci with precision. BsillerJ thus
said in 1789:

It was rightl y held by Molt (j and has been unifot iiils adopted ever since, that an
affirmation at the time of a sale is a warranty, provided ii appear on evidence to
have been so intended.

It was by the Sale of Goods Act 1893 that some measure of order was imposed
upon the language of the law. By section 11(1) (b) a condition is defined as
a stipulation in a contract of sale, the breach of which inaygive rise to a right
to treat the contractas repudiated', and awari-antvas a sipulation the breach
of which ma y give rise to a claim for damages hut not to a right to reject the
goods and treat the contract as repudiated'. B y section 62 it is added that a
warranty is 'collateral to the main purpose of the contract', but no further light
is shed upon the nature of a condition.

The Sale of Goods Act was treated b y many lawyers as containing not only
a definition of the words 'condition' and 'warranty ' but also an implicit
assertion that all contractual termswere either condition orwarranues. This
thchotonivenjoved widespread acceptance between 1893 and 1962 as a means
of resolving the practical question of identifying the breaches which entitled
the injured parry to terminate the contract.a

This approach was shown to be over simplistic b y the decision of the Court
of Appeal in Hang Kong Fir Shipping Co Ltd v Kawasaki Kisen Kaish Ltd:

The plaintiffs owned a ship which they chartered to the defendants for a
period of 24 months from her delivery at Liverpool in February 1957.When
delivered, her engine-room staff were too few and too iii competent to cope
with heranuquaed machinery . It was admitted that the plaintiffs had thus
broken a term in the contract to provide a ship 'in ever y way fitted for
ordinar cargo service' and that the ship was unseaworthy. On h.. r voyage
to Osaka she was delayed for 5 weeks owing to engine trouble, and at Osaka
15 more weeks were lost because, 'through the incompetence of the staff.
the engines had become even more dilapidated. Not until Septcmberwas
The ship made seaworth y . In June the defendants had repudiated the
charier. The plaintiffs sued for breach of contract and claimed damages
for wrongful repudiation.

It was held both by. Salmon and by the Court of Appeal that the breach of
contract of which the plaintiffs had admittedl y been guilty did not entitle the
defendants to treat the contract as discharged but onl y to claim damages, and
the plainti.ffswon theiraction. In orthodox language the plaintifis had broken
a warranty and not a condition. The Court of Appeal, however, was reluctant
to perpetuate a dichotomy which required each term of a contract to be
pressed, at whatever cost, into one of two categories. Diplock U acknowledged
that it was apposite to simple contractual undertakings. But there were he

19 Poste' 2. Freeman (1789) S Tern Rep 51
20 That this quesuon, however approached. has ajwav5 presented difficult questions of

drawing thr line can be seen bs contrasung Pou.narc t knen and Pond (1876) 1 QED
410 and beui,u z , (, (1876 1 QD IHS. See beet, 36 MLR 415,

1	 [19621 2 QB 26. [19621 1 All ER 474
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thought, other clauses too complicated to res c. 3nd to such treatment) Thus,
in the case before the court. the obligation of seaworthiness was em odied in
a clause, adopted in many charterparues, which—partl y through judicial
inte -pretaton—had become one of formidable complexity. It comprised, as
1 pjohn LJ pointed out, a variety of undertakings, some serious and some
riviaL

If a nail is missing from one of the timbers ofawoode ,vessel, or ifpropermedical
supplies or two anchors are not on board at the time of sailing, the owners are
in breach of the seaworthiness stipulation. It is contrar y to common sense to
suppose that, in such circumstances, the parties contemplated that the charterer
should at once be entitled to treat the contract as at an end for such trifling
breaches.'

To so heterogeneous a clause the dichotomy of condition and warranty was,
in the opinion of the court, inapplicable. Itmig :perhaps have been helpful
to regard the undertaking of 'seaworthiness', riot as a single term, but as a
bundle of obligations of varying importance. But even on this construction the
task of the cous ., as envisaged in the HongKongFircase, was not to evaluate the
term as it stooa in the contract, but to waitand see what happened as a result
of the breach. Thus if the breach of a term, itself of apparently minor
significance, caused severe loss or damage, the injured party might be able to
treat the contract as discharged.

The decision in the HongKongFircase led some to believe that classification
of terms was no loncter necessary but this would clearly have been to depart too
fat-from history. That adistinctiort tnustbemadebetwoen major and minor
terms, rather than between tile mote or Less serious erfect of it breach, was
certainly assvined b y some judges in the second liaff of 'the nineteenth
ccini: irvd,osiid that, to drawthisdi ticti r, thevrnustplace thernsetvcs
at the date of the contract and not await te chances of the future. In 1863 in
Be/sn v Burrtess, the coart had to evaluate as tatementin a charterpart y thata ship
was now in the port of Amsterdam'. The statement was inaccurate: the ship
only arrived at Amsterdam four days after the date of the-charter. WilliamsJ
said:

The court must be in isenced in the construction [of the contract] not only by
the language of the instrum 't, but also by the circumstances under which and
the purposes for which, the c srter-partv was entered into ... A statement is more
or less important in proportion as thee cci of the contract more or less depends
uoon it. For most charters ... the time or s ship's arrival to load is an essential fact.
for the interest of the charterer. In the ordinar y course of charters it would be
so: the evidence of the defendant shows it to be actuall y so in this case. Then, if
the statement (the place of the ship is a substanuv part of the contract, It seems
to us that we ourhi to hold it to be a condition.'

In &tuni v G'e, BlackhurnJ declared that the classification of a term as major
or rñinor 'depends on the true construction of the contract taken as awhole'.
He cited Parke B in Graves v Legg-

2 Ibid at 71, and 487, respectively. So, too, Upjohn U, ibid at 64 and 484. respecuvelv.
Upjohn LJ repeated his views in .4tle'y lndu,stnal Trust Ltd o Grim/.e-, (1963) 2 AU ER 33
at 46-47. [19631 1 WLR 584 at 598-599. See Reynolds 79 LQR 534: Furmston 25 N41_R
584.

3	 [bid at 62-63 and 483, respeciwelv.
4	 3ehn v BtLrne3S i18631 3 B & S 751 at 757. 759.
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The court ascertain the nitention of the parties, to be collected from the
instrument and ihc- circumstances legall y admissible in evidence wish reference
to which it is to be construed.

I n these cases the court insisted that the test is to be found, not in the greater
or less degree of loss or damage caused bv the breach of contract, but in
examination of the contract itself at the time and in the circumstances in
which it was made.

In 1970 the Court of Appeal had to reconsider the whole question in ti

!iIrhali.s A rcgelvs.

On 25 Max- 1965, the owners of  vessel let it to charterers for a voyage from
Haiphong in North Vietnam to Hamburg. in clause 1 of the charter the
owners said thai the vessel was 'expected read y to load under this charter
about 1 July 19(35'. On the date of the charter she was in the Pacific 'n her
way to Hong Kong, where she had to discharge the cargo which she was then
carrying and have a special surve y lasting two days. it would take her a
further two days to reach Haiphong. She did not in fact complete discharge
at Hong Kot g until 23Ju]v. It was found as a fact that the owners, when the
con u-actwa,c made, had no reasonable ground for expecting that she would
be reads- to load under the charter 'about I Jub'.

The members oi the Court of Appeal were not uni atura]ly pressed with the
arguments adopted in the Roa.gKcingFsr case. But the were of opinion that the
distinction between condition' and 'warranties', though not of universal
application, was still valuable, apart from statute, in many classes oft ontract
and notably in charterparties. 7 On the facts before them, the court held that
the expected read tness clause was ac diii rn. 1 in reaching this conclusion.
the court had to choose between the a :ns 01 certaint y and elasticit y , each of
which has its part to play in the administration and development of the law.
The relative importance of these aims depends upon the type of transaction
involved, in a charterparty, where shipowner and charterer meet on equal
terms they, or their lawyers, seekafirm foundation of principle and authorit
on which they max-build and yet make such variations as the law allows and the
particular requirements demand. Edmund Davies U said:

Notwithstanding the observations in the Hong KongFirShippingCocase, if the fact
is that a provision in a charter-par such as that contained in clause I in the
present case has generally been regarded as a condition, giving the charterer the
option to cancel on proof that the representation was made either untruthfully
or without reasonable grounds, it would be regrettable at this stage to disturb an
established interpretation. The standard text-books unequivocally state that
such a clause as we are here concerned with is to be regarded as a condition.'

MegawLJ said:"-

One of the lmpc- tans elements of the law is predictability. At an y rate in commercial
law there are obvious and substantial advantages in having, where possible, a firm

bett,n: t' G'. '1876. 1 QBD 183: Grope'	 Legg 0854 9 Exch 709 Set' also Bentset
T0v101, Sc,u & Cc '?s( 2) [1893] 2 QB 24 a' 28. p 554. beIo

6 [9731 1 QE 164. 11970) 3 All ER 125. Grcig 89 LQR 93.
7 See Beh,i p Bum. p 167. above.

All three members of the court agreed on this ruling. Lord Denning dissented on other
ouesuons before inc court but not in the result.

9 Ibid at 199 and 1-l94 respecuveis
10 Ibid a: 205 and 138 respectiveli.
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and definite rule for a particular class of legal relationships 	 It is surely much
better both for shipowners and charterers i and incidentally for their advisers
when a contractual obligation of this nature is under considerauon-.-.and still more
when they are faced with the necessity of an urgent decision as to the effects of a
suspected breach of it—to be able to say caregoricaiv ''a breach is proved, then
the charterer can put an end to the contract.'

The alternative was to leave the parties to speculate on the ultimate reaction
of the cour s if litigation ensued.

In the I-thngKongFircase it was clear that if the obligation as to seaworthiness
had to be forced into one of the two slots marked condition orwarra.ntv, it must
go into the latter. The practical thrust of the argument therefore was that there
might be some breaches of undertakings which were not conditions, which
might entitle the injured party' to terminate." The argument is at least as
likely to be presented in reverse, so that the contract breaker argues that the
practical results of breach do not justifvallowirig the innocent party to bring
the contract to an end. So in Cehave NVt' Bremer FfandthgeselLschaft nib!-!, The
Hansa Nord

The- sellers had sold a cargo of cirrus pulp pellets, to the buyers cif
Rotterdam. One'of the terms of the contract was 'shipment to be made in
good condition'. Some part of the cargo was not so ship edandoa'arrivi'
at Rotterdam the whole cargo was rejected h the huyci The dcfect'
nor appear to have been very serious as the goods were sold hvorderofth
Rotterdam Court and eventually, owsd th&wa,r h'sckinto the Isands of t
buyers who used them for theiv origixxais in.cndk
f.:cd. tlowevcrt xchttyersa guedthatthecewizs no-cootttfortLppli-:.
of the HungKong'Firapproacfrmu salec2ses art the grounds.that the sc m
of thcSalcofGijodsAct envisaged that all terms in'acontracto f sale sbouc
be-' either condiiious or warranties. If this, argument had succeeded IL
would have been necessary for the Court of Appeal to. decide whether this
term was a condition or warranty but the Court was clear that this was the
wrong approach. Although the Sale ot'Goods Act had classified some terms
as conditions or warranties, it did not follow that all terms had to be so
classified. Accordingly it was possible t. apply general principles and
consider the effect of the breach. Since this was not serious the bu yers had
not been entitled to reject.

This reasoning was endorsed by the House of Lords in Reardon Smith Line v
Hansen- Tangrn.'4

itt this case the respondents had agreed to charter a tanker as vet unbuilt
From a Japanese steamship compan y and later sub-chartered it to the
appellants. The contract described the specification of the ship in detail
and identified it as Osaka No 354) In fact Osaka had so man y orders that
the work was sub-contracted to the Oshima yard where it was built as

11 There is no doubt that there are some breaches of the seaworthiness obligation which
have this result. See Stanton u Richardson 137) LR 7 CP 121; afTd LR 9 CP 390.

12 [1976] QB 44. [1975 3 -'dl ER 739.
13 At a greatly reduced price.
14 119761 3 All ER 570. [19761 I WLR 989.
15 Meaning apparently that it was to be built by the Osaka Ship p ing Co and that u.s yard

number was 354.
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Oshima 004. The completed vessel was in all respects up to specification
but, the tanker market having rneanwhil - collapsed, the appellants sough
to reject the vessel as not compl ying with its contract description The
argument clearly had little merit but it had some support in the cases or,
contractual descnpuon in sale of goods. 11 The House of Lords were clear
that these cases were npe for review, but should not in any case be allowed
to infect the rest of the law of contract and that since the breach here as
of a technical nature, the appellants were not entitled to reject.

Ii. is now perhaps possible to summarise these developments as follows:
(1) It is certainly open to the parties to indicate expressl y the consequences

to be attached to any particular breach. Itwill not necessarily be sufficient for
this purpose to describe the term as 'a condition'. foras we have seen, the word
condition has man y meanings and the court ma' decide that in a given
contract it does not mean that the term is one an y breach of which entitles the
injured parry to treat the contract as at an end.

(2' What the parties ma y do expressly . ma y be done for them by implication
or imputation. So the Sale of Goods Act 1979 provides that certain of the
seller's implied obligations are conditions and clearl y custom might produce
the same result. .Sjmjlarlv. if a term is commonl y found in contracts of a
particular class and such a term has in the past been held to be a condition.
this provides strong support fora finding that the parties intended it to be a
condition)

(3) In the above situations it is possihk. with some confidence, to savat the
ime of the contract that a term is a condition. In most other situations the
] ueson onivassumes an y significance when the contract is broken. Then as
Lord Devlin has observed' 'both term and br' ' h can be considered together

I tis ... by considering the nature of the term in the light-of the breach alleged
that thejudge will have to make up his mind.' Nevertheless there may well be
contractual situations where the court may be clear thata term is a condition
" yen though it i possible to envisage breaches of it which would not be
erious. A good example is Bunge Cosprc v TradaxExpori

In this case the seller-,sold 5,000 tons of US soya bean meal fob one US gulf
port at sellers option for shipmentinJune I 7.The bu yers were required
to 'give at least 15 consecutive da ys' notice of probable readiness of vessel
but cdnot give notice until I 7june. Obviousl y there did not remain fifteen
days before the end ofJune but it did not necessarilyfollow that the sellers
could not have completed their obligation to ship in June since in man'
cases this obligation could be completed in thirteen days rather than fifteen.

16 See eg Ri Moore & Cc' and Landauer & Co (1921) 2 KB 519.
l'i ,Sthuttr AG ii Withm.a. Machm' Tool Saks Lid 19741 AC 25, [1973] 2 All ER 39. The

judgments of the Coon of Appeal in this case [1972] 2 All ER 1175, ]1972 I WLR 840
a'so co'itain much interesting learning on the use of the word 'condition'. Nevertheless
the use of the word conditior in a contract drafted b a lawyer ought usuallA to be
construed in this sense The parties. at least in commercial contracts. are entitled to
say that some matter usuall\ unimportant i iniporlant to them and condition' is the
obvious technical term to use for this purpose. See Lord Wilberforces dissetung
speech in &Jzuks i Wickman and his observation' in Reardon Snu g/i i Han.seii Tangee
[1976) 3 All ER 570 at 574 [1976' 1 WLR 989 at 996.

1,F 7/i, Mi/salts Angelos p 16,1 , above
19 [1966' CU 192 at 199-200
20[1981] 2 All ER 51. IPSI) 1 WLR 711.
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The House of Lords held that as the sellers' obligation to ship dunngjune
was certain]' a condition, the buyers' obligation to give timel y notice of
readiness should equall y be treated as a condition. without enquiry in paruculat
cases as to whether delay had caused an y serious consequences. Lord
Wilberforce observed:'

In suitable cases the courts should not be reluctant, if the intentions of the parties
as shown by the contract so indicate, to hold that an obligation has the force of

a condition, and that indeed the' should usuall' do so in the case of time clauses
in mercantile contracts. To such cases the 'gravin of the breach approach of
Hong Kong Fir would he iinsuitahle.

(4) In ipaking his decis the judge will sometimes find it helpful to
concentrate primaril y on the broken term, in others primaril y on the extent
of the breach. In some contracts, such as sale. it has historicall y been normal
to use the first approach, while, in others, such as building contracts. it has
been common to use the second but even in a contract of sale it is open to a
court to hold that an obligation which has not been s amped eishrr b' statute
or previous decisions as a 'condition', is an intermediate obligation, the effect
of whose breach depends on whether it goes to the root of the contract.

4 Excluding and limiting terms

The common law has long been familiar with the attempt of one part y to a
contract to insert terms excluding or limiting) ahihtieswhich would otherwise
be his. The situation frequentl y arises where a document purporting to
express the terms of the contract is delivered to one of the parties and is not
read by him. A passenger receives a ticket, stating the terms. or referring to
terms set out elsewhere, on which a railwa y are prepared to carry him or take
charge of his luggage. A bu yer or hirer signs a document, containing clauses
designed for the seller'sor owner's protection. Are these terms or clauses part
of the contract so as to bind the passenger, the bu yer or the hirer, despite his
ignorance of their character or even of their existence.'

The problems caused by exclusion clauses overlap-with those caused bv iwo
other emergent themes of modern contract law, the increased use ofsundard
forms contracts' and the development of special rules for the protection of

1	 Ibid at 542 and 716. respecuvels.
2 The question of urnelv performance has historic-Ally been approached through tht

question of whether 'time is of the essence. But this appears to he an alternative
formulation of the same isurs. See Lnsted Scientific Holding' Lti s busnlei Boioug
Council [1978] AC 904. 11977 2 Al l ER 62 and discussion at pp 613-615. beloss. See
also Gill and Diiffu.' 5,4 v Societi pour l'Lxposiatios de.r Suc"es 5,4 11985 I Lloyd's Rep 621
The difficulties of deciding whether the structure of the contract makes a time
provision a condition are well illustrated b's' GTE Comm,rczalr Sucres ti Denres t' C Czarnikov
Lid. The Naxos 11990] S All ER 611, 119901 1 WLR 1137.
The words 'extent of the breach' themselves conceal an ambiguirs since thes mar refer
either to the extent to which the contract is broken Of to the effects of that breach
ii is not impossible for a small breach to have deva.staung consequences.

,	 See. pp 594-601. beltns
3 The theoretical problems raised b' the operation of exce p tion clauses are considered

hr Come Exreiusii Clauio 0964.. an invaluable uork See also Macdonald Ex,niiios

Clauses and LnIai' Terms (1999k
6 See pp 21 .23. above
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consumers. Exclusion clauses are usi all y, though not necessaril y, contained
in standard form contracts but they are by no means the only problem which
such contracts present for the courts.

The corn aon law has found it very difficult to develop doctrines that can
be applied equally appropriately to both commercial and consumer
transactions. This ailure (in what maywell be an impossible task) is responsible
for much of the complexity in the account which foLlows.

Before we turn to consider the particular rules which English law has
developed, we should notice that there are divergentviews as to what exclusion
clauses do) One view is that such clauses go to define the promisors
obligation. According to this view one should read the contract as a whole and
decide what it is that the promisor has agreed to dc There is no doubt that
this is what the courts sometimes do. So in CI! Renlon J Co Ltd a' Pci/m yra Trading
Carpn of Pan a mw. '0

The respondent issued bills of lading, subject to the Hague Rules, covering
the shipment of tirnberfrom portsin British Columbia to London. The bills
of lading contained a clause permitting the master, in the event of
industrial disputes at the port of delivery, to discharge at the port of
loading or anvother convenient port. In the eventa strike broke out among
dock workers in the Port of London and the master discharged the cargo
at Hai:tburg. The appellant argued that the discharge at Hamburg was.a
breach of contract and that the strike clause did not provide an effective
defence since it sought to provide a relief of liability contrary to the Hague
Rules. ' 1 The House of Lords held that the respondentii had not broken, the
cocia.ract siice the strike clauce o.i.i net provide a de-fence in the event of
misp rformance butwent to define whatit was that the carrier had agreed
to do."

However, in other cases, exclusion clauses have- been regarded as mere
defences. According to this view one should first construe the contract
without regard to the exemption clauses in order to discover the promisor's
obligation and only then consider whether the clauses provide a defence to
breach of those obligations

It is clear that this difference is not merely theoretical but likely to provide
significantly different results in many cases. Both approaches are to be found
in the cases rhoug i the second is probabl y the more ;ommon. It is possible
that both approac LL ies are correct and that the real question is to choose which
to apply to a particular clause. Certainly some clauses, eg clauses limiting the
amount of damages that can be recovered, look like defences" white others
are more naturally regarded as defining the obligation.

7 Sec p 24. above.
8 See Conte.
9 See per Lord Reid in Suisse Atlantxque d'Arne	 Mannme £4 v W Rotterdamiche Koten

Centrole [1967] 1 AC 361 at 406, [1966] 2 All ER 61 at 76.
10 [1957) AC 149. [1956] 3 All ER 957.
LI Art III. r&.
12 See also East Flam Corm v Bernard Sunü & Sons (1966] AC 406; [19651 3 All ER 619.

CF the construction given in a different strike clause by Russell LJ in Torquay Hotel Co
' Cousins [1969) 2 Ch 106 at 143, [1969] 1 .411 ER 522 at 534.

13 See eg Denning LJ in Karsales (Harrow) Ltd v WalJ,s (1956) 2 All ER 866 at 869. 119561
I WLR 936 at 940.

14 Though this is denied by Barwick CJ in State Government Insurance Office of Queensland
Rrc/,an, ct#'vrdorsng Pt'o ltd 119691 43 A1JR 456 at 461
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The problems raised by the attempt of One parry to a contract to exciud or
to limit the liability which would otherwise be his has prociucea prolific and
persistent litigation as a result ofwhich it is possible to haiaro certain conclusions.

1) At the outset of its inquiry the court must be satisfied roar the particular
document relied on as containing notice of the excluding or 11ff • ung term is
in truth an integral part of the contract. 1: must have been . tended as a
contractual document and not as a mere acknowledgment of pavmen T
hold a parry bound by the Let -ms o a document which rea'onable persons
would assume to be no more than a) eceipt  is an affront to common sense. An
illustration of the point is afforded by the case of Ghareltori T , Barn UDC.'

The plaintiff wished to hire two deck-chairs from a pile kept b y the
defendant council on their beach. The chairs were stacked near a notice
which read .. 'hire of Chairs 2d per session of 3 hours', and which
requested the public tt obtain tickers from the chair attendant and retain
them for inspection. The plaintiff took the chairs and obtained two tickets
from the attendam. which he put in his pocket without reading. When he
sat on one of the chairs. it collapsed and he wa injured. He sued the
council, who relied on a provision printed or. the tickets excluding
liability for an y damage arising from the hire of a chair.

The Court of Appeal held the defendants liable. No reasonable man would
assume that the ticket was an ything but a receipt for the mone y . The notice
on the beach constituted the off er,which the plaintiff accepted when he took
the chair, and the notice contained no statement limiting the liability of the
council. The defendants had failed to satisfy the preliminar requirement of
identifying the ticket as a contractual document. and it was superfluous.
therefore. to ask- if it contained a due-announcement of an ,, conditions.

The case of McCutcheon i'DavuMoxbravneL)d' affords a second illustration.

The defrrndants owned steamers operating hcrween the Scottish mainland
and the islands. The plaintiff asked a Mr McSporran to arrange for the
plaintiffs car to be shipped to the mainland. Mr McSporran called a. thc
defendants office and made an oral contract on the plaintiffs behalf for
the carriage of the car. On the voyage, through the defendants negligence
both ship and car were sunk. The plaintiff sued the defendants for the
value of the car.

The defendants pleaded terms, excluding liahilitvfor negligence, contained
in 27 paragraphs of small or .r displa yed both outside and insde their office.
The terms were also prinleL on a 'risk note which customers were usuall'
asked to sign. On this occasion the defendants omitted to ask Mr McSporrari
to sign the risk note. All the" did was to give him. when he had paid ir advance
the cost of carriage, a receipt stating that 'all goods were carried sub jCCt ic the
conditions set out in the notices'. The House of Lords gavejudgment for the
plaintiff. Neither he nor Mr McSporran had read the words on the notices or

15 Approved b% Lord Denning MR in What v Biacitmore 11972; 2 QB 651 a: 666. [19721
S All ER 1	 at 167. Ciarl,r 119 7 6: CL1 51; The Eagle [1977,. 2 Lloyd s Ret' 70; Ciat-Kc
!I978 CLI 2

11- :1940: 1 KE s. 	 o: i Al l ER 5if, See also Renor, z J,,onor,Nori, Lasrrn Rt C

and Coofl one' iiarr,r, Ltd 11946. 1 All ER 653
:]q(4 I All ER 43P. 1964', I WLR 25 See also bu,,sei: u	 5tm1ns1r bank Ltd. p 174
r.elo.
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on the receipt; and there was in truth no contractual document at all. The risk
note was not presented to Mr McSp. ran, and the receipt was given only after
the oral contract had been concluded.

2) If the document is to be regarded as an integral part of the contract,
it must next be seen if it has, or has not, been signed by the partY against whom
the excluding or limiting term is pleaded. If it is unsigned, the question will
be whether reasonable notice of the term has been given. That this was the
crucial test was ororiounced by Mellish Lj in 1877 in the case-of Parkeru South
Eastern Rh Co. '.'here the defendants claimed that a passenger was bound by
terms stated on a cloakroom ticket o which he was ignorant. ," Had the
defendants done what was sufficient to we no Ce of the term to the person
or class of person to which the plaintiffbelongeci? The question is one of fact,
and the court must examine the circumstances .f each case.19

The time when the notice is alleged to h..ve been given is of great
importance. No excluding or limiting term will avail the party seeking its
p rotection unless it has been brought adequately to the atter. ion of the other
party before the contract is made. A belated notice is valueless. Thus in 011ey
t' Marlborough Court Ltd-."

A husband and wife arrived at a hotel as guests and paid for a week's board
and residence in advance. They wen t up to the bedroom allotted to them,
and on one of its walls-was a notice that 'the proprietors will not hold
themselves responsible for articles lost, or stolen unless handed. to ' the
manageress for safe custody'. The wife then closed the self locking door
of the bedroom, went downstairs and hung the key on the hoard in the
reception office. In her absence the key was wrongfully taken by a third
party, who opened the bedroom door and stoic her fur.

The defendants sought to' incorporate the notice' in the contract. The Court
of Appeal thought that even if incorporated in the contract, the term was not
sufficieniv clear to cover the defendant's negligence but Singleton and
Denning UJJ :onsidered that in any case the contract was completed before
the guests we -it to their room.'

A striking if unusual illustration of the time factor is offered by Burnett
Westminster Bank Ltd.

The plaintiff had for some years accounts at two of the defendants' branches—
branch A and branch B. Ant icheque book was issued to him b y branch A, on

18 (1877) 2 CPD 416, especiall y at 422 423. The test was approved by the House of Lords
in Rw,hareson o Rownime [1894J AC 217. See also Thornton v Shoe Lane izthi7tg Ltd
[19711 2 QB 163, (19711 1 Al ER 686; o 176. below.

19 There are a vast number of nineteenth .nd early twentieth century cases on railway
and eeamshio tickets. These 'ticket cases' are more full y discussed in the 4th edition
of this work at pp 104-107. English judges have tended to take a restricted view of what
need be done to give reasonable notice. See eg Thompson u London Midland and Scottish
Rly Co 11950) 1 KB 41. American Ju;ges starting from the same test have been more
o ;manding, eg rejecu ' tickets in yen' small print which is difficult to read. eg LLti
ti 4iitaha Ltnes Aerea It.iane S.4 [1368] 1 Lloyd's Rep 505. affirming [19671 1 Lloyd's
Rep 140; Silvestro u Italia Socsta off Azzoiis di .Van'arzo' [1968] 1 Llo yd's Rep 263.

20 [1949] 1 KB 532. [1949] 1 All ER 127. In Chapelton u im CDC (p 173. above), the
ticket, even had it been .i contractual document, was iven to the plaintiff after he
had accepted the offer to hire a chair.

1 If the plaintiffs had staved at the hotel before it might be argued that there was a course
of caling between the parties. See p 175. below.

2 [19u61 1 QB 742(19651 3 All ER 81.
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the front cover of which was a notice that 'the cheques in this book will be
applied to the account for which the" have been prepared'. These cheques
were in fact designed for use in i computersvstcm. operated bvbranchA. and
'magnetised ink' was used which the computer could 'read'. The plaintiff
knew that there were words on the cover of the cheque book, but had not read
them. He drew a cheque for £2,300. but crossed out branch A and substituted
branch B. The computer could not 'read' the plaintiffs ink. He laterwished
to stop the cheque and told branch B. Meanwhile the computer had debited
his account at branch A_ He sued the defendants for breach of contract, and
they pleaded the hmiung words on the cover of the cheque hook.

MocattaJ gavejudgment for the plaintiff. The cheque book was not a document
which ouid reasonabl y be assumed to contain terms of the contract; and the
defendants had not in fact given adequate notice of the restriction to tl)e
plaintiff. They were, in effect, seeking. without his assent, to alter the terms
of the contract.

A further point must, be made. The court may infer notice from previous
dealings between the parties. This possibility was demonstrated in the case
of Spurltng tB iad.chaw.

The defendant had dealt for man y years with the plaintiffs, who were
warehousemen. He delivered to them for storage eight barrels of orange
juice. A few da ys later he received from them a document acknowledging
the receipt of the barrels and referring on its face to clauses pnnted on the
back. One such clause exempted the plaintiffs 'from any loss or damage
occasioned by the negligence, wrongful act or default' of themselves or
their servants.When ultimatel y the defendant came to collect the barrels.
they were found to h emnp

The defendant refused to pa y the storage charges,.and the plaintiffs sued him.
He counter-claimed for negligence and, in answer to this counter-claim, the
plaintiffs pleaded the exempting clause. The deiendantsought to argue that,
as the document containingitwas sent to him onlvafter the conclusion of the
contract, it was too late to affect his rights. But he admitted that in previous
dealings he had often received a similar document, though he had never
bothered to read it, and he was now held to be bound by it.

The phrase course of dealing', on which the inference of notice ma\' rest.
is not easily defined. But it is clear that it must be a consistent course. In
McC'uteheun vDavsd MacB ra't'n.e Ltd' the plaintiff's agent had dealt with the

(1956 2 Al) ER 121, [1956 1 WLR 461. See Hoggest 33 MLR 516.
See p 173, above, for the facts of this case. in this case Lord Devhn suggested tha: a term
could be introduced by a course of dealings only if there was actual knowledge of its
content (as opposed to its existencel. This statement was unnecessar y for the decision
and ckar)r goes too far in view of Hero's Kendall Ce' Sans t' WLAant Liliwo & Sons [1969
2 AC 31, [1968) 2 Al) ER 444. It appears relatively easy to show that terms arc included
in a contract b' a course of dealings in a commercial context.. See Brmsh Cram Hi' Corpr.
Ltd if ipnosch Plant i-fin' Ltd ( 1975) QE 303, [1974] 1 All ER 1059, where an oral t'onu-act
was treated as subject to the conditions o a trade association whim botr, parties
commonl y employed. Tnt ' case appears not to csepenc. on a course of deairngs between
use parties but on the courts perception of the shared assumptions of the names It i'
more difficult in consumer transactions: see MendeLssohn s' Normand Ltd [19701 1 QB 177.
I19ô9 2A]) ER 1215. I1oiirtJtanbs,rMoto" (AMC —id [1972) 2 QB 71. 119722 1 Al:
ER 399. triouga these cases can aas() be ex1ainea on the ground ma: there was no:
sufficient consisiencs or continuits o dealing . See sac PLM lransn,r C.." omernattonai
Lid v Geispot. 1987 CL's 430: Swanton I [CL 223 Macdonald S LS It
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defendants on a number of occasions. Sometimes he had signed a risk note'
and sometimes he had not. Lord Pearce said:'

The respondents rel y on the course of dealing. But they are seeking to establish
an oral contract by a course of dealing which always insisted on a written contract.
It is the consistency ofa course of conduct which gives rise to the implication that
in similar circumstances a similar contractual result will Ibilow. When the
conduct is not consistent, there is no reason why it should sull produce an
invariable contractual result. The respondents having previously offered a
written contract, on this occasion offered an oral one. The appellant's agent duly
paid the freight for which he was asked and accepted the oral contract thus
offered. This raises no implication that the condition of the oral contract must
be the same as the conditions of the written contract would have been had the
respondent proffered one.

A discusston of familiar problems in a novel setting is to be found in Thornton
v Shoe Lane Parking Ltd.'

The plaintiff wished to park his car in the defendants automatic car park.
He had not been there before. Outside the park was a notice, stating the
charges and adding the words All cars parked at owners' risk'. As the

'plaintiff drove into the parka light turned from red to green, and a ticket
was pushed out from a machine. Nobody was in attendance. The plaintiff
took the ticket and saw the time on it. He also saw that it contained other
words, but put it into his pocket without reading them. The words in fact
stated that the ticket was issued subject to conditions displayed on the
premises. To find these conditions the plaintiff would have had to walk
round the park until he reached a panel on which theywere displayed. The
plaintiff never thought to look for them. One condition purported to
exempt the defendants from liability not only for damage to the cars
parked but also for injury to customers, however caused. When the plaintiff
returned to collect his car, there was an accident in which he was injured.
The defendants pleaded the exempting term.

The Court ofAppeal gavej udginent for the plaintiff. The first question raised
was the moment at which the contract was made. 7 It was not easy to apply the
long line ofticket cases, reaching back for a hundred years, to the mechanism
of an automatic n:achinc. Lord Denning said:'

The customer pays his money and gets a ticket. He cannot refuse it. He cannot
get his money back. He may protest to the machine, even swear at it.. But it will
remain unmoved. He is committed beyond recall. He was committed at the very
moment when he put his money into the machine. The contract was concluded
at that time. It can he translated into offer and acceptance in this way: the offer
is made when the proprietor of the machine holds it out as being ready to receive
the money. The acceptance takes place when the customer puts his money into
the slot. The terms of the offer are contained in the notice placed on or near the
machine stating what is offered for the mone y. The customer is bound by these
terms as long as they are sufficiently brought to his notice before-hand, but not
otherwise. He is not bound by the terms printed on the ticket if they differ from

5 [19641 1 All ER 430 at 439-440, [1964] 1 WLR 125 at 138,
6 [1971] 2 QB 163. [19711 1 All ER 686.
7 Megaw U, while he concurred in the decision, reserved his opinion as to the precise

moment when the contract was made.
3 Ibid at 169 and 689. respecuvelv.
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the notice, because the 
ticket conies too late. The contract has already he.

ni adc,

Even if -  automatic machinewas regarded as a book.igclerk in di , uise aiii
the older ticket cases applied, the plaintiffwould still succ.ed. In the leading

. ,,e of Porker t'South Lasfrm RI'. Co. thee questions wereposed (a Did the
p1aint1ffkio' that there was printing on the tick t? In ftc instant case he did.
(b) Did he know that the ticket contained or referred to conditions? ifl the
instantcase he did not know. (c) Had the defendants done wltwassuffiricflt
I') 

draw the plaintiff's attention to the relevent conditions? In the instant case
the condition was designed to exempt th defendants from liability for

personal injury caused to the customer. So wide an exception was, in the
context, unusual and required an unusuall y explicit warning. Such wa; ning
' ee defendants had fbI given, and the y could not escape liabilit for the
pfaintiff's injury. In this case the requirement of expitcit warning the
unusind teems was applied in the context • Sn rxem1tiOn of liahflit:.
Ho'ccver, it appears tI c this doctrine is notlimiteci to c'::L mnttg ilnuti
is of. nenil application. TI is was ti) 	 c view of the Co rt ofAppea ' 	 Ii frr

T'h't;ni Lirary Ltd v Sifrt!o \ , ualPre"ran?mfS Ir?(

In this case the defendants were an advcrnsi g agencr who needed to
obtain some photographs of the I g50s for aprcsentatiOn which t,hevwerc
preparing. For this purpose they rang the plaintiffs who ran a lihrar' of
photographs and asked if the had an y suit jIC hotographs of the period.
The (airitifis sent a hag containing 4'7 t ransparenrieswil a delivery note

dearly stating that the transparencies were to be re ry by 19 darch (14
days after the enquiry) and setting out a nu nbcr of printed conditions.
The Court ofAppcal hadnodoubt that inprincipic the connractwas on the
terms contained in the delivery note. One ofthe conditions provided that
for every day after 14 days that the n-t'isparencies were kep 7 there .ould
be a holding fee per transparency of £5 plus VAT per da. In fact, the
defendants did not return the transparencies until 2 April and were faced
with a bill for £3,783.50.

The Court ofAppeal held that the defendant.swere not obliged to pay this sum
because the plaintiffs had failed to give adequate notice of such a surprising
term. It was not' ,cfficient to incorporate the term into the standard prtn ted
conditions. More vigorous steps should be taken such as p.iriting the term in
bold type or sending a covering note draw "ig specific attention to it.

In applying the prim plc that surprising terms require extra notice, it 'ciii
obviousl y be essential to know what terms are surprising. In some cases.
commonsense Will 

provide an answcrbut tluswillnot always be the case. In ma'
be necessary to enquire and therefore for the relevant party to lead evidence
as to what the normal practice is in a particular trade, profession or localip.
In fact, the rele ant trade association, the British Association of Picture
Libraries and Agencies (BAPLA) does produce a guide as to what terms are
norma! which s based on consultation with representative bodies of typictd
customers such as the Publishers Association, the Societ y of Authors and so
on. This guide does in fact state that a free period of loan, followed b-,-a
provision for payment for holding over, is to be expected. 1'}iis is of course a

(1877	 CPD 416' see p 174. abovc

1 1989 -1 QE 43. 119S8	 A EP 545
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common feature of similar arran gements such as borrowing books from a
library . If the term in this case was surprising therefore, it was not so much
because there was provision for payments after the 14th da y but because of the-
rate of payment. Much would turn here on the effect of the evidence as to what
the normal rate was.-

A problem which has not so far received much attention from the courts is the
so-called 'battle of the forms'. 5 This occurs where one party sends a form stating
that the contract is on his terms and the other party responds by returning a form
stating that the contract is oil his terms ! At least five solutions seem possible, viz
that there is a contract on the firstpartv's terms, a contractors the second party's
terms, a contract on the terms that common law would normally imply in such
circumstances, a contract on some amalgam of the parties' terms or no contract
at all. In theory there is much to be said for the last, solution since there is neither
agreement nor apparent agreement on the terms of the contract. In practice
however it maybe that the courts will try to give effect to the intention of the parties
to make some contract. It has been suggested that each succeeding form should
be treated as a counter-offer so that the last form should be regarded as accepted
by the receivers silence. This is a possible view but not perhaps easy to reconcile
with the conventional view of Felt house ii Bin Uey.°

The leading decision in Butler Machine Tool Co v Ex-Cell-O Corpn 4 is
interesting but, unfortunately, indecisive.

The sellers offered to sell a machine tool to the buyers for £75,535, delivery
in ten months and the buyers replied placing an order. The offer and order
were on the sellers' and buyers' standard printed stauonery respectively.
Each document contained various terms acid there were of course
differ"rices between the terms. In particular the sellers' terms included
a price variation clause, which if incorporated into the contract, would have
entitled them to charge the pri:e ruling at the day of deliver y, whereas the
buyers' terms contained no provision for price variation. The buyers'
conditions had a tear off slip, which the sellers were invited to and did
return, containing the words 'we accept your order on the terms and
conditions thereon'. The sup was accompanied by a letter from the sellers,
statiu that the buyers' order had been entered into in accordancewith the
original offer. When the machine tool was delivered, the sellers claimed
to be entitled to another £2,892 under their terms.

11 If the failure to return the photographs was a breach of contract then it would be
arguable that some levels of charge would be invalid as being penalties. See below. pp
688-693. In &EG (UK) Lid v Logic Resource Lid [1996) CLC 265, Flobbouse 14 delivered
an important dissenting judgment expressing some reserve as to the width of the
Interfozo principle. He took the position that the clause before the Court of Appeal
(which put the cost of returning defective goods on to the buyer) was not unusual and
that he teal objection of the majority to it was that it was unreasonable. He would have
wished to restrict the use of tests based on unreasonableness. Cf Brooke LJ in Lace
Footwear Ltd v Bawler International Freight ltd ç1997) 0 Lloyd's Rep 369 at 385. See
Macdonald 19991 CLJ 413. Bradgate 60 MLR 582.

12 See Furmston, Norisada and Poole Contract Fomation and Letters of Intent. Chafn ter 4.
Hogett 33 MLR 518, Adams [1983] JBL 297. jacobs 34 1C1.Q 297, MacKendnck S OJLS
197.

13 Pp 32-53. above. See also British Rood Services l.td r Srthur Cruichte, & Co Ltd (1968]
1 Alt ER 311; Tran.snturors Ltd v Robertson. 9rsckly & Co Ltd 1970) I Lloyds Rep 224;
QYM Ltd v Hydrrsnrsatics 1981) 2 Llovd'c Rep 211. Nissan UK Ltd V Nissan Motor
.fanufocturing Ltd 1. 1994unrepotted. CA.

14 [19791 1 All ER 965. (1979) 1 WLR 401: Rawlings 42 MLR 715.
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The Court of Appeal held t. 't on the facts the sellers had contracted on the

buyers' terms, since the ret n of the acknowledgment slip amounted to an
acceptance of the buyers' counter-offer. The accompanvuig Letter did not
qualify this acceptance b ttsiniply confirmed the price and iescripuon of the
machine. This decision makes the result turn entirely on the sellers' tactical
error in returning the acknowledget tent slip. In hit' re weil-trainedwarriors
in the battle of the forms will take care not to retu. i, documents originating
from the other side.

The Court of Appeal also considered what the position WOI id have been
if the seller tad not returned the slip. Lawton and Bridge Lfl thought the

solution lay in appb'ing the traditional' rules of offer and counter-offer. This
would mean that iii nany cases there was no contract, at least until the' goods
were delivered and accepted by the buyer.", Lord Denning ,AR on the other
hand tit ught that one should first óf'all look to see lithe parties thought they
had contracted and if they had- one should look at the documents as a-whole

to discover tie content of their agreemen t. 17 The majority view 12 certainly
more consistent with orthodox theory. On the other hand it may I thought
unsatisfactoryto employ a rule which would leave so many agreements in the
air. The problem ti one that is common tn roost d'eveloped legal systems and
there have beettanumberOEaLtemP at statuto tyreform.tb.ougIanofle seems
to.have found awhoL1ysatisfactot7S0Ut3o -
- (3)'. lf the documettr is signed it. wiUnonnakly he iruptxisible-oratt least

(ltfh4.lJlt? to dcnr itr contractual character, and evidence o xaol±ce,. actual or

coiutrUctLVe i i televaut. iui the I:uce e iniud or isrepreseatatioiz
peiooutid bywriting to whick lie an outhis signature.whctuer he b a

aicacLt' .'i	 -.ii.iflfltiORbe .weci

Use tigned au the ureagued doc'umeu was, takenby Eordij eei'4eIluli

Parker Z OU4JrEastR y Co. a, d was emphaaised arid illustrated- in L 7sCrangr 11

- plaintiff bought air automatic machine from the defendants on
terinsicontait ed in a document, described as a Sales Agreement, and incluri'
a number of. clauses- in.' legible,. but regrettabLy small pun.:', which she signet
but1id not read-The Divisional Court held that she was bound by these term.
and that no question of notice arose. In the words of Scrutton LJ-

In cases in whic the contract is contained in a railway ticket or other insigned
document, it is necessary to prove at an alleged party was aware, or ought to

15 This decision ha, been' criticised on the fact.,, since it seems very unlikely in practice
- that the sellers intended to accept the buyets standard conditions rather thaa to

maintain- adherence to-their own. If the-decision is correct, it ii presumably on the-basis
of a rather stringent application of the objective test, of agreement

lB See Sauter .-tutomation v H C Goodman (Mrthanwez Srvices) (1986) 34 &.R 81: Chichester

Joinery Lid v John Mawtem Co,Lid (1987) 42 BLR 100.

I T Lord Desining's' views here- are reminiscent of his views in Gibson.' v Manthesw' CiN

Cowiài (1978) 2 AU- ER 583. (19781.1 WLR 520 which ' were- emphatically isapproved
of by the Rouse of Lord3. 11 1979 1 I All ER972,.[1979] I. WLR 294. .See p 4'J. above-.Of

course the Gibson case did not involve a battle of the forms.

18 Uniform Commercial Code. a 2-207; FCX,-nSWOIIJR on Coisn-acz 3.21: Lntiorm Laws on

InternationaL Sales Act 1967. Sch 2. art 7; Unidro,t.PriflCiptes of International

Commercial Contracts, an 2.22.

19 For the possibility of pleading mistake, see pp 284-289. below. But even- here there

are no decided cases where the plea of intitake has availed in the absence of fraud.

20 [1934] 2 KB 394. For the dictum of Mellish U. see (1877) 2 CPI) 416 at 421. Sec

Spencer [19731 CU 104.
1	 [1934] 2 KB 394 at 403.
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have been aware, of its terms and conditions These cases have no applicationwhen tOe document has been signed When a document containing Contractualternis sigiro, then. in die absence oIraud, or. I will add. Inisrepuesenlalion
we parr signing it is bound, and it is wholk immaterial whether he has lead th
document or no:

inc qualification imposed u pon the absolute character of signed documents
hr the last sentence ouoted from thisjudgment will be readil y understood. It
was applied in the case of Curtis v C'hernk'ii Cianzng and Th:eng Co

The plaintiff took ic the defendants' shop for cleaning a white satin
wedding dress trimmed with beads ano sequins. The shop assistant gave
her a documen t headed 'Receipt auG requested her to sign it. With
unusual prudence. the plaintiff asked its purport, and the assistant
replied that it exempted the defendants froni certain risks and, in the
present instance, horn tile

. risk of damage to te beads and sequins on the
dress. The plaintiff then signed the cumcnr. which in fact contained a
clause 'that the compan y is not liabic foi' any damage, however caused'.
When the dress was returned, itwassiai;-,cd and, in an action by the plaintiff
for damages. the defendants relied on this lause,

The Court of Appeal held that the defence must fail. The assistant, however
Innocen th .had misrepresented theffect ofthe document, arid the defendants
were thus prevented from insisting upon the drastic terms of the exemption
The plaintiff was en titled to assume, as the assistant had assured her, that she
was running the risk only of damage to the beads and sequins.

(4) The courts have developed a number of rules which they employ as a
means ofcontrollrng improper use of"xempti on an' limiting clauses. So the
courts have held that clear words must be used uJc\'are designed to excuse
one pal-tv from a serious breach of the contract. Similarly, cicar words must
be used if one party is to be excused from the results of his ne'higence. A
,particular problem. which has given rise to a good deal of litigation. arises
where a partvis potentiall y liable both on the basis of negligence and on the
basis of strict liability . A good example is the common carrier of goods, who
holds himself our as prepared to carr y goods to any person whatever. In
idd:non to his liability for negligence such a person, by virtue of his calling.is strictly responsible for the safety of the goods entrusted to him, save for
damage caused bran act of God, the Queen's enemies, an inherent defect in
the goods themselves, or the fault of the consignor. In such a situation general
words excluding liability have often been taken to exclude the strict liabilit
but not to exclude negligence based liabilit-v. Similarly, in 14'7utevJohn Wan'fc(s Co Ltd, the plaintiff hired a cycle from the defendants under a contract
which pr-ovded that 'nothing in thisagreement shall render the owners liable
for an y personal injur'. The saddle tilted forward while the plaintiff was
riding the bicycle and he was injured. The court held that the words used were
sufficient to exclude the defendants' strict liability in contract for hiring a
defective cycle but not their tort liability, if an y , for ncgligence.

L19511 KB 805, 1 195r I All ER 631, See /a	 L1,dD (,iorr &J'orjners Lid 11962 All ER 187 It iron also in anu future ca,cu', be liecessars' to consider the effect of theMrsrepresentauon Ac: 1967. s 3 pp 326328, blowS DItCUSSC more futh p 189 below,	 wHoai-th 36 NILQ JOL4 11953 2 All ER 1021, l]953J

Al: ER 2-4	

I WLR 1285So,' aIsr, L	 GreenerCCflr MR in Ajrrsdr 7 Heath,, Land Ltd 1194.51 Kb 18i [1945
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Another principle which ci o%er lap with the previous two is the so-called
onira rojth'nsum rule which sa's that. if there IS an' doubt as to the meaning

and scope of the e\cluding or limiting term, the amhiguitvshouid he resolved
against the party who inserted it and seeks to rel y on it. Courts have sonietirnes
gone very far in using this approach. So iii Hollirv RmhfrrMoto-rs i.-t.MC Lid:

The plaintiff agreecl with the manager of the defendants garage that his
car shoud be towed to the garage :'or repair. While at the garage the car
wassuhstantiallv damaged bvfireasaresu[tofchedefendatits negligence.
The defendants argued that the transactibn was subject to their usual
terms which incitideci Thecompanv is not responsible fordamage caused
by tire to custorner'.s cars on the pre'nises'.

l'he Court oiAppeal held that even if this provision was incorporated into the
contract, it would not operate to provide a deerice. The defendants argued
thatin thecircumstanc vs the otulvwavin which thevcould be liable fordantage
bvflre was if they were negligent and that the words were therefore appropliate
to exclude liability for negligence. The court held :hat the clause could he
read by a rcascri ahle customer as a warning that the defendants would not be
responsible for a fire causeri without negli9eiIee. It was not therefore
suflicieniiy unambiguous to exclude liability tor negligence.'

It is arguable that this case has crossed the line between legitimate strict
construction and iilcgitima[e hostile construction. It is certain that in later
cascs the House of lords has warned against ihe excetees ot hostile
cor'structiou. In .-ltlaa Craig Fiihing Co Ltd u Mawern F15h20 ,g' Co Ltd Lora
Vv".herfrce said of clauses of limitation that one must not strive to create
ambiguiues by strained construction ... The relevant words n. st be given. 1
possible, their natural plain meaning.''° In George Mitchell I Checterhall'l L:d :
Finri_--v Lock Seeds Ltd' Lord Diplock agreed with Lord Denning in the Court
of Appeal that recent tegislation' had 'removed from judges the temptation
to resort to the device or acribing to the words appearing in exeritittion
clauses a unured meaning so as to avoid giving effect to an exclusion
limitation ofliabilitv when ajudge thought that n the circumstances to do ''
would he iiitair'

ct	 ,lrtcIv. le4r s2') -. eI die DIou--',s - s the etsorl rc-sp ' ie	 :1'

r.itirtg .1 the .-.Liue c he person -iho seeks to cclv on it. In the repert.:i rises 	 iC

1fei,i;,nt has keen both.	 -
1 9 7 2 1 2 QB 71 :19721 1 All ER 399. See also .tkrih n' Booth Ltd (1961] I All ER 340.
961j I tVLR 367: Mon p C IV Marlin	 .iüitt Ltd [1966] 1 QB 716. [1965] 1 All 'R

725 ......	 aa	 n.l &.'a (.05,1 .Oro C2ii5 Ltd z' .W,s 'oi 1372	 tZLR 2't9: coe
- 197' A  CU 53; c - I Can Iroctor, I i.td , Tatat,ai- c.oEnZineri,i [.ii [ 967
3 1.11 ER 586. 1967I I WI R 1508; .idin,s t' Richardi(m il' tartin%' !.td 19691 2 all :t
221. 19691 1 WLR 1645: ta'hort -mu Ff0: Lines 114 p (5;,hy ,' ', - UIiIiTL I P ,,,,d C
md L,),pSrO and Se '-istfo-n Rug'ru and ShiprenCPits Ltd. The itaoh.-s.-i 19621 2 [loud,
Rep 42. The sanic :)rICIPICS .pplv ro	 in s-hoh -tIe Pa r-,%
:ndetinih' another v._mms, the coriseaurnces of he :l(tcrtIe-.tlICetice: Soil.',
1Vjer .5-i'iw,r fitN7 , 1 I %%1R 16.5-\d,uns it, 0 ii, ow :1ts on 	 I 9S'l ]	 2l)l); -

JBL	 4ri.
4	 The roe 15 C1111cl,cri by $aru'iidt tr \19, 641	 1	 ,eu,'	 '17:1	 Lj I

.1983( I 1,11 ER I'll. 	 1S51 I WLR 364.
• 0	 1 985	 .\ll hR Ill it 	 04.

• 1963 3 AC '613.	 9s3 2 All ER '17
2 'tee 2 :17. beloru
i Ibid ti	 1'l and 7:10. c.'sn,celv In •t1,,.-, - t)a:, i 19M7	 r 1.5 125t was .t:ied :n.0

ar'	 •.':r-i-".'.'r,ta',,	 ' ''oic ," ..,	 'it!'--'-	 .'--	 -	 ...
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5) Even if the excluding or limiung term is an integral part of the contract
and ever, if its language is apt t- meet the situanon that has in fact occurre(,_

term an open,te to PTO tecta Person whois not 2 part y to the conu-act. ' This often happens, for example. unde'
contrac5 of carnage where the carrier has excluded or limited his own llablht\
and an inui-c-d passenger or cc'nstg-nor of goods seeks to sue the servant 0:
agent whose negligence has caused him damage. Thus in Adler vDi.-ksoi

The plaintiff was a passenge: in the Peninsular and Oriental Steam
Navigation Cos vessel Hiniatco and was travelling on a first class ticket.
The 'ticket' was a length y printed document containing terms exempting
the coin Pan v from liabiltv. Tnere was a general clause that passengers are
carried at passengers' entire risk' and a particular clause that 'the company
will not be responsible for any Injury whatsoever to the person of any
passenger arising from or occasioned by the negligence of the company's
servant-s While toe plaintiff was mnoun ling a gang-way, it moved and fell and
she w;. Thrown onto the wharf from a height of 16 feet and sustained serious
injut it s. She brought an action for negligence, not against the company,
but against the master and boatswain of the ship.

The Court of Appeal held that, while the clauses protected thecorn pans from
liability. they coij j '- avail no one els. The ratw4ecjdendi of the court was that
the ticket did not, oil its true cori ruction, purport to exempt the master or
boatswain. The Court of Appea] also considered, obiter. what the position
would have been if the ticket had said that the n-;asterand boatswain were not
to he liable. On this question there were divergcni views. Jenkins U said,

even if these provisions had contained words purporting to exclude the liabilitof the company's servants. non conslat that the company's servants couldsuccessfully rely on that exclusion ... for the company's servants are not parues
to the coniract.'

Morris Lj agreed but Denning 1-1 took the opposite view.
In ScnLtujc Ltd 7.1 Mid/.an1 Si&on.es Ltd:

A drum containing chemicals was shipped in New York b y X on a shipowned by the United Stites Lines and consigned to the order of the
plaintiffs. The bill of lading contained a clause limiting t he liability of the
shipowners, as carriers, to 500 dollars (179). The defendants were
stevedores who had contracted with the United StatesLjnes to act for them
in London on the terms that the defendants were to have the benefit ofthe
limiting clause in the bill of lading. The plaintiffs were ignorant of the
contract between the defendants and the United States Lines. Owing to
the defendants' negligence the drum of chemicals was damaged to the
extent of £593. The plaintiffs sued the defendants in negligence and the
defendants pleaded the limiting clause in the bill of lading.

DiplockJ found for the plaintiffs, and hisj udgmentwas upheld both by the Court
of Appeal and b y the House of Lords. Their Lordships (Lord Denning

14 See Cooie Lwpio7 C&ws. Ch 9: Treiiel 18 MLR 172; UrasLon 23 MLR 373 a: 385-
397: Atot, 46 AL] 212: Rose 4 Anglo-Amencan L Re% 7.

15 119552 1 QB 15 g, 1)954) 5 All ER 397.
16 tbid at 186 and 403. respecuve)
17 11962j AC 446 11962) 2 All ER I
I S Ibid.
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dissenting) took the 'iew that privitv of contract was a fatal objection to the
defendant's claim. The defendants were not parties to the bill of lading and could
derive no rights under IL This rule appears sim p ie but it is not without difficulties.

a) The House of Lords relied on the fact that the United States Supreme
Court had recently reached the same decision in Krawtll Machinert Corn is

R C Herd & Co !n' but that decision owed nothing to the doctrine of privitv
in contract which does not exist in its English form in the United States. It
was rested simply , as Scuttons is MdlandSiliconescould have been, on the basis
that nothing in the bill of lading expressl y or i mpliediv excluded the
liability of the stevedore. Later Xmerjcan cases have shown that a suitably
worded clause can extend immunitv to non-parties.

(b) The House of Lords also relied on the decision of the High Court of
Ausu-alia in Wilson is DariingIslsind Stevedoring Co Ltd.' Stevedores here pleaded
an exeinpuoli clause in a contract evidenced by a bill of lading and made
between the owner of goods and a carrier. The plea failed. It is true that
FullagarJ said.

The obvious answer ... is that the defendant is not a parry to the contract.
evidenced by the bill of lading, that it can neither.sue nor he sued on that
contract, and that nothing in a contract between two other parties can relieve
it from the consequences of a tortious act committed b y it against the plaintiff.'

Dixon CJ agreed with Fullagarj, but the remainder of the court took different
views and it is clear that th. result would have been different ifthc bill of lading
had stated clearly that the stevedores were not to be liable.

(c) The decision of the House is not easy to reconcile with its earlier
decision in Eld.erDempster& Got' Pattern Zochonis & Co.' In that case, Scmtton
Lj and a unanimous I louse of Lords including Lord Sumner had assumed that
a non-partvcouid in some circumstances shelter behind an exemption clause
contained in a contract between two other parties. In Scrutton.c is Midland
Silicones the House of Lords put the Elder Dempster case on one side on the
ground that its precise ratio was obscure.' It ma y perhaps be thougit that in
commercial matters what Lord Sumner and Scrutton Lj thought self-eeidentiv
correct is not often self-evidentl y wrong.'

d) The house appeared to assume that onl y a contract between plaintiff
and dFenclant would do to exclude the defendant's liabilit y. Bin it is very
dloubLfLll shether this is the law. Titus we have sects that a debt owed by A to
B ma y be rendered unenforceable by B's acceptance of pat t-pa merit b y C.
Further the liability of the stevedores was mortious and not contractual arid
tort.lous liability maybe excluded by consent, which need not he contractual.'-

19 [19591 I Llo yd's Rep 305. 359 US 297.
20 E.g Cart, and .tfon g,-inar, Inc r, American Export Jsbrandts,n Line, Inc T 19681 1 Lloyds Rep

260: .iftd 386 F 2d 39 cert denied 390 CS 1013 (1968).
1	 (1956) 1 Llo yds Rep 346. 95 CLR 43.
2	 '19561 1 Llo yd's Rep 346 at 357.
3	 p 19241 \C 5 22. For tuller jocussiort if this ilifficul, Cuse o'c p S2. s -4, ,,rarve.
4 On she relevance of this case w the doctrine of precedent. ,ee Drvr,rkin 25 MLR 103

at 171.174.
5	 Li appears that the bSl,t DmOsfrr case should he explained on the basis 01 s bailment

on terms. Se The Pioneer Cun:ain-r 19941 2 Al! ER 250, discussed is 1,47. hlrrw.
6 See p 116. above.
7	 See Kitto J in Wilson v Darljri' Iiirirtst Str-t'raonrlZ Co Ltd 119551 95 CLR '13 it A  and

the advice of the Priss (:ounvil in ihe Pirie,r Container [991] 2 All ER 250. discussed
:'	 :&.
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An interesting, ifin cc, uciiisive case is that ofi7 .'Cli'Mrirn &SonsL.,.d

The plaintiff sent her mink stole to a furrier to be cleaned. The furrier told
her that he himself did no cleaning but that he could arrange for t}1i to
be done by the defendaliLs. The plaintiff approved this proposal The
furrier accordingl y , acting as principal and not as agent. made a contract
with the defendants, a we]]-known firm, to clean the plaintiffs fur. ;iile
i l l the possession ofthedefendants, thefurwassiolen hv their servanr, ]'he
plaintiff sued the defendants, who pleaded exemption clauses contained
in their contract with the furrier.

The Court of Appeal held the defendants liable. The three members of the
Court agreed (a) that, when the defendants received the fur in order to clean
it. they became bailees for reward: (h) that. as such bailees, they owed a
C011111101-1 law duty to the plaintiff; (c) that the clauses on which the' relied were
not adequate to mcci t he facts of the case.' It was unnecessary, therefore, to
ans\er the question whether, if the clauses had been unambiguous and
comprehensive, they tvciu]d have protected tlj defendants as against the
plaintiff, who was not a Part-,- to the contract. Lord Denning thought tha: the
piainiiff might have bcn bound b- these clauses because she had impIedl
agreed That the furrier should contract for the cleaning of the fur on terms
usual in the trade. Diplock and Salmon LJJ preferred to keep the question
open.

(e) It seems possible that the House of Lords mar have taken a somewhat
simplistic view, of the merit,s, s-'iz that exemption clauses are bad and their
operation accordingly to hi- confined as narrowly as possible. This is
understandable if applied to the carriage of passengers as in Adli' v Dickson-but it makes less sense in relation to carriage of goods)' Here the exemption
clauses—the Hague rules—have been approved b y Parliament md are in
fl)any circumstances mandatory. The parties will (or at least should) have
insured on the basis thatliahilirv is as laid down In- the rules. It certainl-rnakes
no sense to allow their loss to be transferred on to the carr-ier's servants, who
are tu least like]' to be insured or financially equipped to bear it. (Stevedores
are pernaps in a different position since they are normally persons of substance
and/or likely to can-v insurance though even here it is not clear why loss
should be transferred from the cargo owner's insurer to the stevedore's.
These arguments have been substantially accepted by the revised Haguc
Rules. The Carriage of Goods b y Sea Act 1971 gives the benefit of limiting
terms in the carrier's contract, to his servantsoragents, but not to independent
contractors, Similar provisions are to be found in a number ofint.ernationa}
transport conventions.

In view of these difficulties, itis perhaps notsurprising that wa ys have been
sought to avoid the effect of Srniuon.s rMidland Siiicone.s. One possible course
is for the conu-actil-ig pat-tv to tner-vene in the action and apply to star it, This
possibility was inconclusively tested in Core v Vail drrLarin (Li-verpool Corporatior
?flterurning.l.

t' [1 9661 I Q13 716, E1961 2 Afl ER 72
9 See pp )ito-)S). above.
10 See pe y Lord Denning MR in Gi11,3ai Bros & Ca Lie s' Ro Bowic Trnv?crorT Lid 11975

QES 40 ai 412. F171I 1 All ER 165)97-]9L
I See Gies 24 )CLQ 379 ai

12 11967	 Qit S. f1967. 1 AU ER 6mi: On ger' 86 LQR Fm See aisc, (n	 Mashe.
Al! ER 24. [1966.	 \\'LR Th.
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The untifiwas an old age pensionerwhoappbcd torand receiveda tree pass
oil the Liverpool Corporations buses. The pass ourported to be a licence to
travel on the corporation s buses ott condition that neither the corporation
nor its serearlts would he liable for injury , etc. however caused. The plaintiff
was injured and brought an action against the driver aileging negligence.

In the event the Court of Appeal held that the pass constituted not a licence
but a contract, t and that the exclusion of liability was therefore void under
section 151 of the RoadTraffic Act 160. The court considered the application
for a sta y , obiter, and suggested that a stay might be obtained either if there
were an express promise not to sue the servant or if the employer were under
a legal k and not siiripiv a moral) obligation to reimburse the servant for any
damages he might be held liable to pay . The former possibility was applied.
in a different setting, by Orrnrodj in Snelling-t'John C Snellirn,rLtd.°

A Second possibility is to seek to create -,I direct contract between potential
plaintiff arid potential defendant. An elaborate attempt to do this was upheld
by the majority of tnejudicial Committee of the Privy Council in ,Vezu Zealand

Shipping Co [.td z. .4. ),I .S'ouerthwazt d' Co Ltd. The Eurtonedrrn:3

The consignor loaded goods on a ship for carriage to the p laintiff consignee
in New Zealand. The carriage was subject to a bill of lading issued b y the
carriers agent.which contained the followingclause: his herehvexpressLv
agreed that no servantor.- \gentoftheearrter lincludin-every iliClepefl(I ell t
contractor from time to time emplo yed by the carner) shall in any
circumstances whataoeverhe under an y liabilitvwhatsoeverto the shipper.
consignee or owner of the goods or to an y holder of the bill of lading for
aiiv loss or damage ordelav of whatsoever kind arising or resulting directly
or indirectl y from an y neglect or default on his part while acting us the
COL sese ofor in connection with his employment and, without prejudice to
the generality of the foregoing provisions in this clause. every exemption.
limitation, condition and libert y herein contained, and every right,
exemption from liability , defence and irnmunitvof whatsoever i:ature
applicable to the carrier or to which the carrier is entitled lie resincicrshall
also be available :iri(l slvall extend to pi itect ever y such servant or agent of
the carrier acting .is aforesaid and for the purpose ot all the lot egoitig
provisions of ihts clause he cariirr is or shall be deemed to be tc wig as
.-\gerit >rTriistt'e oil hihalt of amid lot' the benefit cd ill persons who are or
might be his servants orAgents t'rom time to tune including independent.
contractors as aturesaich and all such persons shall to this extent tie or be

eeiiiecl to be parties to the contrac in or evidenced by this bill 01 lading'.!`
ALter the plai titift had become the holder of the bill of lading, the cargo
was damaged as a resLiltof the negligence of the defendant, the stevedores.
employed b y the carriers to unload the cargo in New Zealand. The plaintiff
sued for damages and time defendant relied on the clause above.

13 This decision has heen trrrceiullv criticised hr Odgr'rs. those. on the groLind thai it is
lifficuti to 'coioI watt a:ikis v London I 'aittnZrr Transport Board 19471 1 All FR

25$. See p .39. above.
14 r19731 QR 57, 1972] 1 All ER 79 See p 508. below.
15 19751 AC 154. :19741 1 kil ER J015. Cooic 37 MLP. -153; ftvriojth b) LQR 30I.
1 6 This clause is pooularlv knots n as the H ma lava clause ' . twmv named after the hip iii

idf.'r t' Dmcton, I .;th 've. That the i;wst' ts asotit evtsed ^iLcf .Scnttinn I.t L.

Midland Nmlme-nn,c 1.i'h is t '-haps es elm-itt e 0 Chi- conse rva tisrit of boils the I 'gil md
sltitt1, , tt	 )fttIi't'.Otl'
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The majorirvofihejudicial Committee oft lie Priv' Council (ViscouiitDilhorne
and Lord Simon of Glaisdale dissenting) held for the defendant. They helc
that the clause. although it looked like an anemrti to make the stevedores ane
others  parties to the contract of carriage could be treated as an offer bs' the
consignor of  unilateral conuacLviz that if those involved in performance of
the main contract would plavineir part (eg in the case of the stevedore. unload
the goods) the consignor would hold them free from liabilin. The stevedore
was held to have accepted the offer by unloading the goods and the plaintif.r
consignee by presenting the bill of lading to have contracted on bill of lading
Cr IllS.'

Both the correctness and the ambit of this decision have been the sub;ec
of debate. Critics have plausibl y argued that the clause was not aptly worded
to produce this result and that it might have been more beneficial to reject the
clause and compel the draftsman to tr y again. They have also pointed to
erhnical di: :culties presented b y the majority analysis, eg would the result

have been c iferent if the sieve ore had injured the goods before they had
unloaded ft in or before the con signees took up the bill of1a din g.' Defenders
of the decisuit have rephed with force thatit shows a robust awareness cf the
commercial realities of the situation.

Since 1974 The .Evr,nedon has been considered in a number of
Cotnn)ohwcalth decisions 

'
. 11 on the whole with sot.: e lack of enthusiasm. The

rn st important decision is .Sahnon d and S/raggon (A u.ctralia) Ptt Ltd v Port Jackson
51t'oedoring Pt ., Ltd. The New York Star. 20 In this case the relevant contractual
provisions were identical to those of TheEunrnedon. The appellant stevedores
had safel y unloaded the goods into their warehouse, whence thevwere stolen
owing to their negligence. The High Court of Australia gave judgment for the
consgnccs (Barwick Cj dissenting) but on a variety of grounds. Mason and
]acobsJJ accepted The Evrrnwdoa but distinguished it on the ground that the
stevedores' nnrnunitv onl y applied while they were doing work that the earner
was employed to do and that once the goods had been discharged into the
warehouse, the stevedores were acting on their own behalf and not as agents
for the carriers. Stephen and Murphvll both in effect r 'iected TheEun'medon.
The Privy Council in a brief judgment allowed the stevedores appeal. They
assumed without much elaboration the correctness of The Eurnreaon and
rejected the suggested distinction on the ground that where the consignee
does not collect direct from the ship. the carrier still acts as carrier when he
discharges into a warehouse nd that the stevedores were therefore acting for
the carriers when they did likewise.

17 Cf Brand! v Ltvti1.'oo4 Brai1 ctif River Ptal., Steam Navsgamsoii C [1924) 1 KB 575.
IS It is assumed that the burden of an exempuon clause cannot be imposed on a non-parr,

without his consent- This seems correct in principle, though there are Three decisions
at first instance which can be read to the conu-ars- Fo rob.e-.Hoi5be,s s' Airwork Lid ar.4
British. Asnrncaot Air Se'rvsas L4 119:37) 1 All ER 108: Pyrene Co t' Sczn4th Navigniwo Ce
[)954 2 QB 402, 119541 2 All ER 158: Goc*erton 1o'avza A2iwr £4 [1960) 2 Lloyd's
Rep 450.

19 See Clarke 29 ICLQ 132; Palmer Baiimen: (2nd edr. 1991, pp 16)0-1625.
20 [19701 I Lloyds Rep 298, 52 ALJR 37 (High Court of Australia): Re ynolds 95 LQR

)S:t: Palmer and Davies 41 MLR 745. )9$0 3 All ER 257 11981' 1 WLR 138 (Pni
Councili: Reynolds 96 LQR 506
It appears that this point was not argued before the High Court having been reiecicc

unarguable by Glass JA in the Court of Appeal.
2 It appears also that there was no argument as to the correctness of Tar Euri'rneaon before

the High (.ouri
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All iril portant step towards clarity is provided by the decision of the Prl\

UoiiflCi in ThPurneer Container. KHLn,erfsnse(cargOOW11e.t)17PZ05i'eTC0fh7

(own'rs). In this case. goods wrue being earned under -ills of ladmg. claw'

26 of which provided:

This Bill of Lading contract shall he governed b y Chinese Law. An y cla-m ci oth-'r

dispute arising thereunder shall he clrterm,:ed it Taidet in Taiwan unlea

cart icr otherwise ap ices it) wntt ii p

In some cases the hills of lad lug had been	 ucd to the go 5 oseners1

m mv 01 the goods' owners had lint entered :nn!:ill of lading contracts W'Lfl

the ojendants but had rec.ei\ cd bills ofiacui. g [rein other slip oss let's wh. I

contained provisions such as:

6 The Carrier shall be entitled to sub-contra or an" tei'ms tie wholr or an' p.

ol the handling storage or carnage of 1 c Gooib and an y aol all do

wnaLsOcver undertaken b y thr Carrier in i, ation to the G ods

These plaintiffs wished to arue that the cx usive tridn .,)it 	 was

as a matter of contract bindil g on them hec'use they had s' ver entered into a

contract with the defendants. Of coinse. th e.nI;tract whir the y had entere

into might have contained a Him:d va clanse which cite'" It'd prcn ectoti tr

agents and sub-contractors but the prcscntdtsptite Wasnot c ncerned with suer

a clause. The defendants' ari.iment was that a)hio;h then tb nocot;t. actwith
the plaintiffs. thevwere bailees of the plaintiffs goods on t e basis of the terms
oftheirown bill oflading. The advice ofth PrivyCounctls" sdelvered by Lord

Goff who approved the statement by Jblloc' and V right on] .. .sevsson as follows:'

If the bailee of a thing sub-hails it by uthorir, there na y be a difference

according as it is intended that the indIces bailment i s determine and the third

person is to hold as thc immediate hailer of :he owner. it which case the third

pet-son reall y becomes a first hailce directl y t'orn the own " r and the case passes

backinto a simple case of tailment. or that the first hailec is to retain s' tospeak.;

a reversionary interest and there is no direct privtry ofcoc'ract between the thu

person and the owner. in which case it would seem that 1, oth the owner and the

first bailee have concunentiv the rights of a bailor against the third person
according to the nature of the sub-bailment.

So,where,asin the present case, the sub-bailmentwas'sith the consent of the
owner, its effect wasto create a direct bailment between owner and stib-hail(e.

On what terms does the new bailce hold? Lord Goff held that the owner

is hound by the sub-bailee's conditions if e has colt. nted to them. Consent

can, for this purpose. be express orimplied, orindeed. in some circumstances.

the original bailee may have apparent authorirv to consent on behalf of tt
owner. So the relationship between owner and sub-bahee n'iav be ge'. erned in
what the owner has agreed to. even though that agreement is not embodied

in a contract between owner and sub-bailee.

11994 )	All ER 251. See also The Mahhuiai 11996) 2 1-1- d s Rep I.

4 In respect of-those owners. thf disputes befote the Pnvs .o 'icil on appea from tI'.e

Hon g Kon g Court of Appeal were concerned ssth famihs relict of law questioi,s as

to whether the court should in its discretion allow ar a t o , to star; in 1-long Xte

result the exclusive lOflSOiCtiOI clause

5	 P 169.
'Pj 1994' 2 All ER 250 a'
-	 Ii Ioliowc that tnt ctect'c'r of Donaidson j in /ohnser, .5 ,t:hr, .r Cc Lot z Conga' -ne

Trr,tgtn..c Lid 1 10761 2 Llo yds Rep 21 . that the  :-w 1 the suh'-baiI	 conduits

na' t:- 'vail even where tnt' owiet has riot agrmeii to tnem is to that cxent wt.'.'i
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A further masterl y consideration ot the problems in this field is to be fouid
in the advice of the ludicial Committee of the Privy Council delivered b y Lord
Coffin Ththlahkut& where he made it clear that there were overwhelming
?oticv reasons for having a uniform allocation of risk between shi powner, time
charterer. stevedores and cargo owners which might. in an appropriate case,
justify and require the creation of a common aw exception to privit y of
contract.'

A n interesting decision on the same problem in a different context is
southern Water.tuthorztv u Carey . 0 In this case main contractors entered into a
contract with the p laintiffs for the construction of a sewage scheme. The
defendants were sub-contractors The main contract was on the I Mech E/EE
Model Form A which contained a clause :0(vi) which prcwided

The contractors liahilirv under this claLise shall be in lieu of any condition or
warranty applied b y law as to the quality or fitness for any particular purpose of
mv portion of the works taken over arider clause 2i raking overt and save ma in
this clause expressed neither rhe contractor nor his iub-contractors sn -ants or
agents shall he liable, whether in contract, tort or otherwise in respect of defects
in or damage to such portions. or tor an y inJur. damage or oss of whatsoever
kind atn-ibutable to such defects or damage. For the purposes of this sub-clause
the contractor contracts on his own behalf and oil behalf of and as trustee for
his sub-contractors, servants aid agents.

The plaintiffs sued the defendarts in tort. His HonourJudge David Smnout,
QC, Official Referee, held that sithough prima fade carele.ssne.s by a sub-
contractor which was likely to acid did cause damage to the building owner
would give rise to liability . any duty of care should be limited b y relevant
surrounding circumstances and that the contractual setting was decisive in
defining the area of risk which the plaintiffs arid defendant had respectively
accepted. Etwottld appear material for this purpose that the contract between
he ;daintiffs atici the main contractors was on a well known standard form, the
ct-ms of which would he very familiar to plaintiffs, main contractors and

cefendants alike.
Th logic ofth is reasoning was earned a stage further in Vorwich City Council

ti JJan'.- In this case the plaintiff engaged a firm of contractors to build an
extension to a swimming pool complex tinder JCT 1963 (19 7, 7  i ecision).
Clause 20 of this contract places ihe risk or loss or damage b lire (luring the
course of 11 1C works oii the cmplo cr arid requires him to maintain adequate
insurance against Loss or damage liv fire. I his clause has been held to put the
risk oldainage b y lire on the emplo y er even when the damage is caused by the
negligence of the contractor. In the present case both the existingworks and
the extensron were damaged by tire owing to the negligence of an employee
of the sub-contractor who had been engaged b y the contractor to do certain
roofing work. The plaintiffs sued the sub-con tractors and their emplo yee. In
this case there was of course no contract between the plaintiffs and the sub-

S [1996] 3 All ER 50
The .-f ahktrzi was not such a case becuu'th	 r rn,,-.	 o tr .i.r[iç;,[,Wiv	 an
exclusive jurisdiction :tause rhich raised 'iiitereri	 uvs:.oris.

10 1 19851 2 All F R	 Con LR 40 See .uso 1tvrss	 'zssvc,rt	 P,tricS iorj Brock[,hur,t
1983	 51 .	 RL.R ti.

[1	 l9891 I All ER 11811. [19891 I WLR -528.
It! Scottiol, .Spcaa1 Houung .isSoclatzon v Wimp". Con.c:rw-oon UK 41d [19861 t All ER 957.

i1961 1 WLR 995.
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contractors. Norrnall . one would expect the sub-contractors to he under i
duty 01 care in resoect ofan personal injut-vor rsropertvdainagcwhch might
be caued by their careless performance of their duties under the contractual
arran2cmenLs. The Court of Appeal held that in the present case the
defendants were not under such a duty of care. This carries the reasoning of
the Car- case a step further because there was no express provision in the
present case as to the liabilit y of the sub-contractors. The Court of Appeal
reached the conclusion that the sit b-contractors should be free from I iahi Ii v
on the basis that the employers had assumed the risk of damage b fire as
against the sub-contractors as well as against the contractors. in consider i ng-
this conclusion it is important to bear in mind that the pardeswere operating
under an extrern clv well knowii and well established form so that everyone
concerned knew or at least ought to have known the allocation of risk: that a
s'er' large pr:poruon of the acwal work tinder a modern construction con tract
is done by sub--contractors and that the same allocation of risk provision is
contained in the sub-conit act as in the main contract, the sub-contract itself
ricing of the same provenance as tht main contract. This decision makes
excellent commercial sense since it encourages the taking out of a single
insurance policy to coverall the interests which ma y be afk'cted bvdamage to
the works while the-, are in progress which must be the most economic
arrangement for everyone except the insurance companies.

Cases of this kind nowfall to be considered in the light of developments
in the law of tort. The question is now whether it is fair,jtist ail i reasonable
to impose a duty of care on a sub-con tractor in relation to the propern- of 1 lii'
employer. In doing this, it will be appropriate to look at the contractual setting
hut., as tileHouse of Lords em phasised in British Teiecornsnuii ication.c hit' zJamtu
Thcmsov & Sons (Eng7.neers)Ltd. 1 in doing so, itwill be necessary to look at the
whole of that setting.

In so faras the diffic-ulties in this field arise from privitv of contract thevwihi
have been largely removed by the passing of the Contract (Rights of Third
Paroes) Act 1999. This is discussed more fulls in chapter 14 but it should he
noted here that section 1 (6) makes it clear thatthe Act applies to the situation
in which a third partvseeks to take advantage of the exclusions or limitations
of liabilirs contained in a contract between other parties.

((i) If a person contracts to deliver or doone thing and he delivers or does
another, he has failed to perform his contractual dut y . The pronosition is self-
evident. As long ago as 1838. Lord .Abinger sought to contrast the breach of
a term in a contract for the sale goods with the complete non-performance of
the contract

If a man offers to bin peas of another, and he sends him beans. he does not
perform his contract. But that is not a warranrs': there is no warx-anrv that he
should sell him peas: the contract is to sell peas. and if he sends him am-thing else
in their stead. it is a non-performance of it

Sc. too, in Nichol v Godt3-'

It (99f	 Con LE
14 In that caac. carerid readinc of the COnLract meant that nominated sub-conii-actorc didnot osr	 dur,	 t' 	but that domestic sud- ontracmor cud
I	 G,zu yiii-'t,HOt.idin.	 1 83& 4 ?.i k 5'	 at 404

tS54	 10Ltsct, tC: See aii 1t,.-I-t.Sc,ji	 ctS16	 1,7 GB 61'-
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A seller contracted to sell to a buyer 'foreign refined rape oil, warranted
only equal to sample'. The oil delivered corresponded with the sample,
hit was found not to be 'foreign refined rape oil' at all.

rhe seller was held not to be protected by the term he had inserted: and
Pollock C8 remarked that if a man contracts to buy  thing, he ought not to
have something else delivered to him'.

Looitag back in 1966 upon these and similar cases. Lord Wilberforce
said:'

Since the contracting parties could hardly have been supposed to contemplate
such a ruis-performatice. or to have provided against it without destroying the
whole contractual substratum, there is no difficulty here in holding exception
clauses to be inapplicable.

In the present century the reasoning thusadopted in contracts for thesale of
goods has been applied to contracts of hire purchase. In Karsal.e.s (Hal-row) Ltd
o Wallis'8

The defendant inspected a car owned by X, found it in good order and
wished to take it on hire purchase. X therefore sold it to the plaintiffs, and
they re-sold it to a hire-purchase company. The defendant made acontract
with this company. The contract contained a term thaCnt, condition or
warranty that the vehicle is road-worthy or as to its condition or fitness for
any purpose is given liv the owner or implied therein. One night a car
was left outside the defendants premises. It looked like the car in
question. But it was a mere shell; the cylinder head was broken; all the valves
were burnt; two pistons were broken, and it was incapable of self-propulsion.
The defendant refused to accept it or to pa y the hire-purchase instalmens;

and, when sued for these, pleaded the state of the so-called car. In reply to this
plea. the plaintiffs relied on the excluding term. 1'lte Court ofAppeal held that
the thing delivered was not the thing contracted for. The excluding term
therefore did not avail the plaintiffs, andjudgmenc wasgiven for the defendant."

A parallel but distinct development has long been a feature of the law
governing the carriage of goods b y sea. It is implied in every voyage charter-
Parry and in all bills of lading that the ship will not d'parm from the route laid
down in the contract, or. if none is there prescribed, from the normal trade
route. If, without lawful excuse, she does so depart, she is guilty of  deviation.
InJos.-ph Thorley Ltd v Orchi.c Steamship Co:-'

A cargo was shipped on a vessel described as 'now l ying in the port of
Limassol and bound for London'. Instead of proceeding direct to London,

17 Suisse .'tzlan:oyue Soeiétj i4rniemnj Mrirtiimp £4 v NV Rocfrrda,nsthe Koten Centrijje 1967]
i AC 361 at 433, 19661 2 All ER 61 at 92.93,

IS :19561	 All ER Ski6. [112561 1 WLR 936.
19 In this case the car was s pectacularly defective since 1a1 it was in "en' different

condition when delivered than t had been when inspected and ib) in some Platonicsense it was not a 'car' at all. since it was incapable of self-propulsion. But the onriciple
was quickly extended to a situation where neither of these factoc i were present hutsimpl y a congenes of defects; Yornnn Credit a .Apps [1962) 2 QB 508. [1961) 2 All ER
281. See also AstleY lndlLc:ruaI Tn5u p Gnmje [1963) 2 All ER 33. [19631 I WLR 584 and
(.horihouct Credit Co a ioU [19631 2 QR 683. [19631 2 All ER M.

20 t191271 1 KB 660. '[.asftil excuse' covers eg saving life or the shi p itself. Livermore 2
Cl. 241.
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the ship went first to a port in Asia Minor, then to a port in Palestine and
then to Malta. When she reached L.nclon. the cargo a.c ciamacd through
the negligence of the stevedores. I))e shipowners peaded a term in toe
bill of lading exempting them from such liability.

It was held that the deviation, though it was not the direct cause of the damage
precluded the shipowners from rel ying on this term. Fletcher Moulton Lj
said:

The cases show th''.fora long seties oivears. we Cow h3N I held tta: a desiano:.
is such a serious .ttter, and changes the cha-acter of the contemplated vovact-
so essentiall y . th. a shipowne t who has been guiin of a devation cannot be
considered-as having performed his part of the bill of lading contl-ac., L)-Li;
something fundamentally diffeten' and therefore he cannot claim the bench:
of stipulations in his favour contained in the bill of lading.

The result ofthe 'deviation' cases has been summarised bvLord Wijherforce.:

A shipowner, who deviates front an agreed voyage, steps out of the contract, so
that clauses in the contract (such as exception or linntation cl;; uses) which are
designed to appl y to the cot- iracted vo yage are held to have no application to
the deviating voyage.

From the carriage o ,,'
-
 goods b' sea the courts turned to the carriage of goods

by land, a 2d thence to baUm en tin general. In Li/Jet vDoubledwc' the defen darn
agi ed to store in hisrepositorv, goos owned by theplaintiff. In fact hestored
some of them nan other warehouse. These latter goods were destro yed by fire.
though withyjt the defendant's negligence. The plaintiff was he l d to be
entitled to recover their value. By depositing them elsewhere than in his
repositoj' the defendant, had 'stepped out of his contract, and he thus lost
the benefit of an y exemption clauses. Such cases, based on the analogs of
carriage of goods by sea and attended hs' similar consequences, are often
described as instances of 'quasievia Lion'.

A later example of such quasi-dc- iation is given by Alexander z RaiIwa
Executive.

The plaintiff was a stage performer. Together with an assistant, X. he had
been on tour and he now deposited in the parcels office at Launceston
railway station three trunks containing properties for what he called an
'escape illusion'. He paid fd for each trunk, obtained for each a ticket and
promised to send instructions for their despatch. Some week ater, and
before such instructions were sent, X persuaded the parcels clerk by
telling . series of lies to allow him to open the trunks and remove several
articles. X was subsequentl y convicted of larcen y. The plaintiff now sued
the defendants for breach of contract and the defendants pleaded the
fofluwing term: 'Not liable for loss, misd ivert' or damage to an y articles
which exceed the value of £5 unless at the time of deposit the true value
and nature thereof have been declared b the depositor [arid art extra
charge paid ] .' There had been no such declaration or payment.

1	 r1907) 1 KB at 669

Svssw .4navuu, cv v Vi' Roti,rdamjcje e;c 119671 1 AC Ml at 45-34. [1960 1 2 All ER
at 93

S t187 7 QBD 510 See als( Giheijd i Gcar Eon-re R Co r192 1. 2 KE 42e at
4	 [19'.t '2 Kh SSE. l95'.	 EE 442
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Devlini gavejudgment for the	 ie plainft. Stliucient notice. it Ls true, had been giv ne
of the term, but it did not cover the facts of the case: the word misdeliverv' was
not apt to describe a deliberate deliver y to the wrong person. Nor, if it did meet
the Cicts, could it avail the defendants. The y had been guilty of  Fr.uidamental
breach of contract in allowing X to open the trunks and remove their contents.

The phrase fundamental breach of contract, used in this case b y Devlin
J had been adopted fifteen vearsearlierhv Lord Wright. when he anal ysed the
nature and effect of a contract for the carnage of goods b y sea.

.-th unjustified deviation sa twidaiuenuai breach of  contract of affreighuiient
The adventure has been changed. A contract, entered into on the basis of the

original adventure, is inapplicable o the new adventure.'
Whether a parts' has been guilty of such a fundamental breach is not an easy
question to answer: each case must he examined in its context-' In borderline
cases, much may turn upon the onus of proof. If the defendant pleads an
excluding or limiting term and the plaintiff in repl y alleges a fundamental
breach, is it for the plaintiff to prove such a breach or for the defendant to
disprove it?

The question was discussed in Hunt and Winterr5ocham I West ()]'England) Ltd
8RS iParceLz) Ltd.

The defendants contracted with the plaintiffs to can-v 15 parcels of woollen
goods to Manchester. Onl y 12 parcels arrived. The plaintiffs sued the
defendants for damages equal to the value of the 3 lost parcels, and the
defendants pleaded a term of the contract limiting the amount which
might be claimed for any such loss however sustained'. The plaintiffs-
alle ged negligence but did not in their pleadings allege a furidamertt.l
breach. The defendants offer :d no evidence to explain why or where the
parcels had been lost.

The Court of Appeal gaveudgmerit For the defendants. On the assumption
that the defendants had in fact been guilty of neghigencc, the term protected
them unless the y had committed a funciamentai breach of contract, The vital
question was to deternitrie the onus of proof. The court held that the burden
Liv upon the plaintiffs and that the y had not discharged it. Lord Evershed
admitted that this conclusion was severe: the plaintiffs had no means of
knowing [low their goods had been lost, and the defendants could not or
wotild not offeranvexplanation. But. hard as itmavseem, itu not iilogical. He
Who makes an allegation must prove it. Jr. is for the plaintiff to make out a prima
facie case against the defendant. If he succeeds in this task, it is for the
defendant to plead and to prove some special plea such as an excluding or
limiting term. The burden rnusr.chen pass back to the plaintiftwho mustshow
some reason whs' the term is to he disregarded.

Hain Sieznsiup C :' T.ic md Lue Ld 1936	 All ER 397
Compare IToflrzs' / fl 'zv Liz 1931	 OR 44. - :q631 I AU ER tT(J. iad 3fp'ideLn,.'j

.',orm,no Li !m7Oi I QB 1 7". 1969 1 	 Al ER 213. The crucha :or lending 'rio
.s undamraj na y en wetl vam rwrwe,rn ditlerent npes or on(i-act .So':uimr-:,,
'circled cc regard ZhC iISiiiICOOIi 1IOWCCII deii erie uid iarrlrs .)telcJe .L'.
fl ailrnerut caes. uz rho ,eerns ro tav no part ii sale or rre purchase. ice .5 F	 z''

Co Ltd v 5n, 'wrzeurs Tro,u,ori Co Ltd i L9611 2 Llovd*s Rep.  352. and /ohii
Hanson Haaicj	 Ldsi La l965 2	 u95.	 91i31 I UI LR II

19h2i I Q8 ii-	 UI ER 11i 'ici. .'urdderourn 11 19621 CLJ V 1uK1n 26 'II R
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On the other hand a different result wa cached iii LlQcon 7 , Patent 5ier.
Ca,-.; CatirngCc.Lid in tin case the p laL:tiHs entrusted a carpet worth £J:
It the defendanLsfor cIeatmg under a contract which PUTPOrICd to Innit the
defendant s hahiltrv to £40. The car-pet disappeared in circumstances whn
could not be explained by Ue dt-fcndanLc. ltwa.s p osslbic- therefore that it htd
been lost bx fundamental breach and the Court o( A p	help eal	 d tiia ti
defendants could only limit their liability [ ihe COU]Q Snow nat tIle lust- os
front sonic- cause which did not constitute fund nental bi each Jr is no: itt.
eas' to see the dtsu;cto between this case and Run; cud Vr?,u-,no(fla7;,
of England,, Lc v BRS (Pa)cefs 1 Ltd. One suggested e. ;danaiior is that
fundamental breach was not specifjcafl' pleaded in the Run, case and anc,ttie
possibility would be a different rule for contracts Of carriage and othe'
bailments. Perhaps the least unsatisiaclorv explanation is that L 'nson ws a
co ii sum er

The courtshae thusdeveloped over  period ofvears two se Ls of rules. The
failure to distinguish them has helped to blur the choice between tw
pi oposinons: (1 that b a nile of law i u excluding or limiting term ma
operate to protect a parry who is in fundamental breach of his contract: and
(2) that the question is not one of substantive law but depends upon the
interpretation of the individual contract before the ourt. This distinction
between a rule of law and a rule of construction permeates English 1a'.% as a
whole and in its k i-tglife has generated man y curiotLcsubtietics and provoked
rnanr- petty quarrels.- A rule of law is to be applied whether or not it defeats
the intention of the parties. A rule of construction exists to give effect to the
intention. Within the sphere of contract the doctrine of public ryolic operates
as a rule of law: a contract which offends it is void despite the sishe.s of the
parties. The effect of mutual mistake, on the other hand. is assessed by
applvtng a rule ofconstruction: it must be asked what. ifarivth ing. a reasonable
person would think was 'the sense of the promise'.

If there were a rule of law that no exemption clause ho lever clear could
exclude liability for fundamental breach, the nature of the xempnon clause
would be of vital significance. Where the clause went to dc. me the extent o:
the promisors obligation, the possibility of fundamental breach would be pn
tunIc excluded since nothing can be altndarnental breach which is not first
a breach) There was much academic discussion of the nature of the doctnne
and puzzlement as to its contenL Were there two distinct doctrines—breach
of a fundamental term and fundamental breach orwere thevsimph a] leruanve
formulations of the same doctrine -- What was the relationslit herweer
fundamental terms and conditions ;, Could the doctrine be side-stepped b

8 [19781 QB 69. (19773 3 A]] ER 49S. Maies (1975] CLI 24: Stone 41 MLR 7481 Paime'Baitment (2nd edo, 1991) pp 1552-155.
9 [1962] 1 QB 617, [1962] 1 Al) ER 111.
10 The case would now fall titjijj, Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977. s 3
11 The rule in Shet1e-tc Case. abrogated in 1925 after Lhtee centuries of controvcrss, is thclassical example of this dichotom', Its memort Is happJt embalmed in a tudgmeni o'suti.-tnc.d Iron y delivered hv Lord MacNaughicn in lati Grunen z i1oxw.V j AC. 65t'

at :0-676
1	 1' 27k, bclos.
13 71t Angtha I l973 2 All ER 4-1. 197S . sLR 2] C
14 Sri- ep ?'toflirj,.(- 15 Cart Bat Ret 760: Unget 4 busint-ss L Ret 31. Meltitli	 \ILR2t, (ue51 7	 QR 9, Revijoins 79 LQR 5.'1 4. Nlontro,v 1964 1 CLI 61 25 4 tirvit,.

i':.
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'shrinking the core of the contract' ie by the promisor accepting a small
obligation from the beginning instead of accepting a larger obligation and-
trying to cut it down by exemption clauses?"

Before 1964 the tendency of the courts was to prefer the first of these
alternatives and :o rely upon a rule ot law; Butm that year, Pearson LJ chose
the second alternative.

As to the question of fundamental breach. I think there is a rule of construction
that normally an exception or exclusive clause or similar provision in a contract
should be construed as not applying to a situation created by a fundamental
breach of contract. This is not an independent rule of law imposed b y the court
on the parties willv-ni11v in disregard of their contractual intention. On the
contrary it is a rule of construction; based on the presumed intention of the
parties- L7	 - -

Two years later the House of Lords was given the opportunity to indicate its
preference in thecase of Sit At&zntzque'Soàétêd'Armeritflt A447itiiwSA v NV

oterdamscheKo1en CentraL&5

The plaintiffs ownet. a, ship. 	 December 195& the'chartere: to
the defendants,forthe carriage ol.  UtütedStates to-Euro j)e-.
The charter was to remain in force fortwo-years: consecutive voyages. The
defendants agreed to- load and discharge cargQes-atspeci-fied rates; and,
if there was- any: delay-, thes were- to pay a thou.sand- dollars ai .day. as
demurrage. In September 1957, the plaintiffs claimed; that they were
ehtitled to treat the contract as repudiated bi the dcfrnttiiu.tts' delays in
lo-ading and discharging cargoes. ' .The defendants rceeted-: this
contention. Ira October 1957, the Ivathcs.aged.wirioUeficCWtiCr 1:)

their dispute), to con auewith the courtact. The defendants-subseque y
made eight cound voyages.. The plaintiffs then claimed all the- mouey
which they had lost through the delaysr..The-defeudants argued that, the
claim must be limited to the agreed demurrag-' for the actual days in
question. The plaintiffs- replied that the delays were such as tot entide
them to treat the contract as repudiated: the dcnauxrage clause therefore
did not apply, and they could recover their full Io&.

MrJustice Mocatta, the Court of Appeal and the House of Lort. s all held that
the plaintiffs must fail. They had elected to affirm the contract, and the
demurrage clause applied. But in the House of Lords, and for the first time,
the plaintiffs argued that the defendants had been guilty of a fundamental
breach of contract which prevented them from relying on- a 'limiting term'-
The House of Lords rejected this argument. There was, ott th facts, no
fundamental breach, nor was the provision for demurrage  limiting term:

15 See Wedderbum [1957] CLJ 12. (1960) CLJ 11. No doubt a shrunken core would be
less to a potential promisee than an-arpparentlT. whole apple. See also Barton

87 LQR 20 on possible use of a deed as a method of exemption.
15 See Alexander v Rallwalp ExeclAtnw [1951) 2 K3 882. (1951) 2 MI ER 442, p 179: Ka,-sales

(Harrow) Ltd v WaUis [19561 2 All ER 866. [19561 1 WLR 936. pp 178-179. above:
Yeoman Credit Ltd tr Apps 119621 2 QB 508. [1961) 2 All ER 281.

17 CGS Finance Ltd National Mortgage Bans .( Greece SA (1964) I Lloyds Rep 446 at 453

See also the valuable judgments of the High Court of Australia in S.ydney City Council

ii West 1965) 114 CLI( 481 and Thomas National Trrsnsori [Melhourne) Pt, Ltd v Ma,

and Baker Australia) Pt, Ltd [1966) 2 Uovd's Rep 347.
18 [19671 I AC 561. [1956) '2 All ER Si. Trend 29 MLR 546: Drake 30 MLR 531. Jenkins

19691 (.Lj 257
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it was a statement of agreed damages lit the event at dela y , lii die result it was
unnecessary ror the House at Lords to discuss the iiieanzng and effect of
fundamental breach. But the arguments ottered to them b y the plaintiffs
:aised Issues of general contractual importance which they felt they must
examine. Their opinions, though not technicall y binding on the courts.
represent views which cannot be disregarded.

The five met nbersof the House of Lords aho heard the SutsserIttanttquecase
approved, with some doubts but no ciissen t. the approach to the problem of
fundamental breach which Pearson U had preferred in 19h4. The rules to b
applied should be regarded as rules of construction and not as rules at law.'

It was unfortunate that the first modern consideration of the topic b y the
House at Lot usshould have involved atypical facts anti arguablvnot presented
a fundamental breach situation at all. A further difficulty was that their
Lordships attached considerable significance to the fact that the plaintiffs
had affirmed the contract. [his led some to think that exemption clauses
might be disregarded in deciding whether there had been asuilicieut breach
to entitle the injured party to terminate the contract and that it ' he did so the
excluding or limiting clauses could be treated as ineffective.

Fills lackoftotalclarity in the speeches in the House of Lords was followed
by a series of decisions in the Court c"t'Appeak, which behaved as if the House
of Lords had never stiokeri at a1l and continued to neat fundamental breach
as a rule of law. This indiscipline was firml y corrected in Photo Production Ltd
v Secuncor Transport Lid.'

The plaintiffs, the owners of a fiictorv, entered into a contract with the
defendants, a security organisation. under which the defendants were to
arrange for periodic visits to the factor y during the night. On one such visit,
an employee of the defendants started a small fire which got out of hand
and desti-oved the entire factorvand contents, worth about £615000. The
plaintiffs brought an action and the defendants relied on exemption
clauses, including one which provided that 'under no circumstances
were they 'to be responsible for anv injuries actordefault bv any employee

unless such act or default could have been foreseen and avoided by the
exercise at' due diligence' b y the defendants. (It was not alleged that the
defendants had been negligent in engaging this employee.)

In the Court of Appeal it was held that this exemption could not avail tb'
defendants because they had been guilt y of a fundamental breach but the
House at' Lords unaniniouslv reversed this decision. Lord Wilberforce said:

19 It is oraeworthv however :hat their Lordships did not think an y of the earlier ,:aes
in which the rule was treated as one of law were incorrect in the result- Both Lord Reid
and Lord Wilberforce appeared to reserve the possibility that [here might be super-
fundamentaL breaches liability Cur which could not be excluded.

20 Hartit's t'tasiicin€ Ltd t' [Wayne Tank and Pump Co Lid [l970J 1 QB 447. [19701 I All
ER 225: t'arnwarih Finance Facitiiu.s Lid u 'iitide [19701 '2 All ER 774, [19701 1 WLR
135 WaLhta [Veiemi) Ltd u .Susi;na Mn,vweari Ltd [1976] 1 Lloyd', Rep 14. These

:ases. ei,scctal1v the ',rz. .ere subject :0 :),,sCrtU criuc,sru. See Weir 197flj CL) t59:
Baker 33 d1.R 441: Leh-Jones and Pickering [6 LQR 513, 87 LQR 515: Dawson il
LQR 30: Fridmiin 7 Alberta L Rev 231: Reynolds 32 LQR 172. For .i valiant attempi
:o tecoricile House Of [,urns and Court of Appeal. ice / ..enion Son	 _:raven Lid v Baxter
Hoar	 Ci Lid [19711 '2 All ER 708. :19711 1 WLR 319.

I	 [19801 AC •27. 19801 I Alt ER 556: Nicol and Rawlings IS MLR 567.
2 And the other Lords agreed. The speeches appear deliberatel y briet as if to ensure that

'hC% c.inr,o( he misunderstood.
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I have no second thoughts as to the main proposition that the question whether,
and LO what. extent.- an exclusion clause is w be applied to a fundamental breach,
or a breach of a fundamental term, or indeed to an' breach of conu-act, is a
maLlet of construction of the CoritraCL

Furthermore he thought the clause completel y clear and adequate to cover
the defendam s position. The plaintiffs action therefore failed. It is instructive
to note that the House of Lords thought this result not on IN , technicallv correct
but also fail- and reasonable. This max' seem surprising since the plaintiffs
had suffered such an enormous loss but the ke y to understanding lies in the
insurance position. in a commercial contract of this kind. man y of the
contractual provisions operate to allocate risks and in practice therefore to
decide who should insure against the risk. A.nv prudent factory owner will
insure his factory a ainsi damage or destruction b'. fire and he is in uch the best
person to fix the value of the premtses. It is doubtful if Photo Production's fire
insurance premiums would have been significantly reduced if Securicor had
accepted a higher degree of responsibility' but ver y likely that if Securicoi-
had not excluded liabilir\. they would have had to charge a considerably
higher lee. ii follows that the arrangements adopted were probabl y the most
economically efficient and there was certainl y no adequate reasons wh y the
court should interfere with the parties negotiated allocation of the risk.

STATUTORY PROVISIONS

Over the years Parliament has come to intervene more-and more extensively
in this arc.. This intervention -has so far been piecemeal, that is, it has
operated h-, the prohibitioni or regulation of exemption ciauses in particular
tvpe.c oi cunu-act 'ratner than by the enactment of rules applicable to all
contr-acts, The Intervention has been largely but by no means exclusivel y in
the field of consumerprotecuori. }'art 11 of the Fair TradingAct 1973 gave the
Secret,ar-. of State a discretion to make orders, on the recomnienidaijori of the
Consumer Prot ecuonAd'ison , Committee. regulating unfair consumer trade
practices. 5 Such.an order might lorbid the use of particular types of exemption
clause in particular situations and it would then be a criminal offence to insert
such a term in such a contract. This is a radicai new departure from the usual
legislative  technique of declaring the clause void.'

We cannot give an exhaustive list of such provisions here but a number of
examples may be giveri

(1 The Road Traffic Act 1960. section 151. provides that:

Toerern providing dues as to Lhe app lication of the reasonableness test tinder the
t. nfar Contract let-ms Act 197

4 Because the risk of a fire being started b'. a Securicor emplovec- was such a small part
of the total risk covered.
For a full account. se C.ur.nirsgharn its,- Fast Tathng Ac: 195 (n qlni,r Froiiscitsn,
Gorni,ertcs,, Lou- ch . rn 5('-41
Wilerr a rl:suse is ,tinpjv declared void. tradt-srnan ma' continue to inser! it it- hs-
contracts and is wilt cisc- him eHeccve protec riot-, against those who do not knost the
i2'. 01 0000! tat." icCal advice—a vet-v Iars' p roportion of the poDtiiauon Such an order
is macin- '' tnt- Consume- Transactions (krsn-tcr)ons on Statements' Order ]97( Si
I Q '	 as anst-nord	 v Si l,75 -

-	 Ss_r 3i	 (,runit-r,	 MLR is	 ' 64-6.. F'.iiei:s' Act 3941,
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A contract for the contevance of a passenger in a public Service vehicle shail. so

tar as it purports to negative or to restrict the liabilit y ot a person in respect it
a claim which may he made against ruin in respect of the death of. or bodil y ill iiiTN_

to. me passenger while being carried in. entering or alighting from the vehicle.
or purports to impose an y conditions with respect to the enforcementof an y such
:mahilin', be void.'

2) A similar, but not identical, provision is contained in the rransport Act
1962. By section 4(7) it is enacted that:

The Boards shall not carry passengers by rail on terms or conditions which a>
p urport. whetherdirectivor indirectl y , to exclude vii imit their liability in respect
of the death of, or bodil y uijurv to, an y passenger ocher than a passenger travelling
on atree pass. or (b) purport. whether directivor indirectl y , to prescribe the lime
within which or the manner in which an y such liability may be enforced.

Any such terms or conditions 'shall he void and of no effect'.
(3) The most important legislative provisions are the Unfair Con tract

Terms Act 19770 and the Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts Regulations
1994. Between thersi the Act and the Regulations would nowgovern the result
of the majority of cases which we have discussed in this section and arguably
we should have started our discussion with them. However the Act presupposes
the existing law, does not oust it altogether and cannot easil y be understood
without reterence to it. The Act and the Regulations overlap and fit together
awkwardl y. It will he simplest. therefire, to consider them separately.

I THE SCOPE OF THE ACT

The tide ill the Act is grossly misleading. It does not deal in principle with all
unfair contract terms but only with unfair exeitiptioti clauses. It does not. in
general, deal with unfair imposition of Liabi1itv.' Even in the context ol
exemption clauses, it does not introduce a test @1 fairness. Some clauses are
declared ineffective per Se: others are subjected to a test of reasonableness.

the Act is divided into three p arts. Part I applies to England. Waies.uic.t
Northern Ireland: Part it to Scotland and Part III lu the whole of the United
Kin gdom. We shall confine our discussion 10 Part I and Ill.

The Act applies •ciciev but it does not appl y to all contracts. Thep[ ovisions
o to ts hich contracts tall within the purview of the Act ate complex:

1) Sections 2 to 7 the main enacting provisions it ' Part I) appl r>iil' to
business liabilit y ." Busines-s Iiabilitv is defined as bahilitv for breach of

3 This section was discussed by the Court of Appeal in Oar,' v tin der La,iii t LiverPm,1 Currpn
:n€m.'enmng) 19671 2 QB 31. 19671 I All ER 360. see p t84. above. See also Motor
Vehicles Passenger Insurance) Act 1971.

9 Four Boards were created by the Trans port Act 1962, including the British Ramlwa%s
Board. Time Transport Act lYOa drasticall y changed the organisation '.ihich has been
hammgea again tv he p rocess 4 privatisation.

I ( ) Coote II '4LR 31 : adams 41 ME.R 703; Mnci 27 ICLQ d€1: Seals 11781 C1.J 15.
Palmer ..ncm Ya les 93 I)	 05: Adams and Brownoword 104 LQR 1: Palmer 7 nt.R
7: \lac1o11a1c1 . e941	 P,L i 11.

I To some small eXtent, this his not he true of s 3 1 see p 10 I. below) or s 4 1 see p 209,
below, Nicol 19791 CLJ 273.

12 it is ache', ed inst :he ,h>cc:,vcs i F',irt I ,rid Part II are ii .m considerable e'clerim the
amne hitt the anguage used is very different and tic' :esmmli.c russ welt riot he :he s;uIne.

• .5 I II. S 614 	 'he ore esueplorir out iris is ne!am:sc'k uiiumrmpuurt:irit sir,, :c exeruipiuuri
clauses sic relsiuseiv nmnmusuj.i Ill icon-business sales ,iruul inset terms .0	 implied into
11 ,.lie ;s h i-ry-'hs' si' it it :s ;r'' S merchant.
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obligations or duties arising—(a) from ihitws dune or 0 be done by a
person in the course ol a business (whether lusown I

husinessor aiiothers
and b i from the occupation of premises used for business purposes h
the occupier. There ;s no definition of 'business' but section 14 provides
that 'business' includes 'a profession and the activities of am , Government
department or local or public authorit','. This stifl leaves a number of
unclear areas, for examnie. stale schools are clearlvwi thin the Act: pubhc
schools may not be but it is though that a purposive interpretation would
include them.

(2) Schedulc I contains a list of con tracts to which the whole or pan of sections
2, 3. 4 and 7 do not apph. These include:
(a ) contracts of insurance kincludmg contracts of annuity
(bi couu-acts relating to the creation, transfer or termination of interests

in land;'
(C) contracts relating to the creation, transfer or termination of rights or

ii terests in intellectual property such as p cuts, trade marks,
ccpvt'ight.s etc.

(ci) contracts relating to the formation ordissolution ofa companvor the
onstitution or rights or obligations of its members;

(c) contracts relaunc tu the creation or transfer of secux-ides or of any
right or interest therein;

(f) contracts of marine salvage or towage; or charterpartv of ships or
hovercraft or of carriage of goods b y sea, by ship or hovercrafi (except
in relation to section 2 or in favour ofa person dealing as consumer.

]: wih tic- seexi that a number of extremely common and important
contracts are thereby excluded.

(3) International suppl y contracts are outside the scope of the Act.
International suppl y corn racus are defined hvsccdon 26. There are three
reoufremen Is:

(a) the contract is one for the : e of goods or under which either the
ownership or possession of ods will pass: and

(b 1) the places of business (Or if none. habitual residences) -of the parties
are in the territories of different states (the Channel Islands and the
Isle of Man being treated for this purpose as different states from the
United Kingdom): and

Ic Either-
(i at the time the coninact is conclude(! the goods are in the course

of carriage or will be carried from the tern tory of one state to the
ierruorv of another: or

(ii the acts constituting the offer and acceptance have been done
in the territories of different states: or

(iii) the contract provides for the goods to be delivered to the temtor
of a state other than that within which the acts of offer and
acceptance were done.

Where English lawis the proper law of the contract onlvbvchojce of the
parties' sections 2107 shall not o perate as part of the properlaw. Roth (3
and 4 j are concerned wih the problem ofinternational contracts, that
is contracts having a close connection with more than one countri

14 Wilkinson 1984 (,om ]. See' Ejcini .Supcez Aom,nees Lid t' IA] Grotu Ph 11993
Ai ER 17
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Historical IN , English courts and arbitrators have enjo yed a wideurrsdicnon
in respect of disputes over such contracts. it would appear that these
provisions are designed not to frighten awav:'oretgn businessmen h
subjecting their contracts to the control imposed b y the Act.

2 THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE ACT

The main enacting proisions of Part (are sections 2.3. band 7. These sections
interrelate in acuriouswav. Section b applies onlv to con tracts of saleand hire
purchase. Section 7 applies to contracts other than contracts of sale or hire
purchase under which possession or ownership of goods passes, for examole.
contracts of hire, exchange or tot- work and materials. These two sections are
therefore mutuall y exclusive, applying as the y do only to specific types of
contract Sections 2 and 3. on the other hand, are of general application arid
are potenualivapplicable to anvcou tract within the scope oftheAct, including
those covered bvsecuon 6or7. It is possible. therefore, for dirlerent orovision.s
in. Ion example, a contract of sale to be subject to sections 2. 3 and 6.

Section 2 deals with liabilit y for negligence. Negligence is detined under
section 1 to mean the breach either of a contractual obligation, to take
reasonable care or to exercise reasonable skill in the performance of the
contract or of 'any common law clutv to take reasonable care or exercise
reasonable skill' or of the common duty of care imposed be die Oci:upier.s
I .iabjljtv Act 1957'. It will he seen, therefore, that this section u c,rali rig
Liability	 r negligence both in contract and tort.

Section 3 deals with two quite distinct thou g h overlapping types otcntitract.
One is where the contract is between two parties, one of whom deals as
consumer; 7 the other is where it is between two parties, one of whom 'icais
on the 'others written standard terms ofbusnness'. Obviousl y mane consumer
contracts arc on the supplier's written standard terms of business but equally
many business contracts are too. Unfortunately. theAct is compLetclvsilerit as
to the nieanrinmg of the expression . - It clearl y covers the case of .t business
Whi ch has its own custom-built terms but what of a business which uses
standard trade associan ion tenriss. It seems natural to say that, sa y . . t road band er
who alwa ys carries goods oil the terms of the Road Haulage Ass	 oiiciaumr
sraniclard coiiclitiun falls aitluri the piilicv of the section. 1 1irtt ultat of Iso
cormituodiiv traders who have regular dealings on the basis of their trade
association tecrns. Is either dealing on the other's written standard terms of

business? Another unclear example would he a builder who habittmailv enters
into building contracts under rFieJC'U Contract Form. Arguabl y these are his
standard terms of business since he reularl y enhpicivs theirs: on the other
hand he has no direct voice in the rlt-aftint of the corithi tiomis. ' It z.s also

15 In is largel y a re'criactmcrit of the melesant parts of the Suppl y of Goods Implied Terms,
Act 1)73.

i Iht I,i"t	 i t.'.ON.i iv :Nuoz mare au	 piac mice. cmiihr,,citi 	 Eliot	 ,iitr;mcts wnerc
4 ) UCS.iit' h'ei:tg mi;snutii.tiired 'specLai'ic!. the vEismorners 	 equarerrlcrlLs ustead st
hetn	 '.umiplird	 ion lii'C k.

17 Who is a cunsiirn't N d0CU%e(j . p tii.
5 Ito' LorrCsDOridlr,t 	 IvIuNri in Part II,	 17 uses he mornirtla .matidard turin contract

ahich is caot'r in apply
19 lii pracric c these dithcuttirs titay not matter mull much, sine,.' rite sec'ion .t p plie 'hi'

te s t ot eas'ii:ihlcne, and in tti.utv cases terms caught h.. ,, "tile :onsirucri,irt of 'i'rtrren
' tan Iard	 ,,':ltr	 'it	 'ii"trie'	 s,tid ' tirs Is'	 i	 tot	 if
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iuestionablc at what stage sianci;rd terms OIbUSintSS, which are amended in
negotiation, cease to be standard terms."-

CONTRACT TERMS MADE TOTALLY INEFFECTIVE BY THE ACT

The Act apolies in two wa's. either ic make a term tout liv inefiecu r or to
subject n to a test of reasonablenesc. The fo!lowinr terms are made ineulective:

I Personal tn7un or death Under section 20) it is no longer possible to
exclude or restrict liability in negligence for persona] injury or death by
reference to an\' contract terms or to a notice given to persons generaib or to
particular persons. The reference to notices embraces wide areas of tort
liahiht where there was no contractual relationship between the parties. for
example. where vsitors are allo-ced on to premises without payment.

(b1 lit 	 of sale or hit e purchase.. the implied undertakings as to
title of the seller or owner cannot he excluded or restricted.:

lii consumer 5 contracts of -alt: or hire purchase. the seller or imers
implied -ttidcrtakings as to coluiunnitv of goods with descnpuorm or sample,
oras to their qoaiitvor fitness for a particular purpose cannot he excluded or
resinctec.

d The same rule applies to conu-acus within section 7 when the goods are
supplied to a consumer.:'

TERMS SUBJECTED TO A TEST OF REASONABLENESS'

(a) Loss or damagc arisnrg f-corn negiigl-n I-c' other than ptrsonai .inj ur or di'ath. This

provision. lik section 2(1), is pnmarilvaimed at attempts to exclude or limit
tort based liability for negligent Iv inflicted iniur' though it tic doubt also
includes attemrjl.c to exclude contractual duties ol care. It is necessary to sar
a little more about tort based habihrv here. It is of course fundatnenta] that in
English tort iaw liability in negligence de pends on the existence of  duty of
care. Aswe have aireadvseen in the discussion of exemption clauses and third
parties the contractual set up mar be relevant to the existence of the dut y of
care. So an exclusion clause may be argued to negative the existence of a dui'
of care- rather thanio providea defence forartegligertthrcach of  durvof care.
An argument along these lintes was rejected b y the House of Lords in the twin
aoDea] in .Su. zh vEricS Bush and Hcrr's i. Bvrcj-snrct District Cmincil. In both cases
thr plaindHs had bought houseswith the help of mortgages, which had been
'rantedafterzu professional valuation of the house carried out on behalfof the

mortgagee. In both cases the VaJUer was careless and failed to notice majot

20 See St At/ans C,o crrc D,.slrei Coin i 	 in:.r71atuma1 Cornoui.r Lie f1996 1 4 All ER 481
Note uta' bot:	 2	 ann s 2(2 are subirci to	 crvpuc urovs,ot: that 'a person
agreement to ot awareness of ft-hr contract term or noucel is not of usd1 to be taken
as indicaunc his volunLar, acceptance of an ' nsf,

2 S OiL.
Sec p 202. Ddov.

- S tr
S (2. tSr irnohe: ic-mis In in•'ss contractS are nou oeftned us me Supois of Ooots
an(: Service' Act 1182.
As. is' tnt content of tne- rcasonaterses' ic-sc see p 204. befoss
S 2(2. AD c. see r . above

S Sec p ] Sm, above
,	 qq':	 c si	 A] Lt
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defects in the house- '

v 
nich in effect made both houses valueless, When thep iatnuifsdjscovered the defects thevsough t tosue thevaluers in tort. Shortl y .their argument was that the valuer knew tXiat the gave a favourable report 

[Clenders were likel y to make an offer ofa mortgage and that the p lain tiffs ;ould
know that this r ust be nased on a tavourable report on the premie -it leastthat the y

 were good for the mouevwhich was being lent, though not riecessat-ivfor th ue Price which was being paid) and that the y could therefore safel y buythe prooertv without having to wOri-v aboiat the eustez-ice of major dr cis. TheHouse of Lords a pproved an earlier decision in Yia-nru u &innn Evanj näthat in p rinciple habiljtv could lie on such facts.
After the earlierdectsjon most mortgage lenders had altered their practice.In parucular many tenders of rn ev including the two nlortgagees in thepresent cases had ado p ted the pra,,uce ofsaving that the valuation constituted

no kind of guarantee as to the value or condition or the pro perty. In toe ii urtof.-\ppea[ in Uarnsan aigunielitwas accepted that the exfectolthe disdaitsirrwas 1101 to provide a deterice for breach of duty ot'care but to prevent a dmtrv
of care arising in the tirst place. This argeut was based on a number of
Statements in the leadin g decision of the {ouje or' Lords in i/-.ii Bvrn CoLa u Heller Pann.t L;f' tu which it had been said that iiabiitv for careless
statements depends on the maker of the statement assuming iiabiltv for itThis argument was robusdv rejected b y th.• House ofLords, it appeais to foUowthat since 1977 at least it is no use some( , e -,t , : ngaciv Ce in	 ua situation weieliat, jiicy wo1lid iiorniailvatach because the tranisacijo was a seriouS 

0U 2Ltidhoping to cscape liabilit y b the deployment of  standard to[- disciaitii;r. It
is important to euiphastse that in this particular kirid oftrarisactjon:ljloLihwas no foal c olicracimial relationship nv;n the borrower and the
valuer it was the borrower who paid for the valuation since it is the norttial
Practi ce of lenders to charge a valuation fee which is not returnable it' thevaluation proves too low. A! :o moans' lenders are legall y required to havevaluations  which are p rofessinaj] y cat'hecl out so the situation is not one inwhich it can be arued with any p lausibjjty that evetyh0-jv kw that thr
answer was being given orf the cuff. It does not follow from this that therccannot be odicrstttjatiot of non-standar •iid where itcall besuccessfmiilvargued that tnere is no Issutnptiorl of liability,b) ('o mctsfa1ing 'zthi cPCiOn 3 This section (7outain.s a complc ct of

t ) rossions. which are Far forn eas y to understan(I or interpret, It po-ns that
the person who deals with the consumer or on his own written standard termsof business

cannot b y reference to any contract term_
(a) Nviten himself in breich of Contract exclude or restric t any liability 01 his inrespect of the breach: or
(b) Claim to be entitled-

(i) to render a contractual performance suhstaniciaflv different from that
which was reasonably expected of him, or

It in respect of the whoic or an y part of his contractual ohliga 'on, to renderno Performance at all
unless the term satisfies the re,iso nahleness test,

It) f I9s2 QB •8, 110i41J 3 All Ei't 392.
1 [19641 AC 465, 1 1 96 31 2 AU ER 375
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The principal difIiciili v is the relationship between (at and lb above. 1:

is clear that 1 nvcasesofrrnderiiig a i hstaniialtvdifhrCI1t performance and
most cases of rendering no performance will be breaches hut those that are

Will fall within (a i and the draftsman must therefore have intended (h) to
auplv to such acts which were not breaches of contract at all. Pre-uimabl .v. this

was all to block a hole which draftsmen of standard form contracts
might otherwise exploit b y converung breaches into non-breaches.
Unfortunate1' the Act does not appear to be based on. still less to state. an
coherent theory as to the relationshi p between exemption clauses and clauses

definin g liabilit . This means that. as worded. (h) appears to catch not oni'
ingenious1' drafted exemption clauses but also provisions that have never
previously been thought of as at all like exemption clauses. Suppose for
instance a supplier of machine tools provided in his standard printed
conditions that payment terms are 2 5 per cent with order and 75 per cent on

drhiverv and that he should he under no obligation is, start manufacture until

the initial pavtrient is made. Such -1 ovision manow have to pass the test for

reasonableness unde: section 3(2' (h (ii. Of course it would ven likel y pass

with ivirig colours hut it is not a good arg-untent for putting hurdles on a
motorway that most cars will drive ii rough them.

Another puzzle, more easily expui cab] e. is the double test of reasonableness
under section 3(2 ,(b) (i. Ii might be thought that delivery of a contractual
porfurmance suhstanriallvdifIerent frrrn thatwhich wasreasonahlyexpected
could not he reasoriah3' but this is pi obablv not so, as where the substitute

performanceu s better than what was contractuall y required. for instance. if
an airline reserves the iight to move tourist class passengers to first class seat-s
at no extra cost.

(c 1 In flOn-ConstiiTlCT COritrac1. , of sale or hire purchase. th e seller or

ov.mer's implied undertakings as to conformit y of goocis with descnption or
sample or as to their qualm' or fitness for a particular purpose.'

(d i Similarl y with the suppliers implied underiakings as to these matters
in non-consumer contracts under section

let The liability of the supplier in all contracts tinder section 7 'i'i respect
of (at the nghtio transfer ownership ofthegoods. or give possession: fbi the
assurance of quiet possession to a person taking goods in pursuance of the
Contract ."

S THE CONCEPT OF CONSUMER

The Act follows and extends the approach of the Suppl y of Goods (Implied
Terms Act 1973 in providing special rules for consumers and indeed i
should be regarded as the grea tes t success of the consUH)er protection

movements to date, so far as the law o;-con t ract is concerned. The definition

of deals as consumer' is contained in section 12W. This introduces a
threefold test- for the purposes of section 6 and 7. viz: the consumer

(a. .. neither makes the contract in the course of a business nor holdshimself

oin as doing so. and

. S 6ti
13

t4 S (4. \'it tna this Wa' ih nor d,f(rreiicc in appro4Ch nerweer t and	 Cf 5 h.

However ihi ' difiercnct- Wa, subsiani,ar removed hN the ne	 (A ifltroduced	 b

the Su,p' of (.00th and Services Ac: (tIH.
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(b) the niher party dacs make the contract tn the course of a business: and
c ... thc goods pascing under 02 in pursuance of the contract ate of a type

ordmaril\ siipphed lot privair use or consuii) pitoil.
Outside sections 6 or 7. requirement (c) dries not apply—no doubt because
it is much inure difficult to (lisunguil1 cOnstItflcr services than coflSiiiller
goods It should he noted that transaction 5 between cotistitners are not
consumer transactions for the purpose of the Act because of the combined
requirCiTients (;,0 and (h There will be a ntiinher of (ases where deciding
whether the tiansactiot a consumer transaction ma' require some
inveStigaTion. An obvious eaniple would be where a busitiessnian buys a car
to he used partl y for hush ess and partl y for private use. It is thought that

whether-he deals as consut ier should turn on whether he buys it through his

business account or his I li uvate account. A different vieW was taken henseve:

by the Court ofAppeal in R & B Customs Brokers C Ltd z' Uiuitedfkmlii101u3 jiiiO

I :d (.a uuders .41/ioU 09cm lid, third/ie11). L In this :ae the plaittilils .icquiird
a second-hand Colt Shoguuu from the defendants un ronditiütta1 	 tel ins.

The plaintiffswere a cotr.nans wned and conirolled b y Mr and Mrs Bell. which

ran a business as shippin g bruk • rS an	 ardd freight folsutlg agents. The carwas

tobe used b y Mr and Mrs Bell partl y for the business and partl y for tJnVate use.
At first sight it would seem clear that the transaction was a business sale since
the counpanvwas the customer and the compan y onl y existed for the purpose
of conducting the business. However. the Court of Appeal were persuaded
that the compan y was in fact a consumer since n was not in the business of

buying cars (the cotnp:uuv apparent1' had onl y one cat at a time and had only
bought one or two previousl' . Tins decision has strong claims to he regarded
as wrong. whatever style of statutors interpretation one adopts. Oil literal
interpretation, the transaction must he a business one because that was
purpose of the company. One might depart front a literal Interpretation am:
adop' a purposive intirpretation bitt this would require con suderation of the
purpose of the act. The reason for making a distinction between consumers
and non-consumers must be that consumers are presumed as a class to he less
able to protect themselves. it has to be remembered in this context Ina:
businessbusiness bu yers are not deprived of all protection because an unreasonable
exemption will still be ineffecuve as against them. The Gout of Appeal was
greatl y influenced by decisions on the meaning of course of a business in
relation to the Trade Descriptions Act 1968. It was argued that it would be
inelegant to have different meanings of this ex pression in different statutes

but there are man y other statutes which use the concept of business and it is

hard to believe that such a common word does not derive shades of meaning
from its context and from the purpose of the statute in which it is kouind.
Furthermore the question which arises under the Trade Descriptions Act, is
usuall y whether a seller is acung in the course of a business, whereas tundet
the Unfair Contract Terms Act the question will more commonly be whethe:

a buyer is acung in the course of a business. The notion of regulani' to whic
the Coun of Appeal attached importance is much easier to appl y to a selle:

than to a buyer. Manvorganisatiorts which are uticioubiedi v businesses ma y bin

particular kinds o f article \er' infrequent)'. It i s diffictu to believe that this
is t.henght test to apr>lvsincc the regniaritvwitli whtch tee platntiflshad been
-buying cars had lit tie or nothing to do with their need for prott'ction.

1Q(c	 fl 5.4	 Q'...	 \'.K	 iota-' sac'. Hallam: ',. (' 266.
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it is lery hard to reconcile the decision of the CcrtofAppeal in the I3case with Its later decision in Stevenson v Rogerr 
where a fisherman sold , jsfishing boat to the c laimants wnosough t to bri rigan acron undertl i e impliedterms of the Sale of Goods Act1979. The defendan t rg-ue thatblisinessas a 'Fisherman and not asaseU er	 he was	 in

O f fi511111 g boats. The Court held thatthe sale was in the course of business The Court were much pressed with theR&B 
case. Formally they distir)g-jshed it as turning on the meaning of

business in a different stute but careful reading of thejudgmen ts does notsupport the view that both cases can he Correctly decided.
may appear odd that an yone should deprive himself of his protectedconsumer status b y holding himself out as huvtng in the course of business,

where he is riot doing so, but a ommon example would he a consumer who
obtains a trade card to enable hit o buy at discoun t terms from the wholesaler.

b TIrE REASONAJLE'JESS TEST
The reas

onableness test stands at the centre of the strategy of the Act. B y itsadoption Parliament appears t o accept the modern orthodoxy that it issensible and p racticable to refer difficult questions. to a standard ofeasonableness and to share the lawyer's assumption that he is an expert inWhat is reasonable. It IS q uestionable whether these assumptions are well
founded. A more far-reaching criticism would be that the courts ale often
tlwte Unable to tCiI what is reasonable w r.hout a detailed knowledge of thebt siness backgt-. d. which it would he ppressiv
establish on a eas.: by case basis. 	 e to compel the parties 10

The Act uffe some limited guidance on the application of the test. ThisIS contained pirtiv in section ii and partly il l Schedule 2.
a Time/br rrl?.p/rcatjon of testc
In re laLion to con tI act term the c1tiesori is %Vh et licr the term 'shall have beena tsir and reasonable one t. be included hangr egard to the cirucmstanceswhichwere	

have been, r1ow toori nthecnremplahO nof the parties when tire CO?UTcLCt was inade' 
his provision resolves a disputebetween the En glish am Sco ttish Law Comm issions as to whether to adopt thisdtte or to consider rather reasonableness at the date ti defendan t seeks ton elyon the Icrmni. SLOCC cicii5 iis arc actmijllv rtiacle at thi !iterdate it niay not

Drove easy to exclude facts .vhjch become known htwc n th date of thecontrac t
 antI the date of the dispute. This is perhaps par iiculan'jy irnortantin relation to the way the contract is broken, which o houslvcani no t he knownat the rme the contract is made. Suppose a cau.se im

poses a requiremen t thatthe plzi : ntiff report a breach within a short period, a 
COI1IUOI1 requirementpartic arlv in relation to Conuicrs of carnage. This might be a reasonable

16 1999j Q8 1028.
7 Under 1 12(2) a buyer at a sale by auction or comp . '(k.e tender ii nor co be regardedas deairng As cOfl UrflC r . Under 12M1 2MP the burden	 proof reins on those %11,thai a party does not cleat as COnsunter.I 8rr.iwn & Chancter . 09 LQR19 •Onsi(ler for instance he elaborate statements 

of 1-eIen1t commercial bac rotrndto he round i n the judgmen ts of the Restr tke PmCEiCes Court .ini!Monopolies Corn misijon Se ch 10, bel ow. the reports ot rho20 .S 1Iii.
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ic ire lnetit in relation to some breaches and not in relauon to otners. if the
reasonableness requirement is to he cansidet	 a the hght of e' miS at itt

time 01 Contract, the court will have to decdc 1 tie quesiton of resonablene'"

lii relation to all possihie breaches. without considering trim actual breach.

In relation to a notice not having contractual effect the test is ii ne applied

'having regard to all the circumstances obtaining when the ]tab), arose cit
but for the notice would have ansen . it will be noted that nudung is san:

here about tite parties knowledge of the circumstances.

b Burden 0 roof

It is for the person alleging that a term or nouce is reasonable to sh'm that

Is.'

' i'odorc to be 1akn Itt/a (1C(0UO./

Section II (2) provides that in considering the t e1i Ii irin ell t of reasonableness

iii caticiti to sections G at l 7. the iLurt 1' tit have regard to the matt

specified in Schedule 2. There is no such rec1nireinen I in regard to the

application ofreasonableness in relation toot bet sections. The reason for thts
cilnous position is that gtli6r]1;les were pros'idect under the Supply of (yoo(u
(lmphcdTenrts/ Act 1 97h—thc precursor of secuon 6 and have been extenoed
to section 7biji that between I 973 arid 1977 the views of the Law Commissio1
as to the wisdom of providing guidelines chan ged.' In practice it has Thu

proved possible to prevent reasonableness notions develom-cl in relation
one section from infecting the consideration of reasonahlenes in relanon I.

other secuons.'
Fly" giiidehines' are set out in Schedule 2. The court i ad3 ured t.

corn- r them iii particular so that it is clear that even when dncv app15 I

arc not the onl y factors to he considered:

(a) the strength of the bargaining positions of the parties relative to each other
taking into account t=ong other tbingsl alternative means bi whici
cusictuers I equtrelDents could have been mci

ft whediei the customer received an indticcnen t to agree to the lerni, or in

accent in g it had all o entering into a similar contract with otnc'

nersoris. bin without fla ying to 3CCCi similar terifi

(c) whether the customer knew or ought reasonabl y to have known of the
existence and extent of the icr-rn (having regard. amore other things. ic an'

custom of IOC trade and anVtire'ioli5 course ofdeaiinr between ,he'naric-'

(di where the tc'rrn excludes or restricts ans relevant liabilit y if SOITi' cc,ndtttct

is not complied with, whether, it was reasonable at tar time of inc contrac'

to expect that compliance with 	 ti	 uthat condition would be praccaoie
tel whether the goods were manufactured, processea or ada p ted to tsie soec;a.

order of the cusion'ier.

See SLiwri Gil/ Lid i 1-b7-ain Msrr & (a Ltd 1,1992 2 All ER 257. Efiecuve or-al tmanshtr
ma' iherelorc' require brcakinf ffit exempting clailsI down inn a number c' irs'

comr.reher,stve' prou'i'-n
. 1113.

2	 5 1'(
-t	 Set the Firs: inn Sc :d Re poru of tln jas C,ommisstor on F.xcrripuor, Clause

anc 1975
2	 This wa acceol,, ,' ,neuuihse b y }'oiter in Tue Fcnrno ' 1nae i t99(	 I Lio"c'' Rer

t'	 See ai'c' '	 1:2
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In reauon to gtude lines I a) and (d) it appears clear in which direction the
guideline leads: it will he easier co show that the term is reasonable if the
parties bargaining position is equal or it the customer received an inducement
to agree or knew or ought to have known of the tei-rn or could readily have
complied with the condition. in relation to (e) however, it is riot clear whether
the fact that the goods are made to special order makes it more or less
reasonable to exclude or limit liabditv. Perhaps the answer is that either is
possible, depending on the rest of the circumstances.

Guideline 1 h) is air and interesting one. When the courts had
:o decide the application of a just and reasonable' requirement under
section 7 of the Railway and Canal Traffic Act 1854 they held it reasonable for
a carrier to offer two tariffs, a lower one at the owner's risk and a higher one
at the carrier's risk. it would seem oossible that contracting parties subject to
a reasonableness test might well adopt this practice, though whether it is
reasonable in an y particular case, must also turn on the reasonableness of the
differential between the two rates,

Guideline )c) at first sight appears puzzling, since for the term to he part
of the contract at all, the rules as to incorporation will have to be satisfied.
Presumably, however, this guideline contemplates that a higher degree of
awareness of the term may make it more reasonable to uphold it.

In relation to the application of these guidelines it is helpful to consider
first the case of R WGreen LttLu Cade Bros i-m.1 This was a case involving the
application of the reasonableness. Lest under the Supply of Goods (Implied
Terms) Act 1973. Although that test was not formulated in exactl y the same
language as under the present Act, the differences are not si gnificant for
present purposes.

The plaintiffs were seed potato merchants who had had regular dealings
for several years with the defendants who were brothers running a farm in
partner-ship. The contracts were for the sale of seed potatoes and were on
the standard conditions of the National Associari, ) n of Seed Potato
Merchants. These conditions p rovided into ,ilia that notification of
rejection claim orcoinpiatut roust he made to the seller ... within three days

after the arrival of the seed at its destination aid that any claim to
compensation should not amount to more than the contract price of the
potatoes. In respect of one contract for the sale o120 tons of King Edward
Potatoes, it later appeared that thevwere affected by potato virus Y, which
could not he detected by inspection of the seed potatoes at the time of
delivery . As a result the defendants claimed that the y had suffered loss of
protits. The plaintiffs sued for the price of the potatoes and the defendants
counter-claimed for the loss of profits.

In considering the reasonableness of the e xempting provisions GrifflthsJ
observed that although it would probabl y have been difficuit for the buyers to
obtain seed potatoes otherwise than on these conditions, the conditions had
been in operation for man y years and had been the subject of discussion

the Association and the National Farmers' Union. Guidelines i a)

The failure by a rum processor co oiler a iwo-tier service 	 treated as strong evidcice
)t unreasonableness b y judge Clarke in id,ian u Photo Trade Pr,,resin	 198I 131
NLJ 93.

ii 97)) I I	 Rep 'i02.
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and c l therefore pointed in favour of reasonableness. The sellers sought in
tustif' ilie requirement to com p lain within three da ys on The grounds that
potatoes are a ver' perishable commodity and may deteriorate badl altc'
deliver'. particiilarlvifbadhvstored. Jic thought thisavervreasonabhr- argument
in relation in defecLcdiscoverab]e by reason ofirispection but not in relation
LO a defect like virus V. which was not discoverable b y inspection. Grifflthsj
therefore held that the purported exclusion of liability for lack of timels
complaint was unreasonable. but that the ltrnn.ation ofhiahilirv to the price (it -

the  potatoes was reasonable.
The House of Lords has delivered two leading decisions on

unreasonableness. The first is that in Georgr Iitch.e1I (Chesieri tail) Ltd u Finnc
Lock Serc Lid.' Curiously this was also a case involving seeds. The appellants.
a firm of seed merchants. contracted to sell to the respondents, 30 lbs ofDutch
winter cabbage seed for £201.60. The respondents planted 63 acres with the
seeds. The resultant crupwas Scot ililcs., partl y because die seed delisered was
auttlljtn seed and partly because even as autumn seed it was ofinfetior qualtv.
The respondents sued for damages for loss of the crop and the appellants
argued that thevwere protected by a clause in their standard conditions olsale
limiting liability to replacing defective seeds or refunding paYment.

The House of Lords. difienng in this respect from the maioriie oldie Court
of Appeal. held that the clause was sufficientl y clear and unambiguous to he
effective at common law but that it did not pass the reasonableness test.

Perhaps the most important feature of the leading s peech by Lord Bridge
was his insistence that although the question of reasonablenesswa.s not sirictl
a matter of-Judicial discretion an appellate court should treat the decision of
the trial judge with great resrccn and otils' interfere with it ifit proceeded on
some crroneousprinciple Ot was plainl y -and obviousivwrong. Thisstateinent
was clearl y designed to discourage a flow of appeals on reasonableness.

In conciudtngthat the instant clause wasunreasonabie, the House attached
considerable weight to evidence, paradoxicall y led by the sellers, that they
commonl y made ex gralza payments in t r case of complaints which the'
regarded as 'usufied. Thu was treated as showing that the sellers did not
themselves regard their let-ms as reasonable though it might perhaps hr
regarded asshowingno more than that the sellers did not always think it good
business to stand rugidk on their rights. This point is per ha1-is of purel'
passing importance since it is hardlvhikelv that sellers will lead such evi(iencc
api n

Otherfactors whch were thought to point towards unreasonableness were
that the seller' s breach was the result of gross negligence and that the
evidence was that sellers could insure against delivering the wrong seed
without a significant increase in pncc. This last factor must often be an
im portant one. The second case was the twin appeals in Snnti Eric S Buk
and Horms m ' W'vre District C.ouiuciL in this case, having held that the
valuers disclaimer was sub)ect to the test of reasonableness, the House of
Lords went on to hold that it did notpass the test in a ver y helpful passage

sc sc, 11983 2 All ER 737. Tni' aruor coricernec Inc voi,fing or Inc
modilird 5 5 o all' Salt- of Cooa ' Act ]ttTt but io inosi purpues Lh,s make, nO
difierenct to air guidance given to u)l' houst o Lords
St-1. t. 200. Oeicw

19.1	 AC. its.	 1989	 .kt ER 514
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in his speech. Lord Griffiths drew attention to a number or matters which
should always be considered. These were:

Were the parties of equal bargaining power?
'In the case ofadvice, would it have been reasonabl y practicable to obtain
We advice trom an alternative source taking into accounrconsidcrauons
of costs and time?' On the facts of the particular case the House of Lords
thought it unrealistic to expect a first rime bu yer whose financial resources
were stretched to the limit in order to find We deposit and probably to
furnish the house, to find extra money foran independent full snructural
survey . It is clear that this argument applies with diminishing force as the
house increases in value and the resources of its purchaser are
proportionately increased.

3) 'How difficult is the task being undertaken for which liability is being
excluded?' It was clear that in the present case it did not impose an
excessive burden on valuers since the y were only being required to reach
that degree of reasonable care and skill which the law in general demands
of valuers and which the valuer has in any case to achieve in order to
discharge his duty to the mortgage Lender.

4) 'What are the practical consequences of the decision on the question of
reasonableness?' in the present case, the risk was one which the valuer
could easily cover by professional indetnndv insurance at a relatively
modesicost, whereas cite house purchasers were exposed to an enormous
potential loss against which they were unlikely in practice to insure or
even to be able to afford to insure.

The process of deciding whether a clause is reasonable will often involve
balancing a collection of factors, some ofwhich point towards reasonableness
and some against. It has been suggested that the fact that the terms are in very
small print or are very difficult to understand is an argument against their
reasonableness. On the other hand it is easier o iustifv reasonableness in
relation to Limitation of liabilit y or co the exclusion of particular types of loss
than to total exclusion of Liability . Presuinaalv the fact that the clauses are
well-known and that the parties are re p resented by solicitors are factors
pointing towards reasonableness but they were outweighed b y contrary
indications in Walker v Boyle.

ii The ,ele-ue nce t/i risu ra ace
The guidelines do not suggest that the court should take into account the
availability of insurance or the question of who can most efficientivinsure the risk.
However it seems clear from the reasoning above" that questions of the most

12 Per SiatLghton J .thder in Stair lute Lid t Tsne Nht .v Rnnr Group Lid [1984] 2 Lloyds Rep
211 at 222.

13 [bid.
14 19821 1 All ER 634 t 19821 1 WI,R 495 actuall y a case on s 3 01 Misrepresentation Act

19671 Set' also Reea . 11onrh Ltd r' Rediand R ntrr,d Plastics L:d 19s31 2 Con t.R 09.
13 See .ilso Photo Production Ltd z, .Secnriror Tran.toon Ltd 19801 kC 27. 19841! I .d1 ER

356 and Lord Denning MR in Lamb o London 8eroith Camden, [1981 ç ,ti '!3 at 638
[1981] 2 All ER 408 'it 413. In The Flamar Pride [1990] I Lavd's Rep 134, Potter
thought the actual nSurarire position was irrelevant. In St Albans Cs ;znd Dcstn.-t
Council u fnternatz'snal ãtmputens Ltd [1996] 4 All ER 181 rhe defendants standard
c.nclitions limited liabilit y to E100.000 The Court of Appeal held the recoverable
I.trn'iges to he .thout 65.0O() .oid that their limitation was inrea.sonahlc. This .eems
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economi( insurance arrangement are intimatels connected with the
reasonableness test. Where a clause is designed to limit liabfliiv rather than to
exclude it altogether. section 11 11 4) requires the court to have regard to:

(a) the resources which he could expect to be available to him for the purpose
of meeting the liabiittr should it arise: and

(b) how far it was open to him to cover himself by insurance.
It would seem clear that under(a) there must, be a reasonable relationship
between the resources and the- limitation which it is sought to justif y . More
difficulty surrounds the construction of (b i. It might be read to appl y onl y to
those cases where insurance was not obtainable at all, but ti is suggested that
this is too narrow and that the words should also cover the much more common
case wheie the premium for insurance in excess of the supulaird limits would
in all the circumstances be unacceptably high.

7 OTHER PROVISIONS

a A nb-evasion clauses
The Act contains a number of clauses. whose purpose appears to he to rendet
ineffective devices, to which ingenious draftsmen might otherwise resort, t
escape or minimise the effect of the Act.

i L.Tnreasonable irid'mnits' clauses
Section 4 provides:

(1) A person dealing as consumer cannot by reference to any contract term be
made to indemnify another rscrson (whether a pam' to the contract or not) in
respect c,fhabiltr that ma y he incurred by the other for negligence- o: breach
of contract. except in so far as the contract term satisfies the requitement of
reasonableness
(2) This section applies whether the liability in question—
(a) is directl y that of the person to be indemnified or is incurred by him

vicariously:
(b) is to the person dealing as consumer or to someone else.

A contract of indeninirv is one in which a oerson .A the indemnifier agrees
to make good any legal liability which another person B (the indemniiiee) is
held to be under. The liability mar be one which B is under to a third part\' C
or which B is under to A. In the latter case the result will be utat A ha s, a ciainr.
against B hut that B is then entitled to call on A to ]ndemnifv him and therebs
in effect to nullif .A's claim. This obviousl y produces a result very like tha o
an exemption clause. Even where three parties are involved, this mar in fact
still be the case since it is not uncommon tofind that A has agreed to indetnuiti
B in respect of B's liabilttv to C under a conu'act in which B agrees to indemni
C against C's liabilit y to A."

i	 urn a eas: in par t or: to- tact mzc tnt' dcfecroancs riad inst' anc (  e: i., , i:.
W toe amount or ,autiu ' anc. in rirr on z nor who1r slur uiaie roust: mat Lflr
cii'fericant s wets belt,: abc it" carrs itt siibtanti) no,' o detrins, soto',arc

)6 i's,, cc (,!,,si,it Britc r Li' Lie z )c't 1ia,'i,i Ttorui ,ir Lid	 J9't t'	 i	 )'", i Al,
- ER 1 6 't The same raLisc' ma' hind ion as a,- esempuoc ctause or an t.iern,r' ciaust

dendirtt,t on the circurimancec in wnicn it is sou hr is anni' c-, See I :Lln I"sc.aur:'
Lie c- IIyund [)9S7	 A l ; KK 62t . ; 19S7 1 WLR iri; T,mrsor. 	 o,nc 'Pot, Iirr
f_n	 it', hun	 Lie. uric , . tuar,t	 All ER i: : ! W S - "	 \\",_P
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Indemnity clauses are common in both consumer and commercial contracts
and section 4 is obviously designed to curb their misuse. It does appear
however to have gaps- First it does not apply at all outside consumer u-ansacuo ns.
This means that in those cases where in a commercial contract between Aand
B a term purporting to exclude or restrict B's liability to A would be subject
to a test of reasonableness, B ma y nevertheless stipulate thatA is to indemri ttv
him against such liability. Secondly in a consumer context it onl y applies a test
of reasonableness, whereas in many cases the liability in question will be one
which cannot be excluded at all. However. it seems probable that a court will
not easil y be persuaded that it is reasonable for B to seek to shift back to A. by
an indemnity clause, a risk which has been firml y placed on him.

ii Secondary contracts
Section 10 provides:

A person is not hound b y any contract term prc:udicing or raking away rights of
his which arise ruder, or in connection with the performance of, another
contract, so far as those rights extend to the enforcement of anothers iiabilitv
which this Part of this Act prevents that other from excluding or restricting.

This provision is not ainasterpiece of lucidity but its general thrust appears
clear. It is aimed at situations where there are two related contracts and it
seeks to prevent a part y doing indirectl y in the second what he could not
have clone directly in ti ,,: first A commons example would be a consumer
contract to buva television set with an associated contract for its maintenance—
The sale contract would clearl y fall within section 6 so that the sellers
implied obligations could not he excluded or restricted. An attempt to
exclude or restrict otliquely in the maintenance contract would also fall
Within the present section. It would seem that the same result would not
follow if the contract were a non-consumer sale since then the Act does not
prevent the seller from excluding or restricting his liability but only subjects
his attempts to do so to a test of reasonableness.

iii Choice of law
Section 27(2) provides:

This Act has effect notwithstanding any contract term which applies or purports
to apply the law of some country outside the United Kingdom. where (either or
both)—
(a) the term appears to the court, or arbitrator or arbiter to have been imposed

wholly or mainly for the purpose of enabling the party imposin it to evade
the operation of this Act: or

(b) in the making of the contract one of the parties dealt as consumer, and he
was then habitually resident in the United Kingdom, and the essential steps
necessary for the making of the contract were taken there, whether by him
or by others on his behalf.

Where a contract has connections with more than one countr y , the court will
have to decide which law to apply. The rules for this purpose are part of the
conflict of laws 17 and a detailed discussion would be out of place here.

17 For further discussion see Dicey and Morris on the Conflict of Laws ( l2th edn. 1993)
pp 1187-1284, and Cheshire and North Private International Law (12th edn. 1992)
pp 447-471.
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However, it is clear that as a rule where the parties have made an express
choice of governing law, considerable, and in tnanv cases decisive, weight will
be given to this choice. On the other hand it is very doubtful whether the

tipares can iii respect of an otherwise entirel y English contract, make a choice
of a foreign governing law. The present provision clearly envisages ,ome

departure from die ordinary rules though of a rather curiousl y drafted kind.
It will be noted that the section does not make the choice invalid but that the
Act applies nocwi thstanding,SO that the choice of a foreign law ma y otherwise

be effective. As far as 5ection 27(2) ia) is concerned, the Act will apply only tf
the term choosing a foreign law is imposed (a very strong word) and onl y if it is

wholly or mainl y for the purpose of evasion. This latter requirement would
appear to involve an inquiry into motive, which will usually not be apparent

from the face of the contract There are, after all, many reasons, good or bad,

why another system of law might be chosen especially once we pasioutside the

purely English domestic contract, which was probably dealt with b y the

coiuinofl law. Under section 7 (2) (b) the crucial question is the meaning of
.essential steps. Does this mean all the essential steps, ie ofter, acceptance
and communication of acceptance? It is thought that it probably does, since
if it were only the final essential step which was required to ta place in the
United Kingdom. Parliament might more convenb.ritly have adopted the
familiar test ofwhere the contractwas made. Even so, the provision ma y have

a very wide reach. Suppose an English consumer makes a contract to England
with an agent of the Japanese National Railwa ys for personal effects to be

carried b y rail from Tokyo to Osaka on a standard contract form which provides

that the contract is governed b y Japanese law. This appears to lall within the

literal words of the section but this would produce 4 verN odd result since on

such facts, it is very probable that Japanese law would be held to be the
governing law even where there was no express choice of law.

b Provisions/or the avoidance oj dtnLbt

The Act contains a umberofproiSi0nsw 	 appear to have been inserted
because oFdoubt as to the precise state of the common law and consequently
as to its oossible i tsterrtlation with the Act.

(i) Section 1(4) provides:

Iii relation in aiiv breach of duty or Obligltionl it is Lmns.atenal for an pofpoSC

Of this Part of this Ant whether the breach was inadvertent or nteflnnlitI. or

whether liability for it arises directly or vicariously.

In some cases of fundamental breach it has been NU age,,ied that a deliberate

breach may be more easil y held fundamefltal but it is clear that the distinction
between inadvertent and deliberate breaches is not relevant for the purposes

of part I of the Act.
i ii	 Section 9 provides:

I) Where for relia nce upon it a contract term has to satisfy the re Q uirement of

reasonablenes s . it may be found t do so and he given effect accordingly

nrtwlthiaiidiflc :har the contract hias been terminated either by breach or

b y i party electing In LieSt it as repudiated.

15 See c,4 Fniores Lid	 thl,s Far F-, ,( Ca'pn :19551 2 QB :17. L1953h 2 All ER 493. p 5.

ahin C.
9 5cr a 19.'. ,ibovc.
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(2) Where on a breach the contract is nevertheless affirmed b' a part-v entitled
to treat it as repudiated. this does not of itself exclude the requirement of
reasonableness in relation to an y contract term

Section 9(1) assumes that a substantive doctrine off un dam ental breach mat
exist and appears to be aimed in particular at a case such as Harbutt 's Plasticinf
Ltd v Wayne Tank and Pump (o Lid"' 'where the exemption clause in question
might well, if subjected to a test of reasonableness, have been held reasonable
but the reasoning of the Court ofAppeal would have denied it effect. Now that
that doctrine has been given its quietus by the decision of the House of Lord
in Photo Production Ltd v Securzcor Transport Ltd. this subsection will have little
if anvscopeln the. samewa-. subsection (2) deals with the possibility, to which
some credibility was given by some of the speeches in Suisse Atlantique Societf
dAtnnentMa,-iti,neSA vNVRotterdamscheKo1.n Centra1e that the effect of the
exemption clause might differ according to whether the injured party claimed
to treat the contract as at an end or to affirm it. Again, this possibility now
seems less important but, in an' case, section 9(e) does not prevent an injured
pat-ty who has affirmed from contending that an exempting term is
unreasonable.

(iii) The side note to section 13 states that itis concerned with Varieties
of exemption clause'. It provides:

(1) To the extent that this Part of this Act prevents the exclusion or restriction
.ofan' liability it also prevents-
(a) making the bahilir or its enforcement subject to restrictive or onerous

conditions;
(h) excluding or restricting any right or remedy in respect of the liabilit y , or

sublecting a person to any prejudice in consequence of his purswng an'
such right or reniedv:

(c) excluding -or restricting rules of evidence or procedure; and (to that.
extent) sections 2 and .5 to 7 also prevent excluding or restricting liabilin
by reference to terms and notices which exclude or restrict the relevant
obligation -or dun.

(2) But an agreement in writing to submit present or future differences to
arbitration is not to be treated under this Part of this Act as excluding or
restricting an y liabulir.

This is a curious provision. One might expecrastatute dealingwith exemption
clauses so place a definition of exemption clauses at its centre but the Act fails
to state any clear conceptual basis. The present section does not offer a
definition but rather a statement that whatever the central thrust of the Act.
certain marginal matters are also included. It would embrace clauses which
require claims to be brought within a short time: which restrict particular
remedies such as the right ofreecnon orwhich purport to reverse the burden
of proof. It includes clauses excluding the usual provisions as to set-off' but
does not include a compromise of an existing claim.'

2( [1970] 1 QB 447. [1970 1 All ER 225
[1980] 1 All ER 556. See n 195. above

2 [1967; I AC 361, [1966 2 All ER 61
See 9th edition of thit work at p 16--l-

4 5tewan Gill Lt	 h'orarzc Alt,- & Cc Lt '1992' ' A1 ER 257

S Tudc' Grong Holdings Lic	 Ciwjan, X.-t ! 199 1:'4 All ER
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C Other praurszan-s

i Misrprese7t1ano'n
Section 8 provides an amended version of section 3 of the Misrepcesentauori
Act 1967 and is discussed in detail elsewhere: th i mportant point which
should he emphasised, however, is that since the section operates within the
context of the 1967 .\ct, it is free from the restncuons of the present Act as to
the contracts to which it applies and is therefore of ge neral application. So,
For ;nstance. although the Unfair Contract Terms Act does not :spplv to
contracts for sale of land, the Misrepresentation Act 1967 does. If a vendor of
land makes a pre-contracrual statement, which might be classified as either
a misrepresentation or a contractual term, and the contract of sale contains a
clause limiting liability to £10. the clause will be subject to a test of
reasonableness in so far as it limits liability for a misrepresentation but only
to common law controls so far as it limits liability for breach of a contractual
term. So, paradoxically , the vendor might he in a better position b y making it
clear that the statement was a contractual undertaking.

ii Man ufact titer sguarantees
Section 5 provides:

11 In the case of goods of  type ordinarilvsuppLied For pnvate use or consumption.
where loss or damage-
-a arises from the goods proving defective while in consumer use: an
h) results from the negligence of a person concerned in the manufacture

or distribitLiori of the goods,
liability for the loss or damage cannot be excluded or restricted b y reference
to any contract term or notice contained in or operating by reference to a
guarantee of the goods.

(2) For Lhese purposes—
a) goods are to he regarded as in consumer use when a person is using

them, or has them in his possession for use, otherwise than exclusivel y for
the Purposes of a business; and

(b) an ything in wriun is a guarantee if it contains or puroorts to contain
some promise or assurance thowever worded or p resented) that detects
will he made good b y complete or partial replacement. or b y repair.
monetary compensation or otherwise.

()) This section does not appl y as between the parties to a contract under or in
pursuance (AshicFi possession or ownership of the goods passed.

This is an important provision but its effect requires some explanation.
Manufacturers do not as a rule sell direct to consumers and where the y do
section 6 will apply. The present section deals with the common case where
the goods pass from manufacturer to customer through a chain ofwholesalers
and retailers but the manufacturer nevertheless guarantees' the goods. This
is particularly common in relation to consumer durables. The legal effect of
such guarantees is murky . In some cases a consumer might argue that he had
bought, rely ing on the manufacturers guarantee.' but usually this would not
be a plausible argument. In some cases the manufacturer attaches to the
guarantee a returnable card and it might perhaps be argued that the return

6 See p 326. below.
7 S 3i3) makes it clear that ii 6 and 7 cannot overlap with s 3.

Adopting reasoning such as that in Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball Co 118931 1 Q8 '256
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of the card was consideration for the manufacturers promise. In practice.
thete would he no great advantage in most cases to the consumer in the
guarantee being legall y binding since most manufacturers will most of the

time honour the guarantee whether it is legall y binding or not and, usuall.
the amounts at stake would notjustifv the consumer in resorting to litigation.
Indeed, paradoxicall y , the consumer may be betteroffif the guarantee is not
binding. Since in practice inan manufacturers have so worded their
guarantees as to offer asmall service, for example, replacement of defective

parts within a year of purchase. in return for the consumer abandoning his
common law right ofaction in tort. This would often be a bad bargain from the
consumer' viewpoint.. If my negligentl y manufactured colour television
explodes and burns down mv house, it will be a small consolation that I am
entitled Loa new tube! Itseems likely that this feature of 'guarantees' was often
not understood bN consumers, particularl y as the guarantees often give
pride ofplace to their positive aspects. Be that as it mas ,section 5 ensures that
where th 'ua1-a]1tc'e' does constitute a contract between manufacturer and
consumer, these exempting provisions will be ineffective. It should be
emphasised. however, that it sa ys nothing as to the preliminary question of
whether the guarantee does constitute a contract. It should be noted i.ha;
consumer as used here has rather a different sense than in the rest of the

Act. If we take the case of the businessman whobu\'sacar partivlor private and
partly for business usc, we have seen' that tinder the test laid down in sector:
12 the question should be whether he busthrough his business or his private
account: for the purposes of the present section. however, it is sufficient that
he uaesthe car partly for private purposes, even ifhe is using the carfur business
purposes at tht time of the accident.

in Savingfor other relevant legislation
Section 29 provides:

(I) Nothing in this Act removes or restricts the effect of, or prevents reliance
upon, any contractual provision which-
(a) is authorised or required by the express terms or necessary implication

of an enactment: or
(b) being made with a view to compliance with an international ag-reement

to which the U tuted Kingdom is a parry, does not operte more rcsu-ictivei
than is contemplated by the agreement.

(2) A contract term is to be taken-
(a) for the purposes of Part I of this Act, as satisfying the requit ement o

reasonableness : and
(b for those of Part II, to have been fair and reasonable to incorporate, i

it is incorporated or approved bs', or incorporated pursuant to a decisior:
or ruling of, a competent auLhontv acting in the exercise of an y sLatutor
junsdicuon or function and is not a term in a contract 10 which the
competent authoj-irv is itself a part).

(3) In this section-
'competent authonrt' means an y court, arbitrator or arbiter, government
department or public authortiv:
'enactment' means an' legislation (including subordinate legislation) of the
United Kin gdom or Northern Ireland and an' Instrument baring effect b
virtue of such legislation; and
'starulorv' means conferred b y an enactment

9 r 2O. 2bove
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This is an important provision since it is increasi-igly common for statutes.
)tten as the result it :nternauonal convention. to la y down nandatorv
contractual terms and thereb y to provide a statutory solution to the allocation
of nsks in relation to certain contracts, for example. that a carrier ma y not
exclude his liabilirv for certain events but mavlimitit to a prescribed amount.

S EVALUATION OF THE ACT

The Unfair Contract Terms Act does not stand alone: indeed it forms part of
a worldwide pattern. In the past thirty years many countries have sought to
tackle the problems of standard form con tracts, inequality of bargaining
power and exemption clauses 1w legislation. ° Some of these Acts appear
more comprehensive in scope . but the Unfair Contract Terms Act is dearly
a majorwork. the most importantstarute in the English contract law since the
Statute of Frauds. It is perhaps inauspicious that itshould come exactl y three
hundred years after its great predecessor and one may wonder whether it will
make as much diThculcv for Litigants and as much morley for lawyers.

Certainly the Act is not immune from criticism. It makes a negative
contribution to simplicitv in two ways: tirst, it does not render any of the
previous law redundant, so that it is still necessar y to master the whole of the
common law before considering the statute and secondly , as those who have
read so far may agree, the Act is not internally simple. Its scope cannot he
concisely stated, its main sections overlap confusingly , key concepts such as
reasonableness and consumer are not consistentl y used and it has a

yawning conceptual void at its centre. It is certainly not a masterp iece of the
draftsman's art.

Perhaps these inelegancies are outweighed by the substantive
improvements which are made in the law. Certainl y in so far as the law of
contract can hem the consumer, he appears significant-iv betteroft.' t Ironically,
the most irnportanichange may have come in the law of tort, with the outlawing
of notices purporting to exclude liability for negligently inflicted death or
personal Injury.

It should perhaps he mentioned in conclusion that Parliament may not
onl y invalidate or regulate exemption clauses but ma y also impose them. The
classic example is the Hague Rules, which b y the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act
1924,' are mandatory in bills of lading covering cargo carr ying voyages from -
UK ports. These rules provide for the limitation of the carrier's liability.
Such rules are commonl y to be found in international conventions on carnage. -

Li) the first example seeins to be the isracti Standard Conr.racta Law 1964. Other count-ries
which have followed suit include Sweden 1971): Denmark 1974; Federal Germany
19761: France 197i and Finland (197m See Berg ZS 1CLQ 360. See also in the

United States the t'nifor-m Commercial Code. s 2 .302. Deutch Unfair Con(racis. Hellner
I Oxford JLS 13. See also the United States Magnusson-Moss Warranty Act.

11 Particularl y that in Federal C.ernnaiiy.
12 Though mans f he Leading authonuei upon -hich me common law :5 based would.

on 1hr.ir facts, now sail under the statutory rests.

13 Though it has been argued that this improvement has onl y been achieved b y imposing
extra costs on theuopLier. .shich will in the Long run he passed on to the consumer.

14 As amended by the Carnage of Goods by Sea Act 1971.
15 The rules are incorporated by agreement or imposed by the legislation of )thCt

cciunlries in many oihcr cases.
16 Sce eg the Warsaw Consention on carnage b y air incorporated into English Law b y the

Carnage by Air kct 1932.
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5 The Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts
Regulations 1999

The Direcuve on Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts %%os adopted b' the
Council of Ministers oil Api ii 1993.  Member States were required to
implement its provisions by 31 December 1994. The Directive was not
nandaiorv as to its precise terms: it. laid down a minimum standard which
Member States must reach for pi ntection of consumers against unfair terms
in consumer contracts. Most Member States of the European Union already
had ]egiiauon in place which dcas with this area. In the case of the United
Kingdom, the relevantlegislation is the Unfair Con tract TerinsAct 1977. The
Act is both wider and narrower than the Directive. Itwould have been possible
for the Government to identify those areas at which the Directive is aimed,
which the Act has not reached and n:legislate to expand consonterprotection
to these areas. The Government decided not to do this aiicl instead to
introduce secondary legislation tinder section 2(2) of the European
Communities Act 1972.

The Unfair Terms in Consumei Coo tracts Regulations were laid before
Parliament oil December 1994 nd came into force on 1 July 1995. The
were replaced with effect from 1 October 1999 by the Unfair Terms in
Consumer Contracts Regulations 1999. It would appear that the purpse of
the 1999 Regulations was to conform more closely than the 1994 Regulations
had done to the Directive.

A TO WHAT CONTRACTS DO TIlE REGULATIONS APPLY?

The Regulations apply only to consumer con tracts and only to standard forms
ofcontract-

The Regulations define a co:isuiner as 'a natural person who in making a
Contract to which these Regulations apply, Is acting for purposes which are
outside his business'. The courts have held that a company cart bea consumer
for the purposes of the Act" but this possibility is expressly excluded by the
Regulations.

The Regulations do not apply to contracts which have been individually
n( •otited.Thevaj-e limited toconu-actswhich have been drafted in advance.

ourse, itzsextremelvcommon in ccmsumercontracts. if there isawritten
doc iment, for the document to have been drafted in advance bvthe busines'
advisers. Nevertheless, even in such contracts there may be some negotiation.
particularly about the price. The Regulations sa y that 'the fact that a specific
term or certain aspects of it have been individuall y negotiated' does not
exclude the application of the Re gulations if an overall assessment of the
contract indicates that it is nevertheless a pre-formulated standard contract.

The limitation to consumer contracts would exclude most international
sales and charter party transactions. Perhaps the most important and obvious

17 Collins 14 Oxford L.IS 229; Macdonald t1994 ,IBL 441: Dean fif, MLR 81: Brighi and
Bright 111 LQR €!

15 For ifln.ance by extending the scnp to contrrt' iiivolving land
1 t See	 202. above
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area which is covered by the Regulations but not b y the Act is contracts for
insurance. The Regulations do not appl y to terms in a contract of insurance
which define the insured risk or the liability of the insurer ff they are in plain
intelligible language but tkiev will apply to other provisions. For mstance.
many insurance contracts have elaborate and demanding requirements for
reporting losse and making claims. it seems certain that consumers will
argue that some of these clauses are unfair.

The 1994 Regulations applied only to contracts for the supply of goods and
services. The provision producing this limitation does not appear in the 1999
Regulations- It is probable therefore that the regulation appl y to transactions
involving land. This appears more in accord with the wording of the Directive
(especially the French version).

B THE EFFECT OF THE REGULATIONS

Under the Regulations, terms classified as unfair are struck out and in
principle the rest of the contract would be Left in being unless the effect of
striking out the offending term is to leave a contract which makes no sense-
There are two important differences between the Act and the Regulations
here. Ihe first is that, despite its name, the Act is not concerned with unfair
terms. Whether :ermn is unfair is never a. test of its validitvunder the Act. Some
terms are simply r.ri.ick out. Other terms are valid if reasonable- Invaliditvdoes
not depend oil 	 or unfairness.

The other is that, in principle, the Regulations can be used to attack any
term which can be argued to be unfair.

C UNFAIRNESS UNDERTHE REGULATIONS

Clause 5(1 of the Regulations provides that 'art .nfair term iii a contract
concluded with a consumer b y a seller or supplier shall iiot be binding on
the consuttier and S(2) 'the contract shall continue to bind the parties if
it is capable of continuing in existence without the unfair term Unfairness
is defined by Clause 5(1) of the Regulations which provides '"Unfair term"
rileans an y term which. cintrarv to the reourrement of good faith, causes a
sinrficant imbalance in the parties' rights and obligations arising under
the con tract to the detriment of the consumer. So the possible scope of
arguments about unfairness isvervwide. However, there is one ver y important
limitation which is contained in Clause 6(2) which provides 'In so far as it
is in plain intelligible language the assessment of fairness ofa term shall not
relate (a) to the definition of the main subject matter of the contractor i b)
to the :icicquacv of the price or remuneration s against the goods or services
sold or supplied'. This means that it. will not he o pen to a consumer to argue
that a contract is unfair because he or she has been charged too much. This
provision represents a vital decision as to a central part of the application
of the unfairness concept. It is perfectl y easy to understand wh y it was
thought not expedient to teavejudges with the task of deciding whether the
price vas fair. This would be the sort of question which could often riot he
anssered without hearing complex economic evidence of a kind which
many lawyers andjudqes are not trained to evaluate. On the other hand.
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Questions of price must often he an important ingredient in questions o
fairness and unfairness. Supposing I sell y ou a car which has been badly
damaged in an accident, requires extel:sive repair work and is totally
unroadworthvas it stands. Ifi sell you the car at a price which reflect.s all these
defects, it is hard to sa y that the contract is unfair. if Ise] l von the carat a price
which would he appropriate for the same car in perfect second hand
condition but seek to conceal the defects and to exclude liabilit y by the
words in the small print, it is much more plausible to regard the contract as
unfair.

The second schedule to the 1994 Regulations required particular regard
to be had to 'the strength of the bargaining positions of the parties: whether
the consumer ha^ an inducement to agree tO the terms: whether the goods or
services were sold or supplied to the special order of the consumer; and the
extent to which the seller or supplier has dealt fairly and equitabl y with the
consumer'. It will be seer, that the first three of these conditions are also
relevant to reasonableness under the Act. This schedule does not appear in
the 999 Regulations. However vet-v much the same language appears in
recital 16 of the Directive and a judge could properl y look at this in inteq)rering
the Regulations.

Section 7 of the Regulations provides 'A seller or supplier shall ensure
that anvwritten term of a contract is expressed in Plain intelligible language'.
Where 'there-is doubt about the meaning of a term, the interpretation most
favourable-LO the consumer shall prevail. The second sentence is simpl y a
statement in statutory form of a rule which the English courts have always
applied and which indeec is to be found in virtually all legal systems.
Although there were suggestions in StagLine v Ts'neShiprepai that putting
a clause in vet-v small prim or vet-v difficult language might make it
unreasonable, there are no cases in which this suggestion has been
implemented. The wording of the first-sentence of Section 7 is therefore of
Feat practical importance. Many businesses operate at the moment hv making
a glowing statement in their marketing and irving to weasel out of them in the
small print by obscure and complex jargon. Section 7 will make this ineffective
and certainly therefore requires consumer contracts to be carefully re-read
and in many cases extensivel re-written.

Final)), it should be noted that Section 5(5) provides that Schedule 2
contains 'an indicative and non .ex,hausuve list of the terms which ma y be
regarded as unfair', it should be noted that the list is not a black list in that
the Regulations does not sa y in terms thatinclusion on the list means that the
clause is unfair. it is rather a gre y list in the sense that inclusion on the list
raises a strong inference that in most circumstances a clause of this kind
should be treated as unfair.

D POWERS OFTHE DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF FAIR TRADING

Under the 1994 Regulations. the Director-General was given powers to try 10

prevent the continued use of unfair terms, including in particular the power
to seek an injunction so prevent a trader using unfair terms. In practice many

20 11984) 2 Lloyd s Rep 2) at 222: see p 208. above
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traders agree 10 abandon the use of offending terms without ariv application
LO court. The Office of Fair Trading (OFT issues regular bulletin to report
progress on these questions.' The 1999 Regulations extenoed tnesc powers
to statutory regulators and trading standards departments. The y also extended
to the Consumers Association the power to seek 1nuflCt)OflS.

I For an application see Lnrrrto- (eo! of Far- Trathng v F:nf \aLzon? bans ,r 200

All ER 240 [2000	 All ER 759 Mitchell fli LQR 5. Feres$or	 200 GLI

2 See- MacDonald Fxrrnpor, Caus anc Lnfar	 ch 4




